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PREFACE

No one disputes that a country s international manufacturing competitiveness
in a given industry depends at lea.st in part on the nature of the product and. to an extent,
on exchange rates. However, country differences in the cornpetitiveness of various
products can be attributed in large part to differences in technology, product developinent
ability. and mass production technology. Underlying the differences in technological
ability are systems for developing engineers: educational systems. labor markets, and
companies themselves. To clarify sources of international competitiveness, we set out
to compare systems for developing engineers, as well as systems for the division of
labor arnong engineers and technically skilled people within the firm.

We have planned, in conjunction with the French Laboratory of Economics
and Sociology of Work (Laboratoire d’ Ecomomie et de Sociologie du Travail), an
international comparative research project. This project examines the labor market for
engineers as well as their technical development within the fïrm upon employment. We
have exchanged opinions frequently, basing our discussions on the actual surveys of
educational systems, labor market structure, product development, and technical
developrnent systems for engineers within companies. We have expended a great deal
of energy on the actual research on companies and in the exchange of opinions.

In the company research, we selected product unes within each country’s
relative comparative advantage and then conducted comparative research on the
development of those products. The focus of the research was on four firms in the
Japanese and French electronics and chemicals industries. These industries were
selected because it is said that France has comparative advantage in chemicals while
Japan has comparative advantage in electronics.

This is our first experience with basic international research, and the resuits
took a great deal of time, but we were able to learn a great deal. We found that the
competitiveness of those products was greatly influenced by two factors: 1) whether or
flot the systems for product development which give birth to the competitiveness of
products conformed to the special qualities of the products, and 2) whether or flot the
systems for developing engineers conformed to the special qualities of the products.

Even though we were able to identify several aspects of the labor inarket and
career development systems which contributed to a country’ s comparative advantage in
certain products, we found that it is extremely difficult to transplant various elements of
competitiveness from one country to another. It is particularly difficult to partially
reform any given labor market or technical development system. In part. this is because
product and hurnan development systems in firms. are deeply intertwined with



exogenous factors such as the education system and the labor market.
The various systems influencing technological advancement are complex. As

a resuit. a country’ s handicaps tend to become embedded and it takes a great deal of time
10 reverse the comparative advantage of a country’ s product competitiveness or lack
thereof. 1-lence, comparative advantage in the international cornpetitiveness of
industries tends to remain somewhat inert overtirne.

The researchers participating in this international comparative research from the
Japan Institute of Labor include: Toru Ishii, Minoru Ito. Naoyuki Kaineyarna, Tadashi
Kudo, Shigemi Yahata. The researchers from the French Laboratory of Economics and
Sociology of Work include: Caroline Lanciano, Marc Maurice, Hiroatsu Nohara, and
Jean Jacques Silvestre.

Akira Takanashi

Research Director General

The Japan Institute of Labour
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INTRODUCTION

The years following the Second World War saw first the development, then
the blossoming and finally the breakdown of the way in which firms functioned,which
was based on wringing productivity increases out of production factors and the conquest
of markets through continuous fali in consumer prices. This method of managing firms
was organized around a relatively passive and extremely divided work force engaged in
execution tasks (manual workers and technicians). This work force,which was subject
to rules and productivity targets and had to carry out tasks of an intensitive,repetitive
nature,was augmented by a body of supervisory staff (stili small in numbers),made up of
engineers and foremen whose essential function was to improve techniques and,from the
organizational point of view,to “supervise and give orders”. There was a marked
distinction between conception and execution.

For the past twenty yeas firms have been developing strategies for improving
competitiveness. In this case, company growth is based on improvements in
quality,product diversification, increasingly stint adherence to deadiines and savings on
stocks. Markets are conquered through the confidence that is created between producers
and consumers. The position and role ofexecution workers has changed. Differentiation
between individual tasks has gradually given way to a greater emphasis on cooperation
and the specialization associated with extracting high productivity gains from individual
jobs is giving way to polyvalence; execution workers have to be more active and take a
more global view of the functioning of the firms as a whole. The position and work of
supervisory staff is also changing. In particular, engineers are having to create the
conditions in which manua! workers can be more autonomous. They intervene directly
in breakdowns in production, which are often caused as much by poor human resource
management as by technical problems. The collectivization of works is based on the
importance given 10 learning processes. Supervisory staff are increasingly involved in
training and assessment. In this mode! of competitiveness, employees responsible for
technical matters (from semi ski!led manua! workers to engineers) remain in place, but
their vertical and horizontal relationships, as wel! as the rules governing them, are
gradually changing in nature. As we enter the 1990s, firms are devoting more and
more resources to innovation, i.e. the development of new processes and the invention
of new products.

These innovations mean that they can make headway in markets that become
saturated increasingly quickly and in which competition consists of creating
monopolies. The significant trend here is the proliferation within firms of groups of
workers with very high levels of technical competence. These groups are sufficiently
numerous and diversified for management of them to raise problems of organization,
hierarchy, division of labor, assessment, etc... Workers’ skills are less and less
dependent on equipment and machinery and increasingly determined by their ability to
organize teams, to succeed in collective gambles, to minimise the costs of a series of
uncertain experiments, etc... The range of organizational choices is widening. The



autonomy of workers involved in projects, prototype design and the solution of new
technical problems is taking on increasing importance. Nevertheless, supervisory staff
have an important guiding role to play in providing continuity and stability for die
innovation that is expected. In any competitive, dynamic firm, workers are engaged
simultaneously in a search for productivity, competitiveness and innovation. This is
particularly true for those in technical jobs. whether they be manual workers,
technic jans, foremen, senior technicians, engineers or researchers. This group of jobs,
and the workers occupying them, constitute what we cali die “technical function” in a
company. All these technical jobs are coordinated by the relationships that exist
between research laboratories, the industrial development service, die planning office
and supervisory and production staff. Research, particularly development and
economic research, has an increasingly important role to play, since it is die dynamic of
research that provides a company with the means to improve its ability to succeed in die
face of competition. Such work brings many dimensions into play, including workers’
skills and training, die organization of work and authority relationships, work force
mobility and the functioning of teams. The articulation of these dimensions defines
what we cail the ‘technical professionality” which is both an individual and a collective
reality.

Past research has shown that this technical professionality, which was restricted
to manual workers and their immediate supervisors, differed from firm to firm, from
sector to sector and, particularly, from country to country. Our hypothesis in this study
is that the inclusion of research, development and the planning office could only
reinforce this trend. The importance of training and work organization issues in these
services is welI known. h is for this reason that we are engaged in an international
comparison between two countries, such as France and Japan, which differ enormously
in these two areas of training and organization

This introduction will be divided into two sections. The first section will
outline the basis of our approach to the problem. This outiine will be divided into two
parts:

1. the approach to innovation as we conceive it, based on four choices;

2. the problems raised by innovation in the genesis of a firm’s dynamic

The second section will present the methodology that we have chosen in order
to deal with these problems in an international comparison.

This introduction will conclude with a plan of the report.

1. INNOVATION : ACTORS AND ORGANIZATIONS

1-1. Innovation and technical professionality: an approach based
on four choices

In our introduction to this research, we shah present four general choices that



will give an overview of the way in which we approached research, development and
technical studies, particularly in the company monographs. Some of the elements
presented here will reappear in the second part of this section, which will be devoted to
die problems raised by innovation in creating a firm’s dynamic.

1. The fïrst choice extends and completes the typology we put forward at the
beginning of this introduction. This typology might at first sight lead to the conclusion
that the actors involved in innovation are currently being incorporated into the
functioning of firms, while at the same time remaining separate from the heart of the
production process. This was flot the choice we made. We decided, on the contrary,
to regard innovation as a process influenced by die method ofproducing and organizing
that characterizes a company or a country. At the same time, the way in which new
products are created and then manufactured has an influence on die role of engineers
in R & D, technical studies and production as well as on their reiationships with
technicians and manual workers.

Moreover, it should be noted that one of the research studies that provided die
basis for this study described the way in which, in Japan, aIl workers, from manual
workers to engineers, collaborated more or less intensively in the innovation process,
thus contributing to its efficiency and reliability. As far as development and
innovation processes are concerned, our approach is different from an organizational
study of laboratories or technical teams which assumes that such teams are closed
systems, in which the circulation of information or networks of contacts between agents
are studied in great detail. It is true that such analyses ofthe way in which the actors in
the innovation process work together and communicate lie at the heart of any research
ofthe type under consideration here. Nevertheless, we are just as interested in die way
in which functions or actors develop as groups of professionals entering into
relationship with each other. The importance of this interdependence between
functions and actors Ieads us to investigate the process by which a companys ‘technical
capability’ is constituted. Rejection of an approach in which innovation is studied as a
closed system also implies rejection of an approach in which expenditure on R & D and
technical studies is seen as an economic resource that can be isolated in order to study
its effect on the companys prospenty. Expenditure on research (like that on education)
is an indicator that cannot be ignored, but one which Ieads in both cases to consideration
of the methods of organizing work and mobilizing actors. The effectiveness of such
expenditure cannot be analyzed unless it is understood how it stimulates and shapes
what we have alled a fïrms technical professionality.

2. The second choice concerns the ways in which we approach the resources,
essentially human resources, that are mobilized in die innovation process. Many
studies and theories have shown the extent to which the creation of the conditions under
which human resources can be efficiently deployed is influenced by the interaction
between firms and their employees. The work force engaged in production is a
specific social, economic and professional construct, even if workers’ characteristics
such as age and formai qualifications may play an important role. In the case of
research, development and technical studies, we are dealing with a high level work
force, particularly in respect of scientific training. On die other hand, it is a work force
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chat is very carefully selected by firms. Thus these resources might be considered to be
“finished products”, available in external labor markets at a level of development that
creates the ex ante conditions for their productive efficiency. This may be true in the
case of particularly well defined groups of specialist workers, whose skills are
purchased in order to launch a new industrial program. for example. However, these
cases are very much a minority. In gene rai, in addition to the recruitment of engineers
and technic jans, firms are engaged in a process of skill reconstruction which has at least
two dimensions. It has an individual dimension when each worker within the
organization he enters develops competencies which will become effective in a given
context. These competencies will be formed through “learning on the job”. This
leaming on the job is influenced by the way in which each firm envisages team work,
the exercise of hierarchical authority and die mobility of its work force. This
reconstruction of initial skills also bas a collective dimension. Industrial innovation is
the resuit of team work, and the collectivization of competencies can only be done
within the firm. This col lectivi zation is the resuit of a division of labor and interaction
between engineers, technicians and manual workers. Group work creates new
competencies which transcend individual skills and can be differentiated from them.

Nevertheless, we know that this learning on die job defined as a set of
individual and collective processes may take very different forms depending on the
firm and country in question. There are no universal rules that define what is often
descnbed as an innovative environment. The cooperation, competition and
competencies that develop in such an environment are contingent. The hypothesis ofa
high level of contingency in innovative environments ties in with some of the most
recent advances in innovation theory developed by specialists in industrial economics.
In these theories. the continuous emergence of new products reflects the way in which
the productive system specifies actors’ competencies. both internally, in terms of work
organization. and externally, in relation to product markets. This contingency or
specificity in respect of organizations and skills is flot restncted to what takes place
within a firm in the strict sense of the term. It also involves the relationships between
companies and public sector research and the university system. These relationships
are differently structured in each country. The same is true of relationships with high
level subcontractors (in computing, for example). In ail these cases, the general
resources are obtained from outside but utilized in different ways by die firm in
accordance with its internai organization and the competencies of its engineers and
technicians. The firm’s environment is also internalized.

3. The third choice, linked to die previous one, is to give analytical power to
the history of organizational structures and to the way in which they change as the firm
evolves. In the production sphere, the organization of work changes, but only
marginally. Production plants are shut down, but such closures are implemented
through redundancies and only limited numbers of staff are transferred. In research,
development and technical studies, work teams, hierarchical forms and pockets of old
technologies are, it seems to us, much less stable. The relative newness of the
innovation process, and the importance of the human factor, disrupt the organizational
structure in a way that does flot occur elsewhere. Laboratories or teams involved in
technical studies are reorganized frequently, depending on the predominant spheres of
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scientific interest and the preferred directions of industriai development. The skill of
engineers and advanced technicians is developed through a succession of learning
processes that cut across these changes; the relationship between organization and the
accumulation of knowledge is a complex one.

There are two dimensions of great importance.

The first is the development of a bank of knowledge and know how. The
rnobility of individuals within structures may destroy or transmit this knowiedge and
know how, depending on the way in which the micro organizations are renewed and
articulated. Time is experienced differently by each individual. Some keep up with
or even cause organizational changes. Others, whether in central research laboratones
or in technical teams, tend to prefer stability in structures, specialists, products or
markets. In other words, here more than elsewhere, socialization and organization are
indissociable. Nevertheless, the way in which they are articulated certainly requires
more subtie analysis in both time and space than is the case with assembly unes,
for exampie.

The second dimension invoives the reiationship between a certain level of
organizational complexity and the sirnpiicity of certain principies of worker
stratification. The principles of stratification are based flot only on differences in
funct ion but also. and more dec isively, on differences in status. This is very obviously
the case with the distinction between engineers and technicians in France. Here there
is a dual distinction between initial formai qualifications and the institutional categories
“manager” and “non manager”. These distinctions may be the resuit of professional
experience. There are aiso more continuous differences which are managed by
supervisory staff rather than being imposed from outside. Nevertheless, these
differences may be just as strong as those rooted in formai qualifications. Examining
the relationship between organizational dynamic on the one hand and the accumulation
of knowledge and the stratification of actors on the other involves us directly in
questions of mobility and career path. This is the subject of our fourth point.

4. An innovative environment is not simply an organizational network which
builds up and disintegrates over time, leaving behind a bank of knowledge. k is also a
space in which socialization takes place. There is, therefore, a very strong Iink
between sociaiization and the way in which each individual carnes out his job and
cooperates with his colleagues. We are dealing essentially with people with advanced
technical training, and career problems assume even greater importance here than they
do elsewhere. As in other research studies, there are three aspects to the emphasis we
have placed on mobility.

- Mobility exposes a struggie for positions and jobs.

- Mobility is Iinked to the way in which certain types of employees involved in
the innovation process plan, organize. adopt and persist with their career paths. These
career paths are valued differently depending on the technical, managerial and research
elements they contain.
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- Mobility is also linked to
competencies and extends his skills.
collective process. From this point
dimensional.

The first dimension relates to training in the course of a career.
which it is carned out and the stages at which workers are involved in it
success of the innovations in which they are engaged.

The second dimension relates to the opportunities for contact between
engineers and technic jans with different specialists. Cooperation between them , if
achieved, creates hybrid collective competencies that produce new industrial products
that would be inconceivable without such “cross breeding”.

The organization, the processes by which knowledge is accurnulated and
competition for promotion up the hierarchy., ail these dimensions are Iinked to the way
in which each employee is more or less inventive or creative. Nevertheless, this
creativity, like the accumulation of knowledge and the career strategies, has to be
planned on a collective level, since it is also the result ofthe management of people and
of their resources.

These four choices lead us to approach innovation within a firm as the outc orne
of both the organizat ion of work and the socialization of individuals. In this sense,
technical professionality is the result of actors’ strategies and of their incorporation into
management strategies, which both constrain and energize them. This leads to the
notion of organized creativity , study of which requires a great deal of lengthy
ana lysis and observation. The same is true of the ongins and level of costs associated
with any process of innovation and industrialization. Any discussion of whether they
are justified or effective also has to be accompanied by a great deal of analysis and
observation. This should reveal their ongin, the mechanisms by which they become
apparent, the actions that raise or lower them, etc. These costs are difficult to measure,
except in artificial or mechanical ways. On the other hand, it is possible to rethink the
forms and modes of functioning, the cooperative or conflictive relationships between
actors and relationships to time which, through mediations that remain to be identified,
increase or reduce them. They are flot regulated by a market in which pnces and
quantities mix. In our view, they are regulared by the functioning of a professional
space. In this case, we have to understand how the actors are constructed and how
organizations direct their actions. The costs and returns are then socialized differently
depending on the firm and country in question.

The use of the terms “actor” and “organization” brings us to a point that seems
to us important, namely assessment of the relationships between two dimensions. The
first relates to what is generafly known as a research and industnalization strategy,
which is decided at the highest level in companies. These strategies involve decision
making, die establishment of structure or projects, etc... The second relates to the way in
which these strategies, decided at die highest level, are made possible by the behavior of

the way in which each employee accumulates
This accumulation is both an individual and a
of view, any study of mobility must be two

The way in
influence the
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employees at ail levels. It might even be asked how these managerial strategies are
driven by the competencies of the actors in the company. This reveals once again the
utter inadequacy of mdicators such as the level of expenditure on research and
deveioprnent, the size ofthe central laboratones, employees formai qualifications or the
number of projects launched for an understanding of what distinguishes two firms or of
the way to assess the innovator dynamic of one of them. What we cali innovation
strategies arise out of the intertwining of decisions, actions, actors and organizational
responses. What we cail strategic plans are one of the elements, among others, in the
understanding of a whole.

The difficulty of putt ing forward the ideas outlined here in an international
comparison should be readily apparent. The interactive and iterative dimensions of
issues such as profitability, rationality or the reiationships between the different levels
of a company makes comparisons of quantitative indicators meaningless.
Nevertheless, it is possible to make headway by focusing on the problems that the
inception of innovation and the dynamic of what we have cailed technical
professionality pose for ail firms. These problems will be considered in the second
part of this introduction.

1-2. Innovation and technical professionality: the problems that
affect ail firms

The probiems cited here will not necessarily be deait with in order of
importance, but they ail lie at the heart of the dynamic of innovation and of the
conditions for its realization.

One of the first problems is the conditions in which collective learning
processes are realized through on the job training. This learning on the job exists in ail
companies, but it does depend, for example, on the confidence that firms have in formai
qualifications and their hierarchy. Thus k must be wondered whether initial training
determines the way in which empioyees work together, or whether everything depends
on experience and senionty. The conditions in which collective learning processes are
realized also depend on the division of labor. Nevertheless, this depends on the
mobility of individuals and the circulation of information. This is what happens, for
example, through polyvalence and cooperation between different hierarchical levels.

There is another problem closeiy akin to this one. It concerns the way in
which a firm separates and coordinates the functions that we shaH label managerial,
scientific and technical. For example, managerial functions can be clearly isolated and
assumed by individuals who have the appropriate status and specific powers. On the
other hand, these managenal functions may be distnbuted in a more diffuse way. In
the second configuration, each engineer and his capacity to manage constitute a
professional space in which his technical and scientific competencies are of secondary
importance. Analysis of the functioning of the firm is a question of identifying die
structures that are put in place in order that technical and scientific cooperation can be
deveioped across these juxtaposed spaces. There bas to be a compromise between die
collectivization of technical work and individual strategies for promotion through die
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hie rarchy. In the first configuration, in which managerial functions are the prerogative
of a small number of supervisory staff. individual strategies are organized around the
extension of technical and scientific polyvalence. The juxtaposition of management
spaces is replaced by the supenmposition of zones of competencies. This
superimposition encourages continuous progress in the industrialization of new products
and the improvement of processes. In both cases, the problem to be solved by firms is
the establishment of types of work organization that produce innovation and provide a
Iink between two dimensions.

The first of these is the way in which each individual defines his personal skill
and his commitment to work. This defïnition may place more or less emphasis on
managenal autonomy or technical cooperation.

The second is the way in which these types of skills are organized at the
collective level. How is the hierarchy of supervisory and technical functions
arranged? Through what types of mobility is this hierarchy made concrete and
legitimized?

This brings us to a notion that is central to R & D and technical studies.
This is the way in which firms implement innovative industrial processes. The
implementation of such processes requires cooperation between engineers, technicians
and even manual workers with different backgrounds and specialists. Such an
operation lasts a limited time and represents something of a gamble. It requires
assessment and monitoring procedures that involve individuals outside the operation
itself. These innovative operations are of limited duration and are constantly
replaced. Finally, they require a constant shuttiing to and fro between various
functions within the firm: market research, production, technical studies, research,
etc...

The question that must then be asked is whether the organization of the
company hierarchy which is by definition fairly rigid and closed in on itself is
able to take on such operations. Can hierarchies services mobilize a range of
individuals with different competencies and persuade them to cooperate? Can they
renew operations of variable duration and do they have the resources to assess their
progress? If the firm’s organization is not suited to such a form of collective work,
the project system may well provide an alternative solution. In this case, an
ephemeral, ad hoc structure is created. The creation of such a structure mobilizes
individuals with the appropnate skills and establishes more or less standardized
evaluation and monitoring procedures. The functional services cooperate
frequently throughout the duration of the project. In our experience, ail companies
make use of both methods of organization. This gives rise to two series of questions:

1. How are these two modes of organizing collective work made to interact
within a company? What are the relationships between those with hierarchical
responsibiities and project managers? How do engineers deal with their mvolvement
in two structures one ephemeral, the other permanent. How does the mobility of
individuals and their evaluation develop?
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2. I-low, at the collective level, does the firm manage the failures and
successes of industrialization operations? Is the stable structure of a hierarchical
organization more Iikely to encourage the accumulation of experience? Does a
project system allow a greater variety of collective assignments and does it give a
higher profile to successes and failures?

None of these questions is specific to one firm or to one country. They are
questions of general significance, and ail the more so since the answers to them
provide information on the way in which fïrms implement their innovation policies.
This is the case, for example, with one fundamental dimension of these policies,
namely the speed and reliability of product and process renewal cycles. Shortening
these cycles while maintaining the quality of the mdustrialized product is one of the
fundamental elements in the creation of strong market positions. In the face of
such a challenge, firms may choose different ways of organizing actors and their
contributions. These differences may relate to time management. One extreme
example of an organizational model may emphasize the early mobilization of ail
those involved in the industnalization process researchers, engineers. production
and sales staff, etc. An intermediate product is produced and its faults and possible
solutions and adjustments evaluated. In this case, work is collectivized
immediately and the dynamic is the result of cooperation between individuals with
different specialists and different levels of expenence. The circulation of
information depends on the coordination of activities, which is a problem to be
managed by the hierarchy. In a second extreme example, an industrialization
program is implemented sequentially. The various functions make their
contributions one after the other. This process starts with a very generai product
design phase. proceeds through a research phase and finishes with die graduai
development of a prototype and then the finished product. The centrai problem
here is the transmission of experience and knowledge, which may well be lost unless
the various actors communicate with each other. Such communication offsets the
disadvantages of compartmentalization.

These two extreme models for managing the chronology of the various
phases of the development and industrialization process aiso have a spatial dimension:
the relationships between people are different in each case. In the first mode!, highly
integrated patterns of professional behavior will have to be developed. This
integration may be put at risk by differences in status and initial training if such
factors have a powerful segregatmg capacity. In the second case, in contrast, die
actors are deiiberately distinguished by their function, status and training. The
success of die innovation process depends on the way in which the system of work
organization uses these differences in order to foster leadership and to develop
individual patterns of mobility that are sufficiently motivating to have a positive effect
on collective learning processes.

In this latter example, therefore, h can be seen that the success and speed of
a product renewal cycle can be regulated in very different ways. The challenge to
firms is a general one, and their success or failure can be assessed quantitatively.
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The underlying resources, procedures and collective learning processes are specifïc
and are best approached in a much more qualitative way. They can, nevertheless, be
compared, provided that the interdependencies and dynamics that make them
intelligible are clearly understood. This is die fundamental problem with international
comparisons, the methodology of which as we conceive it will be examined in the
second section of this introduction.

2. INNOVATION, TECHNICAL PROFESSIONALITY AND
SOCIETAL EFFECT

This section will outiine the general analytical framework used in this
research, which reflects the theoretical concerns set out elsewhere, and the
comparative methodology, which is rooted in the so called “ societal effect approach

The methodology adopted will be compared with other types of international
comparative approach in order to highlight the theoretical implications (and
assumptions) of each 011e.

2-1. The general analytical framework

In this comparative research project, the innovation space and the ‘social
construction” of competencies and of “organized creativity” are analyzed empiricafly
on the basis of studies of firms in two different sectors, the chemical industry and
electrical and electronic engineering.

The approach also involves an examination of the firm in relation to die
society of which it is a part. In other words, we take into account the
interdependence between die firm and society , a process which helps to produce die
innovation space and technical competencies (which we will denote by adopting die
concept of “technical professionality”).

Thus die industrial, R & D and education policies of each country help to
form the “innovation spaces” and to produce the “technical professionalities” that we
observe in the companies studied.

There are of course many mediating factors intervening between these
various “policies” (which themselves stem from institutions and categones of actor

specific to each country) and firms. Each firm has its own autonomy which enables it
to manage its relations with its “environment” or its societal “context”; each firms
makes its own choices and defines its own strategies with respect to innovation, die
formation of professionalities and the organization of competencies and creativity.

Diagram below shows, in simplified form, the main relationships of
interdependence by means of which fïrms, operatmg within a given society, construct
their innovation space and the technical professionality of their actors, notably
engineers and technicians.
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In this diagram, the largest triangle represents the society of which the
firm is a constituent part. The circles at each corner of the triangle represent
“policies” that emanate largely from the state but which also constitute “spaces” in
which public and private programs (the latter organized, for example, by private
organizations, national or regional. that make a contribution to vocational training or
to the development of scientific and technical research). Thus these three points of
reference are defined both in terms of “policies” and in terms of “spaces’:

1) R & D policy/space (scientific and technical);

2) Industrial policy/space (organization of industrial sectors, or networks of
firms, of subcontracting, etc...);

3) Education and socialization policy/space (education and training system,
public and private organizations contributing to the development of knowledge, ...).

Relationships of interdependence exist between these three reference points
and between each one ofthem and fïrms.

In other words, ail these relationships contnbute, in each country, to die
constitution of what might be called an ‘innovation space’ and of a more extensive
space, articulated to the innovation space. in which technical and scientific
professionalities are developed and from which each society’s dynarnic and potential
for technical and scientific creativity flows.

The intern triangle represents the firm. with the three points of reference
corresponding to those in the outer triangle described above. Each firm defines its
own R & D and industrial strategies and its relationships to the rnarket, as well as its
strategy for managing human resources and the division of labor between different
categories of actors.

The center of the internai triangle is where the firm’s innovation space is
created by the interdependencies between die development of a technical
professionality and the dynamic of organized creativity.

It is thus at the heart of these multiple relationships that the social
constitution of engineers takes place ; as actors in the innovation process, they
operate within the cooperative and competitive relationships that they maintain with
other categories of actors (technicians, supervisory staff, manual workers, etc.). It
is through the processes by which creativity is organized and professionality is
socialized and that the professional and social identity of engineers receives its
legitimacy.

2-2. International comparative method and societal analysis

International comparisons are now conducted in ail die social sciences, and
there is increasing interest in them today as a resuit of die growth of international trade
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and increasingly strong international links.

Their heunstic significance has made comparisons between countries an
instrument for the acquisition of reciprocal knowledge. However, we need to pay
attention to the use of this methodology, since it can be implemented in various ways,
each of which is based on theoretical conceptions, often implicit, of the notion of
comparability

What are the critena by which comparability is defined? If it is accepted that
the aim of any international comparison is to bnng w the fore analysis of the national
context and the phenomena observed in each country, it is possible to pomt to two
dimensions of analysis on which “comparability’ is based.

The first of these is the relationships within each country between the
phenomena or subjects observed and their societal context, in other words the
relationships between the macro level of analysis (the societal context) and the micro
level (that of the phenomena or subjects observed). In this case, the central question is
whether these subjects are exogenous or endogenous to the society in which they are
observed.

The second dimension is the type of continuity or discontinuity that may or
may not be discerned between phenomena observed in one country and those observed
in another. In other words, can they be considered sociologically homogeneous or
heterogeneous?

k is the combination of these different types of relationships (macro/micro,
continuity/discontinuity) that defines the character attributed to “comparabi[ity”, which
in turn reflects the (more or less implicit) theoretical referent adopted.

The following schematic representation summarizes these different cnteria for
comparability:

Relationships between subjects and Country A Country B
societai context

Macro

Micro

Continuity and discontinuity between

subjects of comparison
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As we shah see, there is a logical connection between these critena, depending
on the type of theoretical approach adopted. Without examining these different
approaches in any detail here. (Cf. M. Maurice. “Methode comparative et analyse
societale”, in Sociology du Travail , No.2, 1989, pp. 175-19 1.,,) We wiIl summarize
their main characteristics. Broadly speaking, there are three main types of approach to
international comparisons: the functionalist universalistic (‘cross national”)
approach.The culturalist particularistic (“cross cultural”) approach, and the societal
approach (inter and inter national). A schematic representation of each of these
three approaches will be found at the end of each part.

2-2-1. Functionalist universalist approaches

These approaches are undoubtedly the most highly developed in the social
sciences, and are based on the functionahist or “rationahist” theones to be found both in
certain schools of thought in the sociology of organizations or pohitical science and in
neo classical economics.

In this case, the macro micro relationship is flot really a central issue . The
“country’ or “nation” is merely the location of the phenomena observed, and there is no
a priori assumption that this context has any effect on the subjects observed.

Comparabihity is based essentially on a principle ofrationality that is compared,
term for term, from one country to another. Any differences that may emerge between
countnes are thus considered as mere residues of the rational “model”, or are descnbed
as “functional equivalents”, which, ipso facto, confers on them the status of
“comparability”. This type of “rational” approach is very often adopted in order to
express opposition to approaches ofthe culturalist type. Examples of this can be found
among both French and Japanese authors, particularly in the debates surrounding the
“Japanese model” of the finri,

I. The functionalist-universalist approach (cross national)

Country A Country B
Relationships between subjects

Aobserved and societal context Macro

(levels of analysis) l
I

‘ (1)
I I

(2)

Micro

(1) Absence of anahysis between macro and micro Ievehs

(2) strong continuity,term for term,between subjects
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2-2-2. Culturalist particularist approaches

The com mon factor in these approaches is that they contrast sharply with the
previous ones in each of the dimensions of comparability as defined above.

Thus ‘national culture tends to replace the pnnciple of rationality as a referent,
and even forms the basis for the relationship between the macro and micro levels of
analysis. In other words, the phenomena or subjecis observed merely reflect the
national culture of which they are a part

This consequently gives nse to great discontinuity between the subjects of
companson from one country to the next. They are heterogeneous, since they originale
within the “national culture” of which they are a part. Both of the approaches outlined
above are found in France and Japan, although sometimes in different contexts. Thus
in Japan in the 1970s there was a cntical reaction against culturalist interpretations of
the “Japanese mode!”, illustrated in particular by J.C. Abegglen’s book The Japanese
Factory: Aspects of its social organization (1958), and die work of sociologists such
as H. Mannari and R. March ( Modernization and die Japanese Factory , 1976) and
economists such as H. Shimada (1983) and K. Koike (1988) (see Bibliography). It
should be noted that die culturalist school is stiil widely acknowledged. It is associated
with the Nihonjin ron tradition (“theories” on Japan and Japanese uniqueness),
which promulgates a somewhat backward looking ideology in respect of Japanese
society. This tradition is also the subject of a certain amount of interest among
foreigners.

This Japanese debate is echoed in France. where the “Japanese model” is
regarded with a mixture of attraction and repulsion, which does littie to enhance
understanding of Japanese society.

So how can these opposing positions be transcended? Are we condemned to
being either “rationalist’ or “culturalist”, as if it were possible to be only one or the
other?

Il. The culturalist-particularist approach (cross cultural)

Relationships between subjects Country A Country B
observed anc societal context Macro

(levels of analysis) (3)(1)

(2)
Micro

(1) Strong determination by [national culture]

(2) Lack of continuity between subjects compared,made unique by [national culture].
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This dilemma extends beyond die comparison between France and Japan, since
it lies at the heart of the debate currently taking place in die social sciences. It is thus
hardly surprising that it should surface agam in the methodological approaches under
discussion here. One way of resolving this dii emma was put forward in the late 1970s
by a teain of researchers at LEST, Marc Maunce, François Sellier, Jean Jacques
Siivestre, Politique d’éducation et organization industrielle en France et en Allemagne

PUF. Paris, 1982 (English translation published as The Social Foundation of
Industrial Power, A French German Companson , MIT Press, Boston, 1986)., in what
they called the” societal effect approach “or, more accurately,” societal analysis”.

2-2-3. The societal approach (intra or inter national)

This type of approach differs from the two previous ones flot by attemptmg the
impossible task of integrating their respective paradigms but rather by shifting die main
thrust of the analysis.

Thus the functionalist universalist approach (based on die principle of
rationality) tends to “desocialise” the subjects of analysis by assuming that they are
homogeneous (or continuous) from one country to the other.

Conversely, as we have seen, the culturalist approach uses the very logic of die
prmciple of “national culture” to put forward the notion that there is a high degree of
discontinuity between die subjects being compared in the various countnes under
investigation.

A device familiar to social scientists is being used in each case: in the
functionalist universalist approach it is “undersocialisation”, in which die social context
is played down. while in the culturalist approach it is “undersocialisation”, in which the
social context is given exaggerated prominence.

The societal approach, for its part, gives priority to the principle of placing the
subjects of analysis in their social context, while at the same time establishing a certain
degree of continuity between then in order to ensure comparability.

In other words, compared with the previous two approaches, the societal
approach tends to shift the location and status of comparability.

The functionalist universalist approach compares “facts that are meaningless
bec ause they have been tom from the system of intelligibility that gives them meaning”;
the subjects of analysis are made “universal” and thus comparable because they have
been “desocialised”.

In the culturalist approach, the subjects of analysis are considered exclusively
in their social context, which makes them so specific that they are no longer really
comparable. In both cases, therefore, the notion of “comparability” is problematic and
limits the usefulness of the comparative methodology.
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In the societal approach, on the other hand, non comparability no longer
represents a technical difficulty to be overcome rather, it becomes the subject of
analysis

The societal approach to comparative analysis is based on a sort of paradox: il
seeks to compare the non comparable . To quote J.M. Berthelot’s pertinent
observation on this approach: “If, term for term, there is non comparability, it is because
the differences identified are part of a system of societal interactions that produces them
as so rnany aspects of its specificity”, J.M. Berthelot, “Ecole et entreprise” (critical
note), in l’Annexe sociologique , 1987, pp. 408 411.,. This is in fact our
interpretation of the paradox noted above, the effect of which is to shift the location
(or the level) of comparative analysis while at the saine bestowing a new status on
comparability itself.

However, in contrast to the culturalist approach, societal analysis does flot stop
at the mere empirical recording of national specificities (it emphasizes rather the
processes by which these processes are constructed, which the culturalist approach
really does flot do). It should be noted here that the histoncal references used by the
cul tural ist approach in order to take account of the transmission of values over time does
flot constitute a real explanation. Furthermore, it is remarkable that “culturalism” and
“historicism” tend to invoke each other in their common search for the origin and
essence of social phenomena.

The aim of societal analysis is to transcend specifïc national characteristics,
even if they provide partial explanations for the differences observed.

It may be judged that societal analysis, which fully accepts the existence of
cultural phenomena and recognizes their importance, leads to an understanding of how
such phenomena are constituted in a givefi society and to the identification of the social
processes that contnbute to their production and their aiways limited reproduction.

The relative stability of the “national coflsistencies” revealed by analysis of the
interdependencies between the subjects or phenomena studied and society is interpreted
not as a relic of value systems inherited from the past but as a unique form of more
general relationships that are part of a given time penod and space. In this sense, the
“national consistencies” observed at any given moment, far from being the expression of
a static “model”, reflect the internai logic of a set of potentialities that mutually reinforce
each other and provide the basis for each societys own dynamic of change.
Consequently, the expenences that each society accumulates in the course of its history
are reinterpreted by the actors who constitute il as a set of capabilities in order to define
strategies and choices that enable them to confront the new challenges Iying before
them. Every society develops in this way, flot by simply reproducing the past but by
configunng its own spaces for action and its own actors through processes of learning
and innovation. It should be noted here that this configuration does not make everything
possible. It is relatively limited, in that the interdependencies between different
dimensions exciude certain social forms to the benefit of others. Moreover, these
relationships tend to stabilize partially over time, thus introducing certain ngidities
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which limit the range of choices that can be made in the future.,. Nevertheiess, a
society is flot an ‘isolate”, impnsoned within its own social construction. Not only
does it enter into a multiplicity of exchanges with other societies, but it aiso participates,
in its own way and at its own level of development, in societai groups that share the
same forms of economic, political and social organization. And in addition to this
empiricai observation, each society also participates in societal forms made up of
analogous dimensions and structures that are universal in character: family, religion,
education, political life, trade, etc... Taking these universal dimensions as its starting
point, societal analysis makes it possible to highlight the particular configuration of
them within which each society expresses its own uniqueness through its internai and
external exchanges. Thus such an approach reflects a particular process of
generalization that tends to construct the general” from analysis of the “particular,
proceeding from the “national” to the ‘societal’. One of the benefits of such a
comparative approach is that it highlights the (limited) variability in time and space of
the societal forms through which the various categories of actors express their own
strategies and decisions.

Such variability (or such a configuration) flot only encourages understanding
of each particuiar societal group but also leads to more general understanding of the
conditions in which societal groups (macro and micro) are established: il can be said
that these groups, in their various elements, constitute a universe that is finite in both
time and space.

III. The societal approach (intra and inter-national)

Country A Country B

Reiationships between subjects Macro
observed and societal context

(levels of analysis)

Mic (2)

(1) Strong interaction between macro and micro levels

that constitute {national consistencies].

(2) Comparative analysis of [societal groups] in order to

reveal both specific characteristics and general elements.
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2-3 Some methodological remarks on this report

Based on the methodology previously described, a study was made by the Japan
France Research Team to compare Japanese and French engineers consisting mainly of
macro statistical analysis of engineers and of micro analysis of the information obtained from
a company survey conducted to find their current state of operation. This report is based
on the findings of the company survey, the nucleus of the project. and does flot deal with the
resuits of the macro statistical analysis. which will be presented at a different time.
From each country two major companies. one from the chemical industry and the other from
the electrical machinery industry were selected and surveyed, totaling four from the two
countries. The companies selected may flot deserve to be called “statistically significant
representations” since they were flot derived form a strict sample design. However, the
fact that each of these companies was a leading business entity in the said industry of the
countries under study, we feit. They would reasonably substantiate their appropnateness as
samples for a study of the general nature comparing two countnes.

With the company survey, it was intended to make a comprehensive analysis by
looking at three aspects of corporate activities: the corporate dynamisin with respect to
technological innovation related primarily to the development of new products; behavioral
patterns of engineer groups; and corporate strategic personnel management. To be
speci tic. interviews were held at each company with engineers and the Personnel Department
staff. A wide range of engineers at ah levels within the company (from the management
to engineers active in the first une) were investigated in departmental groups (Research.
Development, Production and Sales), and each individual engineer was asked to reply to a
set of questions including as to his or hers educational background. professional career,
educational and training experience. job organization and performance development.

The Personnel Department staff was requested to provide information about the personnel

management systems and how they were implemented and maintained, and a variety of

statistical data on the particular company were collected. The information and material

gathered by the stated methods were compiled into monographs as shown for the four

cornpanies after discussions among the Team members.

Micro-level international comparative studies based on methodologies and survey
designs like the ones we used have flot been widely undertaken. In Japan, attention has

been given to comparison with Anglo-American models and hittle study made to compare the

state of Japan and France. For further development of social sciences, more and more

comparative studies need to be undertaken. The publication of this report wilI hopefuhly

serve this purpose.
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The Iast section of this report presents a conclusive but provisional summary of the
study with hopes that this will provide the basis for the development of more elaborate study
hypotheses.
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PART I THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES

1. A CASE 0F THE FRENCH COMPANY

1-1. PRESENTATION 0F THE FC COMPANY

This part wiIl seek to characterize the subject of our investigation, namely the firm and its
environment, to describe the organizational actors in the innovation cycle and, finally, to
present the human resources available to the firm.

1-1-1 THE CHARACTERISTICS 0F THE SUBJECT UNDER
INVESTIGATION

The chemical industry, and the French chemical industry in particular, is
sufficiently specific and signifïcant for its particular characteristics to be taken into
account before an individual firm is investigated : the chemical industry differs from
other industrial sectors because it has a strong identity that in itself explains some of the
phenomena found in any particular firm.

a. La chimie

The French term “chimie” can be translated both as “chemistry” and as
“chemical industry” this ambiguity, which is flot shared by the English term
“cheinistry”, means that the French term is a common referent in the worlds of industry,
education and science. It denotes a jointly coristituted and delimited sphere (school of
chemistry, public laboratory, firm) and, in so doing, reinforces the interrelationships
between the various spaces of which it is composed (industrial, scientific and technical,
educational). Thus university and other public-sector researchers will look to industrial
firms, while production engineers wilI base their work on “science” the scientific sub
disciplines will permeate firms, while product une management will permeate
laboratories and schools. The different spaces pervade each other, leading in particular
to an expansion of the space denoted in English by the term “chemical industry” and
making it possible to understand the relationships between that industrial space and its
environment

The chemical industry is a process industry, described particularly aptly by F.
Vatin (1) as an “industry of flows”. The production process is continuous : production
takes place in a more or less complex way within an industrial plant, but without any
direct or obvious human intervention. Such intervention does occur upstream of the
production process, in the preparation of the plant, the introduction of raw matenals into
it, the ordering of the product and the control of the process, but subsequent human
intervention is associated largely with maintenance and safety ; to quote F. Vatin “It is

1 Lu fluidité industrielle. Réponses sociologiques. Méridiens Klincksieck.
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flot a question simply of the marginalisation of work within the productive space but of a
real reversai of the relationship between work and production work is no longer
proportional to production. On the contrary, the relationship is an inverse one, since it
is only when production stops that human beings intervene”. It foilows from this that
an increase or decrease in production does not have a direct effect on labor costs or on
the intensity of work, although such a variation may bring about a change in the
organization. The type of actors in such a process will also be different from those
encountered in an electrical or mechanical industry, for example thus the role of the
engineer in this type of impenetrable, totally automated workshop will be highly specific.
Nevertheless, it is important to stress that this type of production, based on flows, and
the speciflcity’s arising out of it, are tending to spread with automation beyond the
chemical industry to manufactunng industry as a whole.

The chemical industry to which we are referring is that of the large
conglomerates which manufacture intermediate rather than finished products. This
sector is not in direct contact with any great “mass” market but with a producer market in
which ils products are used as raw materials in the manufacture of other products. The
fïrms making the finished products are generally smaller they sometimes require a
particular intermediate product that is specific to their production. and in that case they
are often in the position of being the large firm’ s sole outiet for that type of product
conversely, of course, they may be dependent on a single producer for their raw
materials. Their roles and strategies will influence the cycle of product innovation.

b. The chemical industry in France : its position, structure and
sp ecifici ty

The French chemical industry is the fifth largest in the world ; in France, it is
one of the leading industnal sectors. The growth in ils output between 1980 and 1988
was very considerably greater than the overali growth in industrial production this
positive evolution can be explained by the greater share of chemical products in indus tnai
products. particular of plastics. This type of growth is particularly dependent on the
general state of the economy, and 50 the rate of growth has tended to slow down since
1988.

The basic chemical industry accounts for a large proportion of the French
chemical industry as a whole. lis profitability is subject to wide variations, although
profits are usually substantial since low margins are offset by the large volumes
produced. The sector remains fragile, and is particularly sensitive to fluctuations in raw
material costs and the widening of competition. At the moment, for example, world
production of ethylene has almost reached the stage of overcapacity at a time when
demand for plastics is falling and the countnes producing the raw materials are getting
ready to enter the market. Within the French industry, this fragility has led to the
development in recent years of a specialist chemicals industry (fine chemicals, “chimie
d’ application”...) in an attempt by firms to bring their product ranges back into balance.
This trend is also to be found at world level, where chemical firms are trying to free
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themselves from ‘commodities’ - bulk products sold at low prices - in order to develop
specialities’ that are considered much less vuinerable to economic circumstances (2)

however. at the present time (1989-90), while the basic chemical industry remains
vulnerable, the specialist products traditionally produced in France have seen a
considerable decline in sales nevertheless, these specialities are stili considered to be a
sector for the future. In 1990 the only buoyant segment of the French chemical
industry is pharmaceuticals the growth rate of 2.4% for the industry as a whole is based
on growth of 8.9% in the pharmaceuticals segment.

• This sector is structured by large fïrms (69% of turnover is produced by firms
with more than 500 employees (3)) belonging to the sector that is nationalized or
controlled by the state. The homogeneity of industrial policies in the sector is explained
by the fact that the basic elements of industnal strategy are decided by the government in
a quasi-technocratic manner. Through the intermediary of the Ministry of Industry,
govemment policy is expressed in terms of a dual model:

* French firms are too small to compete effectively against the large German,
American and British firms it is therefore necessary to concentrate the national effort on
a few groups specializing in a limited number of products.

* French firms suffer from a lack of capital. The market is unstable, and it is
therefore in the interests of the state, as shareholder, to link the chemical industry to
other, less fragile sectors. ‘In a world context characterized by increasing
concentration, the merging of certain groups of chemical firms and their aitachment to the
ou firms has ernerged as the only credible response to the development of the world
market’ Government statement, 2 January 1990 (4).

Thus the state is going to apply itself to the task of refocusing activity in the
chemical industry, which is going to lead to a permanent, possibly endless restructuring
of the sector : 1983-1988-1990... This policy of rationalization and specialization is
being iiriposed from outside upon the sector ils aim is to limit competition in the
domestic market in order to improve the competitiveness of French firms in Europe.
This policy is leading to the construction of industrial groups as independent temtories
that do flot cornpete with each other this is strengthening the sector within a “chemical”
industrial space which gives coherence to the whole set of divided, but flot neccssarily
energized fïrms/territories.

Most of the managers of these firms are direct products of the state
technocracy, placed in charge of an industrial territory in order to manage it in accordance
with the policy laid down for the sector. Very few have had long careers within the

2 Usine ,wuvelle, 7 March 199)
3 L’in dustrie chimique et ph armaceutique fran çuise dan s la perspective de

1992. Documentation fr a nçaise.
4 Libération. 3 Januarv 1990.
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firms they manage, although a flot inconsiderable number of them did spend some time
in the firm before taking up their duties.

• The identity of this space is more significant than those of the individual firms,
which are more or less durable or shifting. It is the principal referent of the various
actors involved thus a considerable number of the engineers currently employed by A
began their careers in the same speculums, possibly in the same factory, which at that
time belonged to R or T, although they have flot changed employer. There are many
similar career paths which often join up with each other as a resuit. workers often see
themselves as part of the chemical industry rather than as an employee of a particular
firm.

c. FC COMPANY : its position, strategy and specificity

FC company(5) comprises the larger part of the chemicals output of a large ou
group E, of which it is a wholly-owned subsidiary the activities of this group are
divided into three sectors:

* hydrocarbons. which covers the exploration, production, refining and
distribution of petroleum products

* health, beauty and biological products;

* chemicals, which comprises mainly FC company and some American
subsidiaries.

These sectors have a great deal of autonomy. although this does flot preclude
possible intervention by the ‘group if one or other of them experiences difficulties.
Thus the share ofeach sector in the groups net resuits varies considerably.

TABLE 1-1 NET RESULTS (source : financial report)

Hydrocarbons Chemicals Health
1986 84.2 5.3 10.5 100%
1987 64.0 10.5 25.5 100%
1988 19.5 76.0 19.5 100%
1989 75.0 5.6 19.4 100%

Financial report 1989 - E

In 1988, hydrocarbons received support from the group, while in 1989 and
probably in 1990 it was the chemicals sector’s turn to be propped up.

5 FC com pan î is th e cli em ical com pan ï studied: it is a suhsidiarv o.J ou
coinpanv E, andin 1990 it assimilated the chernicals andfertilisers side o
group O’sactivities.
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Overali, the share of chemicals in total group sales is increasing:

TABLE 1-2 EVOLUTION CHEMICALS IN THE GROUPE

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
Sales ofchemicals 18.0 19.7 21.1 26.1 26.1
Group sales 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 %

Financial report 1989

Like other firms in the sector, FC company has been built up gradually through
a series of restructurings in 1980, 1982, 1989 and 1990.

In 1981, group E, the sole shareholder in two chemical companies that had flot
yet totally recovered from the 1980 restructuring, had no desire to incorporate another
nationalized company, or even merge the two companies it owned. Nevertheless, the
government designated it the “main pivot of the restructuring of the French chemical
industry”. 11e ou group was able only to insist on there being a certain degree of
coherence in terms of product une and to lay down certain financial conditions.

At the end of the negotiations between the state and the industry, the newly
constituted FC company had to readjust its portfolio of activities and rationalize its
product range. It adopted a policy of reducing the share of basic chemicals and
increasing production of specialist products as a resuit, it was forced, product une by
product une, plant by plant, to eliminate overcapacity, duplicate jobs, marginal products
with no direct links with its main product unes and even obsolete, unprofitable
processes. As a resuit of its “attachment” to the ou group, FC company was able to
rationalise without requiring additional government funds and in accordance with
government strategy.

By 1988, the restructuriig had been successfully carried out, and with an
upturn in the economy good financial resuits began to appear. In 1989, however, the
governrnent launched a new reorganization of the chemical industry, of which group E
was once again to be the ‘pivot”. As before, FC company is going to have to
rationalize, product une by product une, close down plants, etc. As before, the
employees of the “losing” companies incorporated within FC companywiil suffer “great
disillusion”, w hile the company’ s established employees will fear for their jobs. At no
time before the decision was taken was the human cost of these restructurings, the cost to
the firm and its employees, so much as mentioned, at any level at ail ; management of the
human problem and the merging of the work forces is organized after the event, “in a
crude fashion”, by making plants and individuals compete with each other, and waitmg
for the “besi one to win”.

Like the French chemical industry as a whole, the chemicals division of group
E is seeking to increase its production of specialist products and reduce its reliance on
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basic chemicals, ail the more so since the latter was strengthened in 1990 by the assets of
company O when it becarne part ofFC company: “Our petrochemical products depend on
the motor vehicle market (currently in a downturn) but also on construction (fairly stable)
and packaging (aiways buoyantY’. Chairman and MD of A (6). “Commodities’ have
national or European markets, whereas “specialties” have world outiets linked to
exchange rate fluctuations ; despite this, the strategy has flot been changed:

TABLE 1-3 TURNOVER CHEMICALS

1987 1988 1989
Petrochemicals 30 29 28
Chlorochemicals 22 23 22
Chemicals and polymers 36 36 40
Downstream 12 12 10
total 100% 100% 100%

Within these choices, the fïrm is pursuing a policy of specialization in specific
market niches and products. The logic of government policy means that it has little
domestic competition in the “territories” that are its preserve. This territorial Iogic has
hitherto been of particular importance in the specialist chemicals market, but with the
arrivai of part of company O, followed by a new policy of rationalization and
specialization in basic chemical products, this logic may be extended to the fïrm as a
whole, because of the stability of the clientele.

The importance attached to research and development in the interviews is flot
reflected in the ratio of R & D expenditure to turnover, which was 2.9% in 1986 and
2.3% in 1989. The figure for the sector as a whole is 5.5% (7). Moreover, the
various actors involved in research stress the difficulty of introducing radical innovation -

new products - and the need to complete improvements to production processes.

FC company is trying to combine internai and external growth. Thus in 1989,
petrochemical production capacity was considerably increased as a resuit of a major
investment program, and new capacity for die production of CFC is planned for 1991.
At the same time, however, the firm acquired an American company in order to increase
its share of the American CFC market. It would seem that from year to year a certain
balance is maintained between these two types of growth, without one being abandoned
in favor of the other.

6 Usine nouvelle, March 1991.
7 L’Industrie chimique et pharmaceutique dans la perspective de 1992.

Documentation fra rçaise.
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At the beginning of this part, we said that ‘la chimie”, with its dual meaning of
chemistry or chemical industry, had a stronger identity than the companies within the
sector. Group E also has a higher profile than FC company, which is a composite
subsidiary, a collection of “territories”. For this reason, the firm is going to try to
create its own unity, but it cannot use the notion of “vocation” as a catalyst, since it is
identified with the industry as a whole. h is attempting to introduce a firm culture, but
has had littie time between two restructurings for developing either coherence or
cohesion.

1-1-2 DESCRIPTION 0F THE ORGANIZATIONAL ACTORS IN
INNOVATION CYCLE
Our first task will be to descnbe the organization of FC company ; we will then

locate the main sites at which our research was carried out within that organizational
framework.

a. The organization of FC company

The company’ s organization is based on a so-called “rake” system. which is
divided into

- functional services human resources, logistics, technical services and
research and development and innovation, which report to one of the assistant directors
or directly to the chairman and MD;

- operational sections, three in ail, under the supervision of the assistant
directors : basic chemicals, plastics and processing, and fine chemicals and specialties.
Each of them includes one or more product divisions and an industrial management
department (cf. Figure 1-l). The product division plans the development of the product
une, lays down objectives, initiates research and finance and deals with the purchase of
raw materials and the sale of the finished product. The industrial management
department manages the plants, production processes and the work force. Thus the
product division “encircles” the industrial management department, operating both
upstream and downstream of it. Their respective responsibilities are strictly defined.
For the research center and the manufactunng plant, “the product division” is the
customer ordering the product: it represents both the customer and the product markets,
provides information on the state of competition. the evolution of demand, etc. It is
those in charge cf the product division who, on the basis of developments in the markets
and in the competition, initiate new products or modifications to existing products,
monitoring ils progress and taking responsibility for it until the point at which it is
marketed.

This organizational structure leads to areas of “vagueness” and
“disorganization” at each of its various levels. The functions of each service or section
are not totally defined ; responsibiities overlap, and there are even areas for which no
part of the organization has responsibility. This system is likely to enable the actors to
assume their place and function, but does littie to make the real functioning of the firm
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transparent to the various actors. Thus the role of the product division is flot aiways
understood by them.

FIGURE 1-1 The organization of E and FC company

CompanyE 1

I I LJ
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_______
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- technical management
environmental
safety
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- purchasing dept.
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- central processing
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-md. management
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d.

Product.
div.

Product.
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The research, development and innovation service (RDIS) reports directly to the firm’ s
managing director. It seems obvious to everyone that management ‘treats research

Operational sections
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and derivatives

- organic compounds

I - petrochemicals
[d. management

management

Product.
div.
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fairly weIl” of the 10,000 people employed by FC company, 1,000 (10%) work in this
area. The function of the RDIS is to monitor the potential for innovation both within
the firm and outside and to develop a dynamic research and development policy that is
integrated into the firm’ s industrial strategy : between 80 and 90% of research is
financed and carned out by the operational sections. The research managers are experts
in the “scientific market”, both inside and outside the firm their task is to cover the
fïrm’ s three main operational sections as well as some of these strategic themes. They
are career researchers, specialists in a particular scientific area; they provide the link
between the fïrm’ s various laboratones in their specialists, and with research outside the
firm (public sector research, other private research, international research). They
coordinate and onentate the research needs expressed by the “market”, that is those m
charge of product development. These research managers also play a part in
stimulating new research flot arising directly out of the market and in supporting
researchers’ own initiatives ; 10 to 20% of the research budget is financed by the RDIS
for these purposes.

The RDIS is directly responsible for three research centers. The first of these,
the CA, is a research and development center that concentrates on applications ; the other
two concentrate on different scientifïc areas, the CE on polymers and the CR, which is
our concern here, on catalysts, minerai chemistry (ceramics, halogens, hydrazines,
phosphorous, oxygenated products), fluorinated polymers and organic synthesis.

A proportion of the funds available to the RDIS is reserved for financing
collaboration with the ‘world of science and technology” (research contracts,
secondment, etc.). Although significant, this part of the budget is small compared with
the investment in research within the firm.

Company E and its subsidiary chemicals firm have flot organized their research
around a central laboratory, in order that research can, to a large extent at least, “be
guided by the market”. It may also be that this type of research is more obviously
necessary in the chemical industry.

The technical service is the “guardian of ail the manufacturing processes in the
firm (director of technical center). It is responsible for process development, the
construction of production plants on the basis of those processes and for monitoring the
implementation of processes in production plants. k is centralized, studies ail technical
investment in close cooperation with the research services and works essentially with the
manufactunng plants. The construction service is the “project manager” for ail new
plants in the firm, and is responsible for that budget ; it monitors progress at
construction sites through the intermediary of the “construction” section of the technical
center. The process section is responsible for the choice and development of processes
at the technical center, in production plants and sometimes even in pilot plants (which
report to the factory manager, but on the basis of plans drawn up by the technical
service). Thus the technical center is the operational heart of the technical service,
although in discharging its responsibilities the TS also uses certain plant-level
departments. Thus the technology manager uses the technical center department of the
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same name as well as the technical and maintenance service at plant level in order to keep
a check on the firm’s technical installations.

Responsibility for managers is centralized m the Human Resources Service,
while other categones of employee are managed at plant level. The degree of
independence from head office varies depending on sector and type of function
(research, technical services, production...).

FIGURE 1-2 The organization of technical department

Technical services

Qperational
Functional

Technical center A

Process SectiOn
- process developmentExecution SectiOn
- technology dept.

(construction-investment)
- construction dept.

Technology section
(plant and equipment)
Energy saving

Technical centers at
plant level

- tecrucal services
- maintenance
- technological and

organisational choices

b. The units studied

Within this organization, we decided to investigate units that would give us a
better understanding of the product innovation cycle. We thus attached ourselves to an
industrial location that enabled us to observe this process in a research center, in the
technical center and in the production unit (cf.Figure 1-3).

Each of these three units has links with the others, but is also dependent on the
links it maintains with its environrnent. Thus the research center, which is connected
through the hierarchy to the RDIS, participates in the scientific and technical space
through its links with basic research, for example, as well as in the industrial space,
since these activities are also generated by the group’ s strategy vis-à-vis the market,
And the recruitment policy it adopts connects it to the educational space, the labor market
etc.
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A - THE RESEARCH CENTRE

There are currently 300 employees in the center, 64 of whom arc engineers. It
is headed by a director and a deputy director who, together with the administrative
director, form the “management team”. This team is made up of “researchers” rather
than of research administrators.

The research center is made up of specialist research laboratories, operational
sections and sections known as “functional services’ and “pilot section”. Each of these
sections has its own head. These heads of section are themselves researchers, experts
in their own fields, and sometimes described as such from our interviews, it would
seem that their role and position between management team and researchers are iii
defined.

The center is made up of six research laboratories : inorganic and
electrochemistry physical chemistry ; organic chemistry fluorine derivatives
fluorinated polymers dielectric. They vary widely in size - 43 people in organic
chemistry, 5 in dielectric - and their form changes depending on the strategic importance
of the research being conducted (considerable increase in numbers in the fluorine
denvatives laboratory at present). They may also be abolished or regrouped (the
electrochemical laboratory bas merged with inorganic chemistry). Each laboratory is
itself made up of several research teams, each one containing an engineer and between
one and three technicians and working on a well-defined type or range of products.

These laboratories use vanous services provided by the center:

The information service is responsible for the center’ s general documentation
and for providing information on patents and old technology for the firm and the center.
The documentation is concentrated in the firm’ s own data banks and also provides
access to ail the data banks within the same discipline the data banks are consulted
through the intermediary of a member of staff in die information service, with most
requests made by heads of section, although ail researchers have access. The technical
reports and vocabulary generated by die cerner are stored in the firm’ s documentation.
The information on patents is provided mainly by subscription. on specific subjects and
by requcst from researchers : the cngineer in charge of this work scrutinizes ail die
patents that emerge, or should emerge, arranged by subject from an international data
bank : “my work consists of detecting these patents and sending the mformation to
correspondents chosen according to the subjects of interest to them” IIR.

The analytical laboratory has the task of identifying a molecule or a product.
It provides services for the other laboratories in the center and for the firm as a whole
these services involve a system of internai invoicing. The Iaboratory offers its
customers analyses based on different techniques, depending on the nature of the
problem; the resuits are returned to the comrnissioning Iaboratory, which may possibly
request that the investigations be continued. Ail the identifications made on a piece of
apparatus, a mass spectrograph, for example, “are stored on computer” IIR “We can
send a query to the library when we have our spectrum on the machine, die
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FIGURE 1-4

LCRJ

functionai research

• inorganic chemistryanalytical laboratory
• . electrochemistrypilot service

• . physical chemistrytechiucal services
fluorme derivativesinformation
fluorinated polymersdocumentation

Pilot section

manufacturer s data and our own, and if we idenrify a new product its spectrum can be
stored in the machine data bank” IIR. Some sections, such as fluorine derivatives and
the pilot service, have their own small analysis department, which enables them to carry
out simple identifications rapidly.

• Technical services (26 employees) is linked hierarchically to the pilot service.
h is responsible for both the maintenance of the center (boilers, pipework, mechanics,
adjustments, electricity...) and the installation and connection of certain pieces of
apparatus (for example, the fluoridation beds in the fluorine derivatives laboratory)
there is also an electronics laboratory and a planning office.

• The pilot section is half-way between an operational unit and a functional
department: it takes part in research, but is also used by ail the laboratories in the center.
‘The feasibility of carrying out a chemical reaction in the laboratory is flot in itself
sufficient for a complete asses s ment of the industrial viability of a process ; it is the piot
section’ s job to be a reducer of uncertainty by enabling the actors to express
themselves flot “confidentially” but within the setting of industnal reality” Revue
Positif. “The pilot section in I no. 11”. The pilot section repeats the chemical
reaction on a larger scale for two reasons : “when a sample batch is needed, and if the
process discovered dunng research is a good one for which the firm might possibly
wish to set up a manufacturing unit ; the pilot section is used to see how it would work”
IIR. The pilot section checks the results obtained in the research laboratory in
conditions that are less exceptional but flot yet those found in a manufactunng unit ; it
clarifies the knowledge obtained and may start “production”. “The pilot section is
asked to define the industrial reactor, or at least to study the reaction in a specific piece
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of apparatus and to define the physical rules, so that the resuits can be extrapolated on a
large scale” I IPi.

There are four pilot teams in the R.C., each headed by an engineer each team
also has one or two technicians and two or three operators. There is also a team
responsible for process safety and a s mail analytical laboratory. “There are usually two
pilot teams that alternate continuously, one for each campaign and one that is being
wound down TIPi.

B. THE TECHNICAL CENTER

The center is part of the technical service and is located near the research center
and FC company’ s factory (D). It employs 210 people (70 engineers, 110 technicians
and 30 clerical staff) and is responsible for die firm in charge of building new industrial
installations (800 million francs’ worth of investment and 600,000 hours of design
work and planning, carried out directly or by sub-contractors). Its function is to enable
“products to be developed in cooperation with the research departments and the various
divisions” Director of the TC. It provides technical assistance for manufacturing
plants : “when a plant has been installed, we provide die technical assistance our
experience and our monitoring of plants means we can suggest improvements for future
installations” Director of the TC. The center has three departments dealing,
respectively. with processes, construction and technology.

Whereas the pilot section’ s task is to confirm the feasibility of an innovation on
an industrial scale, it seems to us that the process department is responsible for
organizing die introduction of that innovation once management bas decided to
implement it. “Our project study work enables us to design the machines and to
indicate and assess the problems that may arise”, TIR. The installations thus defined
are built by the construction department.

C. THE PRODUCTION UNIT

This factory is part of the same establishment as the research center : the
production unit, laboratory and pilot section interlock on the sarne site. The production
unit employs about 850 people, including 45 engineers and managers. It is a major
producer of sulfuric acid (85% of total French production). but it is turning increasingly
to the production of fine chemicals and “speciakies”, particularly fluorine compounds
and products denved from oxygenated water.

The director is assisted by a management team made up of the deputy directors
in charge of the operational sections, the Iogistics service and the process development
and quality control departrnents, the head of employee relations and the head of technical
services (construction, maintenance, repair) ; there is also an environmental safety
group, inventory control and a group set up to coordinate the “substitutes” project.
There are four operational sections : inorganic chemistry, Forane, Acrofox and
fluorinated resins.
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FIGURE 1-5 The organization of production unit

Each of these sections is fun by a head of section and includes several
production unes the production engineer supervises one or more of these unes. The
factory produces small quantifies of highly specific intermediate products (fine
chemicals), although they are catalogued, stabiized and marketed to a known clientele.
The production unes are thus multiple, relatively small, flexible and coordinated.

The internal organization of the whole establishment changes considerably over
time and varies from section w section production lme organization. in particular,
constitutes a permanent problem for the various actors involved. We will examine this
aspect in greater detail in Part Three, when we will attempt to clarify the type of division
of labor and cooperation in the innovation cycle. Nevertheless, two tendencies should
be underlined at this point:

al The type of orientation found in the product unes was applied a few years
ago to the factory as a whole, at the request of the people in charge of product
development and sales. The purpose of this was to make the product more visible and
to make production staff understand the logic of the market. The head of the
fluonnated resins section (FRS) has been reconsidenng this type of organization
because the business of producing monomers is different from that of producing
polymers” and because in each product une there are several marketable products and
thus the market logic is flot necessarily the same:

Thus Forafax (a monomer) is both a marketable product and an intermediary in
the production of Foraperle (a polymer). The debate that has grown up around these
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two types of solution is one of the important issues between the actors to which we will
return later.

TABLE 1-4 SIMPLIFIED PLAN 0F FRS PRODUCT LINES

MONOMER POLYMER
1. Product une 141 B,

142 B, VF2
Trichioroethane FC 142 B -- VF2 PVDF---Forablon

2. Product une 22$
C2 F4 RFI-- Fora Fax-- Foraperle

bi It seems there is a des ire on the part of management to homogenize the
various forms of technical management, to rationalize them and make the production une
pure, srnoothing away any rough edges. Thus the small analytical laboratories that
exisi in rnost sections, usually rnanaged by a technician, are to be merged into a central
!aboratory similarly, ail production engineers, together with the design engirieers who
used to work alongside them, making modifications and innovations to the production
unes, were integrated several years ago into the ‘process development department”,
although even within this structure particular engineers are allocated to the various
production unes. Even longer ago, each section had its own maintenance and works
departments this function is now the responsibility of the Works and Maintenance
Service, which is organized according to “zones” of intervention covering the
operational sections. Similarly, safety and environmental matters, which were one of
the production engineers’ responsibilities. are now a separate function and a section in
their own right.

We shah see that his policy also plays a part in the construction of certain types
ofengineer (cf. Part Two).

1-1-3 PRESENTATION 0F THE COMPANY’S PERSONNEL

Most of the data analyzed in this document relate to the position as at 3 1
December 1989, before the restructuring of FC company and the arrivai of part of
company O. We will briefly survey the personnel figures for group E and then those
of FC company before examining in greater detail the engineers employed by FC
company.

l/ The number of people employed by group E was 78,000 in 1978 (an
increase of 8.3% over 1988) the recruitment figures for 1989 take account of most of
the new foreign acquisitions and the need for managers.

Hydrocarbons account for 35.6% of the group’ s work force, chemicals 32.4%
and health 27.9% more jobs have been created in the hast two sectors than in the first,
in accordance with the group’s overali policy.
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2/ FC company has 10,000 employees distributed as follows:

TABLE 1-5 Distribution of employees

Men Women Total
• Engineers and managers 1 145 120 1265
• Technicians and supervisory staff 2973 737 3710
• Manual workers and clerical staff 4363 629 4992

8481 1486 9967

Company Report 1989 - A

The trend seems to be towards the employment of more highly skilled
personnel there has been a decrease in the number of manual employees relative to
technicians and supervisory staff.

TABLE 1-6 Evoiution of employees by category

Company report 1989 A

In 1989, average gross annual pay in FC company increased by 5.5% from
13,076 F to 13,797 F, while the profit-sharing bonus rose by 5.7% from 2480 F to
2625 F. The pay scales for engineers, techniciand and manual workers remain highly
differentiated:

TABLE 1-7 Distribution of gross annual pay

by occupational category in 1989

350

300-250

329

246

329

213 33

Company report 1989 A

1987 1988 1989
• Engineers and managers 1 1.8% 12.2% 12.7%
• Technicians and supervisory staff 3 5.5% 36.4% 37.3%
• Manual workers and clerical staff 52.7% 51 .4% 50. 1%

350-300 288 262 6

250-200 642 197 442 3
200-150 2574 58 1844 672
150-120 3344 1041 2303
120-100 1366 99 1267
100-80 278 9 269
80-70 7 7
Pay Ail categories Engineers/ Technicians! Manual
1000 French managers supervisory workers/

francs staff clencal staff
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The increase in pay has tended to narrow the gap between executive workers
and non executive workers on the other hand the gap between technicians and
engineers increase..

TABLE 1-8 Evolution and distribution of average gross monthly
pay by occupational category Company Report 1989

1987 1988 1989 89/87
Engineers and managers 24.881 25.841 26.914 8,17 %
Technicians and super
virory staff 12.711 13.225 13.759 2,24%
Executive workers and
clerical staff 9.553 10.017 10.675 1 1,74 %

Moreover, the system of human resource management clearly separates these
two categones : technicians and supervisory staff are managed, as we have seen, at local
level, along with manual workers and clerical staff, whereas engineers and managers are
managed from head office. There is littie movement between the non-managerial and
managerial categories : only 11.4% of the latter group have no formaI qualifications.
Although management states that the promotion rate from one to the other is 5% per year
overali, it seems to us that movement is less difficuit in the administrative and
commercial sections than in the technical functions

TABLE 1-9 DISTRIBUTION 0F ENGINEERS AND MANAGERS
WITHOUT FORMAL QUALIFICATION

Proportion of engineers and managers
without_formai_qualification

Industrial sections 8.2 %
Product management 1 8.7%
Technical services 7.48 %
Research services 3.0 %
Administrative services 17.0 %
TOTAL 11.4%

This extreme separation between engineers and technicians and the lack of data
on this latter category makes it impossible to carry out a general analysis of the actors in
the technical sections, forcing us to concentrate on the engineers.

3/ Engineers in FC company are distributed as follows between the various
sections.

The technical sections directly involved in production, that is research and
technical services proper, contain 59% of the engineers employed by the firm.
1-lowever, it can reasonably be assumed that a flot inconsiderable proportion of the
engineers in the product divisions, which are responsible for project management,
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should also be included in this category. On this basis, the various technical sections
in FC company contain between 59% and 82% of ail the engineers in the company.

TABLE 1-10 Distribution of engineers by section

Industnal sections:
MANUFACTUR

ING

33% +

Product
sections

PLANNING
MARKETING

23 %

Basic chemicals
Fine chemical
Plastics
Technical section
R DIS/Innovation
Other sections : sales,
HRM, administration

21 %
8%

27 %
11%
15 %

18%

The average age in the engineer and
moreover. the age pyramid shows a relatively

manager category is high at 44.03 years
small number of engineers in the 35-39

age group and large number in the 50-5 5 age group.
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This age profile is going to have serious consequences for the technical sections
in the firm in the years to corne : when those in the 50-55 age group (35% of the
engineer category) retire, they will flot have ensured the reproduction of their function
since the age group below them is smaller in number. It should be noted that the under
30 age group accounts for 11.6% of the engineer category in the firm as a whole, but for
14% of the category in technical services and the RDIS. A comparison of direct entnes
by career path between 1985 and 1989 confirrns that there has been a bias in favor of the
sections expected to produce innovations

TABLE 1-11 Distribution of direct entries by technical
path between 1985 and 1989

• TECHNICAL 30%
(technical services, process

development, project study)
•RESEARCH 23%

(and application)
•COMMERCIAL 13%

Production 12%
Accounting/Managernent 10%
Humanresources 2%

• Others (computing, 10%
administration, etc.)

A comparison between the age and seniority pyramids within the firm shows
that engineers enter FC company at a young age and make their careers within the
company. Most of the recent entrants are concentrated in production, where those with
long seniority are least well represented ; in comparison, research has a more
homogeneous curve and the technical sections a median curve.

The average seniority in the engineer category is at 16,6 years.

Taking the category as a whole, engineers do not remain more than 5 years in
the same job (57% of the category had less than 5 years’ senionty in their jobs) and very
few stay in the same job for life (5% have more than 16 years’ seniority).
Nevertheless, analysis of the seniority pyramid reveals some marked differences : more
than 60% of those in manufacturing have at Ieast 5 years’ seniority in their jobs, w hile
engineers in this seniority group represent only 54.5% of those in research and 58% of
those in the technical section. On the other hand, 90% of the engineers in these two
sections have more than 16 years’ seniority in their jobs. Similarly, engineers in the
research and technical sections rarely change career path, unlike engineers in production.

Unlike the sections to which they belong, the units studied can more or less
serve as statistical “models”. Thus the research center offers an extreme situation : few
young engineers, despite increasing recruitment in recent years, large numbers in the
higher age groups and littie mobility ; for its part, the technical center is representative of
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the technical section as a whole, while the factory slightly accentuates the features that
are characteristic of production as a whole.

This bnef statistical survey of the work force will be purs ued in greater detail as
the basis of part two.
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1-2 THE MANAGEMENT 0F ENGINEERS AND THE
DEVELOPMENT 0F THEIR SKILL

Human resources management policy in FC company is dependent on
industrial management. This means that the agents of that policy are the operational
sections the human resources service merely implements the directives that are issued.

However, this does flot mean that such a policy does flot exist, but rather that it
is rarely presented as such within the firm it receives littie publicity, is often flot written
down, is seldom formalized and as far as the actors are concerned is largely seif-evident.
It will be descnbed in this section as decentralized, not directive in character Ç’softt),
belongmg to the sphere of ‘relational do-it-yourself”, but also (cf. the interviews with
engineers) as subject to norms, which is demonstrated, for example, by the value
attached to formai qualifications. These characteristics seem to us to be Iinked to the
divers ity and complexity of the firm s structure thus this type of management cannot be
considered characteristic of the sector as a whole, although it is flot wholly atypical
either.

We have seen that human resource management is centralized at head office in
the case of engineers and managers, but is devolved to plant level in the case of
supervisory and clerical staff and manual workers. As far as engineers and managers
are concerned, it is organized according to the career path to which they belong ; thus the
managers section of the human resources service is divided into three departments, one
for research engineers. one for production engineers and one for engineers and
managers working at head office. These three departments have widely differing
management practices, as do the various human resources departments at local level.

The type of policy that we have described leads us to observe the actors directly
as they react to management directives, but also to make clear distinctions between the
production, technical and research sections. It is against this background that we will
discuss the initial training of engineers and their entry into the firm, the acquisition of
their professionality and the mobility, assessment, creativity and efficiency of engineers.

1-2-1 THE INITIAL TRAINING 0F ENGINEERS
HOMOGENEITY AND SPECIFICATIONS

The category of “engineer” is relatively uniform, in the sense that the majonty
of ils members have been through the traditional initial training of the French engineer:
preparation for the élite grandes écoles, competitive examinations, engineering school...
and that any other training route is considered atypical. Thus university graduates
ranked as engineers and former technicians who have been through engineering school
as part of the continuing training process are flot well represented within the firm ; as for
engifleers without formai qualifications who have achieved their status through internai
promotion, there are virtually none in the manufactunng section.

This homogeneity will also be found within the various training paths and types
of training, although there are differences between the various functions within the firm.
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a. Choice of training

The firm does flot openly favor one type of educational institution over
another, and the human resources service says that it does flot recruit from a classified
list of engineering schools in general terms, however, it does say that it favors
engineers from “the most highly rated schools’ : 35% are graduates of engineering
schools to which access is gained from the ‘classes préparatoires, the classes in
“lycées” that prepare students who already have the “baccalauréat” for entry to the
“grandes écoles”. This hierarchy of schools leads to engineers being classified
according to the institution they attended and then, after the initial training period, to the
definition of different careers and career trajectories, as we shah see.

Most of the recruits are chemical engineers, and this tendency is growing.
Engineers trained in the universities, particularly if they have a doctorate, are
increasingly highly valued (12% of the engineers have completed a doctorate), as are
those who have undergone additional training (specialist school, DEA etc.) ; engineers
who have qualified through continuing vocational training have usually taken a technical
course (maintenance, construction) or one in chemical engineering.

TABLE 1-12 MANAGERS AND ENGINEERS BY TYPE 0F
INSTITUTION

Numbers as at 30 Apnl 1989 Recruitment in the 5 years between
1984 and 1989

Chemical 38,2 42,1
Technical 20,0 17,7
General 8,2 10,4
Commerce/management 10,4 1 1 ,4
University 9,5 15,5
Agricultural I ,9

-

Noformalgualifications 11,8 2,8
100% 100%

• The engineers by training whom we interviewed clearly chose to go to
engineering school ; they had been through the classes préparatoires of the lycée, and
most of them reacted negatively to univers ity training ; they preferred to acquire a
“profession” radier than receive “general training” and in their interviews they valued the
training provided in the classes préparatoires (theoretical role, importance of
mathematics) and in the engineering schools (“you learn everything, in actual practice”)
above any other.

The type of school they attended depended on a multiplicity of factors : family
and school background ; geographical location ; the reputation of the school, and its
ranking ; the accident of position in the competitive entrance examinations ; specialty...
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In a significant number of cases, engineers questioned about the development
of their career trajectory said their careers began with their choice of school ; from that
moment on, they began “to manage their careers”. Others stated that they were neyer
really aware of the importance of this ranking for firms, that they minimized the extent to
which they dis criminated in favor of certain highly ranked schools : “if I had known my
school’ s ranking would stay with me throughout my career. I would have done another
year in the class préparatoire, it was possible...” The hierarchical list of schools
probably exists, but they ail recognize it is flot a formalized cntenon : graduates of the
Ecole Polytechnique enter the firm with a higher coefficient than other engineers, and
their careers wil be different, yet there is nothing in the collective agreement or internai
regulations that decrees this should be so.

b. recruitment

Most engineers are recruited after their initial training in chemical engineering;
only a few experts in areas flot normally covered by the firm (electronic engineers,
computer specialists, specialists in certain new product unes...) can hope to be hired in
mid-career. FC company. which is the resuit of multiple restructurings in the chemical
industry, has chosen to strengthen the homogeneity of its engineer population by
recruiting from within one discipline and by attaching value only to experience acquired
within the firm.

Recruitment is carried oui at central level, but the influence of head office
differs from career path to career path within the firm. Thus a certain degree of
autonorny is enjoyed by the managers’ section of the human resources services, which
is responsible for looking for graduates as they leave the engineering schools and also
attends conventions and other meetings in order to attract future candidates.
Production engineers are recruited by this publicity, through advertisements or through
unsolicited applications ; particularly in recent years, they have been hired by age group
and on the basis of criteria Iinked more to the institution they attended than to any
individual characteristics. However, this centralized recruiting is confirmed by the unit
manager and by an outside consulting tïrm. It is flot firm policy to build up a pool of
engineers in training (“certain establishments that might act as “breeding grounds” or
training stations”IIR), and head office recruits for a particular establishment at a given
moment, and flot for the firm as a whole in the long term. Research engineers and
those in the technical center are recruited from the labor market and are selected directly
by the unit manager, with head office in Paris simply confirming the job offer. Thus
the criteria for hiring are linked to a specialty, or to membership of a specific scientific
and technical sphere (a particular school of chemical engineering ; studying with such
and such a professor etc...). The recruitment of engineers for production, research and
technical services takes place in separate labor markets, which are regulated in different
ways but on the basis of the same basic discipline, chemistry.

c. The specifications for initial training

Engineers in FC company are ail chemists, although their educational
background differs according to their career path within the firm : the initiai training of
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production engineers tends to be more varied than that of research engineers or those in
the technical center.

Thus 60 % of the engineers in the research center are graduates of schools
of chemistry (in the pilot service, of schools of chemical engineering) ; there seems to be
a preference for recruits from the regions (24%). A considerable number of engineers
hold a doctorate (53% in the research center, 39% in the RDID, 12% in die firm as a
whole), and they are relatively homogeneous in age, which reflects the firm’ s wishes.
Some more expenmental disciplines (organic chemistry) recruit more engineers with
doctorates than others (physical chemistry). They constitute a link between the
laboratory and the scientific community and are elements in the policy of die research
center ; in consequence, the director of the unit is responsible for their recruitment, to an
even greater extent than is the case with other research engineers : “there is no
recruitment, it’ s not a preliminary to hiring, but we do work regularly with certain
laboratones, we know the people, their scientific level, we know that die experiments
are interesting and reliable, that they are of great interest to die firm. It’ s either because
they’ re working on data that interest us, or because they are good laboratories...” lIT.
Some do their thesis at the center’ s laboratory, others in university laboratories : “I
stayed at the university laboratory, I was Iucky because normally theses financed by
industrial firms are on industrial subjects, chosen by the firm. I had a free choice. It
was A’ s wish to forge links with this laboratory, to put students into it ; moreover, S,
the director of the center, knew the professor very well” IIR. One of the center’ s
managers with a scientific background monitors die student’ s progress and is one of his
examiners. Afterwards, the successful doctoral student is usually taken on at the
laboratory ; recruiting remains widi the center “before being a technical decision” lIT.
The doctoral thesis plays a multiple role : it enables the center to improve its relations
with the scientific and technical space and, conversely, to recruit a specialist researcher
and to have freedom of choice. Those engineers with doctorates whom we met at the
center were more dedicated dian the others to their discipline: “I decided to do chemistry
because I had a liking for it, it was a vocation, I had aiways wanted to be a chemist even
as a small boy, it was the magical side diat appealed to me...” hP. They did flot want
to go into public sector research but had an ambition to make a career in industrial
research, or at the very least start off there.

• The technical center presents itself as a nursery for engineers, and at the
same time as a center of expenence and expertise. The process service is particularly
active in this role: most of the engineers here, like those in the pilot service, trained as
chemical engineers ; few of them have doctorates, but some have done courses abroad.
In die construction and technology services die educational backgrounds are less
orthodox, but most have some been through some sort of technical training.

• In production, 65% of die engineers are graduates of schools of chemistry,
while virtually none were trained in the universities ; 3% have no formai qualifications,
and 8% have doctorates. In the factory we investigated, we found this type of
charactenstic: most of the engineers did flot wish to waste time in college, but wanted to
embark quickly on a “career”. The engineers with a background in vocational training
are often found in technical functions at production sites : maintenance, processes, etc.
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Engineers from the major schools (“Ecole Polytechnique”, “Ecole Central”, “Ecole des
Mines”...) promoted to managerial posts are to be found among the personnel of
production units. On the other hand, littie value is placed on the holding of a doctorate

“In France, it’ s better to be a graduate of the “Ecole Polytechnique” than to have a
doctorate. The fact that I have a doctorate on top of being a graduate of the “Ecole
Polytechnique” means nothing to the firm - quite the opposite - but for me it’ s a positive
thing...” I no. 27.

The initial training of the engineers in FC company is uniform and
homogeneous in its form (“grande école”), even if the disciplines vary according to the
career path within the firm. The various actors in A are agreed that the initial
assessment of engineers, the hierarchisation of their training takes place within the
traditional education system and by reference to it, and to the detriment of the other
training routes (vocational and continuing training). This agreement forms the basis of
the relationships between the fïrm, the grandes écoles and that part of its research that
depends on these latter institutions.

1-2-2 THE ACQUISITION 0F SKILL WITHIN THE COMPANY

As we have seen, educational institutions, particularly schools of chemistry,
play a part in the recruitment of young engineers to the firm. Throughout their period
of study they are introduced to the objectives of the world of industry through courses,
teaching provided by people from industry, junior enterprise schemes, etc.
Preparations are made on both sides for the engineer’ s move between the educational
space and the industrial space in this way the socialization of the young recruit to FC
company is facilitated, particularly since these two spaces wiIl, as far as he is concerned,
be intertwined.

Thus the quality of the technical training provided by educational institutions is
50 wholly accepted by the firm that it has handed over its role as a selector of
competence to the education system. As a resuit, it considers the engineer as a
“fmnished product” when he joins the firm, at least as far as his technical training is
concerned. Quite naturally, therefore, the firm wiIl attach greater value to the
acquisition of the skills that will enable the young engineer to become a manager.

a. The initial socialization into the firm

The young engineer recruited by the firm is immediately allocated to a function;
for several years 110w, however, he has had to follow an induction course during his
first year. The Iength of the course varies according to the service to which he is
allocated and the date at which he was hired, but it is considered essential to the
fulfiliment of his functions that he should have a good knowledge of the firm. This
course is theoretical, that is the firrn is “taught” to the young recruit in a week ; this
teaching is carried out by the highest level of the hierarchy (the functional and
operational management) but does flot include any practical or technical approach to the
firm’s activities.
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There is no particular policy that defines how a young engineer is to be
integrated into his service and function everything depends on the unit to which he is
allocated. He may either be allocated immediately to ajob or to a project, without any
pnor learning period or without being given any particular information : “I was
agreeably surprised because I was just expected to get on with the job”IIR, or he may
benefit from a more or Iess structured latent period : “it was a latent period for training
me...” IIR Thus in certain sections in the Research Center, this type of gentie,
carefully considered introduction to work is planned for and supervised by the head of
section this penod allows individuals to acquire the knowledge required to manage a
team of specialists : “I spent two months familiarizing myseif with the subject. I
started by seeing what was being done; I didn’ t have a technician, so I went through the
vast bibliography I’ d been given on the subject - this was to familiarize myseif with
fluorine and catalysis before starting with a technician” IIR.

In the TC, there is a real apprenticeship in the function of process engineer: the
young engineer is asked to carry out a small study under the guidance of a senior
engineer, whose task it is to initiate the new recruit gradually into his profession
“When I started I was given a littie study to do on my own, supervised by an
expenenced enginecr. He followed my progress in the factories and explained to me
how 10 get assistance from the calculation department...” lIT.

This period of apprenticeship is carefully thought out and monitored by the
hierarchy : it is considered beneficial: “this penod was intended to put me in the picture,
to introduce me to people, to working methods, perhaps to test me out...” lIT, but it
also serves to integrate the young engineer into the team and to facilitate the transfer of
knowledge: “I think what happens in the first six months is a sort of patronage. If you
had to learn it ail by yourself, it would take longer. k’ s one of the strengths of the
Technical Center, because the person who looks after you, your “patron”, transmits
knowledge to us and telis us how things are done” lIT.

In the factories, young engineers are often placed alongside a production
engineer in functions such as technical assistance (process) or studv and trials engineer.
This type of organization is intended to build up a pool of engineers in training and to
enable management skills to be transmitted gradually and technical competencies to be
increased. In fact this system makes die integration of the young engineer dependent
solely on a pers onal relations hip with an expenenced engineer. and there seem to have
been several failures : “it’ s more an attempt at destruction really, than a real attempt to
build up a pool of engineers in training ... I think they (the expenenced engineers) had
already been through the system and were trying to perpetuate it” hP. The creation in
some production units of process services separate from die factory floor will probably
make it possible to establish a pool of young engineers in the process service ; these
young engineers will be socialized on the shop floor without being dependent solely on
the production engineer.

b. On the job training
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This on-the-job training continues throughout the engineer’ s career. It is
the product of relationships with the various actors in the innovation process : “I learnt
from others by discussing things with them, by reading the reports they wrote and by
taiking to the hierarchy and to the technicians” IIR, and of the transfer of knowledge
from the head of service, from the former job holder and from technicians:

‘As for my reiationship with the head of service, it was a piece of advice I was
given I forced myseif, I wasn’ t obliged to discuss the state of progress with him, to
use him as an adversary in discussions ... I wanted to squeeze him like a lemon to make
him pass ail his knowledge on to me...’ IIR : “There are sorne expenenced technicians
who could teach the engineer a thmg or two” hP. In particular, it is a product of the
day-to-day expenence gained from working on projects and repeating exercises as part
of a team: “On-the-job training provides an opportunity to see how others do the job”
IIR. “When I arrived, they (the technicians) taught me about the equipment, from the
point of view of procedures, there are whoie heaps of information that corne up : how
does a catalyst work, I watched, I asked questions. I discuss things as rnuch as
possible, and now the opposite is beginning to happen, and it’ s me who passes on
information...” IIR ... “he’s a good technician for two months at the beginning I
watched and then we began to work together. He knows a lot...’ IIR.

Some engineers who are oriented more towards a managerial career will tend to
attach greater importance in this apprenticeship penod to acquiring ‘knowledge about the
firm”. to the “role of the manager in the firm” or to “management” : “The best training
for a project manager is to get to know people, to learn how to make them work. That
can t be learnt in 4 days - you have to get to know people in the Research Center but
also from outside (meetings, private contacts). That’ s why it’ s necessary to put young
engineers on to small projects in order to harden them gradually, but that isn’ t what
happens. . . “IIR. “I’ m both the kind-hearted organizer and the interface with the outside
world’ hP. The role of head of service and of the engineers’ solidarity based on
professional identity’ and social category wihl be decisive in that case.

Others, on the other hand, will tend to place the emphasis on the accumulation
of specialist skills and in-depth knowledge; such profiles are found in specialist jobs in
the research center, in the process services of the TC or in production units, and
sometimes among certain production engineers attached to technical services : “I’ ve done
a course in spectrometry ... the technician gave me the basic notions and then there was
individual training in the technique ... I put a lot of effort into it, reading journals and
attending conferences” IIR. They will perceive the development of a project in the
same way as the process of product innovation, but also as a learning process in which
the actors involved accurnulate knowledge: “Sometimes we even know that a project is
flot going to lead to anything, but that it will help us to leam how to work on certain
products and certain techniques that will be useful afterwards (e.g. high temperatures)
even a research project that leads nowhere is neyer wasted - it aiways teaches us
something” IIR. They are unlikely to expenence a feeling of failure when a project is
shelved, because for them the time scale of an innovation cannot be measured, because
the process is a slow one and is flot linear, because the project may be “resurrected” and
because in any case k has already had a certain utility, namely their training. This wiIl
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have benefited from the contributions made by experts within the firm, irrespective of
their status, and will have taken place on the factory floor rather than in the canteen.

h should be stressed that the quality of on-the-job learning was descnbed to us
as “the effect of social relations within the firm” (hP).

e. Initial training and on the job training

We wondered whether the initial traming of engineers had influenced their
apprenticeship within the firm. In the first instance, they seemed to think that this was
flot the case : “When you arrive you realize you don’ t know much, you’ re in an
environment in which the people are very specialized” IIR. “After the “classes
préparatoires” we perhaps thought we were just as good, that we could have gone
straight into industry” IIR which perhaps reflects their confusion about the firm. Then
they appreciate the general, encyclopedic knowledge they acquired during their studies,
which enables them to adapt: “In college, we were taught to adapt to ail situations. A
person leaving a school of chemistry must be able to work equafly well on the
production or commercial side and in contact with people, engineers, those in the pilot
service ...‘ IIR.

After twenty years, they end up by considering that the education system taught
them a method that has been useful to them in their various tasks : “My training has
served me well, because there are convergence’s even between metallurgy and chemistry

my scientific and technical training helped me to discuss and to understand what was
asked of me...’ IIR. Several of the engineers we met expressed their apprehension at
the extent of the new professional and practical knowledge they had acquired in the firm,
which they contrasted with the theoretical knowledge acquired during their training.
This knowledge, which is too closely linked with the production process, might put
them at a disadvantage relative to young people just leaving college : “The theoretical
part is iliuminated by my experience, but in general I’ m losing out ; whereas when you
arrive with only a general training you have ideas that the others no longer have.. .“IIR,
and push them out of the innovative space in the firm towards management. These
engineers are those who are oriented towards careers as experts and who thus fear the
arrivai of competition from recent graduates.

Those engineers more oriented towards managenal careers blame the education
system for not having trained them in economics, management and human resources,
whereas they think they are “up to scratch” in technical matters and do not have a lot to
leam in the firm.

d. Permanent training

Despite the fact that 3.8% of the wages biil is spent on training and that there
has been an increase in the number of hours set aside for training, this policy is poorly
integrated into the general policy on personnel management.
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TABLE 1-13 Permanent training

Most of the training courses on offer are chosen by cngineers for their own
personal benefit, in the belief that they will further their careers and improve their
functioning as managers. Only seldom does the firm have a specifïc objective in mmd
when it offers a course : its training policy is not integrated into its policy towards its
managers.

The training courses can be divided into two types:

- courses intended to impart knowledge about FC company
‘Getting to know the company ; ‘the project manager

-more in-depth courses in specific areas, which may be held in universities or
research laboratories. Researchers may also attend conferences in their

• Whereas the “firm’ courses are of particular interest to those engineers
more towards ‘general” functions, the latter kind are of interest to experts.

For ail the actors involved, the acquisition of the engineer’ s professionally
within the firm is an instrument Iinked to mobility ; for engineers, on-the-job experience
is often a means of enlarging their expenence and developing their ability to adapt to
new situations.

1-2-3 MOBILITY

Having explained how mobiity within the firm is organized, we wil analyze
the various categories of mobility - geographical, by career path and thematic - in order
to investigate the construction of the different types of engineers. It is evident that our
distinctions between the various types of mobility are merely formai, and that in practice
a change of post can represent both a geographical change and a change in career path,
or one but flot the other.

Evolution of numbers Evolution of number
in training of hours’ training

1987 1988 1989 1987 1988 1989
Engineers and managers 508 600 601 22822 27351 28333

Technicians and 1 786 1 895 1 988 101 974 105 996 131023
supervisors
Manual workers and 1 859 1 609 1 865 114 941 1 10 302 106897
clerical staff

4 153 4 104 4 454 239 243 266
737 649 253

in basic
specialty
oriented
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a. The organization of mobility

Although FC company wishes to retain its engineers within the group, it also
wants them to be mobile. A change of post every 4 to 5 years seems to the firm to be
beneficial both to the individual and to his employer : ‘a manager must change jobs, he
must be able to adapt to ail the industrial processes so that he can contribute something
each tirne’ (manager in the human resources service). Mobiity can be used in order to
combine populations originating from the various firrns that make up FC company, or in
order to try to create a synergy specific to the fïrm by blending or breaking down the
various cultures.

No systematic policy has been developed in order to organize mobility and put
this wish into practice ; engineers are merely encouraged to be mobile if they wish to
pursue a successful career. Thus the human resources service puts forward as a model
a type of engmeer who altemates between various functions, such as production,
specialist posts and marketing (product management), and between different
geographical locations (Paris-provinces). Such an engineer is destmed to occupy jobs
at high level.

The firm has flot established automatic mobility paths ; it encourages engineers
to be mobile and then manages the changes that take place. These can originate in two
ways

- the manager himself may request a move his motive may be a desire to
develop his career, inability to adapt to his present functions, a geographical problem,
etc.

- the service of which he is a part may wish him to move ; it is the operational
divisions that are the real motor of mobility within the firm.

Ail these requests, together with the vacancies they create, are examined by a
comrnittee set up by the human resources service. This committee meets once a month,
and brings together divisional managers and the general secretariat.

Since vacant posts are not formally advertised, information is flot evenly
distributed among ail the parties : the services that sit on the committee know which
engineers are available, whereas the engineers do flot know which jobs are vacant.
Negotialions between the hierarchies (the one the engineer is leaving and the one seekmg
to recruit him) and the engineer are thus conducted informally, sometimes through the
human resources service, but usuafly through the various relational networks. This
penod of negotiation is very drawn out for the engineer : “it takes time, your own
hierarchy says yes, we agree, no, we don’ t agree ... then you have to know when...”
hP. At that point, only the committee and the human resources service record the
engineer as available and the post as vacant, but the bargaining between the engmeer and
the service seeking to recruit him may already have started. The more efficient the
engineer’ s relational network is, the more rapid his mobiity will be and the more
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effectively he will be able to negoriate. These networks may bring together people who
attended the same college or worked for the same firm (“I had already worked with X”
hP) or at the same site: “funnily enough, there are a lot of people who used to work at
G here...’ hP. Once the parties concerned have reached agreement in the mformal
market, the committee ratifies the move.

These long and costly processes apply only to changes of unit or career path
engineers may, for example, change jobs within the same factory without investing as
much time and energy, although this type of change does depend on the size of the unit.

b. Geographical mobility

Mobihity usually represents a sudden and clear-cut divide in an individual’ s
professional life when it also involves a change of location, it affects his life outside
work.

Production engineers have an impressive record of geographical mobility
between the various factories in metropolitan France this mobility also forces them to
change the type of product they are dealing with, as well as the type of industrial
process. Thus they move easily from a petrochemical installation to a fine chemicals
plant. This mobihity is essential to an engineer s socialization what he is being taught
is flot the various technologies involved, but rather the “social dimension”, or man
management : “You can cas ily change job or factory and adapt to different technologies,
once you begin to have the knack, as they say you learn a bit more about the technical
side each day, but you can’ t leam about the human aspect if you don’ t mix with different
people, if you don’ t have a wide range of experience . This mobility leads to a division
of labor on the shop floor, as we saw in the factory we investigated. Either the
engineer concentrates on management and leads the technical side to the foreman, or he
takes responsibility for production and leaves man management to his foreman. In the
first case, it is easy for the engineer to be mobile since the foreman is the guarantor, in
the short term, of the firm’ s know-how in the second case, mobility is more difficuit
but the foreman provides greater continuity of management for the shop floor. ht
should be noted that engineers do not receive any additional technical training to help
them adapt to this new function, even though there is a considerable gap between the
two types of competence; at best, if he so wishes, he will be sent “some brochures, so
he can put himself in the picture”. This confirms our hypothesis that an enginecr’ s
training is considered to have finished when he joins the firm ; if he continues to learn, it
is only to “refresh” his knowledge and is a private decision taken voluntarily by the
individual.

Once they have reached the age of about 40, a considerable number of these
engineers who have had varied careers no longer wish to continue living with the
“constant upheaval of relocation” : they mention first of ail the difficulty of their life
outside work and of their family life, but they also dispute the learning value of constant
mobility and would like to see it become more organized : there should be time for two
engineers to overlap in the sarne job, time for learning, time to have an effect on the
shop floor, etc. “The problem is having the time to do it” hP.
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The research engineers we interviewed were unenthusiastic about
geographical mobility ; most of them hail from the Lyons region, studied there and have
no wish to leave they accept temporary posts elsewhere. but retain a desire to go back -

often their families do flot move. This tendency is more marked among engineers
whose spouses do flot work. They do flot see how geographical mobility within the
firm could be of any benefit to them.

Some engineers in the technical center have patterns of geographical mobility
that take them on temporary attachments to the process departments of production uflits.
They often return to the center in order to “refresh their skills”, and may subsequently
leave again.

c. Mobility by technical discipline

1f the four main technical discipline are considered, corresponding in FC
company to the production, technical, marketing and research services, certain
movements between them will be possible. while others will flot be. Thus mobility
betweeri production and marketing, and vice versa, is the ideal type of mobility for an
eflgifleer seeking to develop his career it is also the most common.

On the other hand, mobility affects only a small proportion of research
engineers, among them specialists in chemical processes working in the pilot service
who continue their careers in the process department at the TC or in a production unit,
and those engineers who have decided that the time they have devoted to research has
given them a depth of scientific and technical knowledge that would be useful in
production. This latter group is often disappointed by the moves they make: “it was a
positive step, but I would say I’ ve suffered a great deal I became a production engineer
at the age of 34, but 1’ ve suffered from the radical change in work, in the way of
thinking and actiflg. There were moments dunng my first year wheri I almost gave in
rny notice - it was a completely different world. It’ s a good idea to get into production
when you’ re young ; I feit I’ d taken a step backwards in my career...” hP. Production
engineers “do flot go into research”, except for a few cases that are cited as diversions
“it’ s flot the same profession’ hP, but if they are interested in technology they can go to
the TC via the process department.

Mobility is possible between certain career paths as welI as within the same
one. The mobility that takes place depends on the type of engifleers in the career path,
and it also constructs different types of engineers, as well as different careers for
engineers.

d. The construction of the type of engineer

In this second part we have begun to sketch a typology for engineers, which
will be confirmed by an analysis of mobility. This typology, in which a distinction is
made between engineer-managers, engineer-experts and engineers specializing in a
particular technical procedure, is perpendicular to the main career paths.
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Engmeer-manager : these engineers represent both the firm’ s model and theclassic mode! of the French engineer. They are mobile within the firm and wish to
make a career for themselves, which their mobility enables them to do. In the majonty
of cases they are taken on as production engineers ; they move to and fro between
production and marketing before attaining more administrative functions. If they begin
their careers in research, they only stay there a short time : “On the other hand, you can
start off in production, that depends on people s profiles ; I’ m ready to take on anything,
but I preferred technical sales, development on the customer’ s premises, but if someone
suggested a job in production, I would take it. ..“ IIR. The variety of professional
experience they acquire gives them a better knowledge of the firm’ s various structuresand provides them with additional training that is less technical than human: “Changing
jobs teaches you a lot about people” hP. “If I took on ajob in a factory, it would be a
learning experienceI1R. This extreme mobility is their means of developing a career
it is one of the few clear indications that the firm gives its managers. However, the
mobility represents a severance, a reduction of the engineer’ s technical knowledge in
favor of the accumulation of human experience and the proliferation of relationships
within the firm.

It is intended to help them look afresh at problems and should flot hamper their
creativity on the contrary, “there is a penod of adaptation dunng which one is il! at
ease, but you can contribute different ideas” I TPI. Most of them speak in terms of
“career plans : ‘do some research then go on to production. that’ s the perfect route
after that, you’ 11 go to head office” IIR when they are young, they regret that the firm
does flot really assess competence, advertise jobs, organize mobility or indicate career
opportunities more clearly. They very soon realize the importance of informa! relations
within the firm and of attending the courses on “getting to know the firm”, where they
meet the managing director, in order to create for themselves an “address book” and thus
manage their careers more effectively.

Engineer-experts : most of these are researchers who wish to remain in the RC;
they stress the gap between research and the rest of the firm: “when I came back, I was
a littie out of touch with molecular chemistry” IIR. “When you’ re 40, if you go into
production you start at the beginning again, you have to prove yourself again just like a
beginner” IIR, and the opportunities for development within the same area : “Firstly,
mass spectrometry has changed a lot, so I don’ t feel I’m doing the same job as 20 years
ago : I’ ve changed as much as if I had gone into production” IIR They even believe
that changing areas of research within the center is difficuit, that it is not profitable for
the firm and that it leads them, as speciahists, to doubt their competence: “people don’ t
like changing topics ; if someone suggested an interesting topic in organic chemistry,
maybe, but there are certainly areas in which I am flot competent, for example
electrochemistry, I’ d have to start nght back at the beginning ; from a little way off it
may seem feasible, but it may flot be worthwhile” IIR. “It’ s difficuit to be mobile in
research because you very quickly specialize, the gaps between the various areas grow
very quickly, and I would feel I was going back to the beginning again, and I would
also have lost the theoretical baggage I picked up at college : I would retain my
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knowledge of the firm, my contacts, but as far as the technical side is concerned, my
work, although I’ve aiways been in chemistry, it would still be a massive change” IIR.

They favor the accumulation of experience in one field: “What practice means
is that by looking at samples you create your own pers onal memory, you make empirical
rules for identification because at a certain point you saw that spectrum appear .. . “IIR
they are concerned at the loss of knowledge that mobility would entai! for them, and
stress the transmission of knowledge : “0f course there are records, but if everybody
were to leave...” “0f course, now they’ Il benefit from the laboratory’ s collective
memory, ail the records - with computerization, for example. we can make esquires in
the library. We have our spectrum on the machine, and when we’ ve identified it we
store it in memory ; in that way we build up our own library, in addition to that of the
manufacturer” IIR. “The role of senior engineers is important to the TC; when we’ re
working on a project, we rely on the knowledge of the process department ...“ IIR. If
we want to keep the skill, and if J. leaves, we’ Il have to take on a doctoral student who
can learn it, because it’ s flot enough to have a single engineer who knows everything.
J. bas gradually passed his knowledge on to me in the course of time...” IIR. They
sometimes express an interest in carefully organized changes of research topic, which
would enable them to remain specialists in a related discipline in the same center.

They are less concemed with their careers: “You can have a good career in the
center : head of department, head of center...” IIR. Yes, people who remain in the
same place are penalised”IIR. “In my opinion, if s difficuit to make a career in
research .. the only hope is to becorne a project manager, which is flot a promotion
grade” lIR. They concern themselves littie with the firm’ s human resources policy.
Their legitimacy cornes from their status as experts, and its recognition, to a greater or
lesser extent, in the scientific and technical space.

Single technical engineers : These engineers move between the pilot
department, project study and production, but they work only on one technical process
(e.g. one engineer has worked on the same process in the TC, in the factory and again in
the TC. while another has worked in the pilot departments of various fîrms...). More
than any other category, they describe the difficulty of moving between jobs, since they
are both thematic generalists and specialists in one technical procedure, but they are in
fact mobile in an organized fashion along a single technical une: “I was told there was a
great deal of reluctance to take people from research” IlPi. “In the pilot departrnent,
you’ re involved in everything, so when the engineers in research talk to me about
specialty you can’ t get out of, I’ m surprised, there’ s a period of adaptation, of course, in
analysis where the type of technology is very sophisticated you have to become a
specialist, and that can be very difficuit to get out of, but a chap who does organic
synthesis and has a bit of common sense can also do minerai synthesis... IlPi. They
value a wide variety of expenence in their own field and accumulate a range of technical
knowledge. Their careers are flot their prime objective; on the other hand, they value
communication within the firm and the circulation of information. “I want to go into
production, the ideal thing would be to follow my project on fluorenes when they go
into production” IIIR.
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FC company’ s mobility policy is based on encouragement but is effective in
terms of volume of moves, since it is initiated by the technical departments and managed
by the firm’s multiplicity of informai networks.

This raises the question of its exact role within the firm:

h is claimed that it fosters unity and cohesion, but it separates mobile
managers from non-managerial staff who do flot move : the fact that technicians and
foreman, the repositories of the firm’ s technical know-how, stay put at one site allows
engineers to be mobile. h also exacerbates the fragmentation of the engineering
profession : the mobility of engineer-managers enables them to identify with the firm,
whereas the reference point for engineer-technicians is their technical skill and engineer
experts continue to look to the scientific and technical space of their own disciplines.

Only engineer-managers consider that this rapid mobility has positive aspects:
it is flot only the means whereby they forge their careers, but it also teaches them what
they neyer learnt in college, namely the management of what is intangible, of human
resources, etc. As far as technical matters are concerned, the baggage they acquired in
their initiai training seems to them to be adequate; from their point of view, as from the
firm s. they are ‘finished products’ in technical terms when they leave college, and their
rnobility serves to mould them as managers within the organization.

Engineer-experts and engineers specializing in one technical procedure see
rapid mobility as a breach, and in particular as a failure to recognize the different
functions that engineers can fulfill within the firm, in production. as an expert on
processes, in research, and so on. They see the opportunities for and hope to achieve
movement within the same function or within the same specialty, which would enable
knowledge to be handed on without earlier know-how being lost.

1-2-4 ASSESSMENT AND THE ENGINEER’S CAREER

The development of an engineer s career is determined by the institutional
framework provided by the collective agreement for the chemical industry, by the
decentralized, secretive assessment, relational in character, carried out by the firm
hierarchy and the ambitions of the individual engineer.

a. The collective agreement for the chemical industry

Firstly, the agreement defines what “a novice engineer and manager” (8) is by
making a distinction between engineers “under the terms of the law of 10 July 1934 or
the decree of 10 October 1937, hired to carry out the functions of engineer” and
individuals hired “to exercise managerial functions” ; it lays down the educational
establishments and university qualifications that confer eligibility for recruitment to this
latter category ; moreover, it should be noted that, while it is strictly necessary to have a

8 Le collective agreament for the chemical industrv.
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bona fide engineer’ s qualification in order to enter the technical function, it is possible to
recruit a manager with a university degree.

This same agreement lays down ‘reference positions” in an engineer’ s career,
depending on the type of function, career palh, hierarchical level and senionty these
positions define hierarchical coefficients and thus minimum salary levels. The
agreement provides a frainework for an engineer’ s career by Iaying down ‘a guaranteed
coefficient on being hired and in mid-career” (9).

It abandons the traditional reference to occupations in the chemical industry, but
defines a particular position, and the spacing of the corresponding coefficients, for
“research engineers” and a “supplementary position”. A research engineer is defined
as “an engineer whose role is to carry out research on new products, develop original
production methods, research the unknown or littie known causes of existing
phenomena, new manufactunng processes for existing products or new methods of
control, analysis and testing”. The scope of their activity is flot limited to research
centers, and may be located in production departments moreover, it is stated that their
activity does flot necessarily lead to “an immediate effect on procedures or production”.
The supplementary position is reserved for engineers and managers who are no longer
novices but who cannot gain access to the category of “established engineers and
managers” since they have flot assumed “complete and permanent responsibiity” this
position seem to be used for technicians who have been promoted to the status of
engineer without there being any real change of function, and for administrative
engineers who make up the large majority of these promotions, particularly in FC
company.

k is remarkable to note that the collective agreement specifies different types of
careers for engineers : these last two types of engineer are to advance by seniority along
their own scale, while the typical established engineer changes grade and category in
accordance with the “position” he occupies. In terms of differentiation between
coefficients, which determine the minimum salary, the research engirieer is flot
disadvantaged at the beginning of his career, but he may be if he remains on the same
scale the “supplementary position” is clearly disadvantageous. It should be noted that
particular coefficients are provided for young engineers who hold a doctorate in order to
compensate them, and them only, for their late entry into the firm.

b. Individual assessment

It has afready been noted above that FC company takes over the various
classifications to which engineers have been aflocated within the educational system: the
ranking of the “grandes écoles” themselves, and then classification by “grande école” ; it
gives up its own power of assessment at the moment of hiring and adopts the external
classifications in order to guide engineers towards a highly diversified range of

9 Les classification s dan s l’en trep rise, Ev raud-Rozen blatt- Tallard,
Documentation F ra rçaise.
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professional trajectories. Thus students graduating from the most prestigious schools
benefit from an accelerated, signposted route through die firm intended to get young
people into management jobs engineers with doctorates and future experts are guided
towards a certain type of career...

Starting salaries are also determined on the basis of the hierarchies in the
education system: sometimes die school is even involved to a greater or les ser extent in
salary negotiations, in the belief that it is one of the actors ‘When I was a student, I
was told flot to accept less than a particular grading, because I would flot only be
belittiing myseif, but I would also be belittiing the school.. .“ hP. The collective
agreement serves only to lay down a minimum level, and the human resources
department determines each coefficient for each individual engineer when he is hired.

Engineers are oriented towards a variety of professional trajectories on
recruitment, but they are flot given precise career profiles. This orientation and these
careers are flot formalized by the firm, and as a resuit they are both transparent to the
actors and yet flot explicitly documented.

It is obvious that the greater the influence of die educational system on
eflgineers careers, the less the significance attached to internai assessment. This is
indeed die case with FC company. Five or six years ago, the human resources
department initiared die development of die annual assessment interview. This
procedure, which involves die hierarchical levels n + 1 and n + 2, entails the joint
definition of objectives for each engineer, die monitoring of resuits, assessment of the
individual and overseeing of his career.

The impetus provided by the human resources department was taken up in
various ways from center to center, depending on the type of hierarchical relationship
already in existence ; thus in those units, such as die RC, where level n + 1, die head of
department, takes littie or no part in the assessment of researchers, there is no interview
at ail in units in which die internai organization is defined and accepted, it is used. In
general, engineers and heads of department complain about the opacity of the
assessment system which does flot allow them ‘to manage their careers individually”.

Salary increases are decided at unit level by the head of center, with or without
an annual interview ; they vary much more in the production units than in the research
center, where salaries are differentiated above ail on die basis of seniority : “Careers
progress more rapidly and are better in the factories, but are more certain and more even
in the research center” IIR. This salary scale is completely opaque, but this is
considered desirable by the actors within the firm.

c. Career and mobility

An engineer’ s career is flot really the resuit of die officiai assessment system.
ht depends rather on his initial training, and also on the position the individual holds, and
is recognized as holding, in die hierarchy of competencies. This situation is flot
explicit, but it is known and understood by the various actors involved. This
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reputation circulates within the firm and allows the individual’ s career to unfold. without
any logic -whether career plan or whatever - being pre-established.

k is engineer managers who are subjected more than ail the others to this
system. which is linked in two ways to mobility. Firstly, the firm restricts access to
certain jobs to those who have a certain pattern of mobility secondly, the individual
who changes jobs forges an increasing number of relationships, thereby increasing the
number of opinions at hierarchical level n + 1. However, if this type of engineer has
greater opportunities for promotion than his expert colleagues, he also incurs greater
risks. Thus after five to ten years, the steepness of his career gradient is established
and can only go down after that point ; a refusai to move signifies that his career will
advance no further and that he wiIl be excluded from competing for other jobs.

Research engineers are, in part, assessed by their peers, that is by the scientific
and technical space, a process that involves agents outside the firm. Their mobility is
not highly valued, but their agility within their discipline may make them a reputation.
FC company does not have a formai twin-scale payment system that would provide
consolation for experts and yet individually, they seem to ‘do well in the system” and
do flot abandon their careers in research.

Similarly, the engineers specializing in one technical procedure rarely reach the
highest positions in the firm, but their mobility within a technical career structure means
that they can apply for important technical jobs (functional departments) or switch to
careers as engineer managers.

1-2-5 CREATIVITY AND EFFICIENCY

Accumulated knowledge is exploited in different ways by different types of
engineers:

Thus engineer managers base their reasoning within the space represented
by FC company on a logic of immediate effïciency, which has its origins in the market;
they belong to the industnal world and favor on-the-job learning by a process of
osmosis based on relationships forged within the firm, as well as training in human
resources. Their efficiency lies in their abiity to make an organization or a shop floor
function and to extract the maximum profitability from the resources at their disposai.
Their responsibility is hierarchical and is defined in space (a workshop, a department)
but flot in time. Their motivation is denved from the section that gives them a function
and objectives ; they expect a great deal from collective creativity, from the dynamic of
the organization and from the interaction between their theoretical knowledge and the
pressure exerted by the market in order to ensure that the unit for which they are
responsible is efficient. They are sensitive to the reputation they enjoy among the
engineers within the firm. The further they advance in their careers, the more they are
managers in FC company rather than engineers.

The reference point for engineer experts is the scientific and technical space,
and it is among their peers in the scientific community that they seek recognition. They
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compare their expertise with the other laboratones in the firm, or in universities and the
CNRS. They have the feeling of belonging to the research profession and to the RC.
Their motivation is individualist, based on “becoming the specialist in a small scientific
field”. They work on specific ‘project topics” (cf. Part 3), defined in both time and
space they are flot disappointed when the project cornes to an end. but appreciate that it
fïnishes in the acquisition of a patent, the publication of an article in a journal or
attendance at a conference. They believe that only the researcher s individual creativity
can lead to real innovation, even if it is the result of previously accumulated collective
knowledge, if it subsequently benefits from contributions from the rest of the team and
if it is subject, a posteriori, to collective organization “It (real innovation) originates
with one person afterwards there bas to be a collective effort, but if it is unexpected,
and in chemistry the more innovative it is the less it is expected, because it is the resuit
of observation of the abnormal and exploitation of that observation” IRR. Innovation
that has its ongins in collective creativity is arithmetic “innovation, that is it amounts to
nothing more than the adding up of chemical formulae in order, inevitably, to find
another one : “it’s useful, we pool different ideas, but it’ s not real innovation” IRR.
Industrial innovation is more usually of this type, onginating from an industrial
objective, but with no real opportunities for normalization within a proper project with a
timetable, meeting etc. The research engineer is at the center of the tension that exists,
within the industry and among the actors, between these two types of innovation.

Those engineers specializing in a single technical procedure are more closely
integrated than the other two categories into the product innovation cycle they can
follow a technical progression from research to production without changing
“specialism’ Thus process engineers are found in the pilot department, the technical
center and in factones. The appreciate the efficiency of a flexible, well-organized
transition from one phase of the process to another, and find their motivation in the
successful transfer of knowledge or products between the various units. They work
on formalized industrial projects, with precise timetables, scheduling etc., and they
operate in small, collaborative and tightly knit teams of “technicians” (2 or 3) that are
highly specialized in one particular field,

To conclude this second part, we would like to highlight two characteristics of
FC company:

• the importance of the interpenetrating of the educational, industrial and
scientific and technical spaces in the social formation of engineers;

• the uniqueness of the management of engmeers in FC company. This
management style seemed to us to be “soft”, flot highly organized, flot voluntarist and
yet linked to relational practices and networks. In this way, it succeeds to create an
identity for the various actors, by using the various influence groups, the micro
solidarity of the profession etc., to mix the various populations without too many
clashes or conflicts and to organize the efficiency and creativity of the engineers in a
smooth and flexible way.
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1-3 WORK SPACE AND INNOVATION

FC company, like many other enterprises, distinguishes between the
organization of production and of work once the product is stabilized and whenever it
undergoes or generates innovation. Thus the originality of management in the Chemical
lndustry will make way for the organization of a project to enable an efficient
mobilization of the available competencies. But will this motivation provided by Senior
Management be enough to create a dynamic force which will modify the working
relationships, which will replace the division of work with real cooperation among the
actors throughout the product cycle? What form will the product cycle take after the
organization of the planned innovation?

1-3-1 THE PRODUCT INNOVATION CYCLE

The specificity of “chemistry” descnbed in the first part influences the
production process of the sector and thus the product innovation cycle:

a. The Production Process in Chemistry

Chemistry is the Hscience of the composition of various bodies. their
transformation and their projects, etc..” (10). It creates ils own objective which consists
in identifying, then characterizing products, which are chemical edifices, SO as to
understand them and with the aim of creating new edifices. If physical chemistry seeks to
understand the cyclical laws, the reasons for reactions, to identify them to be able to
prescribe laws governing the constitution of these edifices, organic chemistry (like bio
chemistry or organo-metallic chemistry) is concerned with the construction of these
edifïces, the molecular syntheses.

The various fields of chemistry may be described differently, according to the
cnteria of scientific disciplines : organic chemistry, minerai chemistry, etc., according to
the product studied or researched: fluorine chemistry, superconductors,etc. according
to economic and production criteria : industrial chemistry, fine chemistry. This last
distinction is of special interest to us, for it contrasts a manufactunng chemistry, a
chemistry of comrnodity, where products are manufactured in great quantity, where the
products are “finished”, the standard example of the “process”(1 l) industry of
continuous flow-lines, with fine chemistry, with its high added-value, where production
is reduced, the product sophisticated, the channel of synthesis complex and where
production is most often carried out, certainly along flow-lines, but “by campaigns”,
rather than in a continuous fashion.

10 Petit Rober,’

‘‘ P.F. DRUCKER “The Practice of Management” 1955
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Independently of these distinctions, chemical production will be considered as a
“process” as far as production is concerned, “where the product and the process are
fused into one and the same entity”. Furthermore, throughout the whole production
cycle, from research to the production area, the notion of specificity of the “principle of
chemical production’ compared with other types of production (the contrast of a
transformation industry with a construction industry) will be defended by the actors.
This specifïcity will explain the overlapping of the different professional spaces and the
different roles of the actors.

Historically, and in its objective, it is difficuit to distinguish the fïeld of acadernic
chemical research from the field of industnal chemical research, The state of fundamental
research has aiways directly conditioned industry. Fundamental research laboratories
“pass” on to industrial laboratories a chemical edifice to be followed up. The
manufacturers interrogate the public research laboratories and relationships, in both
directions, are active and interactive. However, stemming from this cooperation, each
manufacturer in the chemical industry will define his own research strategy, and orient
his own investments and choices. He will build up his own very specific “research”
capital depending on his environment and the competition (petroleum industry
operations and distribution). Even if the chemisis no longer “bring out” new molecules
or new products. as was the case thirty years ago, the competition between companies is
based on a more rapid, a more economical procedure, hence this situation where the
manufacturer cooperates with the scientific and technical space of his discipline, before
subsequently going off to do his research alone.

Unlike what can be observed in the mechanical type industries, (construction),
the logic of chemical production (transformation) marginalises human effort. “Chemical
production ,-esults essentiallv front the reactions offorms of matter between themselves.
Hurnw’z effort is therefore bv definition peripheral to this production” (1 2). added to
which, the production by flow-line, either continuous or by campaign, accentuates the
disinvolvement of man in the production process. This feature may explain the desire of
the Management of the Production Unit to return to unes of homogeneous and pure
products under the responsibility of engineer-managers, and to gather the intervention
functions (innovation, etc) into specialist units peripheral to the workshop. It is after ail
impossible to “tinker” with the product in the production area, any intervention is
prepared according to the follow up of the reaction, once production is halted, The
functions of the engineer are distinct : the engineer-manager is responsible for supplying
the installations in material for use in the reaction, for monitoring the reaction, for the
control of the quantifies of the products requested, the evacuation of the waste materials,
etc. and the specialist is responsible for preparing production, controlling quality,
innovation. The tasks of these two types of actor on the product in the same production
area are also differentiated in time.

b. The Innovation Cycle

12 F. VATIN, op.cit.
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It is carried out according to data characteristic of the sector. Furthermore, the
fact that the field of study in the ‘fine chemistry” field and on a industrial site where the
Research Center and production unit are one and the same, will strengthen the links
between the different institutional actors in the cycle. Whereas in the petro-chemical field,
the transfer of products from the laboratory, to the piot (which is important), then to
production, is statutory and uniform, the upstream return circuits of the product are rare,
in fine chemistry the differentiation is, however, less institutionalized : thus a
manipulation made on the workbench will be made on the pilot and improved and
sometimes the production area is nothing but a large pilot where it is aiways possible to
make an innovation.

The “research and innovation” feature of our space will also explain its actors
and inversely : thus the educational system of the engineers will remain present in the on-
site environment : the role of such a school in such a technical discipline; the preference
or flot for a doctorate. Therefore, FC company, a firm of “engineers”, has theoretically
centralized recruitment and management of its executives: however, it can be noticed
that for research, the choices are specifically made by the centers, that the RDID only
becomes involved rarely and that the backgrounds sought differ from those of the
manufacturing centers but, that the number of future PhDs in the factones is, however,
flot inconsiderable.

In the Figure I-7 we have tried to distinguish the flows of knowledge,
information, the material flows of the products, the services materialized which are
realized in the innovation cycle.

Thus, the exchanges of the Information Department is in “production of
knowledge” as with the analysis laboratory or the research laboratory. The pilot produces
some knowledge but also products (to “test” the market, in particular), it takes advantage
of the knowledge but does flot receive products. The Procedure Departments receive and
give information but also interchange products; the Technical Departments, depending on
demand, supply a matenalized service. The knowledge chain may be resumed thus:
based on an accumulation of information included in the environment, in the Information
Department, in the accumulated expenence of the actors, thanks to the capacity of
identification of the analysis laboratory, the Iaboratory produces “a recipe” which is
verified, which is checked for industnal feasibility on the piot. This recipe may lead to
the creation of a new product, but it is more often, either a new procedure, or the
improvement of an old process, that is to say a new recipe leading to an already known
product. The resuit of the innovation process is, either the product, or the recipe, or the
process. If the product, in the case of an improvement, is already being manufactured,
the pilot “wilI pass” on, wiIl transmit knowledge to the Process Department of the
production unit. If the production set-up involves heavy material investments
(construction of a new production area or the complete remodeling of the production area
concerned), the project will be managed by the Technical Center for the procedure part
and in liaison with the manufacturer for the construction part. We have to insist here on
the interchanges between the various departments, within the research function, but also
between. the process function and the research function. Thus the requests for
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explanation go via to the Procedure Department of the factory directly to
research. this return to the lab seems to be less current than in the past but its frequency
is linked, without doubt, to the life-span of a product in production. Perhaps during the
first years of the operation of the “substitutes”, these long loops will be customary

1-3-2 THE ORGANIZATION 0F A PROJECT

a. Varied project types

We are gomg to describe different types of project and more especially one of
them, which is particularly strategic at the moment, the “substitutes” project.

The firm distinguishes clearly between the routine production process and an
innovating cycle, since it modifies ils traditional type of hierarchical organization for this
latter case. The organization of an innovating process into a project should enable the
firm to “mobiize ail necessary competencies” throughout the product cycle. Thus the
director of fine chemistry stressed. during our meeting, the importance of team-work
for the engineers. and on the image that the Japanese convey : “of an efficient
organization w ithout there necessarilv being u leader”. The organization of an innovating
process into a project should enable, throughout the product cycle, the “mobilization of
competencies” on an objective. A research member of the same management teain
stressed the “transversality” of the projects within the firm and the Iink provided by the
“product men” between the different moments of the process. The idea being to reunite
the various actors in the process, within a well-defined time space, as on a film set, and
to make them “function together” in unison like a task force with one aim, efficiency.
Our contacts with the Research Center with the Technical Center, with the factory have
enabled us to measure the differences between types of project and even, in time,
between the moment of research of a project and that of the engineering, even if the
symbolic discourse of the Heads of Ipartment is identical ‘a project is baed on
industrialization, a market, patents... its objectives are precise”

The firm has given the name “project” w different realities:

- Thus at the Research Center, il would appear that there is a tendency for
projects to be smaller and smaller: “currentlv I have severalprojects but when I urrived,
I had onlv (‘ne project. h happened that at times I shared several projects if they were
large. A t that time they were more important that today” I. I. R.: even if they only
involve one engineer and 2 or 3 technicians, the engineer cari manage several projects:
w e only build a team for a special project w hen w e are taiking about a large project; w ith
the projects that I have currently . 3 projects with one technician on each and me one
third of the time” I. I. R. The objectives of these projects necessarily involve rapid
industrialization, and their end resuit is not aiways obvious for the engineer or for the
technician. We consider them more like “research subjects” than projects (type A).

- On the other hand, the center carnes out several large projects, which bring
together several engineers and technicians, whose industrial objectives are precise, the
intentions of senior management obvious, and the motivation strong : “they are a great
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number of people w ho are w ork ing on this subject’ I. I. R. The strategic
importance of a project will also influence the way it is conducted(type C).

- Other projects Iinked to precise industrial objectives may flot pass through the
Research Center, nor through the Technical Center and may have very varied methods of
management (type B). They are characterized by a strong link with the market of a
product and with its actors who are often single technique engineers.

In the interests of clarity, we have characterized three types of project onto which
may be hooked more or less the real projects described by our interlocutors:

TABLE 1-14 Diagrammatic representation of projects

A: Subjects rather B: “Research and C: Large projects
than projects Development” projects
Project Iisted on a precise Project listed in a product Strategic project for the firm
technical discipline within rang e in which the firm is
the group

- already involved
Objective more thematic Precise objective: Précis objective : result
than industrial modification or forecast from the beginning

improvement of a product of the project
or a process

Light team around one Thematic team within a Mobilization of
engineer no real project department gathered as competencies around the
team, no real project project team project internai mobility to
manager strengthen the team, if

necessary recruitment
Does flot necessarily pass to Does flot necessarily pass to Passes to pilot in
pilot stage. May resuit by the RC or the TC : engineering with a view to
increasing the store of - either the development of construction of an industrial
know-how, or be sold as a the product is made by the site for the firm the
patent. in fact a C pre- research team which development aspect is
project provides the link with the handled by Head Office

market
- or the production unit

operates directly with the

Factory Process Department
Instaliment of the research Planning for the Very precise planning from
program development research to operations

This classification is only a diagrammatical representation of the variety of
projects encountered. If the firm’ s Head Office sees in a project a unity in the innovation
process, it seemed to us that on a saine project, there were, depending on the moments in
the cycle, different sequences : research - pilot - development - engineering - factory;
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these different periods, each distinct the one from the other are flot organized in the same
way. When we speak of a project, we should also specify the moment at which it is
occurs. In the same way, the achievement of a project will have an influence on its
development. with its position, in both space and time, of great importance.

b. The development of projects

The RC and TC only function according to project structures, unlike the factory
which substitutes this type of organization for the traditional forms, only in the event of
innovation.

Thus, the life of the laboratories is punctuated by the choice of projects. The
calendar starts in September when the operational management teams, the RDID and the
Research Cerner propose themes for research: the operational management teams define
the subjects in relation to the evolution of the market, the state of the competition, the
industrial strategy of the firm. the needs or the industrial problems of the units
(modernization, etc.); the RDID will propose themes linked to the scientific and technical
space (advances in this or that field, etc.) from the firms own scientific viewpoint. The
proposais of the RC and the researchers will take account of the knowledge acquired
earlier, of the vision of the laboratory, of the supposed interests of the firm : “the
propos(d of u project made bv the researcher is flot really the resuit of an individual
process. it is obscure, firstlv we discuss with the Head of Department” 1.1. R.; in the
B-type projects, the proposai is linked to a precise awareness of the market of products
“I had an ideafora long time, mv boss wav against it ut the beginning, we made SeVer(d
manipulations w hich w orked, su w e proposed a research pmject. We undertook an
economic stud, we questioned the manufacturers, gave technical resuits, etc. “ I. I. R.
Based on these different requests, and the programmed schedules describing the real
projects. an annual research program is drawn up with objectives, human means and
costs. During the meetings between the different operational management teams and the
RDID, a program is finally agreed as weII as the financing;

The project will be supervised throughout its development by a research delegate
and by a representative of the operational management department concerned. This latter
will sometimes be nominated “Project Manager” by the management to follow the
process of innovation throughout the cycle.

In the case of A- and B-type projects, the project will aiways be assigned to the
competent department at the Research Center without the project organization
modifying the traditional hierarchy : for A, the subject is given to a” Project Manager
Research” who works with the technicians who are assigned to him, for B, the
department is more mobilized by the theme, and the Head of Department will become the
Project Manager-Research with an engineer and his technicians for C (cf. “substitutes”
project) there is a real constitution of a team which culs across 10 the traditional hierarchy
like a cinema set by project sequence and a wide mobilization of competencies.

The Project Managers have a hierarchical importance which varies according to
the type of project. Although this titie is, for the management, a means of motivating the
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engineers, their is a gap between the image that management wishes to give of this foie
and the vision that the latter have of the task : in FC company. it is an honorary titie
which does flot necessarily correspond to a plus vis à vis someone who is flot a Project
Manager... I. I. R. “The first day I arrived, I had a Project Manager office I. I. R. The
Head of Department in anv event remains the priviieged interiocutor of the senior
management of the center. The project organization for projects A and B in any event,
seems to be the resuh simpiy of a dis course and does flot cail the traditional organization
nor hierarchy into question : ‘it merely is o question of choosing one or cuiother
organiz.ation, thev con co-exist’ Head of CR Personnel.

The experirnental nature of chemistry does flot allow a precise normalization of
the project planning. The engineers only seem to be aware of rather imprecise and non
motivating deadiines : “as there are no structures for negotiation in the project, there is no
timing... there w iii onlv be timing w lien w e have decided upon the construction of the
unit” I. I. R. We shail see, in the example of the substitutes, that in C-type projects, the
calendar is precise and the deadiines strategic.

The engineer in charge of the project (Project Manager-Research) will firstly
devote himself to the bibliographical part of the study, then he will propose an
experimental plan, investigations, theoretical knowledge - traditionally justified by his
“scientific” competence, this task is reserved exclusively for him. During this phase. he
wili use the Documentation partment. After the agreement and the detaiied “review” of
his proposais, he directs the plan of the manipulations to be carried out by the
technicians. Throughout the research phase, he orders analyses from the analyticai
laboratory.

if and when the project “passes” to the jçt, the timing wiIl be specified : the
subject of research becomes increasingly a project; a new Project Manager is named, the
trans fer of the acquisitions made in research is very formalized : a document on paper of
the state of the study approved during a meeting with the decision makers. The work
orgariization wilI start to resemble that of the production area : the new Project Manager
carnes out these functions under the orders of the Head of Department, with a technician
and three operatives he has to implement : “the identification and the qualification of
these physical pmcesses (transfer of malter, of heat, offluid mechanics, etc.) which
constitute tue bridge which enables rhe cross-overfrom the iaboraton’ 10 the industrkd
scale in rhe best possible technical and econonic conditions” I .1 . Pi.

The future of the project is governed, throughout the various stages, by the units
of decision-makers : after the research phase or after the pilot stage, the project may be
abandoned or shelved to be brought out later, it may be extended by one year, be
patented or sold under license, or passed to the pilot “We stop theprojects siowly most
of the lime, il COfl happen thaz we stop because we have achieved the desired resuits and
then when we build o unit, either we retain the resuits or we pass 10 the patent phase”
I. I. R. “h is very rare 10 find u project that goes right 10 the very end” I. I. R. The
halting of a project in the same way as the abandoning of a scientific procedure may be
taken as a stalemate or be seen as the proof of industrial efficiency “we have stopped
like evervone else, we are not the CNRS” 1.1. R. It happens that we stop a project, that
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inav be frustrating, it depends on the circumstances: the responsibiliiy of saying “w e
must stop the project” fous to the Profect Managei the decision is taken in
conjOnction with the divisions, there is o consensus, but if the Profect Manager proposes
it, it ineaîzs he has o good reason” “I. I. R. According to the type of project, the hait
wilI be seen differently project A which is a subject of research belongs to the scientific
domain, stopping it is only an industrial epis ode and does flot damage the actors. Project
B has a strong development end resuit which implies that it cannot be stopped or even
put off without calling into question the links between the different actors and the market
or potential customers “Jnitiallv, we undertake studies here, we do not have enough
customers vet, we consider it w be u good pole of research thanks to our knowiedge of
the market, then we go w see o manufacturer of equipment and we propose him oUr
product and thanks to u contract of collaboration, we finish our research on this product
w ith theni in such a way as to arrive at aformula.. and then cycter w e propose it to others

thev ask for sampies make some tests. thev obtain these or those resuits. In general. at
the beginning, it is nevergood, so we return to the draiving board” 1.1. R. ; the stopping
of a C-type project is taken as the resuit of a change in strategy of the FC company, but
is just as badly accepted by the actors.

The project is only transferred to the Technical Center if it modifies
fundamentally the industrial installation or if it necessitates the construction of a new
production area or a new plant. It most often of C-type. In general, the decision to
transfer to the TC is taken by the operational management in liaison with the senior
technical management, k is financed by the former.

From that moment, a short pre-study - three months - is embarked upon, it will
be carned out by one or two engineers often new engineers, under the responsibility of a
“senior” and with the support of the Costing Office, the Estirnates Office and the
Documentation Department. It will essentially consist of an economic study of the project
after a rapid material summary has been made together with a preliminary plan of the
procedure.

This first rough outline will enable the “decision-makers” to confirm their choice
of construction for die industnal site, and only the Technical Project Manager will be
appointed. The latter is chosen from among the engineers from the Procedures
Department or Construction Department; his responsibility and his quality are well
known in the center and within the firm. He has the responsibility before drawing up his
project team to make a “request for means” in finance and men and to propose a plan;
once these are accepted, the project starts as well as die stop-watch: “it’s o profect :fine
chemistiy division, there is Product Manager who is present at each meeting, who
foilows the variables and the invesiments. 11e is flot the Project Manager, dia! is someone
from the TC who is responsible to him for the costs, who has to controi the requests for
bans, asks for endorsements, if there is flot enough money. He controls the planning,
the costs, thefeasibility : he is u superior and an organizer” 1.1 .T.

The engineer or the “procedure” team must as quickly as possible (3 months)
take stock of the material situation and the procedure plan made during the pilot stage by
detailing them in order that in the following three months the different machine
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schedules may be drawn up. These different elements are gradually transmitted to the
Construction Engineer who wil have the Drawing Office prepare, under the direction of
one or several engincers, the PID (Process Instrumentation Diagram). “We prepare the
material schedules which wiil be transmitted by the Procedure Department to the Draw ing
Office, we specifv the type of equipment, the most important values of the equipment:
size, power, etc. Jmm there and once it has been signed by the Construction Department,
the Draw ing Office based on these schedules, draw s up PIDs w hich are procedure-tvpe
diagrams but more precise, and w scale: they are the basis for ail projects, they wiil be
updaeed throughout the duration of the project. They have to be approved. There are
constant deals betw een us and the Draw ing Office, w e have ilot given alt the
specifications, etc. “I.T.T.

Parallel to that, the Procedure Engineer will deal with the problems of safety and
danger, whereas the Construction Engineer wiIl follow up on site. They will meet up at
the end of the project to take part in the commissioning process. These two competencies
will be assisted throughout the process by a “network of competencies” the
representative of which, within the projects is the Engineer-Technologist. He will
provide, according to needs, the specialists in metalwork, instrumentation, electricity,
mechanics, roofing, chemical engineering, etc.

Once the project has started, the future operator becoines an associate of the
firm. He will henceforth participate in the monthly project meetings which bring together
the operational chemistry senior management and senior technical management, the
RDID as weIl as the manager of the CRD representing research (Iab and pilot) and the
Project Manager from the TC (a meeting by type of product and one for the whole of the
project). Within the project engineering team, there is certainly a spiitting up of
competencies, procedures, construction, technology, but there is also a real finalized
common effort, there are technical discussions, negotiations between the specialties,
something we did not encounter within the research field.

If within research, the type of hierarchy which dominates were the traditional
hierarchy, at the Technical Center the real project organization gives value to the
responsibiity of the project: the hierarchy of the projects is recognized and esteemed by
the engineers even if the department remains a place of identification: “For each new
project there is a new organization. but an organization chai-t is published each time, for it
is the organization which works best : I have the impression rather of belonging to a
project than a department, the aim of the Procedure Department is the project” I. I. T.
This changing organization compared with that seen in research, is confirmed by a
former member of the TC who has moved to the RC. “In the department, we were aI
least three engineers, Contract Managers of sorts, and there were technicians grouped in
the Drawing Office; we were assigned one or several technicians fora precise project: it
was an ever changing organization “. I. I. R. “I had no hierarchical responsibility over the
technicians, during the projects we worked on together. There WOS a project and a
Project Manager, ii’ was the real structure of the project that w e follow ed from end to
end. There was a wetl defined schedule for the project with dates marked in time av you
wiilfind in ail industries”. I.I.R.
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The project will remain under the responsibility of the TC until its launch even if
the operator is associated with the elaboration of the new production area or unit.
Sometimes a special structure is implemented at the factory as we shah see for the
substitutes project.

Between the different projects analyzed, only the C-type projects modify slightly
the traditional hierarchical organization of the Research Center, only these pass through
the TC, even if the B-type projects may arrive m the production unit. The A- and B-type
projects, either only concern research, or have himited and ad hoc objectives and are only
projects for us in name, even if they create innovation and renewal. It seemed to us
necessary to corne back to the organization of a project which has a strategic value for the
firm.

1-3-3 THE CFC “SUBSTITUTES” PROJECT

a. The origins of the project

CFCs ( also cahled Foranes) are products created within the last 30 years and
used in the “cold chain” (freezers, refrigerated transport, etc.), in aerosols (30% of
CFCs), in the foam sector (flexible or ngid), in the solvent sector. These products are
manufactured, for the rnost part at the FC company in the factory studied.

Starting around 1974. the scientitic comrnunity and certain politicians became
concerned by the effect of the use of aerosols on the ozone layer. Certain of our
interlocutors put forward the hypothesis to us that the American chemical group Dupont
from Nemours was at the origin of this “toxico-commercial” affair, so as to see off the
competition on this type of product by eliminating the s mail and medium businesses who
would henceforth be unable to contend with the investments necessary for the
substitution. k is stili the case that the direct relations hip between distribution of Foranes
in the atmosphere and the “hole” in the ozone layer has flot been established and that
doubt continued throughout the project : ‘W are aware that there is apotential risk, but
w e must clean establish the relationship betw een the potential risk and w hat is
happening on Earth.” General manager of A. (13).

A protocol was signed in 1987 in Montreal by 31 countries among which
France, to control the production, die sale and the interchanges of CFCs and related
products, and a hater EEC decision proved to be even more restrictive. Faced with the
determination of the politicians and the ecology movement, the senior management of A
decided upon a pohicy of substitution for the CFC products by the HFA products
(hydrofluoroalcanes). Research into this substitution started at the RC some ten years
ago (A-type), furthermore the indusinal site (RC + Factory) already bas a real knowledge
of this type of product since certain HFAs are already produced in the production areas
of the “fluorinated resins” Department, as intermediaries of other products. The senior

13 March 6th 1989 Usine Nouvelle
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FIGURE 1-9 DIAGRAM 0F A PROJECT LEADING TO NEW
PRODUCTION AREA

LJ

or.,
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management therefore decided that the industrial site studied would substitute the
former CFC workshops to the new (1-IFA).

The investments planned by the firm were to be heavy : ‘in 1988 we shah
pmhablv ha’e in ‘ ested around 1. 5 billion francs in research and development and
production are(Ls” Deputy Director of A (14). From 1988, the FC company moreover
signed an agreement with another large producer of CFCs (outside France) for research
focusing on the production technology as well as pilot production areas.In June 1988,
the two companies increased from 30 to 50 the number of researchers involved. The
whole of the cost of the joint effort realized can perhaps be assessed at 50 MF per year,
moreover, 800 MF of construction work for new production areas were decided in 1990,
workshops which will replace other CFC production units which are to close.

The majority of the HFA are well known products. Therefore environmental and
toxicologicai studies undertaken at international level by the main producers are already
underway, but innovation for each of the companies takes the form of either an
improvement in the procedure (HFA already produced at the factory) or in the procedure
itself.

The production of these first generation substitutes has been increased at the
factory studied so as to enable the sales staff in liaison with the product men to test a
range on the inarket. In fact, the HFA will not recover ail the current commercial outiets
certain sectoi:ç stili prefer products w hich do flot belong to the sanie chemicai farnilv or
which involve different technologies’. (15). Thus in the aerosol domain, the CFCs have
henceforth been replaced by mixtures based on Butane, Propane or Dimethylether.
Furthermore, the HFA are more expensive since they are difficuit to produce, they must
therefore be saved and “recycled”. There is therefore a part substitution that which takes
the place of something else, that which replaces, plays the same role” (16) of a product,
but not the recovery of markets.

b. The operation of the “substitutes” project

It is similar to that of the C-type project with a reinforcement of the strategic
characteristics of the latter : we have seen that, before being prioriry. this project had
been developed in research according to a path A, but upon seeing the size of the stakes,
senior management quickly decide upon the programming, the budget, etc. There are not
as with an ordinary product intense discussions, negotiations between the different actors
of the process. Everything, in our example, is discussed and negotiated at Head Office

Presse de l’Entreprise 1984

5 Presse de l’Entreprise 8 9
I 6 Petit Robert
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and applied locally, even if formally, there will be as aiways, the drawing up of a
program schedule, establishing annually the objectives and the means.

The Project Manager covenng the whole operation, because of the high stakes
involved, is a member of the senior management team of the FC company. The resuit is,
in practce, a Project Manager by function type with an obligation for intense
coordination.

What will characterize the project, will be the importance taken by the calendar
and the lime scale : these are determined a priori, according to the date programmed for
the opening of the production areas, k fixes impressively the start of the different phases,
independently of the evaluation of the resuits of each of them. These different
movements of the process (research, pilot, CT, etc.) are less broken up in time than
during other projects. Thus, the project passes to pilot, whilst work in the laboratory
continues, in the same way, when the new production area starts to function, the
substitutes will continue to be analyzed and expenmented in research or in piot. The
toing and froing of information between the different moments of the development are
current and do flot represent the character of a stalemate or lack of success for the actors
that we have seen elsewhere.

At the Research Centre, the project is assigned to the department thematically
competent, that is to say the fluorine derivatives, and will constitute within it the
research team for the project. This latter brings together engineers and technicians, with
the Project Manager bemg one of the engineers. On this occasion, the department is
actually redeployed, contrary to usual practice, to bnng together the competencies
necessary for the stakes involved: the role of Head of Department. the hierarchical head
taking cardinal role in this action. On the other hand, it seemed to us that a certain type of
habituai organization had been reconstituted in the center: 1 engmeer coupled with “his”
technicians and his “manips”; we in fact noticed that the engineers had “spiit up” the
work by type of technique. ‘The engineers on the project spiit up the work, there is a
part in the gas phase and a part in the liquid phase” I. I. R. and have redivided each task
between the technicians (a fluonnation une), no meeting was organized to enable the
team to have an overail view of the project.

The follow up of the different stages will be placed under the control of the new
hierarchies at the highest level in the firm, and resources, both technical and human will
be mobilized in both number and quality.

Thus at the Ç, the Project Manager appointed is from a important hierarchical
level and he has the power to intervene in the structure of the center to concentrate the
means he needs, when he wants them during the project. He also supervises as much the
procedural aspect as the construction aspect; he is the pivot for the transfers of
knowledge or resources between the RC and the future production unit, and to achieve
this, it was he who initiated the creation or a “substitutes coordination” Department in
the factory; the role of this unit being twofold:
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* “Provide an inteiface between thefacron with its personnel and its engineering
staff.. U is quite simply thaï w hen w e graft manufacturing or new structures onto an

existing unit, it is the existing social and technical... “ I I P.

* The representation of the operator : engineering hav u tendencv tu provide
a”turnkey “operaflon, but w e. otir part of the w ork cons ists of saying to them, w e want
this for this purpose... to optimize the manufacturing tool thaï we are going tu need to
use liter on...’I.I.P.

To do this, the department is organized according to the following Figure:

FIGURE 1-8 Organization of the “Substitutes” Department

CDS

Product Product 134 a Representatives Comrnon Supervisory
14 1/142 lEngineer + of Technical supervisory procedural

1 Engineer + 1 Supervisory Departments staff training
1 Supervisory staff 2 technicians

staff

The two units, bringing together an engineer and a member of the supervisory
staff, make the daily liaison with the Construction Department (report schedule followed
every day) have relationships a littie less frequently with the Procedure Department; the
Procedure Department of the factory has moreover an engineer who concentrates on the
project. The technicians made available by the Technical Departments provide ail the
mechanical parts, regulation, electricity, and “provide the interface between the factoîy
and w haï we are going to construct”. I. I. P. The entity ‘common” (cf. Figure 1-8)
considers ail the common needs that the two production going to be built will have
(stearn, etc.). One supervisor is responsible for planning and organizing the training
necessary for the operatives (around one hundred) who will pass from the closed
production areas to those about to be created. It also brings together what the Head of
Department refers to as “procedure” : ii is afact thaï from the moment thaï you create
something new w ithin the existing thaï you need to grqft it, therefore, w e cail this
procedure, which is everything thaï we can inject in order thaï the grqft is tiot rejected”
I.I.P.

The Head of Epartment and his team are responsible for the organization of the
future production areas, as well as the closing of the old ones, taking into account the
objectives of production. They have to forecast the new labor needs and the level of
qualification of the future employees. The new structures wiIl be implanted in the
“Foranes” Department, the two head of product “coordination” engineers will become
respectively the two operations engineers “it really is something to ..., it’s exceptional to
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live through that; flot evervone has this opportunitv...” I. I. P. At this moment the
atypical existing organization which favors the role of the supervisor as opposed to that
of the engineer will probably be called into question (cf. Ilird part 3), which was one of
the future operators wishes.

The doser the project deadiines, the more uncertain they become, thus the
clos ure of ail the Forane production areas should have taken effect, but it is not the case;
ail the actors concerned avoid specifying to start-up date for the new production areas.
On the other hand, there are many people who, stress on the double gamble made by the
firm, both economic “thev are products that we are flot familiar with” L. I. P. and
technical “voit have to realize that it is u rnad gainble...” I. I. P. The approaching
realization of the project does not les sen the uncertainty for the majority of the actors, and
if in any event it has been lessened, it is in a different way depending on the position held
in the organization : thus researchers who have worked on fïrst generation substitutes are
probably reassured, despite the imminent operation, but the manufacturer is flot; on the
contrary : the worst will be a rewsion of the specifications” I . I . P.

The project should enable the firm to mobiize, for a deterinined period of time,
ail the competencies around a particular objective. It should enable the various actors to
work together even if they are not used to it; to do this, it creates procedures of
communication, of concentration and approval (reviews, etc.) between them and between
the sequences (phases) ofthe innovation process.

The type of organization is more or iess formalized depending on the type of
project. Thus, in an A-type project, it would seem that the substitution of such a
management by that provided by the traditional hierarchy serves as a smoke-screen and
that the scientific work continues to be performed within small teams directed by a
researcher. The B-type project whose objectives are, in the short term, precise and
finalized, brings together competencies that are flot dissimilar one to another : same
department, same specialty, familiarity with working together. The efficient mobilization
of ail the firm’ s resources was only realized in front of us in the HFA project which
succeeded in organizing the cooperation of the different actors of the cycle as a task
force, even if the sequences of the project were maintained and that the image of a film
set was not realized.

1-3-4 THE DIVISION 0F WORK AND COOPERATION

The division of work as well as the division of labor are expressed differently
according to moments of the cycle of innovation and according to the type of actors who
participate. It may also give precedence to a cooperation and a mobilization on a project.

a. The division of work and cooperation throughout the cycle

The product cycle is divided into successive phases both outside and within the
firm. Thus in the description of the scientific space and innovating space given in the first
part of this monograph, we noticed that there exist specific places to produce basic
knowledge and that the firm was specialized in a finalized and applied research. These
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professional spaces each have their own specialty, they keep up contacts, even if they are
flot workmg on the same moment, the same sequence of the process; the information
flows from one side and the other are under tight supervision due to the fact that one part
of the research is being conducted outside the firm. “we must be careful for by asking
questions. we give information’ I . I . R.

Within FC company, the different moments of the cycle are differentiated in the
organization chart. The RC belongs to the RDID, the TC to the TD, the production unit
to product management, as far as research is concerned, the applications (CA) are
separated from finalized research. The formalized relationships between these units stem
most often from Head Office. On the occasion of the strategic project on substitutes,
senior management tried to initiate cooperation between the different centers which are,
as it happens, on the same geographical site. This was attempted by formalizing the
structures of dialogues and the information networks (meeting, commission,etc.) and we
are led to wonder if this rather forced collaboration will last after the project. In the
second part, we saw the difficulties of rnobiity for the engineers from one of the phases
of the process to another. The division of work might, in fact, correspond for the actors,
to professions, to different specialties “it is flot the sarne profession (research)” I. I. P.
depending upon whether you are in research, process or production area, for example.
This type of argument presents problems : indeed, we have seen the importance of the
initial training in the assessment of an engineer and in his career path, and in the same
way, the weak recognition of his acquisition of technical skills within the firm.
However, the engineers in FC company do possess, with the exception, of certain
“single technique engineers”, an identical type of training (the schools of chemistry),
which may lead to a feeling of belonging to a common profession, that of the chemist.
Chemistry as a scientific field, as a sector of activity is a referent, within which there are
several functions : that of researcher, producer, etc., and several specialties; thus
engineers in chemical engineering (single technique engineers) constitute a community
amongst themselves and apart, they may be mobile between research (the pilot), the TC
(procedure) and the factory (Procedure Department), they often act as intermediaries
between the different functions of the fïrm and are at the origin of the cooperation
between the different actors. The applications engineers also have, this type of role
within the firm, between research and the market (the customer).

If the work process is split up into different stages, into sequences which are
often impermeable to one another, within one of these phases, we see the same type of
division.

In Research, first of ail, the Documentation and the Analysis Department offer
the research laboratones assistance by providing services and only rarely become
involved in the project: “ we have constant relations with the analysis lab, it is a service
lab, we tum up with aproduct and ask them what ii’ is, we explain what we have done,
they enter straight into the subject in certain cases” I. I. R. these are relationships of a
subcontractor type which exist between the different units, with very different
professional recognition between the actors, with the researcher being considered more
vaiuable than say the analyst or the documentalist. The research moment is just as distinct
from that of the pilot, the interchanges of information only taking place in a formalized
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way and in front of third parties. We did flot meet engineers or technicians following a
project to the pilot stage to be able to continue to see the evolution of the experiment “the
engineers rare!>’ corne ta see the pilot, u technicia.n cornes more frequently” I. I. Pi.
Between these two structures» the tasks are descnbed as being very distinct in order ta
implement u procedure, research undertakes baçic experiments ta know what mav be
applicable on the industrial lei’el ciiid we make the industrial procedure” I . I . Pi.

Here again, the professions are described as different “the pilot is alreadv
industrv..” I.I.R.; the type ofwork is very specific.

At the Technical Centre, the division of work is carned out according to the
different disciplines necessary for the realization of the project by units of competence
procedures, costing, construction. etc... each being called when necessary by the
consulting engineer. We have observed, moreover, that this type of organization also
enabies the sub-contracting of part of the tasks outside the firm. “A did flot want, for
reusons of workload, the engineering to be undertaken ut the TCL senior
technological management decided ta cuit upon u extemal engineering flrm abroad
(within the EEC) which had alreadv worked on this product, on the procedure... “1.1. T.
This practice of collaboration with the extenor does flot seem to be more difficuit than if
it were internai and there the technical competence is stili preferred.

At the factory, we have noticed two types of logic leading to distinct work
divisions

1) Firstly that which cons isis of inaking the product une ‘pure”, by undertaking
properly technical functions, where the work of man gives “added value” to the
process of chemical production» that is in the areas of maintenance, safety, quality,
innovation, services independent of production; there remains in the production area
soleiy the management of the continuity of the chemical process.

This type of division of work as well as the professional skills of the actors ieads
to an organization of work between Engineers and Supervisory Staff which current on
the site, but not obligatory : thus, at the Acrofox, we find a traditional hierarchicai une
CDS, Engineer, Operational Supervisor... (cf Figure 1-10), whereas at fluorinated
resins, the Head of Department has under his orders two engineers, one of them
responsible for the monomer workshops, the other the polymer workshops and a general
Supervisor (AMG) responsibie for training, shift supervisors and some polyvalent
available to both departments, since the engineer (monomer or polymer) only has under
his direct orders the operational Supervisors and the operatives.
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FIGURE 1-10 Organization of two production areas

Acrofox department Fluorinated resins Department
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CDS: Head of department
AMG = General supervisor
ÂME = Operational supervisor
AMP = Shift supervisor

Without thinking too deeply about the trends which appear in the factory
organizalion. it would appear that there is a desire to homogenize the different forms of
technical management, to rationalize them. The chemical products from the factory are
intermediate products, products in small quantity (fine chemistry), very specific even if
they are catalogued, stabilized and commercialized to a known dientele. They induced a
type of organization of multiple small production areas coordinated with each other,
flexible, and providing the manufacturing and also safeguarding the reproduction. the
durability of the product (maintenance, innovation in the safety process, etc.). The
autonomy of the Operations Supervisor responsible for a workshop was then large and
the roles of the Production Engineer and Study Engineer well determined. The
automation of the production areas has enabled the Shift Supervisors and the Operatives
to ensure the control of several production areas at the same time, it has then, made
possible economies in the position of General Supervisor (who covers the whole
department) necessary at this time (chemical industry crisis) and has enabled a reduction
in the hierarchical ime, whilst retaining flexibility thanks to the introduction of polyvalent
staff. In this type of organization (fluorinated resins types), the production engineers
seem restricted to a technical function (management of the workshops and heads of
production) in the medium term, the AMP being responsible for the very short term
organization and for man management. We observe that this AMP (they are three in

areas
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number) has a full range of department know-how, since as a former AM Operations
who has nsen in status, he is a former member of the departrnent and has a good
knowledge of the environment thanks to a mobility within the factory. His weight in the
organization, compared with an engineer who spends a littie time in each function and
from whom they have rernoved the long term tasks to be replaced by procedures is
therefore very important. This role is also going to minimize the importance of the AME
ofeach production area, the latter younger and better qualified, finds hirnself in fact cut
off from part of the tasks, and operatives (an AMP who has a problem with the
production area of an AME will talk about it firstly to his hierarchical superior (AMG).
Faced with this situation, it seemed to us that the senior management wanted to corne
back 10 a pure hierarchical une. certainly costly in labor but identical for ail the
departments and, where the engineer covers ail the tasks which are normally entrusted to
him, that is the “technicai management. the organizaflon and mari management” 1.1. P.
This will lead along with a tendency to strengthen the procedures, to an investment in the
work of transcription of bibles “indicaling what should be done, b’ whom aI which
moment... “I. I. P. with the avowed aim of stabilizing the production process but also
formalizing the existing knowledge to be able to transmit it more effectively. This type of
rationalization should also help strengthen the powers of the engineer (wntten
knowledge) faced with a technical competence, dominating the non forrnalized savor
faire (oral knowledge), and also centralize control and thus reduce the autonomy of the
production areas.

2) We must corne back to the organization by product une or by process that we
observed in the factory : we noticed that in the Fluorinated Resins Lpartment, the
current trend was to return to process unes; this type of production organization can be
justified by a superior effïciency of the actors in their own profession : monomer or
polymer, etc. this reassures the engineer in a precise technical function as a specialist as
weli as the importance and the potential of his knowledge compared with his savor faire
of the product. The engineers from this department are also former chemical technicians
who have in large measure been trained on the job. This type of workshop management
coupled 10 the importance granted to the role of the AMP marks without doubt the desire
to separate from production engineer-mangers who are too mobile, to reconstitute
within the production area the set of tasks of the technical function, to incorporate and
ensure the reproduction of the savor faire. Ail this seems possible in the type of
production departrnent where the process is fluid but not totally continuous (carnpaign);

This type of division of work or of cooperation will therefore induce certain
types of divisions between actors.

b. The division of labor and cooperation between actors

1) Individual work and collective work cooperation between
engineers

In the project of research into substitutes, we have noticed that the research
engineers had broken down the set of tasks into two very distinct subjects in order that
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each remained master of his team : the project engineers shared the work, there is the gas
phase part and a liquid phase part” I. T. R. “We each have our Fluoridation unes, av for
me, I am responsible for three technicians and I have three unes, he has three technicians
and two unes” I. I. R. In the same way, it would seem that senior management prefers to
multiply the small projects on which one engineer intervenes, prepared to coordinate the
different tasks itself, rather than initiate larger projects where cooperation between
engmeer is hit and miss : “Currently, I have several projects, J have rather several jobs
on the go which depend on several profects” I .1 . R.

At the Technical Centre, the engineers are flot placed in competition, even if they
intervene on the same project. They are, in this case, the representatives of the different
disciplines working towards a common goal.

Throughout the production process, the tendency of the firm is to create for each
engineer a space of autonomy compared with the other engineers and to lessen the
hierarchical relationships between them. Thus, the role of Head of Department at the
factorv is administrative, management, he is more the interface between the senior
management team and the production than hierarchical head.

h seems to us that, given the valorization attnbuted to external training and
given the solidarity of the corps of the schools, the firm avoids producing and classifying
the individuals itself, and then hierarchising them on a production site. We can also be
lcd to think that the scientific dimension of die sector integrates into this reasoning which
means that a young engineer is considered just as competent, if not more so, than an
older colleague because he is doser to the scientific and technical space. But we should
also ask ourselves about the wide and frequent use of the proximity 0f this space with
that of the fïrm. Is it not used as an alibi?

For these reasons, the cooperation between engineers is difficuit and only
iinposed when absolutely necessary : e.g. substitutes project.

2) the division of labor between engineers and technicians or
supervisory staff

As in any research Centre, the division of labor between the engineers and
technicians is clear-cut. Engineers justify k fïrstly by the difference in knowledge
between die two categories more than the level of studies (which effectively poses a
problem when an engineer is a BAC + 5 years study and the technician a BAC + 4 years
study (Master of Science) engineers are holders of theoretical knowledge, scientific
knowledge as opposed to the practical knowledge of die technicians: “the only authoriiy
is an authority of competence, those people have a technician ‘s training, they can only
salve problems at a technical level, as soon as a scientific reflection is required on the
bibliography, patents, no!... Me, I bring new ideas, based on scientific fact” I. I. R.
“But their knowledge is different, there ‘s information that they do not have... “I .1. R.
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If the engineers are the only ones to possess scientific knowledge, they may,
according to them, share in technical knowledge : ‘1 have the scientific knowledge but I
master the practical, I could carry out some manipulations ...“ I. I. R. “ When I arrived
here, I abandoned the practical part camed out bv the technicians, I onlv attached myseif
w the theoretical part, I div ided the competencies, the theory is my domain, the practical,
they are better, I leave it 10 them...” I. I. R. The superior technicians who possess a BTS
or an lUT understand this weakness in engineers; “If there are sanie technical problems
flot jus tified bv the bibliogrhv, thev are more embarrassed thon L” I. T. R. and they
often remark that information and certain types of information do flot reach them : “the
objectives... the engineers knew but did tiot talk about them” I.T.R.

This distribution between the two types of knowledge is accompanied by a
complete division of the tasks. For certain engineers, their responsibility is the
bibliography, the drawmg up of the plan for experimentation, whereas the work of the
technician is the implementation of these experiments, that is to say the manipulations: “I
do flot carry out manipulations for it is flot necessarv...” I.I.R. “in the spirit of an
engineer. o technician should flot manipulate” I.T.R. “The library 10 a technician? No,
they do flot like it... “I. T. R. This is accentuated by the des ired dispersion between the
places for the different practices (the office and the Iaboratory) which widens further stiil
the division of labor and the separation between the categones : “the engineer in his
office, the technician on his workbench” I. T. R. “thev used 10 give us an
expenmentation plan. but neyer worked in the lob, there were in there offices on the Jïrst
floor...” I. T. R. Certain engineers aware of the importance of expenmentation des ire a
close collaboration with the technician and do flot abandon the manipulation work of the
research chemist : “This littie J dont know what, it’s the technician who willfind it,
becaiise he is the one who rnanipulates, if the engineer is aiways in his office and does
flot have o good relationship with his technician, he wiIl tiot understand... “ I. I. R.
‘engineerv do flot much like to see their technicians spending lime in the libran’. but L
told me last week that it would be o good idea if I were 10 go and look up some
references on different subjects in the librarv” I. T. R. “if I leave the workbench, I would
have 10 leave rhe Research Centre fir I should no longer be ut home here” 1.1. R.

At the Technical Centre, the division between engineers and technicians is
ratified by the organization itself: the engineers participate as such in the different projects
whereas the technicians are grouped together in the different offices costing office,
drawing office, etc. - directed by an engineer. These offices, like the technicians provide
services for the projects and for the engineers. The hierarchical relationships do flot
therefore exist between the majority of the engineers and technicians. “I have had few
contacts w ith them (the technicians), because they are ail part of autonomous offices”
I. I. T. It would seem that within the costing office, where we met a woman engineer,
the high degree of specialization of everyone “makes the distinction beiween engineers
and techniciuns very dzfflcult to perceive

It seemed to us that the division of work between the engineers and technicians
was less when the engineer had a doctorate. In fact, it would seem that although a
doctorate may be an individual exercise which does not encourage team-work, a
doctorate obliges an engineer to acquire a practical knowledge that is to say “to
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manipulate in the laboratory”; he backs off less on his technical knowledge confronted
with a competent technician, no longer takes refuge in his office: “furthermore, when
thev (the engineers) have a doctorate, they have manipulated therefore they are happier to
spend some time in the laboratoiy. Those who have just left chemistry school have
therefore neyer manipulated like us, they are worried and hide in their offices” I. T. R.
At ease as much in the laboratory as in the library, the holder of a doctorate makes the
different tasks less rigid and less compartmentalized. “J used to work in the library, I got
fed up and as I really wanted to manipulate.. . However, at A tradition has it that
engineers do flot manipulate.” I. I. R. This division seems also to be aggravated
depending on the scientific disciplines, the more important the “chemical recipe”, the
more necessary it is to appreciate, to see a synthesis take place, and the more the division
of the workplaces of the engineer and the technician are harmful : on the other hand,
in those fields close to physics where the experimentation is more easily measured, we
observe this separation much more clearly. “I don’t go to the laboratoty, chemists tend
more than us to go and see the manipulations, but I am on the physics side of things”
I.I.Pi.

In the factory, the competence of the supervisory staff in the production process
obliges the engineers to restrict themselves to “management” tasks, unless they reserve
for themselves technical functions outside the workshop : Procedure Department,
Environmental Safety, etc. The division takes place then between a qualification and a
savoir faire acquired over a long period on the site and an external training backed by an
overafi awareness of the firm obtained thanks to mobility. The management of the
“Fluorinated Resins” Department is attempting to create a collaboration between the
different parties, by maintaining engineers in a technical function where “they have a
long terni vision” I. T. P., and by trying to incorporate the savoir faire of the supervisory
staff.
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3) written rules and informai knowiedge

From the Research Centre to the production area, we have observed that the
technicians and supervisory staff do flot formalize their know-how before transmitting it,
they do flot regulate their relationships : thus, it is they who accompany the project from
the lab to the pilot, it is they who organize and initiate, on the job, the reproduction of the
qualifications of the workforce in the firm. On the other hand, the engineers manage their
function based on procedure: transmissions of draft projects under review, edition of
instructions “Bibles”, etc. These two “ways of doing things strengthen the contacts
between the actors: for some the “do it yourseif”, training on the job, for others external
training and the procedural know-how. Each category hopes to maintain the status quo,
autonomy for the technicians, power for the engineers, by exciuding the other party from
the reaim of his competence: the refusai or work-to-rule by the supervisory staff on
initiatives of the engineers who tend to make them draw up procedures for the
functioning of the production areas, the exclusion of technicians from the library. This
opposition sometimes leads to suent struggies, arid in any event rules out ail direct
cooperation the single technique engineers, certain experts may attempt to carry out
mediation, or imagine more coordinated types of management (the engineer doctors: the
Fluorine Derivatives Department).

CONCLUSION

FC company, which is as we have seen, in the first part, at the crossroads of
varied professionai spaces, is seeking to transform itself into an “corporate unit” bearing
in mmd the potenrial of the sector, the “chemical” branch, but aiso bearing in mmd group
E, dominated by the petroleum companies. This cohesion seemed necessary to enable it
to absorb and digest the different restructuring operations which have been imposed
upon it, whilst serenely awaiting the next. h would appear to give rise to the question of
which type of logic of production is necessary for a collective identity to form within the
tirm : should they reunite the different actors of the firm around the product (plastic
materials) and give preference to the links with the market, or should they seek to build
the necessary technical skills within the firm based on production sequences, professions
(poiymerists. process engineers, applications engineers,...)? For the actors to identify
themselves with the firm. do they need, as the firm seems to believe strictiy to choose
between these two logics?

Currentiy, the organization by product goes hand in hand with a Human
Resources Management Department that we have described, in the second part, as “soft”.
This policy, initiated by operational management. is incitative, flexible, the resuit of
multiple informai negotiations at different levels within the firm. It relies on an
assessment of the engineers based on their extemal training : the classification of their
schools and those produced by these same schools permits the organization of engincers
amongst themselves. The experts are themselves judged by the scientific and technical
community of their discipline (on the external part).

We have seen that this type of assessment, which ensures the continuity of the
esprit de corps in the firm, makes a hierarchy amongst engineers difficuit and reduces the
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qualities accumulated by the older ones compared with their younger colleagues. This
type ofjudgment also accentuates the individual nature of the training received and makes
even more difficuit collective work between engineers : collective creativity seems
difficult w organize faced with praiseworthy individual creativity. It opposes engineers
whose training is external to that of the technicians and supervisory staff who acquire
their qualifications over a long period within the firm, further strengthening the social
division of the work. The types of knowledge are different, as is their distribution;
technicians and supervisory staff will concern themselves with the reproduction of their
own workforce within the firm whilst the engineers seek to formalize the assets of their
category (procedure, etc.). On this occasion we shah perhaps see emerging a certain
solidarity in the category of engineers against the non-executives.

The “single technique engineers” are distinct from the run of the miii engineers,
in that they are mobile throughout the production process, they acquire professional
skills themselves within the firm starting with on a different “profession”; any evaluation
of them cannot exclusively be made on the basis of their external training (schools flot
necessarily concentrating on chemistry, vocational training, etc.). They have an
intermediate role between the professional categories and the trades and between the
product sequences, perhaps they will provide the springboard for a link between the
logic of products and the logic of professions?

FC company, with its gray areas into which certain actors creep (single
technique engineers), has an organization which enables it to manage the exceptional. In
fact, the firm only succeeds in mobilizing its competencies, its resources, in initiatmg a
dynamic and innovative tension between the actors and the product sequences, when the
stakes are strategic, and Iinked to the very existence of a unit, fundamental for the
company, for a market, etc. Then and only then, does the cooperation between actors
become a structured and efficient force in the dynamics of the firm. Without the
involvement of senior management, without the priority, even vital nature of the
project, the innovation process is managed traditionahly by the hierarchical organization,
and then, given the extreme divisions of work and labor, at haif speed, remaining,
however, routine and non-effective. The company only manages to mobiize its human
and technical potential in a limited space (time and place) and without continuity.
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2. A CASE 0F THE JAPANESE COMPANY

Foreword

This report comprehensively examines the issues which involve technical
workers in Japan, especially those in the chemical field. Topics include labor markets
for technical workers within enterpnses, career formation of these workers, and their
roles and cooperative relationships with other functional groups in the
researchJdevelopmentJproduction process.

Toward this end we focus on the Japanese petrochemical industry and
compare it with the case of the French petrochemical industry.

Japans petrochemical industry started in 1957 with Maruzen Petrochemical
Company making second-class butanol out of waster gases created as a result of
refining, but this production was on a very small scale. A genuine petrochemical
industry centering on naphtha cracking was launched in 1958 and 1959, under the
governments strong guidance, by three former zaibatsu companies (Mitsui, Mitsubishi
and Sumitomo) and the Nippon Ou Company Ltd. group1.

The Japanese petrochemical industry, which has since expenenced
remarkable growth. has been subject to the governments strong guidance and
protection. The government bas fostered this industry by disposing of the site of the
former army’s fuel fac tory, permitting the introduction of foreign technology, providing
funds through bans from the development bank. providing tax exemptions, and
bowering the cost of raw materials.

It is said, however, that, compared with firms in Germany and the United
States,petrochemical companies in Japan are s mail and less competitive in international
markets. According to Itami and others ,the Japanese petrochemical industry is flot as
competitive as the advanced steel, electric, automobile and semiconductor industries
because ofa lack ofdynamism in industrial accumulation. They explain this in detail,
referring to environmental and external factors as weIl as internai factors such as
corporate action and management methods2.

The petrochemical industrys accumulation of technology has the folbowing
characteristics. First, technology for this industry is more often accumulated in
laboratones than at factories, and fundamental research is more important for this
industry than other sectors. Second, the discovery of one chemical reaction tends to
cause a drastic conversion from existing technology. Third, the chemical industry has

I: Suzuki, Haruo. Kagaku Sangyo-ron (Theor)’ of the chenucal indiistrv), Tovo
Keizai Shimpo-sha, 1986

2: For details see Nihon no Kagaku Sangyo-Naze Sekai ni Tachi-Okuretanoka
(The chemical industrv in Japan: whv it is behind workl standards for die
industry), by Hiroyuki Itarni and Itami research office, N77’publishing, 1991.
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the characteristic of making a wide variety of products so when formulating the
concept of a new product a strategy which incorporates a broad perspective is required.
Finally, the petrochemical industry does flot have enough human resources compared
with the machine and electric engineering sectors. Although the chemical industry
depends heavily on fundamental research, which requires expertise, the number of
employees with doctorates is far smaller in Japan than in the United States and
Germany

Product innovation rather than process innovation determines
competitiveness in this industry. It is true that the efficiency of Japanese ethylene
equipment operation and the sophisticated Japanese production system for derivatives
are above the world average. Regarding new products, however, the Japanese
petrochemical industry is heavily dependent on technology introduced from abroad.

In fields such as films and tires, where process innovation is more important,
many Japanese companies are competitive in world markets. On the other hand,
Japanese firms remain uncompetitive in some fïelds where product innovation is more
important.

According to a survey of the 35 largest Japanese chemical companies the
number of patents these firms applied for was increasing steadily year by year—l0,885
in 1983, 11,710 in 1984, 12,274 in 1985, 14,326 in 1986 and 14,665 in 1987. Foreign
chemical industries are shifting to stress functional products, while Japanese chemical
companies have emphasized research and development. This seems to be steadily
producing good results3.

Japan Chemical. a general chemical company which is examined here, was
established as a manufacturer of coal derivatives including coke, ammonia and dyes.
The firm entered the petrochemical industry comparatively recently, in 1964, and its
petrochemicals such as olefin derivatives account for only 40% of sales. Inorganic
carbon products including coke account for 30% of sales, as do functional products
including matenals for the electronics industry and drugs. In recent years, however,
the company has rapidly increased its production of functional products as a proportion
of overail production.

A survey was conducted at various levels including Japan Chemical’s head
office, the Research Center, development centers and factories. The Research Center,
which concerns itself with the wide range of Japan Chemical’s businesses, has sixteen
laboratones. From arnong these the Chemical Laboratory, which deals with catalysts
and fundamental processing, was selected as a target of the survey. Among
development centers, die one located in the site of the “Mi” factory which focuses on
petrochemical process was selected to be surveyed. Engineers at the Mi factory were
also surveyed.

3: Kagaku sangyo no Doko w Sen rvak u 5 (Tre nds and .vtrategy ()f che mi cal
industry No. 5) Chein ical te chnology patent research Coin rnittee, PMC
publishing 1989, P. 13.
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At the head office we asked personnel managers about the current personnel
and labor management system and future trends, At the Research Center we
interviewed officiais in the management division, the dire ctor general of the Chemical
Laboratory, and researchers, At the development institute the director general,
officiais of the management division. and research staff were interviewed. Ai the
factory level we interviewed personnel and labor officiais, managers and technical
staff.
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2-1 Overview ofJC COMPANY

2-1-1 Company Characteristics

a. Management system

JC company is a firm which is representative of the Japanese chemical
industry. It was established in 1950 and is currently capitalized at 68.97 billion. It
employs 8,970 and sales were 785.5 billion for the period from February 1988 to the
endofMarch 1989.

As shown in Figure l-15, JC company has adopted a business group
organizational structure and each JC company division is a profit center. In the head
office of the firm, each division chief has about fifteen workers: two staff officers who
supervise a planning group of three, a sales group of five to ten, and a technical group
of five to ten.

The basic research divisions are collectively accommodated in the Research
Center located near Tokyo. Development Centers are affiliated with JC company’s
five major plants which are scattered ail over Japan. The Research Center has 1,172
employees, of whom 1,076 are engaged in R&D. The Chemical Laboratory selected
for the survey is dedicated to basic petrochemistry research and has 94 employees
including nineteen women.

The Mi Plant, which is a major petrochemical production site producing
about 150 billion worth of products annually, has work force of 1,839, of whom 438
including 243 operators are assigned to the plant’s Development Center.

b. The corporate group

In the chemical industry it is flot unusual for a firm to develop a keiretsu
(corporate group) by establishing subsidiaries or affihiates (which mainly operate in
downstream fields) through joint ventures, by establishing technical tie-ups, and
through mergers and acquisitions when entering new fie lds of business. The JC group
comprises a total of 52 firms— thirteen consolidated subsidiaries4 and 39 subsidiaries.
Shares in nine ofthese are listed on stock exchanges. The group also has 21 overseas
manufacturing subsidiaries. Annual domestic sales of the entire group except JC
company were 1,092.6 billion, and the consolidated subsidiaries accounted for 50% of
this.

Business fields and numbers of employees for firms within the JC group are
shown in Table 1-15 The activities ofthese firms encompass ah areas downstream of

4: If o subsidiary receives more thon 20% ofits capitaifroin a parent omptmny il is
included in coizsolidatedfinancial statemflents made by lime parent Coupon)’. Suciz (1
subsidiarv is called (I ‘consolidaied subsidiary” here; other subsidiaries are referred b
simnpIy as “subsidiaries.
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FIGURE 1-15 Organization Chart
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JC cornpany products and mclude transportation, engineering and information services.
Among the group are large firms which employ over 1,000 workers, and the total
number of regular employees of ail companies in the group is l3,882.

TABLE 1-15 Major Companies in the JC Corporate Group

(as ol end ot March 1989)

No. of Employees

Company Business Fields Male Female Total

JC 7681 1289 8,970

Sa’ Polystyrene, ABS synthetic resin 1,114 155 1,269

Sb’ Polyvinyl chloride, plasticizer 684 117 801

Sc Aluminum fabricating 349 49 398

Sd Fluorescent products 332 46 378

Se Engineering, facilities 299 9 308

SI Polyester resin, polyester liIm 136 8 1 44

Sg Soy milk, sugar ester 43 9 52

Sh Survey, analysis and retrieval of information 52 31 83

Si Information processing consutting 66 19 85

S’ Isocyanate derivatives 36 3 39

Sk Floppy disk 35 1 36

SI Transportation 92 2 94

Sm Marine transportation 53 0 53

Sn High-purity terephthalic acid 72 9 81

other 1,021 70 1,091

Total 12.065 1,817 13,882

affiliated companies in petrochemicals

Almost ail employees of the companies from Sa to Sf in Table 1 have been
temporarily or permanently transferred from JC company but, as a rule, ainong the
companies from Sg to Sn and those in the “other” category only their executives have
been (temporarily) transferred from JC company.

The work forces ofcompanies Sa to Sf, which arc closely related with each
other, are substantially employed by the group as a whole because ail their enterprise
based labor unions are affihiated with the JC Federation of Labor Unions. Federation
negotiations with JC company proper resuit in virtually identical working conditions
among these companies.

5: On Table 1-15, the number of regular employees of JC cornpany proper includes
regular employees telnpora rily tran.sferred w other group firrns.
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Subsidiaries and affihiated companies are established only for purposes of
business management, such as the need to form joint ventures upon the introduction of
new technology, to secure top-quality human resources and achieve advantages in
business by accumulating special know-how, or to facilitate decision-making on
investment in physical plant.

c. Breakdown of recent sales amounts

The breakdown of sales amounts for the penod from February to September
1988 is as follows: carbon products and inorganic chemicals such as coke ami carbon
black, 31.0%; petrochemicals such as olefm and its derivatives and raw materials for
synthetic fiber, 38.2%; and functional products such as imaging materials, information
storage product s, electroni cs materi ais, pharmace uticals/bi ochemicals and engineering
plastics, 30.8%. Exports accounted for 12.6% of total sales, which is considerably
low compared with JC companys counterparts in fabncating and assembly industries
such as electronics and automobiles. The firm’s business is Iargely based on domestic
demand. k can be pointed out that recent trends are toward an emphasis on functional
products. Saies of these products accounted for merely 17% ofthe 1985 total, but this
figure increased to 30.8% three years later (in 1988) and then to 33.3% during the
period from April to September of 1990. In contrast, the proportion of carbon
products and inorganic chemicals is rapidly falling—the percentage of sales decreased
from 35.4% in 1986 to 29.0% from April to September of 1990. AIso, JC company
previously had an aluminum smelting division which employed 1,700 at its peak.
Drastic loss of competitiveness as a consequence of the two ou crises forced the
closure of this division in 198 1.

As described above,JC company has been shifting from mass production to
producing products which are more highly refined. Investment in the R&D which has
made this move possible has risen year by year, from 33 billion in 1988 (about 6% of
sales) to 40 billion in 1989 and to 42 billion in 1990.

2-1-2 Business Management and Human Resources

a. Characteristics of the labor force: job assignment, educational background,
position and age

(1) Number of employees

JC company had 7,681 maIe and 1,289 female employees for a total of 8,970
as of the end of March, 1989 (see Table 1-16). While the average age of male
employees was 41.5 and their average Iength of service 18.6 years, those 0f female
employees were 26.9 and 6.0 respectively. The reason for the comparatively high
average age is that JC company tightly restncted hiring for a long penod following the
ou crises because of the lack of activity in the petrochemical and aluminum smelting
industries.

Average monthly salaries for JC companys male and female employees are
352,907 and l 83,639, respectively.
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The figures in Tablel-16 exciude regular JC cornpany ernployees who have
been transferred to other firms. 1f these workers are included, the total number of
employees cornes to 8,970 as shown j n Table l-15.

TABLE 1-16 Characteristics of the JC Work Force

(as ol March 1989)

Average Age

Male 7,553 41.5 18.6 years 352,907

Female 1.289 26.9 6.0 1 83,639

AIl 8,842 39.3 16.8 328,231

(2) Educational background and job assignment

A breakdown of the labor force by job assignrnent is shown in Table l-17.
Employees assigned to “staff’ work account for 44.8% of the entire work force, and
27.5% are “university graduates” (according 10 in-house standards), 3.6% are technical
college graduates, and 13.7% are high school graduates. The percentage of factory
workers who were employed regardless of their educational background is 43.1%,
while those allocated miscellaneous clerical work (females) account for 11 .3%.

In JC company, members of a function group which consists of managers,
research and development engineers, field engineers, senior clerks, and the like are
called “staff workers.” JC company manages its huinan resources by sorting
personnel into four categories: “staff,” “factory workers” such as operators, “office
workers.” and “other” such as drivers an d nurses6.

TABLE 1-17 Employ ee Assignment

(as ol AUÇUSI 1989)

Including toaned
employeesJC on(y

Staff

University graduates or above 2,477 (27.5) 3.756 (26.9)
Technicai coilege graduaies 324 (3.6) 411 (2.9)
High school graduates 1,237 (13.7) 2,285 (16.0)

Factory workers (operators, etc.) 3,887 (43.1) 5,923 (42.3)
Office workers (female) 1,019 (11.3) 1,538 (11.0)
Other (drivers, medical care) 73 (0.8) 74 (0.5)
Ail 9,017 (100.0) 13,987 (100.0)

(Figures in parentheses are percentages.)

Number of
Employees

Average Length Average Monthly
of Service Salary

Note: Average monihly saiary includes basic gross saiary and payments other (han standard payments for ail
employees excepi lhose transferred o subsidiaries, exciuding bonus payrnenls. Age of retirement s sixty.
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The educational backgrounds of employees correspond to the above
categories. For instance, the qualification required of staff workers is a high school
diploma or post-secondary education and this has been shifting to a technical college
degree or better. Until 1976 some of the more competent high school graduates
assigned 10 fac tory work were often chosen for staff work. However, partly due 10 the
increase in the percentage of the general population which has received higher
education. the minimum qualification is now graduation from a technical college.

As for technical positions, people who were approved by the company as
being “university graduates were previously acceptable but over the past ten years the
trend has been toward hiring those who have cornpleted Masters programs. Females,
though flot many, have been employed in technical positions and almost ail of these
women have been assigned to laboratories.

Many of JC company’s factory workers were hired just after finishing middle
school since no educational qualifications were required for these positions. Recently
the percentage of factory workers who are high school graduates has risen because the
qualification of a high school diploma was established in 1971. Middle school
graduates are stiil occasionally hired for factory work, but candidates are Iimited to
those in mid-career. JC company does flot distinguish between graduates of ordinary
and technical high schools regarding assignment or treatment. As will be described
below in the case of the Mi Plant, there is a trend toward hiring mid-career university
graduates for factory work. Through office clerks are generally high school
graduates, the number of technical college graduates assigned to this work has been
increasing recently.

A breakdown by educational background of the whole labor force actually
present at JC company is shown in Table 4. There are no significant differences
between JC company proper and the JC group as a whole regarding these percentages.
According to in-house standards. 27.5% have a background of “university education,”
but 29.6% actually have “Bachelor’s or higher degrees” and 13.8% have ‘Masters or
higher degrees.” Further, 33.4% of employees are high school graduates and 27.5%
are middle school graduates:??most of these are operators??. The average age of
middle school graduates is 48.3 and their average length of service is 25.2 years. On
the other hand, average age and average length of service for high school graduatcs are
37.1 and 16.2 years, respectively. Both these figures are lower than those for
middle school graduates by about ten years. The majonty of younger operators are
high school graduates.

(3: Maragiiig Iiuniaii resou’(’e,ç bv disiiizguisIiiiç’ “staff woiker.v “ fro,,i “fac (or y
Horkers “ is coininon aniong fions in Japanese industries 1IiiL/1 h(fl’C ceInt iie I)’
loiig Instories such zs steel, heacv electrical niachinerv, (lad shipbuildi,zg.
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b. Overview of personnel management system

(1) Recruiting

Academic Career

(as of August 1989)

tncluding Ioaned Average age,
emptoyees (%) Ierigth & service

Hiring since 1982 is shown in Table l-19. No “regular’ hiring (of newly
graduated young people) for production divisions had been done for roughly the ten
years preceding 1987 bec ause of weak demand accompanying the ou crises, but such
hiring was resumed in 1988. Mid-career employment for these divisions, which had
also been suspended for a long period. was reopened in 1987.

TABLE 1-19 JC Recruitment

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

New graduates

University—male 93 105 88 136 124 128 144 155

Stafl University—lemale 23 28 29 43 57 31 30 38

Technicai coilege 65 35 7 1 4 37 24 1 9 1 9

Subtotai 181 168 124 193 218 183 193 212

Mid-career workers O O 0 0 0 8 2 0

Production Division New graduates O O O O 0 0 0 38

Mid-career workers O O O 0 0 0 37 50

Women New graduates 197 167 104 125 197 151 119 143

Tota’ 378 335 228 339 443 342 351 443

TABLE 1-18 work Force Breakdown by

Average age,
Iength of serviceJC orIy (%)

Doctors 1.5 1.1

Masters 12.3 10.4

Bachelors 15.8 17.2

Bachelors or higher 29.6 34.7, 9.9 28.7 36.9, 12.0

Technicai/junior coliege 8.1 26.3, 5.6 7.4 26.2, 5.4
gradua tes

High schooi/middie school 33.4 37.1, 16.2 34.7 37.6. 16.3
(under oid system)

Middle schooi/higher 27.5 48.3, 25.2 28.1 48.8, 25.6
primary school

Professional cotiege and 1.4 33.6, 8.2 1.1 33.1, 8.0
other

AIt 9,017 empioyees 38.5, 15.9 13,987 employees 39.6, 16.8
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On the other hand, regula? annual recruitment of about 200 staff workers
continued during that era in order to push forward new business activities and research
and development in the severe business climate. Regular’ hiring of about 150
females for office work was also maintained, though the number varied somewhat year
by year. New female workers in large part filled the vacancies created by the
resignations of women following marnage, pregnancy. and so forth.

Table 1-20 shows the number of ‘regularly hired staff workers, which
includes those who were assigned to subsidiaries (some staff workers recruited by JC
company proper are sent to its subsidiaries). In 1989, 90.2% of new employees were
assigned to JC company proper but there were years such as 1986 when as many as
30% were assigned to subsidiaries. This means that staff workers are substantially
recruited by the group as a whole.

TABLE 1-20 New Graduates Employed as Staff (including affihiated companies)

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

University—male 117 144 97 179 204 171 168 173

% 79.5 72.9 90.7 76.0 60.8 74.9 85.7 89.6

University—temale 28 42 36 56 67 32 34 40

% 82.1 66.7 80.6 76.8 85.1 96.9 88.2 95.0

Technical college 84 37 7 1 5 45 30 23 22

% 77.4 94.6 100.0 93.3 82.2 80.0 82.6 86.4

Total 229 223 140 250 316 233 225 235

% 79.0 75.3 88.6 77.2 69.0 78.5 85.8 90.2

Note: Percentage ligures indicate the proportion cf such employees hired by JC.

We employ new recruits after informing them as to what assignment,
including assignment to the subsidiaries, they are going to have. There are
cases in which recruits are assigned from the start to group subsidiaries.
Through our subsidiaries recruit employees by themselves, they almost neyer
discriminate between the employees assigned to them by JC company and
those they hired themselves after these people enter the firm”

Each subsidiaries has its own enterprise-based labor union, and these unions
have formed a Federation and JC company Unions. Working conditions and so forth
are negotiated between the Federation and JC company and very similar agreements
are reached at every subsidiary. Therefore working conditions are practically
identical among these firms.

Table 1-21 has been prepared to show the breakdown by major field of study
for recruits with Bachelor’s or higher degrees. Recently the employment of people
who majored in fields other than chemistry—particularly pharmacy, veterinary studies,
physics, electnical engineering, and electronics—has increased. This is because the
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group has been building its research and development capabilities in the fields of
medicine and functional matenals.

A breakdown by sex and academic background for new staff workers hired
in 1989 shows 104 male Masters, the largest group for that year, and a considerably
smaller number of 20 male Bac helors of Science (Table 1-22). Only nine male
Ph.D.’s were hired in that year. Recruiting Masters degree holders is favored bec ause
such people can be assigned among a variety of specific tasks. As for females in
technical fïelds, 17 Masters and 23 Bachelors were employed—more Bachelors than
Masters.

TABLE 1-21 Majors of University-Graduate Recruits (including affiliated
companies)

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
Nonengsneering majors 34 22 22 36 45 35 35 40
Engineehng majors

Chemistry 67 86 40 77 119 98 73 89
Biotechnology 4 1 2 9 1 4 1 4 2 1 3 8
PharmacotogyfVelerinary 1 1 16 23 39 25 9 26 25
Agriculture/Biology 6 1 1 8 1 3 1 4 6 2 12
Physics 3 8 10 20 12 15 8 8
Electncal/E(ectronic 1 3 6 9 9 1 3 1 2 6
Mathematics!tndustrial 9 1 4 6 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 4 9
Mechanical/Architecture 1 0 1 4 9 1 7 21 1 5 1 9 1 6
Sub-lotal 111 164 111 199 226 168 167 173

Total 145 186 133 235 271 203 202 213

TABLE 1-22 Sex and Academic Achievement of 1989 Recruit

Male Female

Engineers Doctors 9 0

Masters 104 1 7

Bachelors 20 23

Non-engineers Bachelors 40 0

(2) Promotion policies: position and qualification

Position tities vary with il-te nature of the work (see Table l-23). Positions
are in descending order: in the business field—division manager, chief secretary; in
R&D—center director, group leader (GL); and in production—department manager,
section manager, deputy section manager.
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JC company uses shokuno-shikaku seido., a ranking system which includes
job groups categorized by degree of competence. This personnel system has been
adopted by inany firms in Japan. The system has been in use at JC company since
around 1952 and has undergone some modifications since its introduction. The
current system is shown in TabIel-24. Employee treatment is determined by these
qualifications. For example an employee qualified as shuji (supervisor), engineer, or
fiiku-sanji (vice-secretary) may be appointed deputy section manager. 1-lowever, there
are very few who actually hold managerial responsibiities. Employees with shuji,
engineer or higher qualifications receive salaries and benefits equivalent to those of
managers; 43% of ail employees hold such qualifications but only 6.3% actually have
managerial responsibilities. The chain of command is straightforward. Because no
special allowance is paid to those in managenal positions, whether or not one is
assigned to a managerial position does not make any difference in ones employee
treatment. The qualification system was last revised in 1982, and upon revision a new
qualification of sanvo (councilor) was added to the system while the position of
department manager directly under divisional manager was eliminated. The revision
was aimed at facilitating decision-making and improving the fie xibility of employee
assign ment by deleting a layer from the hierarchical command pyramid.

At the start ofemployment, a high school graduate is rated as ippan-shoku-2,
a technical college graduate ippan-shoku-!. a ‘university graduate (Bachelor) chuken
.v/ioku-2, a Master shido-shoku-2, and a Ph.D. shido-shoku-!.

A new fac tory worker is rated as ippan-shoku-2 and it would be fortunate for
such an ernployee to be rated tokatsu-shido-shoku (senior staff) by the age of
mandatory retirement. A new technical college graduate’s rating of ippan-shoku-) is
raised to engineer at the age of 35 or 36 on average. A holder of Bachel ors or higher
degree is generally rated an engineer at about the age of 30.

TABLE 1-23 Management Structure

Business Chie! Secretary - Manager

General Alt aïrs Chie! Secretary - Manager

Sales and Marieting Chie! Secretary (Division Manager) Branch Manager

R&D Group Leader - Manager

Production Depuly Section Manager Section Manager Manager
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TABLE 1-24 Relationships between Qualifications and Job Tities

(3) Performance ratings

JC company performs three sorts of performance rating: for
bonuses, and for promotions.

salaries, for

The performance evaluation for salaries is conducted annually in February.
An employee is rated relative to other employees who were recruited in the same year
and have the same educational background, on the basis ofoverail ment as determined
by ability in fulfilling duties, achievements accomplished and so on. Two types of
forms are used for these ratings, one for rating researchers (the researcher form) and
another for rating employees other than researchers (the general form).

In the general form, ratings fa!! under the following four broad categories:

ii) Business management ability (management and business sense, leadership and
organizational ability, decisiveness, cost consciousness, education and training of
subordinates)

iii) Basic ability (ability to understand, analytical ability, expertise, insight and
judgment, expression)

Common Tille
Qualification Formai Tille (research staff)

Sanhi-A (Secretary A) 47%

8.1%Sanji-B (Secretary 8)

Fuku-sanji (Vice Secretary)

13.2%

16.4%

DMsion Manager,

0.5%hChief Secretary
Research FeIIow

Generat Manager,

.
o Senior Researcher

Head, Manager,
5 0 /

[UP Leader

Research Staff

Bokatsu-shido-shoku (senior staff)

Sanyo (Councilor) 0.6%

,

o,u

Syuji/gishi (Supervisor/Engineer)

Shido-shoku 1
ca

‘ Shido-shoku 2

Chuken-shoku 1
Co
Z

Chuken-shoku2

Ippan-shoku 1 (general statl grade 1)

Ippan-shoku 2 (general staff grade 2)

Assistant Manager 0.8%

Doctors

Masters

Bachelors

Associates

— Clerks and operators

j) Personality and manner (sense of mission and responsibility, cooperativeness and
harmony, vitality and aggressiveness, self-development, popularity and
confidence inspired among other, prudence and steadiness)
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iv) Business execution ability (originality, agility, negotiation and persuasion,
planning ability. dependability. business specialty)

The researcher form is similar to the general form, but business execution
abiiity and business management ability are replaced with research :bility and
management ability. Also, the researcher form bas sub-items, such as organizing
experiments and establishing research policy, which are a little different in nature from
items found in the general form.

Both forms also have an overali rating section with ten grades from
outstanding to unsatisfactory, an aptitude and development section, and a comment
section where the duties of the employee, the bases of the overail rating, the
achievements of the employee, and general remarks on topics other than those covered
elsewhere can been entered. Those who rate employees fui in the overail rating
section while keeping in mmd the resuits of other sections.

“The major purpose of rating by specific item is to express the aptitude and
personality of the employee so that this can be appied to his or her education
and training. Thus these ratings are flot directly connected with the overail
evaluation of the empioyee”

The ratings by item are used merely for basic data to be Ioosely referred to in
the overali rating. h seems that the weight of the factors in evaluating employee
ability should vary with the position of the employee, but JC company uses the same
forms for ail staff workers and none of the factors are weighted. The same rating
forms are used for performance ratings for bonuses. For the summer bonus the
February pay raise forms are used, and for the winter bonus a new rating is performed
using the same forms during October and November.

The pnmary evaluators of the employees are their immediate superiors, thus
section managers are evaluated by their division managers. The coinpleted forms are
sent to the personnel division and from there to the head office where the evaluations
are standardized. The primary evaluators of deputy section managers are section
managers. Rating are performed on an annual basis, and the resuits of ratings
conducted in previous years are flot considered.

Promotion ratings are done once a year from May to July. The ability of an
employee to complete his or her duties and the general question of whether he or she is
capable of fulfilling greater responsibilities are evaluated. This rating is also relative
to other empioyees with the same educational background and having been employed
in the same year, and is standardized. There is a special form for promotion ratmg
which is used for rating both researchers and other employees. The evaluators enter
promotion rating remarks (overail ratings), achievement evaluations, and ability and
manners ratings (expertise and knowledge, ability to perform duties, and attitude
toward work).
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As shown in Table 1-25 there are standards which tic eligibility for
promotion to year of graduation. For instance, in 1988 the 1980 university graduates
bec ame qualified for promotion to shuji or engineers, at the age of around 30. The
candidates research paper is used for reference in the rating and an interview is held.
The rating by superiors made with the rating form is also considered. As the themes
of research papers tend to be abstract, it is changing the themes to more technical
subects is flOW under consideration. The interview is attended by the fac tory director
(or department manager in the case of head office personnel) and managers from the
relevant organization and the labor management department.

TABLE 1-25 Standards and Methods of Evaluating Candidates for Promotion
(1988)

Promotion to:
Standard Year of

Employment Ment Rating Thesis Interview

Council (individual basis) X

Secretary A 1963 university graduates X

Secretary B 1968 unwersty graduates X

Vice Secretary 1975 university graduates X X X

Supervisor/Engineer 1980 university graduates X X X

JC companys personnel rating system is flot analytical or precise. Rather. it
cm ploys a loose. gene rai rat ing concept. In ils actual operation the year the employee
joined the company tends 10 be significant.

This system of rating ernployees working in technical fïelds is standard
throughout JC cornpany. The fortunes of an employee’s division have no bearing on
the trealment of the employee, nor are bonus amounts linked to the performance of
their particular department. When superior people are intensively deployed in
strategic division there is a possibility that applying a strict rating distribution curve
will result in frustration. For this reason, some firms allocate more funds to
laboratory budgets to allow for higher salaries there than elsewhere in the company.
JC company. however. has taken no such special measure. The wage system is
company-wide and there are no employees with an annual salary contract.

(4) Employee education and training

j) Cornpanv- wide education systems

JC companys company-wide education systems consist of training for
specific positions, skills training, education to meet the trend of globalization in
business. and self-development. The main training method is OiT (on-the-job
training). To supplement OIT, various horizontal education and training programs
and measures which support self-development have been established (referred to
collectively as off-JT).
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Training for positions is broadly divided into qualification/position training
and new employee training. The former is provided separately for the department
manager, shunin, and unit chief levels. Employees receive this training when they are
appointed to these positions. Skills training in marketing, general operating
techniques, and so on are provided to the relevant employees. For education to meet
the trend toward globalization there are various programs such as overseas study and
field trips. foreign language courses, and courses at special organizations (such as the
Trade Trainmg Center, short-term studies at overseas business schools, etc.). To
promote self-development there are support programs for correspondence courses and
job-related basic knowledge courses, and for obtaining public licenses.

TABLE 1-26 Education Programs

Total Man-Days Location Starting Date

By PositionlQualification

Councilors May 1984

DivisionfDeparlment Managers and 1,600 company-wide Latter hall 1985
Chief Secretaries

New management eniployees From hinng

By Job Class

Operation Chiefs 2,100 each establishment From hinng

Group Leaders

AIA training 300 Febwary 1989

Refreshment training 300

Subtotal 4,300

Vocational Education

Marketing 150 head office September 1986

Divisional training 600 head office From hinng

Patents 250 companywide From hinng

Technology course 2.000 each establishment From hiring

Subtotal 3.000

Globalization education 900 each establishment From hinng
(toreign language training, etc.)

Correspondence courses 400 each establishment Jufy 1984

Special license acquisition 100 August 1985

Basic vocational knowledge course 300 companywide February 1977

Total 9.000

During the six months from October 1988 to March 1989 JC company
carned out 4300 man-days of position training, 3000 man-days of skills training, and
other training totaling 9000 man-days (see Table 1-26 for details). In-house training
was propelled by 23 staff workers (six full-timers) assigned to in-house education.
Three full-timers and two part-timers in the human resources development group
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within the personnel departmentat the head office are in charge ofalmost ail planning
for position training. Also, for this purpose there are six staff workers in the human
resources development office at the Ku Plant, another six at the Mi pLant, and six other
workers at other establishments.

Until around 1975, in-house education and training at JC company focused
on union members. k tended to emphasize aspects of employee consciousness such
as work motivation and was linked to labor management and labor-management
relations. From about 1975, after the first oil crisis, the scope of training for
managers was expanded while training for rank-and file workers continued. At the
same time, skiNs training began to be highlighted. (Incidentally, the human resources
development office ofthe personnel department was opened in November of 1976.)

Recently, as JC company attempts to make itself a group of professionals
who are rigorously profit-conscious in response to the business environment of
technological progress and global business relations, the firm has also moved to
establish stronger policies for education and training. The company has set the
following seven goals regarding education and training: ability improvement for those
in managerial positions: planned and systematic acquisition of expertise and
technology: improved peripheral knowledge and technology, job adaptation training
for transferred or loaned workers: acquisition of management techniques: cultivation of
internationally-rninded personnel: and planned cultivation of supenor personnel.

JC company cstablished human resources comrnittees in aIl its
establishments in March of 1986, to push forward the restructuring of its human
resources development system. k built the Training Center in Tsukuba in October,
1986. Training in general operating techniques was reinforced by construction of the
Operating Technique Training Center at the Mi Plant. Also. in October of 1988 Sm
company was established to fun the training establishments and to assist JC-group
firms in educating and training their employees.

ii) Recritit training

The recruit training system for newly graduated employees recruited from
university by the head office consists mainly of induction, cultivation, position
training, and foreign language education.

During the induction process ail new recruits first have about two weeks of
training at the head office beginning in early April. Next they experience three-shift
duty on plant production lines for about six weeks, regardless of their eventual
assignment being technical or clerical. Though this takes place at the plants, they do
flot actually engage directly in the production process and the operators responsible for
production neyer entrust them with major responsibilities. They just assist the fac tory
workers with indirect work such as doing odd jobs and collecting data for the
operations record. JC company has continued this practice for a long time based on
the idea that understanding operation sites by experiencing production work is an
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importaiit key to subsequent development. After expenencing the production
environment the new recruits are assigned to positions at the end of May.

The establishments to which they are assigned hold OiT, interviews, and
other training programs for them. The contents of OIT are left to the discretion of the
division. Though there are establishments which emphasize on OiT and those which
do not. the head offices personnel departrnent requires ail establishment supervisors to
submit three-year cultivation programs for new staff workers and follows up on them.

As for technical college and high school graduates recruited by the
establishments, each establishment trains these employees in groups separated by
academic background according to the needs of the establishment.

New (male) operators have a three-year cultivation period. They go
through recruit training in the same manner as other recruits do, but during the
following three years they receive training in general operating techniques fine times
(for ten days at a time) as is the case at the Mi plant (see Table l-27), experiencing
actual work at plants. The reason operators are required to receive such extensive
training is that it has become indispensable for even operators to understand digitally
controlled systems since the number of processes controlled by computers has been
increasing at production sites.

TABLE 1-27 Education in General Operating Technology (Freshman Course)

Schedule Contents

1 At hiring Basic operalor knuwledge; security ami salety education; basic mathematics,
physics and chemistry

2 Six months taler Human relations at Ihe work site, supplementary education for basic scholastic
ability; basic theories ol chemical engineering and thermodynamics

3 One year later Basic theories ol chemical engineering, reaclion engineering; simulation training
(al plant where frainee is working)

4 16 months later Basic theories 0f chemical engineering, thermodynamics, reaction engineering,
etc.; practical training for rofary machinery, security and salety education

5 20 months later Supplementary practical training for rotary machinery; practical training for
electnc machinery; simulation training (unit processing)

6 Two years later Suppfementary practicat training for electric machinery; practical training; basics
of instrumentation; simulation training (unit processing)

7 26 months later Supptementary practical training in instrumentation and metals; simulation
training (unit processing)

8 32 months later Supplementary practical training in metal materials; simulation training (unit
processing and adaptation training for diversified plants)

9 Three years Practicaf training for facility secunty; simulation training (adaptation training for
different plants); summary
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iii) Training /or transferred workers

Job adaptation training is held when JC company transfers workers from
other divisions to. for instance, the pharmaceutical division. The training is
cond uc ted extens i vel y by divisions w hich rec cive transfe rred workers. As descri bed
helow, JC cornpany has begun producing disk storage materials as a new business at
the Mi plant. Beforc the start of this new area of production a considerable number of
workers were transferred among the Research Center, the Development Centers, and
the plants as a consequence of beginning this new activity. Operators were also
transferred to Mi from other production unes and are expected to support the job
adaptation training ofemployees who transfer in afterwards, as weB as to contnbute to
the new production process as the core of the disk material work force.

As might be guessed the training received by technical line employees is
provided largely in the form of Off and is conducted at the division or shop level.
This training is followed up by the personnel department, which requests reports on
employee cultivation programs from supervisors after the employees have been
assigned in order to verify that OiT is developed according to the OiT plan.

(5) Personnel transfers

Personnel transfers in JC company are shown in Table l-28. In 1988, for
instance, a total of 431 employees were transferred within the firm. Thirty-eight were
transferred from the head office to regional establishments, 69 from regional
establishments to the head office (the number of ernployees at the head office increased
by 31), 111 from one regional establishment to another, and 213 within establishments.
Furtherrnore, 134 JC company employees were transferred to subsidiaries and 54
returned to JC company from subsidiaries, the number of outgoing employees
exceeding that of incoming employees hy 80. The number of employees who were
transferred between subsidiaries reached 75 and there were 263 employee transfers
involving subsidiaries. In addition, 22 employees were transferred abroad and seven
returned form abroad. This adds up to 723 transfers.

As the nurnber of staff workers within the group managed by JC companys
head office was 6,452 (as of August 1988, we sec that more than 10% were transferred
during that year. Among the 94 managers and staff workers who left the company
that year were those who retired upon reaching the age limit.

e. Labor unions

Each plant has its own union and ail of these belong to the JC company
Federation of Labor Unions. Laboratory unions belong to the JC Research Center
Labor Union. Each plant and laboratory, and the Osaka Branch, have their own
unions. Tokyo, Nagoya and Kyushu Branches belong to the head office union. In
addition to the unions mentioned above, the enterprise unions of subsidiaries such as
Sa also belong to the federation. This has resulted in ail enterprises within the group
having practically identical working conditions.
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While labor issues have been negotiated by the union federation, problems
peculiar to an establishment such as work content are discussed at each establishment
at joint labor-management conferences. Such problems may be discussed by the labor
commission at each establishment, but almost ail problems peculiar to an establishment
are negotiated in a joint labor-management conference.

TABLE 1-28 Personnel Transfers

1986 1987 1988

ln-company

HO—establishments 52 35 38

Establishments—HO. 77 58 69

Between establishments 69 146 1 1 1

Within establishments 50 102 213

Subtotal 248 341 431

Related companies

To relaled companies 1 38 1 1 5 1 34

From related companies 48 60 54

Between related companies 61 53 75

Subtotal 247 228 263

Overseas

Outbound 12 25 22

Inbound 21 19 7

Subtotal 33 44 29

Total 528 613 723

Note: Excludes clerical and production worl<ers; also excludes
transier as a result ol promotion.
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2-2 A labor system Centered on Engineer

2-2-1 Outline of the Research Center and Development and Production
Divisions

a. The Research Center

The JC Research Center conducts studies for JC company which range from
basic research to application studies. The Center is divided into three sectors in une
with the company’s business activities. The first sector is the Chemical Science
Research Sector, which specializes in chemistry and related fields and comprises the
Analysis Laboratory, the Chemicals Laboratory, the Specialty Chemicals Laboratory,
the Computational Science Laboratory. arid the Industrial Engineering Laboratory.
The second sector is the Life Sciences Research Sector, which comprises the
Toxi cology Laboratory, the Pharmaceuticals Laboratory, the Biosci ence Laboratory,
and the Agricultural Chemicals Laboratory. The third sector is the Materials Science
Research Sector, which is dedicated to studying functional materials and is made up of
the Carbon and Inorganic Materials Laboratory, the Thin Films Laboratory. the
Photoelectricity Laboratory. the Polyrner Laboratory, the Advanced Composite
Materials Laboratory, the Magnetic Media Laboratory,, and the Semiconductor
Laboratory.

The Research Center had a total of 1,076 research and development
personnel as of JuIy, 1989: 281 in the first sector, 432 in the second sector, and 363 in
the third sector. It also had 96 other workers, such as clerks, who were flot assigned
to particular sectors. There were also about 143 permanently-assigned personnel
from subsidiaries who were responsible for medical safety evaluations and botanical
engineering.

TABLE 1-29 Academic Careers of Research Center Employees

Men (age, length of service) Womeri (age, length o! service)

lJniversity 615 (34, 9) 184 (27, 3)

Technical College 46 (30, 10) 0

High School 125 (40, 20) 0

other 37 (49, 23) 87 (25, 5)

Total 823 271

Note: Other” comprises men transferred (rom plants (middle school and high school graduates) and
female unior college and high school graduates, who act as assistants al the Research Center.

Almost ail Center employees, both male and female, had Bac helors or higher
degrees and many of them had Masters degrees (see Table 1-29). Among employees
with university educations the average age of male ernployees was 34 and their average
length of service nine years. Though these figures are high compared with the
average age of 27 and average length of service of three years for female Center
employees in the same category, the numbers are flot surprising when viewed in the
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light of the fact that the ave rage age of ail JC company employees who have Bac helor’s
or higher degrees is 34.7.

The JC Research Center was established in the l940s and was originally
located about ten kilometers from the current site. Construction ofthe present facility
started in 1968 as part of a plan to bnng ail research sectors together in one place, and
the last sector moved into the new Center in 1976. The second sector, the Life
Sciences Research Sector, was organized after 1975 and was augmented at the time it
rnoved to the Center. JC company had originally concentrated its efforts mostly on
producing coke, fertilizers, agricultural chemicals and the like, but it adopted a new
policy of advancing into functional material fields and areas downstream of its major
products since raw-material industries are vuinerable under contemporary market
conditions. The company has been devoting a fair share of its effort to these new
fields, and therefore systems and topics of investigation in the Research Center are
shifting toward functional products.

‘Research and development into petrochemicals, coke, and the like is being
performed by the Development Centers at the establishments where these
materials are produced

For this reason. the number of employees researching the mature sectors 0f
petrochemicals and coke has been decreasing. The Biosciences Laboratory, the Thin
Films Laboratory. the Photoelectricity Laboratory and other laboratories responsible
for research in biotechnology and new raw materials have been established. In the
Polymers Laboratory, which has a long history, research topics have been shifting from
polyolefins to functional matenals such as engineering plastics. In the Carbon and
Inorganic Materials Laboratory also, research into carbon fiber aiid other materials bas
been replacing research on coke. Such changes in research fields involve changes in
the research support sectors. For instance, changes in analytical techniques have
expanded the territory of the Analysis Laboratory. Newly-introduced advanced
computing technology, which has become more frequently used due to its
improvement, has triggered the augmentation of information processing sector.

b. The chemicals Laboratory

The chemicals Laboratory handies the basic fie lds of catalysts and processes
and has eleven research groups: catalyst groups A to E, the polymerism group. organic
groups A to D, and the coal liquefaction group. There are a total of 94 workers in the
Chemicals Laboratory (see Table 1-30). A group is formed for each field of
technology, such as complex catalysts or vapor-phase oxidation catalysts, consisting of
five to a dozen people and led by a group leader (GL).

The breakdown of Chemicals Laboratory researchers by educational
background, as shown in Table l-31, reveals considerable similarity to that of ail
Research Center employees. The average age and average length of service of
workers with Bachelor’s or higher degrees are a Iittle higher than those of similar
employees of the Research Center as a whole. The age distribution of these workers
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shows that the number ofthose who are 33 years old or younger, who joined the firm
since JC company started actively advancing into new fields, is greater than that of
older workers and accounts for 55% of ail workers. On the other hand, 15% are 45 or
older.

“I think relations between people in the development divisions at factories and
researchers at the Research Center are lateral and equal in terms of academic
background and research capability, and I am not aware that one is above the
other. I myseif am interested in technology for practical application. So if I
am requested to work on practical application by a factory, I am willing to
carry out such work.” (Master, Chemicals Laboratory, 29 years old)

TABLE 1-30 Organization and Staff of Chemical Laboratory

TABLE 1-31 Academic Careers ofChemical Laboratory Employees
Mer (age, length of service) Women (age, length of service)

Doctors 8 0

Masters 38 10

Bachelors 3 5

Subtotal 49 (35, 10) 15 (26, 3)

Technical College 11 (30, 10) 0

High School 12 (40. 21) 0

Other 3 (42. 21) 4 (27, 8)

Total 75 19

Note: Other” comprises men transferred Irom plants (middle school and high school graduates) and
temale junior college and high school graduates, who act as assistants at the Research Center.

About 18 people have degrees.

The breakdown of researchers by common academic majors is organic
chemistry 63%, catalysts 11%, inorganic chemistry 8%, physical chemistry 7%,
chemical engineering 4%, pharmacy 4%, and polymer chemistry 3%.

Because many areas of research pursued by the Chemicals Laboratory are
those such as catalysts, for which accumulated experience is important, there are
comparatively many researchers who work there for extended periods.
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“As there have been cases of researchers bei ng transferred from the
Chemicals Laboratory to other laboratories because groups were reorganized
dunng the recent system innovation, there is no reason that such people cannot
inove to other areas of research

c. The Mi Development Center

The major site of JC company’s petrochemical production is the Mi Plant,
and a Development Center is located at the same site. The Mi Plant has been
changing its production from petrochemical materials to functional materials, and with
the change the research territory of its Development Center has been expanding.

The Mi Development Center has a section responsible for analyses. which
includes the Quality Test Unit and the Analytical Physical Properties Research Unit, a
section in charge ofresearch and development such as for improving and rationalizing
manufacturing processes which includes the Process Research Unit, the High Polymer
Unit, and the Functional Materials Research Unit, and a Research Coordination Group
which oversees the researches performed at the Center. (Sec Table l-32)

TABLE 1-32 Structure and Operations of the Development Center

(July, 1989)

Division Operations
No. of Employees
(group leaders)

Coordination Patents, library, reference matenals, coordination and 18 (1)
general administration

Quaiity Inspection Process analysis, product analysis, verification 91 (2)
(including high polymers), environmental analysis, soy
milk analysis

Anafytical Physical Property Analysis verification (including high polymers) 49 (3)
Research

Process Research Petrochemical process research, rationalization 92 (5)

High Pofymer Research High polymer process research, development al 1 14 (6)
poiyolefin properly processing, technicai services, PVC
development, analysis, and technical services

Functional Materiais Research Disks, TP, new films, food wrapping materials 67 (3)

Ail 431 (20)

The Analytical Physical Properties Research Unit is responsible for
developing analytical methods 10 be applied to new products before production ofthese
products is begun, and for solving technical problems which arise suddenly, by
utilizing maximum analytical power. The Unit performs a broad range of analyses
including surface analyses of information storage matenals. The Process Research
Unit is in charge of studying production processes for products other than polymers
which are produced by the petrochemical plant. and the High Polymer Research Unit
studies polymer production processes. Polymer products do not sel! well without
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close ard meticulous technical support for customers, so within this Unit are personnelwho deal with the manufacture of small amounts of special products. The FunctionalMaterials Unit is responsibie for new disk storage materials, TP (thermal printingfilms. and new functional films. The Development Center has atotai of431 workers,
of whorn 114 belong 10 the High Polymer Unit which is the largest unit.

The breakdown of Center employees by educational background and the
distribution of their ages and years of service are shown in Tables l-33 andl-34.
About 80% of employees who received university education have Masters degrees.The nature of the work allocated to a particular employee does flot depend on
educational background; the work assigned to a university graduate and a high school
graduate differs to some extent when both are young, bec ause of the difference in their
ages, but after they acquire some experience each will be charged with similar tasks.
lncidentally, three graduates of technical high schools who earned Doctorate degrees
after starting their careers work in the Center.

TABLE 1-33 Development Center Staff by academic careers

University Technical Colt ege
Graduates Graduates

High School
Graduates

(as of September, 1989)

TABLE 1-34 Development Center Staff by Age and Length of Service

Age

Iess than 20 7

from2l 106

trom3l 105

from4l 160

over 51 55

Length cf Service

less than 5 years

over 6 years

over 11 years

over 16 years

over 21 years

over 26 years

over 31 years

over 36 years

over 41 years

93

34

46

109

109

28

7

5

2

The Center has many high school graduate ippan-shoku employees because it
needs operators of bench test equipment and piiot plants, who work in three shifts.
The Center now has 243 operators, ail of whom were transferred from production unes.

Women Other Total

Management 35 2 31 — 1 69

Staff 48 16 9
— — 73

General Workers — — 234 46 1 1 291

Total 83 18 274 46 12 433
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Each GL is responsible for two or three topics of investigation and fïve or six
staff workers. Below the GLs are some (manager-equivalent) researchers who act as
something like topic leaders.

d. The Mi Plant

The Mi facility is JC companys main petrochemical plant ai3d started
operations in July 1964. Today it is one of the nations leading factories with an
ethylene production capacity of 400000 tons per year and a derivative plant consisting
of more than 20 units. Together with nearby plants owned by other chemical
companies it is part of a large petrochemical industrial complex. The factorys site
occupies about 2.1 million square meters. In 1987 the Mi plant produced about V150
billion worth of ethylene, propylene, acetaldehyde, polyethylene. alpha olefin, acetone,
2 ethyl hexanol, polypropylene and other chemicals.

As shown in Figure l-16 the Mi plant is organized into four production
departinents, a power supply department, an engineering department, an administrative
departrnent. a security and environment department. and a planning and coordination
department. Among staff workers the number of university graduates is almost the
same as the number of technical college and high school graduates cornbined (see
Table l-35).

TABLE 1-35 Composition of Mi Plant Work Force

Management and Administrative Employees Operators Clerks Total
University Jr. college High school
graduates graduates graduates Sublotai

Administration 43 1 31 75 47 37 159
Dept.

Production Dept. I 21 8 18 47 239 7 293

Production Dept. 2 26 7 14 47 268 7 322

Production Dept. 3 20 3 7 30 169 5 204

Information 20 2 11 33 62 18 113
Materials Dept.

Power Supply 7 3 9 19 73 3 95
Dept.

Engineerng Dept. 48 32 73 153 10 18 181

Production Control 7 0 5 1 2 0 3 15
Dept.

Secunty and 5 0 7 12 4 3 19
Environment Oept.

Devefopment 85 18 44 147 243 48 438
Center

Total 282 74 219 575 1,115 148 1839
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FIGURE 1-16 Organization Chart of Mi Plant

Administrative Department

Production Department Ethylene Section

Gas Section

Octanol Section

Alpha Olefin Section

Nonanol Section

Tank Yard Section

Coordination and Technical Section

Production Department Il Aldehyde Section

Nitrile Section

Aromatics Section

Organic Acid Section

Chlor Alkali Section

VCM Section

Coordination and Technical Section

Factory Manager —f-— Production Department ll I Polyethylene Production Section I

f Polyethylene Production Section Il

b PvC Section

Plastic Products Section

h Soy Milk Section

Coordination and Technical Section

— ln(ormation Media Products Dept. —j---- Hard Disk Section

Technical Evaluation Section

Coordination and Technical Section

— Power Department Power Section I

b Power Section Il

Coordination and Technical Section

— Engineering Department.

— Planning and Coordination Department

Security and Environment Department

— Development Center
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There are 147 engineers at the Development Center, w hile the largest number
of engineers, 153, is found at the engineering department. The main jobs at the
engineering department are design, construction. and facility maintenance. The
department is responsible for the plant as a whole regarding these concems, which is
the reason ii has such a large number of engineers.

As for the production departments, relatively large numbers of engineers
work in the coordination and technical sections of each department. Their main
responsibilities are to evaluate and improve the production lines of their departments,
and they also serve as coordinators for department projects. Their status is “technical
staff workers’ of the department. Engineers are also deployed at each departinental
production group, being in charge of everyday production management includmg
practical improvement, solving minor problems, and small-scale production line
refinements. In addition. the workshop chiefdeals with projects which directly relate
to operations such as revising and reorganization equipment operation manuals.

As a representative petrochernical production system, the organization of an
Ethylene Center production une is shown in Figure 1 -17. It cons ists of four teams in
a three-shift system, each team having ten operators, and eleven technical staff workers
including the section manager (six Masters, two technical college graduates. and three
high school graduates).

FIGURE 1-17 Ethylene Section Organization

Section Manager

Assistant Section Manager

Technical SLatt (8)

Supervisor(1)

Foreman (1) (10 employees)

Operators (8)

Ethylene is the basic raw material for petrochemical production. When
naphtha is heated and mixed with steam, ethylene (C2), propylene (C3), butane
butylene (C4) and cracked gasotine (C5 to C9) are produced through thermal cracking.
The yield ratios for ethylene. propylene and other materials produced from naphtha
cannot be changed much, i.e. the ratio of propylene to ethylene can vary only between
0.7:1 and 0.8:1. Thus downstream production plants for each type ofdenvative must
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be well organized, and this makes the comprehensive production management of a
petrochemical plant as whole very important for achieving a satisfactory operation rate.

“According to market conditions we sometimes change our operations
structure. Normally we produce 220,000 to 260,000 tons of propylene
against ethylene production of 400,000 tons. However, if sales of one item
out of our product une dec line the overali balance is lost. Another important
issue is how to utilize the gas component of the fraction most efficiently.
The administrative department coordinates this sort of cornpany-wide
production management.”

Ordinary ethylene centers mainly handie polyethylene and polypropylene.
Howe ver, the Mi plant is characterized by its comparatively small-scale production of
these two items. To offset this situation. and to maintain a better balance, relatively
large portions of ethylene-base alpha olefin and vinyl chloride monomer as well as
propylene-based 2 ethyl hexanol have been produced.

The average age of the Mi plant work force is 40 years, while for operators
and high-school graduate staff workers the average ages are 44 and 36, respectively.
The company does flot make any strict distinction among occupation categories
according to employee educational background. Within a production department,
however, the period of working continuously for a particular division is generally
longer arnong technical college and high school graduates compared to university
grad uates.

Furthermore, 90% of ail operators come from towns which are Located in the
same prefecture as is the plant. Before 1970 the majority of new employees were
middle school graduates. but this has shifted to high school graduates since 1971.
The Mi plant stopped hiring new operators for ten years due to the ou crises. When
operator hiring resumed in 1988 (operators were hired without consideration for their
academic bac kgrounds), even university graduates applied for the jobs saying that they
preferred to work near their home towns and did flot mmd working as operators, and
some were actually employed. In 1988 there were thirteen university graduates
among the mid-career workers who joined the company that year7.

This was flot because operator job content was upgraded to the extent that
university graduates alone were suitable. During the ten years operator recruitment
was suspended, operators who continued working were trained with in-house education
and acquired higher skill levels. On the other hand, it is true that the technical
demands on operators have become greater than before, meanmg that operators must
be highly capable people. When the company lifted its academic requirements for
operators, flot a few university graduates applied for jobs. At the time the factory was
established the company could to secure quality recruits from technical high schools.

7: AI;out 7O7c of tiiese uni.’ersitv graduates Iiad doze iton-technical majors.
After auendiiig uni’ersitv in lie Kansai area or Tokyo iliev returned o their
honie towns rofind 110 suitable employaient. and applied to JC cOmp(llly.
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JC company used to weigh an operators practical capability more heavily
than his or her academic bac kground. As university graduates become operators, it is
likely that labor management will become more complicated than ever and that a
thoroughly merit-based system wiIl have to be introduced in the future.

Years ago, operators were middle school graduates and staff workers were
high school graduates. Later the company started to employ high school graduates as
operators. Accordingly, there were different employment opportunities provided for
high school graduates: as operators and as staff workers. However, that system was
abandoned in 1977 partly due to the poorer quality of high school graduates, and the
recruiting of staff workers shifted to technical college and university graduates.

2-2-2 Connections between Research, Development and Production

a. R&D theme management

The research thernes of the Research Centers Chemicals Laboratory have
mainly centered on petrochemicals. At present. however, they extend beyond
traditional concerns to cover a wider range of topics. Catalyst technology is at the
core, and themes include organic fine chemicals, inorganic fine chemicals, and organic
synthesis technologies. Thus. researches are being conducted on a wider range of
subjects and the precise connection between a particular research project, development,
and production is not readily apparent.

At the Chemicals Laboratory, research on petrochemicals is regarded as a
quite mature field. However. JC companys manufacture of pharmaceutical bulks and
synthesizing of functional resins such as engineering plastics have been growing based
on the fïrm’s catalyst and organic synthesis technology. For example, the
Pharmaceutical Research Center is in charge of synthesizing pharmaceuticals but the
Chemicals Laboratory handies the commercialization ofthese items as welI developing
efficient production processes for them.

“I have had to make more than a littie effort to follow up the technology which
I have deait with, in relation to the factory or the sales division. At the same
time I am charged with developing new technology, which requires originality
and creativity, and I personally want to emphasize such work. I am doing
two different categories of work roughly haif-and-haif at the moment.
Compared with some years ago, the general focus of our activities has shifted
to the search for new business opportunities including new ideas or
technology, and our work is flot as closely linked with factory activities as it
used to be. With the exception of very serious complaints from customers,
problems are normally handLed at the factory.’ (Master, Chemicals
Laboratory, 31 years old)

“I specialize in surface chemistry, which involves the interface between
different substances such as liquid and Iiquid. solid and Iiquid, and gas and
solid. I am studying technology to control the interface. Through it is a
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very broad fïeld, we cannot use this technology alone. We are cooperating
with people in other fields to develop new products.’ (Master. Chemicals
Laboratory. 3 1 years old)

R&D thernes are rnanaged according to the flow chart shown in Figure l-18.
First, a theme-search conference for R&D is held to discuss research themes at the
corporate level, based on decisions reached at management strategy conferences. At
the division level. R&D conferences are held to discuss research projects requested
from within the division, and new research themes and the general direction for R&D
activities are thus determined. The actual plans for staffing. budgets, and schedules
are forinulated at the Chemicals Laboratory according to the resuits of the above
discussions, after which the actual studies begin. Monthly report meetings, progress
meetings for individual projects, and other meetings concerning research are held from
time (o tirne.

FIGURE 1-18 R&D Process

Action Meetings

Planning Business Slrategy Annual Sfrategy Planning Meetings

f Planning R&D strategyj Annual R&D Strategy Meetings

Planning R&D Programs by Division (Researct, and Development Department)

F Adjusting Division Plans (personnel/budget) f Meeting ot Managing Directors

R&D Activities f Meetings for Evaluating lndividual R&D Projects
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‘The R&D strategy committee dec ides to what extent to emphasize what area.
For example, if importance is attached to a certain area, many staffers are
placed at a laboratory directly committed to that area. The R&D strategy
committee consists primarily of members of the head offïce’s R&D
Department and is joined by the director general of the Research Center.
Prior to committee meetings, the directors of the laboratones (and, in some
cases, GLs) and the head office staff ofthe related division meetto coordinate
views within the Research Center.

In entering a new field, research themes are aiways solicited and the R&D strategy
committee also considers them. In expanding to an entirely different field, however,
pnor to a meeting of the R&D strategy committee a group such as a management
strategy committee makes a decision on the scale of R&D.”
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Research projects are handed to the division concerned immediately before
commercialization, and meetings on the progress of the individual R&D theme are
held jointly by the division. the factory and the laboratory. The project is later
transferred to a development tearn. After ail procedures shown on the flow chart have
been completed, a discussion meeting on the theme is held again at the company level.

as shown
particular
preliminary
operation.

TABLE 1-36 R&D Progress Check Sheet

No.ot Progress Important
Theme Group Personnel Start Detection Search Basic Development Bench Test Pilot Plant Therne Evaluation

New Carbon 1 89.4 X X Fasler estabhshment 0f

catalyst-separating melhod

Current Petro-Chemical 1 X

New Petro-Chemical 2.5 88.7 X X X

New Fne Chemical 1.5 X X

Detection R&D 1 88.4 X X

Current Synthetic Chemical 0.5 X X

Current Composite Malenals 1.5 X X X

Common ProieCt Planning 4.0 X

There are some cases in which problems at the inanufacturing stage cannot
be solved by a plants development cerner alone and further support by the Chemicals
Laboratory is requested depending on the project. In other cases, research activities
are requested by a certain division: on a basic research field. a search for a new catalyst
to increase production quant ity. the development of a new catalyst, or a new process to
synthesize a functional material for a new business division. Other types of projects,
such as those to determine the properties of catalysts, are fmnanced by the head office
budget. Thus, the extent of cooperation with other divisions varies depending on the
nature of the project.

b. Management of research and development

Next the Research Center is described in more detail to show how research
and development is managed.

(1) Placement of research staff

Within the Center there are many groups for different purposes such as
organic analysis, inorganic analysis and drug analysis. Each group, which is Ied by a

The progress of an R&D project is evaluated using a check sheet formarted
in Table 1-36 Then the deployment of personnel is determined for a
theme, and the schedule is managed according to detailed plans for

studies, basic studies, development, bench testing, and pilot plant
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GL. consists of sorne researchers and assistants. The size of a group is flot fixed,
though the analysis group has more (han 70 members.

A group operating pilot-scale equipment is composed of 12 members, the
largest in the Chemical Laboratory. However, under a theme related to basic research
into catalysts, a lone researcher experiments with a smail cylinder as a reactor.

Group W, which consists of 12 members, works on severai themes. The
number of necessary staff differs from theme to theme. In this case one GL is
responsible for ail the groups themes.

Although each group is given the mes, group members are assigned to
particular themes at the discretion of the group. The group leader, who knows the
team members best, takes their careers into account and judges who is qualifïed for
what subject. Individuai researchers are coinmitted to single themes.

This is flot true of research assistants. For exampie, Group Y is working on
five themes and has five researchers and an assistant, who is invoived in oniy one
theme. w hile Group X’s assistant is engaged in measuring physical properties flot only
for Group X but also for Group Z.

A veteran researcher. a new researcher and an assistant are counted equaily
in terms of workioad adjustment. which is done by each groups CL and reported
through the director general to the R&D management division.

(2) Research theme proposais and the R&D budget

New research themes are solicited by the R&D management division by
distnbuting suggestion sheets, usualiy twice a year, or are proposed irreguiarly through
GLs. Anyone can propose a research theme at any time. Therefore assistants can in
principle propose research themes, but actually they rarely do so. In most cases,
theme proposais are presented by researchers and forwarded through GLs to the R&D
management division.

There are no particular ruies for voluntary research des igned to probe a new
therne. Research on new subjects, the expenses for which are budgeted separately by
company, is conducted by each of the laboratories. An opportunity is also offered to
present the resuits ofthe research within the laboratory.

No voiuntary research is done informally. Voluntary research is conducted
as a part of regular research activity because budgets are appropriated by theme.
Some department managers and director generais actively encourage voiuntary
research, and some staff also hope to do such work. They feel that they should foiiow
their interests even if there is, stnctly speaking, no formai support for such work.

Proposed themes are forwarded through the institute’s management
department to the head offices R&D management division, which makes final
decisions on adopting new proposais. assigning personnel to the themes, and budgets.
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Research and development expenses are appropriated as a part of the head
offices budget. About 20% of R&D expenses are spent for basic research. The ratio
of R&D expenditures to sales is over 6%.

Eighty percent of research themes are addressed by specific divisions. In
these cases it is thought that research expenses should be included in the budget ofthe
division concerned. Therefore the division in charge of a particular theme is
identified and then expenses for the theme are estimated and incorporated into the
accounting for the relevant division.

It is unclear which division should be responsible for basic research, and in
this case the R&D department bears the expense. Some analysis expenses are
assigned to relevant divisions and the balance of expenses, such as those for research
and development of analytical techniques, is shouldered by the R&D department.

The medium- and long-term objective is to improve functional product areas.
In fine with this, emphasis has been placed on photoelectricity, pharmaceuticals, and
new materials for disk-based information storage rather than on division-based
research.

There is a nsing tendency. however, to quicken the pace of research and
development due to the severe economic situation. This means accelerating the R&D
process for themes which appear likely to bear fruit in the near future.

The more emphasis is put on functional products, the heavier becomes the
weight of the R&D budget because priority investment is important for improving the
efficiency of investment in research and development. At the same time, what
approaches can be taken to improve individual researchers’ skills, to raise awareness
and to establish better research organizations and systems are of tactical importance.

“We set up the Twenty-First Century Committee to consider future trends in
technology and expected changes in the market and the social environment.
The committee’s membership was drawn from among researchers, and the
members discussed what to do in response 10 such changes and what research
is necessary. I do not know whether their recommendations are being
adopted in their entirety, but I believe such an effort will help the staff and
raise their awareness.”

(3) Managing the research schedule

Decisions are made on whether to continue R&D on specific themes at
meetings ofthe theme review committee, which are attended by the vice president (top
technical executive) and representatives of the R&D management division. These
meetings are held once a year.

The general basis for making such a decision is whether or not a market
exists. Research is launched on the assumption that investment wiIl lead to effective
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results in the market. If conditions change, the research may be stopped. Long-
range research is continued as long as market prospects are encouraging.

The research method is, however, Iargely at the discretion of the researcher in
charge. Therefore we see to it that a change in theme will not discourage the
researcher and take a flexible attitude. For example, even if it was decided
that research should end in June the term may be extended to September
because prolonging the activity lead to an accumulation of technology.

After R&D has advanced to a particular phase, whether to move to
production or to continue R&D is considered. R&D is controlled according to the
schedule authorized by the companys division and the laboratory.

“The ave rage period of research is three to five years but some themes,
including pharmaceutical projects. take ten years. The schedule is
deterrnined according to the individual theme.”

c. Personnel exchange between the Research Center and other divisions

Movement of personnel in and out of the Research Center may be illustrated
hy the following statistics: during one year, from August 1988 to July 1989, 87 people
joined and 39 people left the Center, resulting in an increase of 48 people.

Movements of personnel over the four-year period from August 1985 to July
1989 between the Center and other divisions are given in Figure l-19 (these exciude
new recruits and retirees). Incoming personnel totaled 56 (an annual average of 14,
this being 1.3% of the Centers total work force of about 1,100). On the other hand,
195 people moved outof the Center (an annual average of 49, or 4.5% ofthe Centers
work force). This resulted in a net outward movement of 139 (or 35 annually).

FIGURE 1-19 Transters between Research Center and Other Divisions
(August 1985-July 1988: 4 years)
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The main destinations of outward transfers were other JC company
establishments, and in about 60% of cases these workers were to take with them some
know-how from the Center. Transfers to JC company subsidiaries accounted for 20%
and airned at transferring Center know-how to a subsidiary’s production division.
Transfers from the Center to the R&D management division of the head office
accounted for about 20%.

Transfers for assistance purposes were seen quite frequently. Incomers
moved from other JC company establishments for this purpose amounted to 177 over
the four years (an annual ave rage of 44 or 4.0% of the Centers personnel), while those
leaving the Center for other establishments for the same purpose to amounted to 107
(an annual average of 27 or 2.5% of the total). The reasons behind transfers for
assistance purposes were various.

“We often have researchers from other establishments corne to the Center,
sornetimes for long-term assistance or other purposes. The period of stay is
usually from one or two months to two years. In sorne cases they join a
research group for a particular research project. Other cases include the
Center needing personnel who can operate equipment which is at the final
stage before completion. Also, the Center provides for joint research on
developing new catalysts using personnel from other establishments.
Research for this type of movement vary case by case.”

1-Iowever, there bas been a shortage of workers at the Center recently and
transfers 10 fil! the gap have become the main reason for movernent into the facility.

‘Previously the Research Center was staffed by expenenced high school
graduates or college graduate researchers. These workers were responsible
for conducting tests and providing test results, and at the same time they
supported us technically. But now we cannot expect to recruit high school or
col lege graduates here, and those who have Masters degrees must perform do
every test procedure by themselves from planning to actual testing. In this
regard, we think that the specialization of researchers has been diminishing.”
(Master, Chemicals Laboratory, 40 years old)

Another reason for personnel tranfers from the Center to other JC cornpany
establishments is to support factory workers for handling specific technology after it is
released, because when a development project is completed the technology is
transferred to a factory for commercialization.

“Previously, when the base of a new technology had been established we
could just ask the factory to scale up production based on the sample we
offered and they could manage the procedure without major difficulties.
Recently, however, the production processes for functional and other materials
has become new to factories and therefore in an increasing number of cases
we must have personnel who can move together with the new technology.”
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In contrast to transfer from the Research Center 10 other establishments,
personnel who will take responsibility for the commercialization of a particular item at
an establishment sometimesjoin the R&D activitv at the Center and later return to their
establishment bearing the fruits of the development in order to implement production.
Personnel coming to the Center for this purpose include production technology
engineers, R&D staff, personnel from Development. and factory production workers.

“Batch size is bec oming smaller, and sometimes the capacity of a trial
production factory is satisfactory depending on the item. Though factory
technicians and operators are good at stable mass production ofthe same item,
they cannot cope with manufacturing different items which change almost
every day. Now there are some fields in which we cannot make a clear
distinction between R&D activities and the production stage.” (Master,
Chemicals Laboratory, 3 1 years old)

Among those transferred to the Research Center, many are workers from the
Devel opinent Centers. For the past several years many of those who were engaged in
manufactunng information storage media such as hard disks arid optical disks came to
the Center from factories, because such items were new business fields for JC
company. Technology transfers of this sort have been difficult for factories with little
experience in processes used for manufactunng such items. Reviewing incoming
personnel according 10 their former jobs, the majority were engineers at manufacturing
sites while others were from Development Centers (the latter amounted to slightly less
than 4() for the 12 months previous to July 1986).

To prepare for industrial production of hard disk surface materials, a group of
people carne for reinforcement purposes and stayed at the Center for two years. This
preparation included training for core production personnel as well as for those who
were to be involved in inspections at the factory. ‘Thus, transfers to reinforce the
Centers stiucture also served to train personnel in charge of the production of
particular items. Such training also involved engineers from firrns outside the JC
group when manufacturing was to be outsourced.

Originally the Development Centers handled the transfer of expertise 10
production unes when a new item was commercialized. In the case of disk material
manufacturing. however, there was no store of basic technology accurnulated at the
Development Centers and therefore the Research Center provided personnel training
programs involving production une operators.

ALthough many workers have corne to the Center for assistance concerning
carbon and inorganic products. at rimes a considerable number of Research Center
personnel have been dispatched to assist factory operations because of problems in
starting production of items which were developed at the Center. In this way,
personnel exchanges between the Center and other JC company entities are mostly
associated with technology transfers.
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There are some cases in which the researcher who has been involved in a
technology is transferred to a factory where the project is scaled up to an
industrial business. But, in may case, I dont think I will move to a factory
when my project is transferred to the production stage. I feel this way
because I know the name ofthe person and the location ofthe factory that wiIl
be the successor to our research here. He was working with me here at the
Research Center as a co-rese archer and we are of equal status in the company.
So we do not have a relationship where one person gives orders to the other,
but we are sure that we can cooperate in a friendly manner. Thus, we have a
system to transfer technology very smoothly to the factory.” (Master,
Chemicals Laboratory, 40 years old)

Data on personnel transfers in and out of the Chemicals Laboratory are given
in Table I-37. Dunng 1988 and 1989 there was flot much personnel movement
involving the Laboratory, either inbound or outbound, and one reason for this may be
the fact that research in the petrochemical fïeld bas largely matured. However, there
were twelve temporary transfers (six incoming and six outgoing) which were flot
associated with technology transfer but were done for general assistance or other
purposes.

TABLE 1-37 Personnel Movement in Chemical Laboratory (1988-4989)

Hired Resiqried Transferred/Loaned Studying Abroad Assistance/Business Trip

In Ouf In Ouf In Ouf

10 4 4 3 1 5 12 12

Note: Assistance indicates workers moved o other establishments for a few months 10 hetp operation or
receive OJT.

d. Transferring know-how to Development Center.

Development Centers are recipient organizations which are active in
commercializing new items which originate from basic research at the Research
Center. Thus their main responsibility is to link technology to production unes. In
addition, Development Center engineers the are expected to help improve existing
products since they are closely associated with manufacturing divisions. The
activities of Development Center engineers include taking responsibility for starting
operations at a ncw plant, performing studies and technical improvements on operation
problems in the manufacturing process, conducting various analyses and tests, and
exploring new topics. Thus, they provide relevant information from the production
site to concerned parties such as the head office divisions, the Research Center, and
engineering divisions, and make major contributions to JC company’s R&D efforts.
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When a new item is very close to commercialization the ChemicalsLaboratory at the Research Center will, for example, directly contact pote ntial users to
solicit their evaluation of the performance ofthe item and supply small samples which
they can produce with beaker-.scale manufacture at the Laboratory.

At a further stage. i.e. pilot production, the Research Center receivesevaluations of industrialized products from product uses. At that point the people
who will assume responsibility for the project at the Development Center are formally
appointed, and they visit the Research Center to establish and maintain close contact
conceming the item. They sometirnes work at the Center for lengthy periods.

If a project is proposed by a particular division, channels for communicating
the relevant information are formed among researchers involved in the project as it
advances from development to commercial ization. In such cases, since the project is
sponsored by a division the officiai reports on R&D progress are prepared by the
division as the project proceeds. These reports cover ail stages from proposai to
deveiopment and research.

Concerning technologies and fieids entirely new to JC company. the
Developrnent Centers maintain a constant vigil over the contents of researches being
carried out at the Research Center. Searching for any promising theme, a
Development Center supports such projects so that it can commercialize the item and
manufacture it at the factory to which it is attached. There are usually two routes for
such information: one carnes information on the early stages of basic research through
personai contacts within the R&D group, while other consists of formai
communication through the division to the Development Center.

Whiie the head office has overail responsibiiity for selecting a particular
division for a particular business. there have been increasing numbers of products
which defy the fïrm’s conventional product boundaries. As a resuit, divisions are now
competing for new products. Under these circumstances the decisive factor for
success is how early a division can obtain relevant information. Therefore, daily
interaction between researchers at the Development Centers and their counterparts at
the Research Center is indispensable in order to create and sustain informai personal
networks.

The selection and arrangement of research themes at a Development Center
is generally decided by its director. As mentioned above in Part 1, Section 1, there
are several groups in each research section and each group is simultaneously involved
with a few different research themes. When a part icular theme is expected to gene rate
intense activity, the research section group can expect the help of other workers who
are investigating other themes. Although the normal procedure is for the group leader
to request such heip, the director of the Development Center may directiy approach
other groups for help in urgent circumstances.

‘When assistance from other groups is required, the request should clearly
state: ‘We can do this much ourselves, but to reach a certain goal we need this
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number of people.’ Each group possesses considerably different specialist
knowledge. Even so, assistance from other groups is very useful bec ause the
researchers and the group leader of the group concerned precisely determine
the direction of the research beforehand and can specify for precisely what
data they want helpers. For such activities as data collection, there is no
difference between groups.’

The budget scale for an R&D activity is roughly determined at the stage
when the number of people to be involved in particular theme is reported to accounting
at the head office. The total budget is reported to the Development Center as well as
to any division which will pay for a particular project. The final decision on the
number of people to be assigned to each research theme is approved by the head office,
because the head office also pays R&D expenses.

“Negotiations with the head office start with our proposai, for example ‘Lets
start this theme with five people.’ If it is a project which to some extent
builds upon previous work done at the Research Center, the head office
detinitely participates in the discussion. If there are flot enough people
available we inay compromise by saying, ‘We actually need five. but we can at
least get started with three.’

Thus the Developrnent centers are situated between the Research Center and
the production une and deal with issues which overlap basic research and industrial
production. For some themes, even though there are no concrete plans for
commercialization a Development Center takes a strong interest in applied research by
cooperating for information acquisition and exchange between researchers. In such
cases. the Development Center tries to support the applied research through the entire
process up to commercialization from a medium- or long-term viewpoint.

Concerning themes relating to new business, a team of researchers form a
Development Center may move to the Research Center to help shorten the period
required for commercialization. In the case of special functional materials for which
markets have not yet developed extensively. bench tests and small-scale pilot
production are done at the Development Center in tandem with efforts to market the
product. For other themes, the staff ofthe Development Center works together with
production engineering staff and production une personnel to test altered operating
conditions using an actual plant. Thus, the range of activities of Development Center
staff is quite broad and flexible.

e. Production division technical staff

The production sector is responsible for stable and efficient production.
Toward that end, the main responsibilities of the production sector’s technical staff are
examinations and improvements related to production control and quality control.
This includes technical work associated with plant operation such as maintenance,
operation control, production control, cost reduction, rationalization, energy
conservation adn safety, ail considered from an operations perspective.
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(1) Engineers in production sections

Technical production staff are also deployed al the production section level.
They handle minor refinements as well as investigating and improving unsatisfactory
production operations. At an ethylene plant, for example, the total production
quantity is so large that even a 0.1% improvement could lead to considerable cost
savings. Therefore a large number of technical staff are deployed at production sites
such as ethylene plants where maximum effect can be expected of improvements
despite the technological matunty of the field. The exact number of workers differs
from section to section, since department managers evaluate the importance of each
section and determine the necessary size of its technical staff according to their
pnorities. Although the number of personnel is generally fixed according to the size
of the section, some special considerations is awarded when a section is regarded as
being particularly important.

The technical staff at an ethylene production site usually concentrate on work
at the plant. and if they participate in a different project they are shifted to another
organization. Many of the technical staff at the Mi ethylene plant have been working
at the site for a relatively long period as specialists in ethylene production; this is
similar to the circumstances of some researchers at the Chemicals Laboratory who for
years have been involved only with catalysts.

The technical staff are assigned job areas such as maintenance or operation
control and are rotated between different job areas once every several years. As they
are assigned to a particular section in the event of problems or urgent need in the
section. they cope with such matters quite flexibly.

Most technical staff in the production division majored in chemical
engineering, applied chemistry, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, or
measurement engineering. The engineers in charge of the production process are
involved in operations control, while those in charge of facilities are assigned to the
engineering department. Many of the latter are specialists in instrumentation or
electncity. Thus there is a rather well-defined border between production and
engineering. There is relatively littie movement of personnel between the two areas.
Even so, these workers are flot assigned to any part icular area of work for an extended
period though they may remain within one section, because JC company’s philosophy
holds that they would be unable to think with an overali perspective if their work were
limited to one particular area. This philosophy is also reflected in the trealment of
engineers in the engineering division, who are shifted systematically among many
plants to develop perspective from a variety ofexperiences.

Engineers who are university graduates and posted to production sections as
technical staff are expected to become section managers in the future, so the focus of
their training is on helpmg them to acquire the experience which is required of a
generalist. Sirnilarly, JC company aims to train its operators so that they can cope
with a wide range of duties. In summary, the goal of basic rotation policy at chemical
plants is allow workers 10 expenence a variety of situations.
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(2) Engineers in the Coordination and Technical Section

Technical staff in charge of activities which are common throughout a
division serve in the Coordination and Technical Section (CTS). The nature of their
jobs is quite different from that of staff workers in other sections whose duties are
extremely broad and are associated with everyday plant operation. Other engineers,
for example. deal with improvement proposais submitted by employees. attend
morning meetings, and evaluate current operations. These engineers work under the
pressure of events and therefore cannot concentrate on a single issue. But CTS staff
can distance themselves from everyday plant operation and involve themselves
extensively in a particular question.

Although both CTS and non-CTS engineers are basically similar iii their
focus on production, non-CTS staff must react immediately to events while CTS staff
are in position 10 cope with improvernent from a longer-term viewpoint. Under these
circumstances. it is cntical that CTS staff workers obtain information from operators
concerning problems during operations. bec ause this information is used to begin their
approach to an improvement topic.

‘One of the most important things is that the CTS staff have production
experience and can maintain effective communication with operators through
fric ndly relationships. so the engineers can absorb information which is useful
for their own tasks. CTS staff must be open to useful information provided
by operators. Sometimes a very serious problem is identified by an operator
who points it ouI as a minor difficuLty.”

The CTS staff plays an 1m portant role in large projects such as the opening of
a new plant. Depending on the project. some researchers form the Research Center
may lend their assistance. In other cases a research group from the Development
Center participates. CTS staff often coordinate ail such projects. and these personnel
often work together with Development Center engineers on improvement projects
through a close contact who is performing the bench tests.

(3) Rotation of production department engineers and other workers

Engineers cannot remain level-headed if they work in one section for a long
time, so these people are rotated from lime to time and can themselves apply for such a
move. In addition to minor rotations between sections, there are larger-scale transfers
such as between departments or factories.

The scale of movement is larger for university graduates than for graduates
of technical colleges or high schools. whose mobility is somewhat limited.

Operators, however, rarely experience transfers with the exception of
extraordinary events such as the opening of a new plant or a shift 10 new business due
to withdrawal from a previous business. Recently, operators from the Mi Plant were
transferred to the Od Plant and the Ch Plant, which are undertaking trial production,
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because the Mi Plant did flot possess any technological base for its new business field
of information-related materials. The operators from the Mi Plant stayed at the Od or
Ch Plants for one or two years and returned to Mi after acquiring the relevant skills.
Technical staff workers form the Mi Plant were also transferred at that time for the
purpose of assistance.

2-3 Formation of Engineer Groups and Their Social Characteristics

2-3-1 Personnel Management Policies for Engineers

a. Hiring technical personnel

Since JC companys overail employment policies are explained elsewhere
(see Section 2 (2) (a) of Chapter 1), the discussion here is limited to the employment of
research staff and especially the recruiting of researchers necessary for expansion to a
new area.

JC company recruiting teams are formed by aima mater to hire chemistry
majors. Team members visit their schools and ask professors to recommend
candidates, and rneet with students to provide information about their research institute.
Students who apply for jobs are given an employment test. Those who are hired are
usually placed in a laboratory other than that of the recruiter. Almost no students are
hired because their presentations at academic meetings were unique and excellent.
Most apply because they were recommended to do so by a professor they became
acquainted with at an academic meeting.

When recruiting biology majors to expand in this area, the company has
professors associated with the JB Scientific Research Institute recommend candidates.
This institute was established in 1971 as an affihiate and is engaged in fundamental
research on bio-related subjects. To acquire qualifled personnel. the company
sometimes directly approaches laboratories whose themes are worthy of attention.
Through these efforts the company has gradually increased its number of researchers
over the past decade.

The Applied Biological Laboratory now has 95 staffers. Research on gene
recombination has been conducted since ten years before this laboratory was set up.
The staff hired before the laboratory was established now act as group leaders and have
become the core of personnel expansion. The laboratory has sharply increased its
hiring dunng the past three years though it stopped hiring from 1975 to 1980 due to a
slowdown in the petrochemical industry.

The company hires fresh graduates regularly, though some mid-career
workers are also hired. Staff hired in mid-career account for only 5% of the work
force at the Applied Biology Laboratory. People who have studied at US universities
are also regarded as being mid-career, so actually the proportion of employees with
work expenence at other companies is much smaller. The company fosters human
resources from within.
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‘Basically, our company does flot hire irregularly nor make public job offers.
If there is a person who strongly hopes to work for our institute, or if we
desperately need an expert in a certain area.. we consider hiring a mid-career
person.1

Arnong the research staff the largest group is that of experts in organic
chemistry. The film sector is increasing its employment of physics specialists, and
the engineering development section hires people in the machine area. Electronics
majors are placed in the fields of photoelectncity or control engineering in the
engineering development section.

We have had relationships with certain chemistry professors for years. We
conduct joint studies with them or entrust them with research. But we have
no senior staff who majored in physics, mechanical engineering or electronics,
so we have difficulty hiring people in such areas.’

The fact that JC cornpany is a chemical business causes personnel problems,
similar to those experienced by an electronics manufacturer trying to enter the
chemical area which has difficulty acquiring chemistry specialists. In this sense, both
industries are making inroads into each other’s labor market.

b. In-company education for newly-employed engineers

(1) Introductory education and job assignment

As described in Part 1 2 (2) (d), education for newly-employed engineers at
JC company is based on OiT and provided at the workshop with the exception of the
collective education they experience when entering the company. More precisely, the
first three years after an engineer joins the company is regarded as a training period,
even for people with Doctor’s and Masters degrees. and ail are expected to acquire the
basic knowledge required of corporate engineers or researchers during this period.
Appropriate educational programs are prepared at each establishment for these new
employees.

When freshly-graduated personnel are employed in April, in une with
company-wide personnel management policy ail of them participate together in an
introductory seminar lasting a week or ten days. When this introduction is over the
new employees, including office workers, are sent in groups to factones for one month
as trainees where they work under the three-shift schedule. The new employees are
interviewed about posting dunng this period, and they are sent to their workplaces by
the end of May following an announcement. Engineers are then deployed at the
Research Center, a Development Center, or a production site. Those assigned to a
factory will work in production to leam about the plant for about a year, doing shift
work. Those posted to the Development Center will study the production field most
closely related to their research specialty.
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Assignment interviews are held again at the Research Center because at fïrst
the new workers are just assigned to a Laboratory. They are asked which field of
study they are interested in. or what they studied at university, and in this way their
work places are chosen to satisfy corporate R&D strategy. This process is arranged
by the Research Centers personnel management and administrative departments.
Although each Iaboratory requests the type of personnel it wants in advance, priority
for assignments depends primarily on the decisions made at corporate management
strategy conferences.

M the chemicals division, for example. tens of new engineers who majored
in chemistry are inducted and individual workplaces are determined after interviews.
These people are flot aiways assigned to exactly the same field as they studied at
university though their academic experience is taken into consideration.

‘Even if someone studied organic chemistry at university they may be posted
to an inorganic field. Aside from such extreme cases, those who studied
organic chemistry may join an organic group in the chemicals Laboratory or
may be involved in organic synthesis at the Photoelectnc Research Center or
at ihe Pharmaceutical Research Center. However, if the pharmaceutical
division deals with a particular animal and takes on a new graduate because he
or she can handie this animal then it is quite likely that the newcomer will be
involved in a field very close to his or her university specialty.

As is apparent from the foregoing, deployment of scie ntists and engineers is
dec ided from a corporate perspective.

(2) Education for new Research Center employees

Table 1-38 outlines the educational system at the Research Center.
New employees join the company in April every year and, after participating

in the company-wide introductory program and factory training, some are posted to a
Laboratory. First the general structure of the Laboratory is explained during a three
or four-day orientation session. and the new employees are then assigned to particular
positions after being interviewed.

An experienced researcher8 acts as career counselor (CC) for a newcomer
and provides guidance dunng the first year on an individual basis. A new employee
can expect to receive advice on topics such as the details of writing a research paper,
everyday clencal routines, research guidelines, and safety procedures.

“Career counselors are chosen at each workplace and preferably are
researchers,’ with priority given those who are conducting work similar to that
assigned to the new staff worker. In a new business area, however,
experienced workers who are flot yet managers sometimes serve as career
counselors for newcomers.”

R: Lciburaior’, perso’inel (11e refeîred 10 as staff workers “ until they are
inoîizoted ta u inanagerial î)4’)st (zlzd termed “researchers.
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TABLE 1-38 Training at the Research Center (August 1988-July 1989)

Participants Item Term Participants

Three-Years Training alter
Joining Company

Ail employees hired in lntroductory education Apr.—May 1989 98
Apni, 1989 (new empioyee
training) System instruments operation June—JuIy 1989 344

Glass handling training (includes some June 1989 about 100
non-newly hired emptoyees)

Ail empioyees hired in (new empioyees board together) Oct.—Nov. 1988 80
April 1988 (new empioyee
training) Briefing meeting one year alter joining Mar.—May 1989 80

company

System instruments operation Aug.—Sept. 1988 246

Fire-lighting equipment operation Nov. 1988 about 100
(includes some non-newiy hired
employees)

Analysis equipment operation (includes Feb. 1989 total 378
some non-newiy hired empioyees)

Ail employees hired in OJT according b yearly training 83
Apni 1987 schedute

Ail empioyees hired in Training at other establishments Feb.—Mar. 1989 122
Apni 1986 (third year
training) Career pianrnng Mar. 1989 122

Interview Apr.—May 1989 122

Briefing meeting three years alter joining Mar.—June 1989 122
company

Management Training

Managers (of divisions and First step: Lectures by key officers Feb. & Apr. 1989 20
sections, and chief
secretaries) Second step: K&T method June 1989 20

Third step: Research and proposais on Dec. 1988 81
issues

New group leaders Training for new Group Leaders Aug. 1988 15

New supervisors and First step: Collective training Aug. 1988 50
erigineers in 1988

Second step: Training camp Nov—Dec. 1988 50

Foiiow-up training Mar. 1989 50

Vice Marketing training Occasional 1 1
secretaries/supervisors/eri
gineers
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Usually a research target is set for three to six months in the future and thenew empioyee’s work is evaluated at the end of that period. New workers take anovernight serninar trip four or five months after entering the company, when ail newemployees gather again for the fïrst time since being posted to different workplaces.The general business circurnstances of the company are explained and participants areexpected to deepen the mutual friendship which arises among workers who join thecompany in the same year.

0f course, there are some cases in which a newcomer is flot satisfied with thefield to which he or she was a.ssigned. Therefore at the end of the first year anotherinterview is held to evaluate the employee’s adaptability. People from personnelmanagement at the head office. the personnel manager of the Laboratory. and theempioyees career counselor participate in the interview. If the new empioyee cannotcorne to ternis with the current arrangement. he or she will be assigned to anothersection.

About one year after they join the company a meeting is held for newemployees to report on their individual performance, as well as for the purpose ofpracticing presentations. The career counselors offer practical advice on topics suchas seiecting the theme of the presentation and how to prepare visual aids.

The training program for the second year consists mostiy of OIT’. Thecompany provides as many opportunities as possible for participants to observe otherJC company divisions via field trips and other means. About two and a haif yearsafter entering the company these employees participate in another overnight trip onwhich they meet engineers working at plants whojoined the company in the same year,and members of each group make presentations on their work and discuss how tomaintain connections between laboratories and plants. These meetings are organizedbec ause laboratory engineers have littie chance to contact their counterparts who workat plants.

“A total of about 100 men and women participated in the trip this year. Ten
groups of ten were divided into two teams to visit factones. While maleresearchers know the factory environment because they worked on a threeshift basis at a factory for a month. this is the first and a very useful
opportunity for the female researchers who are assigned to laboratorieswithout expenencing work at a plant. Also, it is more meaningful to visit aplant after being involved in research for some time.

Third-year employees participate in another presentation gathering, wherethey are expected to report on their work in greater detail. Although they report abouttheir research in monthly section meetings, this is an opportunity for them to presentthe contents of their research to a larger audience. At these meetings more than 100researchers are divided into two groups and each individual gives a 15- to 20-minutepresentation, making this a two-day event. In addition to the ail third-year researchersthe General Manager, Research Directors, group leaders and other researchers in thesanie research group also attend the meeting. The presenters report on their
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achievements during their first three years to largely complete the three-year training
period.

Lastly, however, they are interviewed for career planning and asked to
express what they would like to be doing in five or fifteen years time. In addition to
the above, other technical education sessions concerning safety, computers and
analytical equipment are held from time to time.

(3) Newcomer education at the Mi Development Center

There is also a three-year education program for those deployed at the Development
Centers.

TABLE 1-39 Training for Newly Hired R&D Employees
(within 3 years after joining company)

OFF-JT OJT

First Year—Introduction

• Boarding Together (before hiring)

• Training alter assignment

a) lntroductory Education

Security. making proposais

Basic attitude as a staff worier

R&D operation

b) Graduation thesis presentation

• Thorough understanding cf security

• Basic experiment technology

• Knowledge reiated b operations

• Preparing materiats for study meetings

• Presentations at study meetings

Second and Third Year—Estabiishing a Foundation

c) Basic education

Analysis basics

enhanced technology

analysis outline

Patent education

Research project

d) Briefing session

At R&D Center and other establishments

• Leading subordinates

• Surveying literature and announcements of resuits

• Planning experiments

• Enhancement of special knowledge

• Improving experiment technology

• Data analysis technology
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The new employee seminar at the Mi Developrnent Center is basically
simi Jar to the new employee seminar at the Research Center. and is outlined in Table 1-
39. Ernployees are regarded as being in an introductory period during their first year.
After completing the factory training on production they are posted at the Deveiopment
Center, and OiT continues under the guidance of an engineer one or two years older
than the newcomers. Section managers from other sections also assist in OiT as
advisors.

Below are rernarks of an engineer who is a technical college graduate and
was assigned to a 70-member resin development group which handies polyethylene
within the polymer research team of the Deveiopment Center in April 1984.

“In my case, I had no particular career counselor—severai engineers taught me
various things in tut-n for the first several weeks. Aithough there was a
roughly-outlined training program. I was the only newcomer that year and I
received individualized training for about two hours per subject between
routine work activities. The contents were flot directly related to
deveioprnent, but rather emphasized basic technology. Later I was sent to a
plant to work as a trainee. considenng iinprovement proposais. I did three
shift work ai a low-density polyethylene plant and was taught various things
hy the chief of the workshop. I learned that poor facility design jeopardizes
stable operation as well as burdens operators, learned out about production
processes for the products I would be dealing with. and carne to understand
what are the mosi important factors for achieving the target product quality.

“For two years afier I joined the company I was learning rny job, following the
instructions of my seniors. I was neyer ernbarrassed. because they helped me
when necessary. But from the third year I had to work rather independentiy
on a particular theme and then I started to study myseif.”

Thus, for some urne now new empioyees have flot been regarded as
independent engineers for the first few years. Various sorts of in-company training
have been provided them, inciuding OiT and Off-if Ied by senior engineers and
training at a production site by considenng improvernent proposais.

The Development Center hoids a poster session in November every year, as
does the Research Center. Display panels are placed in a large room and researchers
standing in front of their panels try to explain what they have been doing on a face-to
face basis. In an ordinary discussion or presentation meeting it takes 30 to 40 minutes
for one presentation and the number of participants is very iimited, so as the
Development Center grew this type of presentation method was adopted.

Each research group has a monthiy meeting for reporting and discussion,
which is aiso a valuable Off opportunity for newcomers. Young researchers are
encouraged to participate via other opportunities. such as the company-wide joint
research presentation meeting and conferences of the anaiytic physical properties
research division which are held regularly at each establishment.
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c. Overseas study

JC company has three types of overseas study programs. In one program,
individual researchers who want to study abroad subrnit applications and if they pass
the company’s written and oral examinations they join the program. About five
people go abroad every year under this program. Some are sent from laboratories but
others include those who will do business overseas in the future or who wilI enter a US
business school.

Another prograrn features overseas research and is provided to educate
personnel who will be engaged in promising fïelds as key persons. The period of
study is two years, and a total of five people are sent every year: recently this has
included one or two from Development Centers and production divisions, while
formerly most were from the Research Center.

The third program dispatches researchers on business or for short-term
overseas study in order to learn about a particular technology for a year or ten months,
Four or five people are studying abroad under this program every year.

In addition to these there is a program called “technical attache” for those
who have just bec orne chief researchers. These workers have a good deal of research
know-how and can interact with foreign researchers on a give-and-take basis. They
can directiy contact the place they wish to visit and exchange views with their
counterparts at an overseas research center or university for about three months. They
are require to submit a report after returning to Japan. The arrangements are made by
the researchers themselves, but ail expenses are paid by the cornpany.

Furthermore, researchers are encouraged to participate in overseas scientific
conferences if they can give a presentation. About three people attend such meetings
every month. As for domestic scientific conferences, they have considerable
freedorn to participate.

d. Movement to laboratories and other establishments

Concerning personnel changes at the Research Center, the number of workers moving
out to technical divisions at the head office or factories, taking with them research
results, is lai ger than those coming into the Center for assistance or as ordinary
transfers. Many moves to the head office are to the R&D management office or to the
pharmaceutical development division for clinical development. which requires
interaction with medical doctors. Since the pharmaceutical development division of
the head office stresses R&D activities, a considerable number of researchers are sent
there from the Center.

As for transfers to factories, the most common circumstances involve
participation in a new business division such as hard disk surface materiais and carbon
fiber. These personnel transfers form the Research Center are done mainly to move
the fruits of R&D efforts to actual business divisions and mostly involve younger
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researchers. One example of this would be the transfer of researchers from theanalytical physical properties research center to a pharmacy factory which lackedpersonnel capable ofanalysis.

Since the disk material factory (which was preparing to start productionbetween 1985 and 1987) has now started fuli-scale production, the number ofpersonnel transferred from the laboratories has declined. But the company stilimaintains a basic corporate policy on personnel transfers which holds that the qualityof the laboratories is demonstrated only by quick development of high-quality productsand transfer of the technology to other establishment.

Incoming personnel transfers to the laboratories are similar to ordinaryworker rotation so young people as well as group leaders are involved. Amongpersonnel transferred to subsidiaries, the vast majority are either older workers whobec orne new managers, replacing former managers who have reached the age ofmandatory retirement, or younger people whose movement is associated with atechnology transfer.

Considerable managerial ability is required of the Research Center’sexecutive managers, so these posts have been staffed by bnnging in managers fromother establishments or the head office who have extensive business experience ratherthan by prornoting employees who are active in research.

Mobility between laboratories can he regarded as being different for twogroups of workers: one consisting of those between 25 and 35 years of age and theother ofthose between 35 and 45. The purpose oftransfers among these two groupsis different. Moreover, the destinations of transferred workers are limited to ratherspecifîc areas and assignment to another division is quite rare. Basically, thosetransferred undertake a new project which wiIl benefit from their previous experiences.

Because the Center has expanded quite rapidly there have been sufficientposts available for promotion, such as group leader or manager, including factorymanager, and thus the Center has flot had to face the issue of an aging work force.However, the length of serving as group leader is becoming longer than it was.

Handiing older workers who have been serving as group leaders is moredifficuit than dealing with those who have continued their research work. Sincegroup leader is a managenal position and these people have been away from activeresearch for some time, it is very difficuit for them to return to domg research. Forernployees who have continuously been doing research, on the other hand, there aresome posts in which they can utilize their experience even at age 40 or 50. But sincethe corporate organization is a pyramidal hierarchy there is atendency to send formergroup leaders to subsidiaries or outside companies to make use of their managerialabilities.
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2-3-2 Promotions, Turnover, and Working Hours

a. Promotions and salaries

As mentioned in Part 1, corporate-group-wide personnel systems are applied
to office workers and technical ernployees based on job evaluations and individual
qualifications. Regardless of the work site— the Research Center, a Development
Center, or production lime —treatment m terms of salary is basically the same for
workers who are ranked in the same job functionlqualification category.

Generally speaking, self-motivated development of technical ability has
corne to be highly regarded in Japan and this requires top-quality scientists. JC
company researchers have been paid as technical specialists and this policy will flot
change in the near future.

Sorne companies have introduced a special compensation system for
engineers who are actively engaged in very advanced and specialized fïelds, in order to
rai se the salary ceiling for such researchers who are flot aiways promoted according to
a general production une system. Such companies treat researchers in a particular
field similarly to directors. In addition, they conclude contracts with outstanding
researchers which provide for favorable payrnent on an annual salary basis in order to
secure specialists. But very few companies attempt to drastically reform their existing
salary system in favor of R&D engineers. JC company will maintain its present
salary system for some time though there will eventually be some changes.

Promotions in JC company are based on evaluation of the individuals
performance and capability. A quarter of the Centers work force is promoted from
sanji B to sanji A, for example (refer to Part 11 2 (2) and Table 10), with the number of
people being promoted varying from year to year. Promotion to sanvo is done on an
individual basis. On the other hand, promotion of employees in une divisions does
flot always correspond to individual qualifications because the proportion of the
number of positions for each rank to the size of the entire work force is fixed. In the
laboratones there may be group leaders with lower qualifications and group members,
subordinate to group leaders, with higher qualifications, and there are also more sanji B
than fuku-sanji.

Salary calculations are based upon factors such as age, ability and
qualification. As rank is mot a factor, one’s salary depends on omes seniority, job
evaluation and qualifications. Those with identical job evaluations and qualifications
receive the same salary wherever they work, whether at a Iaboratory or a factory.

b Turnover among technical personnel

The separation rate is very low among researchers. The few workers who
resign from the company most commonly cite reasons which have to do with personal
matters such as running the family business. Aside from female workers, mamy of
whom resign upon marnage or childbirth, only four or five out of a total of more than
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600 researchers leave the cornpany in any given year. About haif do so hecause of
farnily-related issues and haif fora change ofemployrnent as they move to a university
or a national research institution out of preference for basic research over industrial
research.

Alrnost no one resigns from the Mi Development Center. At fac tories only
one or two university graduate staff workers per year leave the cornpany. Moreover,
there are very few cases in which technical staff workers at a fac tory or a development
center are transferred to the Research Center or to the head office, far fewer than office
worker trans fers.

c. Working hours

There are no time recorders at the laboratories. Since July 1989 a flex-time
system has been used and researchers can corne and go as they desire outside the core
time from 10 A.M. to 3 P.M. Total work hours are calculated monthly.

Overtirne allowances are flot paid to deputy section managers or higher
ranking workers. Union members record their hours. to be checked by their group
leader. and are paid for their overtime hours. They are paid for studying reference
materials as overtime when the materials are related to their current activities, but are
flot paid for tirne spent on other studies at the library.

2-3-3 Exchange of Technical Information within the Company

R&D engineers can participate in the activities of professional societies,
while production engineers can participate in seminars or other meetings sponsored by
industrial associations. Thus engineers have opportunities to exchange views with
engineers from other companies in the saine industry or with university researchers.
Although they maintain contacts with their university school-mates, such relationships
are lirnited to the personal realrn and usually detailed technical information is flot
exchanged, for example, for the purpose ofsolving problems. Instead. the importance
of exchanging technical information within the company in order to soive actual
technical problems is stressed.

In the laboratories, technical information is exchanged at two types of
presentation meetings. One is the quarterly discussion meetings held by each
division, at which reports on research in progress are also presented for discussion
about important concerns. These meetings are attended by the director of the
Research Center, division managers and Iaboratory managers. Invitations are sent to
ail relevant establishments though attendance is optional. Presenters are various and
mi ght include a young researcher with one year of service and another with ten years of
experience. The the mes submitted from laboralories for presentation are sorted by a
research coordination office and the most desirable are selected, after which the most
suitable researchers for particular themes are appointed presenters. There are no
participants from outside the company such as university professors.
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Two other presentation opportuniries are held at the Research Center every
year. In addition, each laboratory holds monthly meetings for research progress
reports.

At the Development Center. monthly R&D discussion meetings are held to
explain to the factory managers what R&D projects are under way. The meetings
include extensive discussions and are attended by section managers from the
departments concemed, une staff, the Development Center manager, and the relevant
group leaders and staff workers of the Development Center.

Different panel presentations are held regularly. Invitations for these are
sent to the relevant establishments, partly for the purpose of newcomer education.

2-3-4 Personal Career Views of Engineers

This section describes career formation process of corporate technical
personnel centenng on the individual views ofengineers.

a. On academic and introductory in-company education

Large Japanese manufactunng companies induct ail newly-graduated employees every
April. This is also truc for research divisions. The hiring of mid-career workers is
very limited except for special cases such as when moving into a completely new
business field.

New employees who have just graduated from a school are not treated as
engineers during their training period, and training for basic aiid specialized education
is provided by the establishment while they are on the job. Dunng this period new
workers are expected to acquire the basic knowledge they need as corporate engineers,
including how to draft reports. prepare references for meetings, organize data., and
make presentations.

After this period is over they develop themselves mainly on their own
through the process of their work.

The first hurdle a new employee freshly graduated from universi ty is to
acquire knowledge of technology for laboratory tests in a new field. While
learning this, the new-comer usually begins to feel apart from the university
and becomes aware of being a businessman.” (Master, Research Center, 33
years old)

‘1 acquired most of my ability and knowledge within the company, and what I
learned al school was almost useless. We cannot work without
understanding machinery and electricity. But more than a few people care
about what they majored in at school.” (graduate of a technical high school
machine course, Power Supply Department, 43 years old)
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“When we entered the company we could flot understand the production
process at ail. It takes some urne, until we get some experience. We cannot
be mot ivated if we do flot know how the overail process is operating, how the
portion we are engaged in fits with the entire production procedure, and how
important it is in the overali process. In my work, however. I can see only a
small portion and I feel I have to continuously widen my own vision. If the
hypotheses ofa study is proved untrue in an R&D program, that is the end of
the theme. Thus there is the question of how many hypotheses we can
propose. And then scientifïc knowledge and experience are necessary to
focus on an important hypotheses. ‘ (graduate of a technical high school
chemistry course, Developrnent Center Researcher)

“After experiencing three-shift work for about a year I was engaged in a
discussion on improving the plant. May is the rime for regular plant repair,
and we could actually see various structures of the plant to complete our
training. There is no connection between my research at university and the
work I am doing at the company. At university. many research themes deait
with a single phenomenon and beaker-scale experiments. I feel a large gap.
because I cannot apply what I studies at university to an industnal plant.
Though I visited factones on my university field trips, I rnerely grasped the
scale of an actual plant. If I could have stayed ai one plant for two weeks,
experiencing discussions on improvernent proposais. I may have acquired
some knowledge to bridge the gap. but the gap was flot crossed with one- or
two-day tours.” (Master ofChemical Engineering, Coordination and Technical
Section, Production Department)

b. On the capabilities required of engineers

Different kinds of technical knowledge are required according to the field in
which someone works. Moreover, some capabilities cannot be acquired through
academic study—they definitely require actual practice.

‘Since computers have been introduced on a large scale to production. we
cannot improve anything without knowledge of the computer systems. We
must master operation skills to some extent in order to accurately interpret
indications of trouble. In the past there were panels displaying the overail
process in the instrument room, and we could locate where abnormal
operation occurred using them. Now we have to summon the instruments we
want to read to the monitors scree n. Eve n w ithi n a fac tory the computer
systems differ greatly among different sections.” (graduate of technical high
school chemistry course. Deputy Section Manager, Production Department)

“Compared with when I joined the laboratory, the range of work has
expanded. It is interesting to work at a challenging job, and I think I can
manage to fulfiil my assignment regardless. When I feel I have corne up
against a wafl I get the most help from suggestions from my colleagues,
information from references, or previous reports dealing with the subject.
Though I will flot fïnd an exact replica of my problem in a previous report, I
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can leam quite a lot from knowing what approach was taken in similar
circumstances. But we have no way ofobtaining information on cases from
other establishments unless we have had at least five years of contact with
them, and know what research they have been doing.

“Now I am in a position to teach young engineers. I think it is important to
let them leam in a natural fashion how to work. Since they dont want to fail
in a new fie Id. they cannot choose a theme if they lack independence and this
is beyond one’s specialist knowledge or personality. The most important
criteria for a development engineer are ability, preparedness. and motivation.
If they can participate in larger projects, according to their ability, they
become increasingly involved in preparations including coordination others.
Not only technical skills but face-to-face persuasive power is important.
Another requirement is creativity. because coordination alone is not enough”
(graduate of technical high school chernistry course, Development Center)

“We can accumulate general knowledge, but for my job [functional polymer
materials] different knowledge is necessary for different product. As
business people we should make a good impression on others. It is an
advantage if we can have good enough relations with ourcustomers who are
in charge of developrnent that they say to us. ‘We want products with this
performance.’ What is required of corporate engineers is different from what
is required of acadernic researchers. If we do not express ourselves
forcefully we will not be heard even by anyone in our own company. So
knowledge alone is flot sufficient, and the overail character with which one
can get along in the company is important.

“I dont think conventional OJT wilI be sufficient in the future. When it
cornes to high-performance materials we cannot do business on the basis of
salesrnanship or personal relations alone. Even with a good hurnan relations,
we sometimes cannot deal with new technologies without the help of a
researcher frorn the Research Center who thoroughly understands the product.
In the past we could transfer technology only. But today we must transfer
personnel as well to diffuse complex knowledge within the company—
otherwise we will lose the good timing necessary for business. But these
individuals may not be good at relating to people or may flot like to interact
with production workers.” (Master of Science, Developrnent Center)

Under these circumstances, the most important factor for bnnging up
engineers is to have them challenge the unknown with an independent mmd. Skill in
negotiating with or coordinating people is flot so vital for engineers working in
technical fields in which they can operate on their own (such as research on a specific
topic or an independent improvement project). But in other cases, persuasion and
negotiation are very important. The latter include cooperative tasks involving staff
workers at a production une, technical fields which involve joint effort with
construction and production division engineers including personnel from outside
companies as are seen in the engineering division, and varlous negotiations including
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price negotiations with customers accompanied by supplying small sampies, as may
occur in a development division involved with functional polymer matenals

If engineers with strong negotiation skillsas well as technical capabilities are
brought up while upgrading their sensibility for operations, they wilI be able to
demonst rate their leadership abilities while promoting projects and as a result wiIl rise
in the company.

2-3-5 Conclusions

The major charactenstic of JC companys personnel management is flexibility. The
company particularly tries to foster technical experts in-house: k hires new graduates
and provides them with in-house training centered on OiT. This policy applies to ail
positions and to affiliated fïrms within the corporate group. One consequerce is that a
fede ration of corporate-group labor unions plays a role in standardizing basic working
conditions. Given this mechanism, the company has succeeded in moving personnel
hetween divisions in response to sudden changes in the business environment. An
example of this would be its withdrawal from aluminum refining and expansion into
pharmaceuti cals.

This system involves prornoting qualifications and as a result more than 40%
of ah ernployees are treated as managers. The organizational hierarchy appears to be
slim bec ause une managers account for only around 6% of the work force, but in terms
of treat ment rather large numbers of employees are in managerial positions.

Throughout the process from research to development to production there 15 a
me chanism for maintaining fie xibility even in obscure parts of the process. Thus to
avoid undermining morale. even when calling on researchers to change a theme the
company has them continue the ongoing work until they corne to an appropriate
conclusion. There are frequent opportunities for informai communication between
Research Center staff and Developrnent Center staff. When entering a new area,
engineers at a factory often assist the research and developrnent division for a short
period and research division staff do likewise.. This flexible practice of short-term
assistance is remarkable. li is rarely entered on personnel records, so engineers
appear to be rotated less often than clerical ernployees. But k is certain that
challenging the unknown through assisting other business units is more significant for
improving employee expertise than career development through personnel rotation.
For technical personnel as professionals, a wide range of such assistance experiences
would be regarded as more important.

Such a linkage between research, development and production divisions will
work effectively in research and developrnent areas directly connected with market
needs or seeds. Innovative basic research, however, depends on the long-term
accumulation of research resuits.
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In the United States there is a clear division between research and
development, Development is managed much more strictly than research, and the
development phase is frequently reviewed.

At JC company, however, as demonstrated by the case of the Chemical
Laboratory, research themes are considered and reviewed in minute detail and staff are
placed with care. But many things. including projects on new themes, are left to the
discretion of individual researchers and group leaders.

The industry is now placing more emphasis on product innovation. Even in
the area of basic research, will a business strategy which emphasizes flexibility remain
effective? How will JC company respond w the new circumstances?
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PART II THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRIES

1. A CASE 0F THE FRENCH COMPANY

1-1 PRESENTATION 0F THE COMPANY

The first part of this monograph is an attempt to characterize FE Company on
the ba.sis of a few fundamental elements. The ftrst of these will be an outiine of the
company s trajectory over the past decade. the second a description of its organization,
particulariy the way in which the various levels of activity in the technicai functions are
articulated, and the third and fïnal one a survey of the human resources it has at its
disposai.

1-1-1 TRAJECTORY: Program, Performance and Strategy

a. FE Company in the French industrial context

Since ils creation in 1920,FE Company has specialized in the manufacture of
electrical instruments and equipment for the essential functions of controi, protection and
automation in ail electrical power systems. In short, the business of FE Company
revoives around the control of eiectrical power. As will gradually become clear, its
professional identity, ils technical skills and its human resources have been conditioned
b a large extent by ils powerful historical identification with what it regards as ils
specialty. almost as its vocation.

This attachment to its specialty, which has had a profound effect on the
cornpany s personality , has not, however, prevented it from becoming one of the
important players in the electrical engineering sector at a time of radical restructuring.
Both in France and through the world. the industry is experiencing profound change
hrought about by the development of powerful new electronic technologies and the
growing concentration of companies in the sector.

FE Cornpany s particular specialty is the production of circuit breakers, and in
this area it vies for market leadership on both the European and world levels with major
groups such as Siemens, GEC—Alsthom and Asea Brown Boveri that are both much
more diversified and cons iderabiy larger than FE Company. By way of example, let us
compare FE Company with GEC-Alsthom, which is its most direct competitor in the
French market . The former has a turnover of some 10 billion francs (1987 figures),
80% of which is generated by the circuit breaker market, while the corresponding figure
for the latter is 47 billions from a range of activities such as electrical equipment.
railways, shipbuilding, the nuclear industry, and so on.

Despite its high degree of specialization and a sometimes uncomfortable
financial situation.FE Company has succeeded in becoming a highly competitive player
on the international market. Over and above the dynarnic this has created, the
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company’ s success cannot be dissociated from its increasing integration within the S
group of companies. This group, a large industrial conglomerate with interests in the
iron and steel, machine tool and nuclear industries, arnong others. used to be the
archetype of the industrial group structured by a logic of legal and financial arrangements.
Lacking any great coherence in its industrial policy, the S group faced severe economic
difficulties ai the beginning of the 1980s and was forced successively to abandon its
many interesis. Following this reorganization, the group refocused its attention on its
activities in the electricai sectors. as Figure 2-1 shows. In doing so. S group madeFE
Company the spearhead of its restructuring. It had long been a minority shareholder in
FE Company. and its stake increased from 35% in 1981 to 64% in 1990, with
successive increases in capital.

FIGURE 2-1 Structure of S Group
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Now that the S Group (holding coinpany) controls four subsidiaries
(operational companies) through majority shareholdings,FE Company is considered to
he the keystone in the overali strategy, with its manufacturing know-how as the pote of
excellence around which the dynamic of the S Group is to be organized. Thus FE
Company s actions must be seen within the overail context of the group as a whole, as
the chairman and managing director of S Group acknowledges:

‘There is often confusion between autonomy and decentralization (with respect
to the relationship between parent company and subsidiaries). I am in favor of
decentralization. but in a group there cannot be compiete autonomy. We ail belong to
the same organization. Thus strategic and financial decisions are taken at S plc level,
but those decisions are implemented at subsidiary level. Power is shared, and as a resuit
FE Company, and the other companies in the group, should be able to play a role in
world markets...”.
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h. Economic trajectory of FE Company in the 1980s

By the widest definition, namely the consolidated balance sheet.FE Company
had a turnover of 14,636 million francs in 1989, recorded profits of 690 million francs,
invested 1029 million francs and employed 25,021 people throughout the world.

These figures show that, despite successive drastic restructurings, the
company has been able to consolidate its market share. withstand intense competition in
the world market and strengthen its performance in an industrial sector in which overail
activitv is growing only slowly.

Some simple indicators enable us to outiine the trajectory of its development
dunng the 1980s. Table I makes a distinction between two legal - and accounting -

entities. On the one hand, there is FE Company (the parent company) and on the other
the FE group. which includes ail French and foreign subsidiaries (in 1989 there were 42
subsidiaries and minority shareholdings in a further 8 companies). Unless otherwise
indicated, reterences in what follows will be to the FE group, the only unit of any
significance in measuring overali performance.

TABLE 2-1 Economic indicators of FE Company and Group

1930 19.31 19.32 1933 l9S- 1935 1986 1987 1938 1989

Turri ocr 2,405 2.963 4.080 5,016 4,937 5.-29 6,576 6,617 7,175 7.913
rnLlhor’is FE. ompanv

t’rench WUP 3,100 3.192 5,100 6,OSS 6.246 7,468 8,725 9,770 1 1.388 14.636

Netprofis 33 51 70 121 124 176 197 199 219 327
(1F) FEompanY

gJ’Otlp 61 81 102 159 L76 247 235 323 450 690

Investrnent
F 98 118 120 (135) (119) (146) (164) (153) (149) (1731

(MF) E ompanY
173 53 301 355 544 3173 701gj’up

(340) (415) (460) (585)
136 167 138 253 305 527 520 326 3,539 1,029

E’np(oyees FE ompv 8.094 8,269 8,294 8.001 7,902 8,070 8,23 1 7,909 8,036 3,206(number)
group 13,345 14,i7 14,298 13,991 13,996 16.440 16,997 19,210 21.122 25,021

The FE group s turnover increased from 3, 100 million francs in 1980 to
14,636 million francs in 1989, virtually a five-fold increase in a decade. This
corresponds to a 10% increase in sales in real terms. Even if it is flot measured on a
constant basis - this consolidated balance sheet being calculated with variable penmeters
this economic performance appears ail the more honorable for having been achieved in a
sector that, with the exception of a few specific segments, has already reached full
maturity. Such consolidation of the company’ s commercial base (market share)
naturally had an effect on profits, which rose from 61 million francs in 1980 to 690
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million in 1989, an elevenfold increase. The capacity for self-financing having been
strengthened by the constant flow of surpiuses, the FE group could allow itself to raise
its investment to increasingly higher levels. Since 1985, more than 7% of turnover has
heen constantly reinvested. At the sanie time, the number of employees has virtually
douhled. rising from 13,345 in 1980 to 25,021 in 1989.

However, these excellent resuits were not achieved in a regular, linear way.
On the contrary, the FE group experienced considerable fluctuation in its economic
cycles. In particular, growth came to a hait on two occasions. These periods of
stagnation occurred in 1983-84, and to a lesser extent in 1986-87: during both periods,
the group experienced severe difficulties and was forced, among other things, to reduce
its work force. In particular, the difficuit economic situation in 1983-84, which was
associated with the beginnings of large-scale restructuring in the whole of French
manufacturing industry, seems to mark a real turning point in its strategic orientation.
From this period onwards, when the S Group increased its stake in FE Company, it
embarked on a new type of development. Three new trends have gradually emerged.

- The group ha.s emharked upon a systematic policy of expansion, associated
undouhtedly with a search for economies of scale. As a resuit. the rate of quantitative
expansion has accelerated.

- Although there have been hiccups along the way, the FE group has
iinplemented a particularly voluntarist investment policy.

- The indicators of profitability, which were fairly weak in the past, have
iînproved significantly. For example. net profits, which represented less than 2% of
turnover at the beginning ofthe l980s, had increased to 3 to 4% of turnover by the end
of the decade.

These new trends, which can be discerned from the company s statistical data,
are probably indissociable from FE Company s increasing integration within the S
Group. which began in 1983-84. In other words, the new mode ofdevelopment seems
to have arisen out of a compromise entailing a reduction in FE Company’ s autonomy in
exchange for a massive injection of cash from the S Group. Without lingering further
on this complex factor, which lies outside the scope of the present study, we shah
attempt to highlight some of the industrial strategies adopted by FE Company.

C. FE Company’s industrial strategies

Interviews with engineers and detailed study of the econornic indicators reveal
the main thrusts of the company’ s strategy. h seems to us that four main unes of
developinent can be discerned. Whether explicitly or implicitly, these various unes,
around which the different technological, industnal and fmancial Iogic’s crystallize, give
a certain degree of coherence to the functioning of the FE group. It is flot our purpose
here to elucidate the complex chain of causality in the construction of the company’ s
strategy, but simply to charactenze the industnal strategies adopted by FE Company.
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1/ The first une of development consists of encouraging external growth (i.e.
growth hy acquisition). sometimes to the detriment of internai, or organic growth: this is
reflected in the increased number of acquisitions of existing companies (takeovers,
mergers. absorption’s etc...). This strategic propensity can be demonstrated hy
anaiyzing the choices made in the utilization of financial resources. If the total sum
invested is divided into two components, namely tangible and intangible assets (purchase
ofmachinery. buildings...) and financial assets (acquisition ofshareholdings). it can be
seen that each component evolved in a sharply contrasting way.

TABLE 2-2 Evolution of Industrial and Financial Investments

Year 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
FE Company

Industrial mv. 135 119 146 164 158 149 178
Financial mv. 43 134 155 191 386 3.029 523
(in Millions FF

FE Group

Industrial mv.
- .

- 340 415 460 585
Pinancialinv.

- .
- 180 411 3,079 444

As can be seen, financial investrnent is increasing much faster than industrial
investment. Pariicularly from the mid-1980s onwards. the gap between the two bas
heen widening to the benefit of financial investment. which has been accelerating.
Industrial invesiment. on the other hand. has stagnated. This choice as to the allocation
ot resources seems to indicate that internai, or organic growth has heen largely
supplanted in the company’s strategy hy external growth. In concrete terrns,FE
Company bas heen conducting a senes of fïnancial operations involving the purchase of
companies hoth in France and abroad. To the extent that its prirnary aim is to absorb
companies. particularly foreign ones. specializing in the production of electrical
equipment. this policy 0f external growth bas lcd to a consolidation of its position in the
international market. but flot necessarily - a few exceptions apart - to diversification of its
manufacturing activities. In effect. therefore,FE Cornpany has purchased an increased
share in the market for circuit breakers. This type of strategic orientation seerns to be
justifïed by the fact that:

“There is a cntical size that has to be reached in order to survive in a sector like
ours, which is mature and highly concentrated...”

2/ The second line of development. closeiy linked to the first, focuses on
extension of the company’ s activities throughout the world. Traditionally very open to
the international inarket (in 1980, 1360 million francs’ worth of sales were made abroad,
out of a total turnover of 3100 million francs),FE Company has constantly expanded its
international trading activities. to the point where foreign sales accounted in 1989 for haif
of total turnover (7300 million francs out of 14636 million). One of its aims on this
international level seems to be to switch from exporting products from France to setting
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up manufacturing units in foreign countries. As we have just seen, this is being
achieved by purchasing companies. Thus the number of foreign employees has
increased from 1,730 in 1984 to 8,800 in 1989, a work force equivalent to that of the
parent company. This strategy seems to be required by the fact that:

“The period of segmented markets (for circuit breakers) is over. We are now
confronted with products of world-wide application...

And with powerful financial support from the S Group, it has been
implemented systematically.

“At FE Company we have been able to increase the amount of capital available,
thus enabling the company to make the international acquisitions necessary to its
development. Since 1983, by taking over companies, we have built a spider’ s web
covering the whole of Europe. . . This external growth has also led us to North America,
where we have purchased F. P., the market leader in Canada with 2,500 employees... Ail
this has enabled FE Company play a role in the world market...”

3/ For a long time,FE Company has been pursuing a policy of externalizing
its production activities. This policy is reflected in two phenomena: the parent company
has retained the central core of employees, which has remained stable at around 8,000
people during the 1980s, whereas the increase in employment has occurred in the
subsidiaries, the reduction in numbers in the manual worker category reflects both the
rationalization and the decentralization of production.

There are two ways ofexternalizing production:

The first is to separate production units from the parent company. In
particular, FE Company has tended to transfer mass production, which, despite
automation, stiil requires unskilled workers, to its subsidianes and to part with specialist
technical skills such as founding, casting, ceramics etc; the second is to use
subcontractors. According to a purchasing engrneer:

‘Purchasing is an important function at FE Company, because the parts
supplied from outside account for between 50 and 60% of total production cost,
depending on the department... In order to reduce costs, we really have to put a lot of
pressure on suppliers...’

4/ Indusirial specialization may possibly constitute the fourth une of strategic
development. The fact is that FE Company remains to a very large extent focused on its
own particular specialty and its technology, despite a certain vague desire to diversify its
activities. However, it is not easy to ascertain whether or flot this specialization,
observed ex-post, is the resuit of deliberate strategic rationality. The least that can be
said in this respect is that such a strategy based on specialization cannot be dissociated
from the social logic of engineers, since the development of new industnal activities or
the enhancement of new technological resources are acts that, pre-eminently, cali into
question engineers’ organized competence.
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Indeed. over and above the direct influence that engineers - as decision-makers
- are likely to cxcii over the development of strategy, it is the way in which they
construct their professionality that seems to contnbute most to the general orientation of
the company. Such a hypothesis on the interaction between the form of professionality
adopied hy the engineers and the strategic choices made hy the cornpany lie at the very
heart ot our problematic.

1-1-2 THE STRUCTURE AND OR(;ANIzATION 0F FE COMPANY

a. Product structure

FE Company’ s business is organized around the mas tery of electrical energy.
From the transport of electricitv to dornestic and industrial distribution, via high!low
voltage conversion. it offers a comprehens ive range of circuit breakers (0V-800 KV) and
accessories (protection relays. switches. sensors, transformers. inverters etc...).

Its activities and producis can be analyzed from two points of view.

Firstlv. the products can he considered on three different levels of integration:

- assemhly of standard components (circuit breakers).
- construction ofequipment and boards made up ofthese various components

(distribution boards. factory huilt suh-stations. terminal enclosures). and
- the realization of complete installations made up of this equipment (turnkey

projects).

Even if FE Company has traditionally had large contracts (turnkey projects)
with specific customers - Electricié de France and its overseas equivalents. the navy,
SNCF (French railways) etc. - it is the Hrst level of activity as a component maker that is
stiil largelv predorninant and most dynamic. However. the current trend is towards the
creation of an intermediate range between these two levels, made up of modulas
installations hased on the various circuit breakers. In other words, the company is
working towards the integration of circuit breakers in an electronic - and computerized -

system capable of carrying out various functions such as surveillance. control and
cornrnand. A.s the emergence of notions such as “intelligent circuit breaker’ or
“domotique” shows, FE Company seems to want to make its mark as a producer of
complete energy control systems. rather than remaining a mere manufacturer of circuit
hreakers.

Secondly , these activities can also be classifïed according to the sphere of
application.
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TABLE 2-3 Turnover by Activity

field turnover
— Low-voltage distribution

(0-3 kv)

(circuit-breakers, distribution 41%
hoards, etc...)

— High-voltage transport and
distribution

transport (50 to 800 kv) 27 %
industrial and tertiary distribution

(3 to_50_kv)

— Automation and security
inverters, programmable 17 %
controllers,

nuclear security

— Realisation of complete

projects, service 15 %
project_engineering

Total 100%

The “high-voltage transport and distribution activity represents one of FE
Company s historic roots. It is the construction of large, high-voltage circuit breakers,
described as a “shop window for our technical skills”, that sustains the company’ s
professional identity and technical character. Even today, it is stiil a significant source
of technical innovation, in that the efforts of the R & D departrnent are continuing to push
back the cut-off lirnit. However, it is undeniable that this activity has suffered in the
past fifteen years from stagnation in the domestic market, caused by the reduction in
industrial investment and the cessation of public programs in the electricity industry. In
consequence. FE Company has been trying to break into the export market. However,
despite some isolated successes in Latin Amenca and Asia, it does flot seem that this
activity is to be revitalized in a hurry.

On the other hand, the ‘low-voltage distribution” activity is expanding very
rapidly, both in the domestic and industnal spheres. This part of the company’ s output
ranges from small-scale circuit breakers for domestic use to distribution enclosures, via
protective circuit breakers attached to robots. Originally part of a license purchased
from Westinghouse in the 1950s, this activity has expanded since the 1970s and now
accounts for 41 % of turnover and a work force of 3,800 people in France. It has been
the main engine of internai growth - inexcess of 20% per annum - and is an essential
source of profit. A market leader in Europe - and in the world for some products - FE
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Company is implementing a strategy ba.sed flot on product innovation - which may wellunsettie the market - but rather on marketing - monitoring of competitors - and therationalization of production in order to lower the cost price.

“In those areas in which we are market leaders, our strategy can only be that ofa leader: we should avoid unsettiing the market (by excessively rapid technicalinnovation) ... On the contrary, we must base our strategy on marketing, on monitoringthe market.
‘We are flot technological innovators. But it must be said that the companydoes alight. We lead the market in low-voltage equipment...
“A healthy firm does flot introduce fantastic innovations if its market isexpanding...”

The third sphere of activity, “automation and security”, the resuit of a certaindesire to diversify, is concerned with the application of electronic technology. Threeproducts are involved: “onduleurs”, programmable controllers and a nuclear safetysystem. Apart from the last mentioned, which is suffering from the cessation of nuclearprograms. these products, developed since the beginning of the 1980s, are Iocated inpromising but highly competitive world markets. Rather than embarking upon realendogenisation of electronic technologies and developing synergy with other area.s of itsactivity. FE Company seems to be concentrating on extemal growth, the aim of which isto absorb outside knowledge by purchasing existing companies.

b. Company structure

The organization ofFE Company is based on two major principles: on the onehand, “divisionalisation” or decentralization of profit centers, and on the other theseparation of functional and operational roles. As Figure 2-2 shows, the overail structureis based on three components organized around the general management.

The fïrst component includes central functional services such as financial andmanagement control, technical management, quality control etc. The role of thesedepartrnents is to coordinate the activities of the operational units in each sphere and toprovide them with logistical services. Even though each of them draws up its ownmedium and Iong-term plan of action that has the characteristics of a “directive”, it doesflot, in principle at least, have the power to intervene in the decisions taken in eachoperational unit. These central management services “are paid by a sort of tithe leviedon the departments”.
The second component is the central sales office which oversees the complexsales networks. It is divided into two zones: the metropolitan zone, with 1,600employees, 32 agencies and 400 points of sale, deals with the French domestic market,w hile the second zone includes ail overseas representatives, a total of 145 points of salethroughout the world. The essential function of the central sales office is to optimizesales at the central level. In consequence, it maintains organic. sometimes conflictiverelations with the sales or marketing offices of each department whose goal 15 toinaximize the sales of their own products.
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FIGURE 2-2 General Organization

I. CENTRAL MANAGEMENT Il - CENTRAL SALES OFFICE

SERVICES

- financial France: 4 regions, 32 agencies, 400

- employee relations points of sale

- management control Italy: 4 representatives

- information and communications Northern and Eastern Europe: 20

- logistics and supplies representatives

- data processing and office Southern Europe, Middle East,

services francophone Africa: 59

- general secretariat and external representatives

relations N. and S. America, anglophone Africa,

- strategy and planning UK and Australia: 43 representatives

- technical services and quality Asia: 19 representaives

International matters

General management

I iii. OPERATIONAL UNITS 1
Divisions Departments Departments

Low voltage - Terminal distribution - Systems and turnkey
- LV equipment projects
- Condensers - Electronic safety systems
- Installation systems - Industrial automation

- I-IV transport systems

Medium voltage - MV equipment
- Prefabricated systems
- Station equipment

- Transformer stations

Power supply - Power supplies for
mini-computer systems

- High-performance
electronics

- Stabilised power
supplies
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Finally. the third component is made up of the operational units that design
products, manufacture them and generate profits. The operational units are divided into
three levels: division, department and product management unit (PMU) - in other words
the factory or manufacturing subsidiary. FE Company has four divisions, fifteen
departrnents and about fifty PMUs.

The division is a loose structure, made up of several functional services, which
unîtes several departments in a federal arrangement. Its role is to coordinate the
activities of departments with cornplementary technical or commercial characteristics.

‘The divisional organization is an attempt to pool facilities common to several
different departments; these include, for example, test laboratories, methods departments,
etc...

This structure is flot rigid and is likely to evolve over time as organizational
changes are introduced.

In contrast to the division, which has an evolving, federal structure, the
department. made up generally of between 300 and 800 employees, is a real operational
decision-making unit. h is a profit center which. in exchange for a considerable degree
of autonomy, is responsible for putting objectives into practice. The principle of this
system is that, on the basis of annual negotiations with each department, general
management draws up a budget plan and the strategic objectives - often costed - and
checks the resuits achieved: each department, however, has a great deal of latitude in its
operational decision-making.

“FE cpmpany is a conglomerate of small and medium-sized enterprises.. In
our organization, a department is a profit center, there is a boss who is sometimes a real
littie tycoon. k has its own administration, and its own marketing and technical
services..

“The head of a department has a lot of power, but the downside of the
dynarnisin of this kind of organization is that they are often petty tyrants”.

A department, in turn, contains two types of functional and operational
structure. The first corresponds to functional services such as purchasing, personnel,
marketing, technical etc., while the second is represented by the PMU, i.e. the factory or
manufactunng subsidiary.

In general, a department consists of 2 to 4 PMUs which are each responsible
for a certain product family. Each PMU, which also has small functional services such
as technical office, industnalization etc., has a great deal of room for maneuver in the
day-to-day management of production. Although objectives, budget and resource

allocation are aggregated and justified at department level, the PMU is an elementary
accounting unit. This decentralized accounting system, in particular the practice of
internai invoicing that governs the exchange of goods and service within the company,
devolves responsibility to the lowest level of the organization.
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In short, from central level ail the way down to the most elementary levels,
both the general organizational structure, in which functional and operational roles are
separated, and the controlled decentralization of decision-making centers are constantly
present.

C. The organization of the technical function

The technical function. an arnbiguous concept, could be defined in two ways:

• In the strict sense of the term, it includes everything that contributes directly
to the development of the technology and to product design and industrialization. It can,
therefore, be broken down into the separate tasks of research and development
(laboratory), design (design or technical department) and industrialization (methods
department). These three tasks, which are mutually intertwined, constitute the basic
sequence of technical innovation.

• In the broad sense of the term, technical functions may include, in addition
to the tasks already mentioned, allied tasks such as quality control, standardization,
purchasing, marketing and even part of the sales function . These tasks cari be divided
into two groups, depending on the technical content. Quality control or standardization,
which are very closely linked to design, undeniably complement the technical function,
whereas marketing, purchasing or technical sales may vary in their technical content.
True, this variability would seem to be determined by the type of production and the
nature of the market or of the technology, and also by the prevailing representation of the
role of the technical actors, particularly of engineers. In this sense, the diffusion of the
technical function within the organization is not determined by technical and
organizational factors, but depends largely on the socialization of the actors.

Sticking here to the strict definition, we shah seek to characterize three sorts of
technical activity - with varying time scales - located respectively at the levels of central
management, department and factory.

1) At the level of central management services, it is the “technical and quality”
service that is responsible to general management for the technical function. It
coordinates and monitors the various industrial projects - forty new products are planned
each year - without replacing the department, which remains independent; it fosters
overafi consistency in technological strategies and takes responsibility for long-term
research activity. This service has 300 employees, exciuding a large maintenance and
after-sales office with a further 300 employees which is attached to it for historical
reasons. It carnes out three types of activity. The first is the provision of
administrative support - such as the patent service, the technical standardization
committee etc. - which serves the technical function as a whole. The second groups
together those individuals with the titie of “technical manager”, most of whom have in
the past held responsible positions in the hierarchy. As expenenced experts, they work
on the order of tasks - often laid down by general management - in strategically sensitive
areas, namely the monitoring of industrial projects, participation in project review and the
training of project managers. With their personal stature legitimated by their past
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experience, these technical managers intervene selectively in ail departments in order to
guard against the risk of siippage in decision-making at department level.

The third involves scientific and technical studies. They are the responsibility
of the ‘generai research service - GR - which represents the central core of technical
innovation within the company. Even though “the rate of technical evolution is
relatively slow in the fïeld of circuit breakers”, the GR, with a work force of 77, is
responsible for providing the technical function with a constant supply of new scientific
knowledge and technical know-how. In order to do this, there are three conceivable
types of programs which, despite some difficulty in distinguishing between them
because of the way they overlap, reflect, in decreasing order. the degree of technological
endogenisation. The first of these is the development of research projects within the
general research service itself, which requires the establishment of the necessary skills,
the second the contracting out of research to external bodies or collaboration with
universities or other public institutes and the third the setting up of a mechanism for
observing scientific developments (technological monitoring).

The GR has undeniably been able to build its creative capacity around mastery
of arc plasma (electric arc cutoff), a complex physical phenomenon which it is stili
difficuit to forrnalize despite the power of modem computer systems. It has already
proved its capabilities by developing modeling software (for scientific calculation) and by
producing a senes of innovations in cutoff technology ranging from turning arc or self
extinguishing systems to self-expansion. FE Company was - and stili is - one of the
pioneers in these technological advances,

“In the general research service there are some researchers (who remain for
life) with a national and international influence...”.

This knowledge, the product of highly experimental scientific work,
constitutes the companys hentage.

Nevertheless, the center of gravity in technical innovation in electricai
equipment is gradually shifting towards new areas. It is becoming increasingly
important to integrate the technological advances in electronics, optics and new matenals
into cutoff technology. It is precisely in this expansion of its capabilities that the GR
seems to be expenencing some degree of difficulty, despite its voluntarist policy of
adaptation. The arrivai five years ago of a new head of GR - a university researcher
“with a broad scientifïc culture” - has certainly helped to change the organizational culture
and opened up new areas of research. Indeed, the GR, which had until then been
organized like a “super technical department in which the engineers, who are flot
researchers, manage the most difficuk, innovatory projects right up to the
prototype/realization phase, and then possibly as far as industrialization”, is being
transformed into an organization made up of 4 or 5 teams organized on a thematic basis -

electronics, optics, magnetism, cutoff, etc. It is no long this organization’s objective to
take responsibility for industnal projects, but rather to generate and accumulate scientific
knowledge in precise thematic areas. The GR is also trying to develop links with
universities and is making extensive use of CIFRE contracts as a prelude to hîring
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young researchers. Despite these attempts to redirect its research efforts, areas of such
important strategic importance as high-performance electronics, electronic components or
new materials, where sudden technological change can occur, such as that symbolized by
static cutoff or superconductivity, do flot seem to be sufficiently well covered. As far
as these new areas are concerned, the GR contents itself with managing research
contracts with outside bodies (universities, CNRS), which account for more than 10% of
its annual budget, or with implementing a policy of scientific monitoring. This relative
timidity- which contrasts with the audaciousness of the company’ s external growth - may
be institutional in engin.

“Circuit breakers are safety products, and thus we are dealing with a market
that is itself conservative. It is difficuit to offer someone a circuit breaker that works on
a completely new principle, even if you show him ail possible, conceivable tests...
“High-performance electronics is flot considered a high-level discipline in France. In
any case, there are only two colleges that specialize in this area...”

But it is also the resuit of strategic arbitration, which as far as the GR is
concerned is reflected in inadequate human and financial resources.

The human resources are limited: only about twenty research engineers are
really engaged in the unit s activities. Each researcher is fairly free to organize his
activity as he thinks fit, since he reports directly te the unit s director. who is a “scientific
colleague” rather than a “director of research’. Depending on his research needs. each
researcher is allocated a certain number of technicians from among the thirty or se
employed in the unit they are specialized and attached to various sections such as
prototypes’ and “development workshop’ or te the analytical or test laboratories.

Supported by these technicians. each researcher takes responsibility for projects, either
initiated directly by the GR or commissioned by the department. However. in view of
the breadth of the scientific fields to be covered, the human resources available are
wholly inadequate.

“(As far as new matenals are concerned, particularly superconductivity). we
need 50 people working on that alone. What we have is just one person reading the
articles...”

The problems caused by the lack of researchers are compounded by their rapid
mobility, which reduces the efficiency of their research, particularly the cumulative
effects of long-term programs.

“After 3 or 4 years (in the GR) they are allocated te another service, flot te
production because we’ re flot involved in that, but te a technical or computer service, or
te sales or technical sales...”
“In France it is difficuit te spend one’ s whole career domg basic research. In order te
get on you have te be mobile and versatile...”.

As far as financial resources are concerned, the GR budget accounts for 10%
of total technical cests , which represent almost 6% of turnover, or 300 million francs
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per vear. Thus the GR receives annual funding of 30 million francs. 40% of which is
raised “in the forrn of taxes’ from departments and allocated automatically by general
management to speculative research. The remaining 60% cornes from research
contracts negotiated on an annual basis with the technical services of each department.
The aim of this system of negotiation is [o force the two units into regular dialogue
des pite the differences in their time horizons: particularly since its reorganization. the GR
does flot aiways have a grip on industrial reality, while the technical services of each
department favor immediate action. Espite heing hampered by a certain degree of
forrnalism - “tough bargaining over budgets, ‘a day’ s meeting between GR and each
department. involving 50-60 people” - this procedure does seem to contribute 10 the
establishment of networks for information exchange.

2) There is no doubt that it is the technical service of each department that
constitutes the essential link in the technical function. They are responsible for technical
strategy and the realization of industrial projects, and are thus in the vanguard of
technical creativity within the company. Ail these technical sections, which number 16
in ail. are attached to their own department, account for slightly less than 90% of ail
technical cosis and manage 40-45 new product projects each year. S0% of which involve
the updating of existing ranges. with the remaining 20% involving the development of
new products.

In general, each technical service ha.s between 1 5 and 25 engineers and
between 20 and 40 technicians. most of whorn are draughtsrnen. They are organized
differently from department to department. However. FE Company. in collaboration
with a firrn of consultants. is attempting to make ail its technical services evolve towards
a new mode!. and in a highly formalized representation of that model there are two types
of groups:

The innovation group. made up of a small number of engineers, has the task of
researehing the development of a material. product or technique - even before there is any
real need for them. and independently of the timing of any new product launch. In
other words. it is responsible for developing the technical elements necessary for the
future generation of new products that will appear in a few years’ time.

“When you re working on a project, you might have interesting ideas that you
don’ t have time to pursue and that you can submit to the innovation group for in-depth
investigation...”

“(the innovation group) is flot restricted by deadiines and can thus corne up
with innovations that can be used immediately or at some time in the future...”.

Because its prime function is to anticipate innovations, this group is supposed,
in theory at least, to have a privileged relationship with the GR and to lie at the heart of
the information exchange network.

The skill groups are conceived as repositones of specific competencies, such
as mechanics. cutoff techniques. electronics etc. Each group is made up of one to two
engineers and several draughtsmen. The engineer in charge of the group coordmates its
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activities with other groups, allocates studies to be carried out or design work to the
technicians and manages the group? s human resources (providing leadership and
assessing the technicians’ performance). Within the general organizational structure,
these skill groups, the custodians of specific competencies. intervene in the development
of new products in ail areas of the cornpany.

3) The last link in the technical function is Iocated in the factories or
manufacturing subsidiaries (PMUs). At the heart of the production process, the
technical function is represented by two types of tasks:

The application planning office, the physical size of which varies with the type
of product (20-30 people), has the task of makmg minor modifications to existing
products in order to meet the needs of the market, or of planning any necessary
adaptations in the case of products bemg produced to order. This planning office is
linked in the hierarchy to the PMU, but operates in conjunction with the technical section
of the department that originally designed the products. In this sense. it functions as an
outpost of the latter in the PM U.

The industnalization office does not, in theory. work on products themselves,
but rather on production tools. This is the section within the PrVIU that receives the new
product which, when transferred, is half-way between a prototype and an industrial
product.

“The industrialization section tests the feasibility of products on a life-size
prototype, and develops the necessary tools and production process...’

In general. these technical tasks that routinely border on the production process
are considered to lie within the province of the technicians, where ??the empirical. even
simplistic, approach predominates’, in contrast to the conceptual world of the engineers.

1-1-3 CHARACTERISTICS 0F THE WORK FORCE AT FE COMPANY

This section will present some of the charactenstics of the human resources at
FE Company s disposai and very briefly descnbe two management pnnciples that
govern the formation of the professional hierarchy within the company.

Ail personnel at FE Company are categorized in accordance with the
classification system laid down in the collective agreement covering the metal industries
and supplemented by company agreements. This classification system, which
hierarchies the various skill levels (analyzed essentially in terms of job content), makes a
distinction between several categones of personnel and lays down their wage levels in
overail terms. Simplifymg matters greatly, it is possible to separate out three categones
of employee with clearly differentiated status’s: the manual worker category, the
intermediate category, which includes heterogeneous groups such as technicians and
clerical and supervisory staff, and the engmeer and manager category, the members of
which exercise managerial functions, either in the company hierarchy or on the technical
side (see Table 2-4).
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The manual worker category at FE Company seems to be extremely loyal to
the company (average seniority is 19 years), and aging. It is charactenzed by a s mail
proportion of female workers (180 out of a total of 2026) and by a concentration of
skilled workers, or even ‘shop floor technicians”. At parent company level, however,
the category is gradually being reduced in size because few new manual workers are
being hired. As already mentioned, this trend is linked in part to the externalization of
production, and particularly to the shift of mass production to subsidiary companies. In
the FE group as a whole, the manual worker category stili includes 43% of a total
workforce of 25,000, compared with 43% in the case of the intermediate category and
14% for the engineer and managerial category.

TABLE 2-4 Structure of Work in the Parent company

ANEES 987 1984 1989

NUMBERS AVER.ÀGE AVERAGE MONTHLY NLMBERS NLJMBERS

SENIORIY AGE WAGE (F)

I . Ingineers 1580 4 years 41 years 22.600 1 1
a n d (20%) 1.522 (19%) 1.732 (22%)
ma na g ers

11 . 172 13.400 11 1V
Supervisory (2%) 1.506 (19%)
staff

III . 2.588 11 ÷ [II + [V [1 + [11 1V 1 1.600 III [1 + [[1 + [V
T e c h ni ci a n (33%) 15 years 38 years 2.333 1 30%) 4544 (55%)
+

d raughtsm ar

IV . Clerical 1.543 9.000

staff (20%)

V. Manual 2.026 9 years 43 years 9.100 V V

workers (25%) 2.531 (32%) 1.930 (23%)

TOTAL 7,909 12.700 7.902 8.206

(100%) (100%) (100%)

On the other hand, two other categories have expanded. The intermediate
category, particularly technicians, is growing rapidly and is being given an infusion of
new blood with the arrivai of large numbers of young people with two years’ training
after the baccalaureate. The engineer and manager category has also seen an increase in
its numbers, although with a relatively high turnover rate (departures + hiring/average
numbers employed in the year) of 10% per annum.

In addition to these changes within the categones, which have favored the
higher skills (more “intellectual” jobs), there is another, important aspect of this
hierarchy that should be stressed. This is the socio-professional distancing that is
reflected in the differences in pay between these various categones of employee. In this
case, it should be noted that pay in the engineer and manager category is almost double
that in the technician category. This difference in pay reveals that there is a considerable
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professional distance between engineers and technicians who together play the leading
roles in the technical function: this might indicate a certain degree of difficulty and
conflict in their relations.

In the case of FE Company. the formation of this professional hierarchy obeys
two principles 0f management.

Firstiy, the conditions of selection. recruitment and allocation for new
personnel are deterrnined to a large extent by the level of formai qualification each
individual possesses. The stratification of the various professional categories is one of
the ways in which the educational hierarchy is reflected. This link is being increa.singly
strengthened by FE Company s preference for turning to young people. with or without
work experience. in order to meet their labor needs. At the present time, the technical
baccalaurereat is a de facto requirement for manuai workers, two years post-baccalaureat
training for technicians and an engineer s diploma or ils univers ity equivalent
(baccalaureat + S years or more) for engineers.

Secondiy, as is well known in French industrial circles. FE Company has a
tradition that stresses the importance of “promotion through work”. This means that the
cornpany provides generous opporwnities for internai promotion - particulariy between
the various occupational categories - on condition that employees agree to develop their
professional capabilities through the in-house training system. In other words. the
tradition is based on motivating employces through the linking of internai promotion,
individual investment in training and the gaining of company certificates or state
recognized diplomas. FE Company devotes more than 6% of its total wages hill to
continuing training. and each year between 1.000 and 1.500 employees embark on
training courses ranging from evening classes to full-lime courses lasting a year.

The result is that the occupational hierarchy is structured by the various trends
in internai promotion: a quarter of the engineers and managers are what is known as
“self-taught’. having benefited from several internai promotions, sometimes from the
manual worker category: more than haif of the technicians (1 .40() out of 2.600) do flot
have the tbrmal qualification of two years’ posi-baccalaureat training. and most of them
are former manual workers promoted through the in-house training system.

Thus human resources at FE Company are cultivated both through the
acquisition from outside of young people’ s skills and through the internai development
of professional capabilities. These two pnnciples of management, both of which have
proved their effectiveness in the past, tend nevertheless to create organizational tensions,
since they are increasingly in competition with each other. In this case, the quickening
pace of technological innovation has given rise to a certain contradiction between the
growing use of young, better educated people. the increased need for training in order
for existing employees to adapt to the changing circumstances and the blocking of
internai promotion. This last phenomenon is particularly serious among young
technicians with two years’ post-baccalaureat training who have been recruited in large
numbers in recent years and whose “careers come to a hait at age 35 because there are no
longer any great prospects for promotion to the status of engineer”.
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At FE Company, as elsewhere, personnel management is entenng a
transitional phase in which the old principles are crumbling away without the new ones
being clearly discemible.

1-2. THE SOCIAL FORMATION 0F THE ENGINEER
CATEGORY

In this part, we will examine the way in which the engineer category, which
constitutes the hard core of actors in the technical functions, is formed within FE
Cornpany. This choice of topic is flot fortuitous. On the contrary, it appears to us to
become essential as soon as the notion of technological determinism is rejected in favor
of the hypothesis that the very type of technical or industrial dynamism found within a
firm is. together with other factors, such as its relationship to the market. the
characteristics of die technologies. etc., indissociable from the form of socio
professional existence displayed collectively by the engineers within the firm. Once this
hypothesis is accepted, examination of the way in which the actors. particularly
engineers, are constructed becomes crucial to a better understanding of the working of
the technical functions. and hence of the nature of technical and industrial creativity.

We believe that die construction of the engineer category is based on the
complex interaction of Iwo logic’s.

The first is die company s management logic. Its aim is to develop
engineers’ skills in accordance with the company’ s real needs, and to optimize utilization
ofthose skills. In order to achieve this, the company puts in place those management
tools that will maximize the involvement of the engineers - both individually and
collectively - in die objectives laid down by the company. Nevertheless. such a logic
can obviously flot be implemented in either an atemporal space or a social vacuuin. It
must take account both of the organizational inertia inhented from the past and of external
constraints, whether these be pressure from the labor market or institutional rules such as
the industry collective agreement. etc...

The second corresponds to what might be termed the social logic of the actors,
which determines the engineers’ mode of operation. This is based on a process of
socialization through which the engineers forge, within a given societal context, the
identity that is die sourœ of their mode of operation. Although it is linked closely to the
nature of the education system. this socialization cannot be dissociated from the way in
which the engineers form their professionality at the work place itself.

These two Iogic’s converge and mutually influence each other in order to create
an interactive social dynamic within the firm. We shail attempt here to sec how this
interaction is structured in the case of FE Company. After a bnef presentation of the
various groups of engineers, we wiIl analyze die main management tools put in place,
and the way in which the engineers professional capabilities are constructed.
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1-2-1 THE HETEROGENEITY 0F THE ENGINEER CATEGORY AT
FE COMPANY.

FE Cornpany. employs around 1,400 engineers out of a total of 1,800
individuals included - under the terms of the collective agreement - in the engineer and
manager category. There are thus 400 non-technical managers, most of whom are
graduates of business schools or of non-scientific university courses (5 or more years
post-baccalaureat education). However, this does flot include about one hundred senior
managers at central level, who are themselves often graduates of the major engineering
schools (grandes ecoles d ingenieur). It should be noted that engineers occupy a
dominant position in the company hierarchy.

Far from being homogeneous. this engineer category has many micro-
divisions depending on educational background or career path. At the risk of
oversimplification, it is possible to identify three groups: graduate engineers and
university science graduates classified as engineers; former technicians who have been
through engineering school as part of a program of continuing training; and “self-taught”
engineers with no formai qualifications who have been promoted within the company.

At FE Company. the first two groups, those in possession of formai
qualifications, account for three quarters of the engineer category, w hile the last named,
whose classification as engineer is flot readily recognized in the external labor market,
accounts for the remaining quarter. Having been pressed into the same classificatory
category, even into a sort of management culture specific to FE Company, these various
groups of engineer do, it is true. have certain logic’s of action and certain interests in
common. In this case, the first group of graduate engineers, which is the largest group
and an archetype in the social representation. constitutes a reference mode! to which the
other groups have more or less to conform. However, it is also obvious that they have
neither exactly the same outlook on their careers, nor the same type of perception of the
role of the engineer nor the same style of behavior in their relations with other categories
of employees.

a. Ahhough they dominate in quantitative terms (900 individuals), the group
made up of graduate engineers is itself heterogeneous. Largely attributable to
differences in educational background, this heterogeneity is reinforced by a management
practice that places them in one of three categories according to the institution in which
they were trained and offers them, from the outset, somewhat different job profiles.
Cons idered in terms of the importance of the “jobs that an engineer is likely to occupy at
around the age of 40 or 45”, “their potential” is identified, evaluated and gauged at an
early stage.

There’ s a natural tendency to be elitist, and at a very early stage we tend to
consider natura! talents rather than those that have been cultivated. What emerges
naturally is more important than what is built up gradually. With the young ones, we
very quickly identify the talented ones, and we put them on a fast track (to the hierarchy).
And we don’ t check very frequently the knowledge they’ re accumulating. We often
take risks...”
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Despite a certain vagueness in the company’ s career management strategy
engineers are placed at a fairly early stage “on different career development curves.
According to one manager, such an early assessment of potential “proves to be valid in
80% of cases, even if we occasionally make mistakes.. . “. Thus in order to understand
his own position. each engineer tries to pick up and interpret the indications that
management gives him in the annual assessment of performance. in his job allocation,
selection for a training course, etc... He constructs his professional strategy on the
basis of his interpretations.

This process is intended particularly to motivate the better elements and to
create an dite which, “by feeling quite successful, drags die others up with it”. From
this point of view, the case of the “reserve engineer” is revealing. A bookiet produced
by FE Company for newly recruited engineers states explicitly that:

“Each year, a few young “reserve engineers” judged to be capable of
performing at a high level go on a six-month course pnor to their first appointment.
Their development during the flrst two years is monitored closely in order to confirm the
potential identified when they were recruited”.

These “reserve engineers” have a specific career pattern: they move frequently
between a wide range of different positions, both operational and hierarchical. in order to
confirm their ability to adapt to a variety of job contents.

“The method of hiring was very elitist... The engineers who were taken on
were potentially very good, and in order that they could be tested they were moved
quickly from one section to another. And the resuit is that we’ ve probably been able to
build up a pool of department heads, but in my view we’ ve failed to develop an adequate
reserve of less good engineers. less good in the sense of being less suited for promotion
through the hierarchy, but who would be able to ensure that experience was retained...”

Since his peers are more or less aware of this career pattern. the role of the
“reserve engineer” is above ail symbolic. He shows the route to be followed in order to
reach high-level management. By serving as an example in this way, the reserve
engineer’ s career pattern cannot fail to influence the career strategies of other graduate
engineers.

b. The second group of engineers, who acquired the status of engineer through
continuing training, represents almost 10% of the total. Most of them are former
technicians who have been able to acquire die tille of engineer by making a considerable
personal investment, and sometimes even taking a pay cut in die short term. With
financial support from the state and from FE Company, they either followed a fuil-time
course at an engineering college or took evening classes at a specialist institution such as
the Conservator National des Arts et Metiers (CNAM - Conservatory of Arts and Crafts),
while FE Company kept their job open for them. Although the contract does flot
specify iii detail the obligations of both parties on completion of training, most of those
who complete their courses seem to return to FE Company. In addition to the obvious
opportunities this type of formation offers to individuals, it also has certain advantages
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for the company. It would seem to be the case that these engineers are better able to
marry on-the-job vocational training with the acquisition of theoretical knowledge, in
contrast to the engineers in the firsi group. who have extensive academic training but “do
flot have quite the same degree of motivation developed by this type of training”.

“When [an engineer in the second group] is being trained, when he is
acquiring knowledge, he is fulfilling an expressed need, [wherea.s an engineer in the first
group] is fulfilling a need that does flot exist...

By the very nature of the knowledge they have acquired. these engineers fit
very well into the technical career paths. particularly in the technical services. The
paradox is that this very fact means that the strategic space within which their mobility
cari be deployed is restncted to the technical career paths.

c. The third group comprises the engineers promoted by the company through
various selection mechanisrns, in this case the thesis system. Since engineers in this
group do not have a nationally recognized qualification, their status as engineer is
recognized only within the cornpany. Self-taught engineers of this type are of course
more numerous arnong the older generations. even though FE Cornpany stiil continues to
produce them at the rate of 15 to 20 individuals per year. At present, it is often
technicians with a good educational background (2 years’ post-haccalaureat training)
who are prornoted in this way, whereas the older members of this group tend rather to be
holders of the CAP (a vocational qualification for skilled manual workers).

The internai selection process is directly dependent on the wish of the
hierarchy, since it is the immediate supenor who plays the role of selector, and then
tutor.

“1 was told I had a potential engineer...”

The candidate approached in this way has 18 months in which to prepare a
thesis. His immediate superior helps him choose the subject and monitors the progress
of his research. The subject of the thesis must be “out of the ordinary” or “close to the
job held by the individual. without being too close”, in order that the quality of the
research might provide evidence of both a certain capacity for theoretical abstraction and
a concrete concern linked to the real work situation. The candidate is thus encouraged
to write a thesis putting forward “original solutions” to concrete problems, in order to
confirm his potential as an engineer. At the end of this period of time, the candidate has
to present himself for examination in front of a panel of examiners made up of “fifteen
directors”; this is as much a test of the candidate’ s personality as of his technical
knowledge.

“I did my presentation, they asked some questions, some of them were
awkward, some didn’ t even have anything to do with my subject. just to test my ability
to react...”

Despite this initiation rite, which marks the transition to the status of engineer,
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the engineer trained in the trm is considered to have neither sufficient “relational
openness” nor the capacity to establish ‘a relationship between theoretical knowledge
and knowledge of the produci’. Thus he often finds hirnself straddling the world of the
engineer and the world of the technician. which cannot fail 10 croate contlicts of identity:

“There is a cultural demarcation berween [engineers and techniciansj. They
do not cal together in the canteen. se there is a prohiem for those who cross the barrier...

‘In any case. technicians do net have access te posts of responsibility... even when I’ ve
done rny thesis...”

We have been engaged thus far in drawing up a typology of the engineers at
FE Cornpany. This typology. hased on three groups of engineer, must of course be
qualihed or extended. depending on whether such variables as age. sphere of activity,
career path etc. are taken into account. It is obvious that a young engineer in our third
group. with two years’ post-baccalaureat training in electronics, does flot have the same
type of identit as an older “self-taught” engineer promoted from the shop floor. Nor
does he have the sarne level of knowledge as a graduate electronics engineer aged 50.
Even if it revolves around the central model of the graduate engineer. the collective
dynamic of the engineer category is a product of the permanent recomposition - hoth
quantitative and qualitative - of these groups of engineers.

1-2-2 THE SYSTEM 0F ORGANIZING EN(;INEERS’ COMPETEN
CIES : some management tools

The management of engineers is hased on the coordination of various levels of
authority. This coordination is complex. te the extent that il flot only hrings coherence
te human resource development but also croates contlicts of authority and sometimes
even perverse effects.

On the one hand, the management of engineers turns eut to be highly
centralized at FE Cornpany. The central personnel and hurnan resources service
(PHRS) contains a section that deals exclusively with ernployees in the engineer and
manager category. The function of this section. which has a staff of ten. is to draw up
the strategic plan for overseeing managers, te develop adequate management tools, to
define the rules governing career development and to issue “directives” to be heeded in
dealings with th operational units. At the same time, it exercises final control, “having
the last word in decision-making”. Thus it keeps a central record of ail individual files,
particularly reports of the annual interview, ratifies ail important decisions (hiring,
internai mobility, promotion etc...) and coordinates ail movements of engineers within
the company.

This central management service has ils counterpart, responsible for the
management of engineers. in the departments or divisions. This intermediate level has a
dual role: as a representative of central management, it daims 10 have a privileged
relationship with the engineers with respect to their career developinent in the medium
term. In other words, il fulfiuls a career guidance role: it also has a functional role in the
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operational hierarchy, to the extent that it is there in order to assist in the implementation
of the management tools and directives drawn up by the PHRS by adapting them to the
specificity’s of each department.

TABLE 2-5 The Correspondence between the Collective agreement for the
Metal Industry,the Company agreement and the Hay method

Dis tribut ioCollective agreemcn Coni pa ny n HAYfor the metal agreement of staff in Methodindustry 1984
(managers
I ngi neers)

Positions Index Classes Index Levels
60

68

1 76 1 Idem 9% I and 2
84

92

100

100

108

1 1 1 14 I I Idem 36% 3 and 4
I 20

I 25

I 30

135

111 A 135 III A Idem 28% 5 and 6
11! 13 180 III B Idem 15% 7 and 8

CS 1 5% 9 and 10
CS2 5% II and 12

III C 240 CS3 Idem 1% 13 and 14
CS4 1% 15 and 16

On the other hancL however, direct management at the most decentralized
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levels (usually heads of service) stili bears the main responsibility for the day-to-daymanagement of engineers. It is to managers at this level that ail the responsibilities forchanneling communications and organizing and assessing engineers are devolved.Direct managers have a great deal of room to maneuver in this respect, and although thisis a potential source of conflict it is flot inconsistent with the centralizing managementstructure already described above. By virtue of the fact that the department in FECompany is a profit center, the operational hierarchy enjoys considerable autonomy indecision-making. Such autonomy is even essential, since managerial staff are obligedto supervise engineers under the pressure of severe temporal or organizational constraints,and sornetimes even of the “blackmail” that engineers may be able to exert. At thispoint, the technical and social aspects of human resource management merge and becomeentangled in the immediacy of day-to-day working.

The articulation between the central and decentralized levels is flot aiways selfevident. The central level issues formai’ directives, while the decentralized levelproceeds on an informai, even an “improvisational” basis. The efficiency ofmanagement tools depends to a large extent on the balance within this dichotomy, whichis difficuit to achieve. We shah sec here how FE Company applies the vanousmanagement tools, flot without tension or perverse effects, in order to create thecollective dynamic ofthe engineers. In particular. we shah analyze three ofthe main toolsthat together form a coherent system. They are job evaluation, wage determinationusing the Hay method and the anriual assessment interview.

a. job evaluation

One of the management tools used by FE Company in deahing with itsmanagers and engineers is a quantitative method known as job evaluation. This method,American in ongin and in fairly widespread use in France, consists of analyzing jobcontent. evaluating the importance of jobs relative w each other and drawing up a detailedjob hierarchy. By reducing each job to a figure. it enables comparisons to be madebetween jobs in different functions, careers or specialisms within the same company. Amethod of this kind, which emphasizes the job rather than assessment of the job holder’ scompetence. fits wehl into the French tradition of personnel management.

The actual evaluation is carried out on the basis of three cntena:

• Competence, or the totality of technical, administrative and organizationalknowledge and know-how required to hold down a given job.

• Creative initiative, which corresponds w the degree of autonomy offered bya given job for personal initiative.

• End resuit, which measures the direct or indirect impact of the job on theresuits to be produced.
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FIGURE 2-3 Salary classification by Hay metod
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Each of these three cntena is scored separately. and the total score reflects the
importance of the job in question. In order to reduce the uncertainties inherent in
subjective assessment, ail the jobs evaluated in this way are then placed on one of 16
levels, with each step on the scale corresponding to an increase in responsibility of
approxirnatelv 15% (Figure 2-3). In general terins. levels I and 2 represent novice
engineers. levels 3 and 4 established engineers and levels 5 to 8 experienced engineers.
Levels 9 to 12 correspond to various hierarchical responsibilities - or equivalent jobs in
functional careers - which range from head of service to head of department. Between
levels 12 and 16 are the senior management posts.

On the procedural level. this evaluation procedure involves several assessors.
First of ail, the responsibilities of each job are defined, a priori. by the job holder’s
immediate superior responsible for supervising him. As part of this theoretical
definition, the job holder himself, with the agreement of his superior. draws up bis own
assess ment of his job. This consists of a description of the real content of the job: its
purpose, the range of tasks and the means of performing them, its place in the
organizational chart, the hierarchicai and functional articulations with other jobs, etc. In
order to take account of changes in job content over time, this assessment has to be
updated from time to time, which requires regular consultation between the parties
involved.

The job holder’ s own assessment is then sent for preliminary examination to
the evaluation committee set up in each division. After any necessary changes have
been made, it is sent to the centrai committee that conducts a comparison with several
other jobs before finally validating the evaluation this final exercise serves as a yardstick
and is also a ineans of harmonizing the totality of jobs in the company.

6 3 9 10 11 12 I’asHay
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Espite the sornewhat cumbers orne procedure, this system of job evaluation is
a management tool that is essential, at lea.st in theory. to obtaining the maximum personal
involvernent of engineers in the company’ s objectives. It serves to define typical career
profiles by mapping out in advance several types of career pattern that combine a
succession of increasingly highly valued jobs. By giving engineers a fairly clear idea of
their career prospects, the construction of these career profiles gives them the motivation
to develop the required professional skills. At the same time, by being directly linked to
the remuneration system. it also enables them to anticipate the Iikely evolution 0f’ their
salaries.

However, one of the major drawbacks of this method is that the evaluation
procedure tends - quite naturally - to accord too great a value to jobs producing
immediate resuits (in the sales section) or involving more obvious responsibilities (in the
production section), to the detriment of jobs in the technical services that only produce
resuits in the long terrn. As we shah see below, such distortion bas the effect of
‘diverting engineers from the technical careers for which their training best suits them”.

The job [of research engineerj is by its very nature restricted, because we are
evaluated by die Flay method which stresses the number of people answerable to you.
The Hay method assesses the responsibility attached to a job ... I’ m on Hay level 4.
I’ ve been cheeky. They give the impression of attaching importance to technical jobs,
but basically theyre flot considered important at ail.

b. Wage determination by the Hay method

In determining wages, account bas to be taken of two elements if cons istency
is to be achieved with both the external labor market and the job hierarchy within the
cornpany. The fîrst element is the collective agreement. the aim of which is to fix
minimum wages. and die second is thejob evaluation system based on the Hay method.

The collective agreement for the metal industries lays down a certain number of
minimum conditions with respect to the employment and salary of engineers and
managers, which FE Company is of course obliged w fulfihi.

[In conjunctionj with a fairly complicated points system [1-lay methodj, FE
Company sometimes finds itselfbreaking the law [the collective agreementj...

ht grades engineers into one of five positions and defines their wage hierarchy
by the index system. As Table 2-5 shows, die index coefficients for each position are
given, and the amount of l’±ie annual salary is obtained by multiplying this index by the
value of the point expressed in francs. It is die value of the point in francs that is altered
periodicaily in accordance with the economic situation.

We shail merely note here two rules that govern sahary increases in the first
two positions: graduate engineers must reach index point 100 of position 11 by the age of
27 years at the very latest; This rule which applies particularly to the early stages of
young engineers’ careers, does not apply beyond position III A.
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The rate of progress to position III A inay vary, but it is automatic.”

The sketchiness of this type of national classification can obviously flot satisfy
the complex needs of engineers in a large company. Consequently, FE Company uses
the Hay method in order to refine its job classification and salary range. However, as
Table IV shows. the 1-lay method maintains a correspondence with the system laid down
by the collective agreement.

As we have already seen, this Hay rnethod makes it possible to analyze,
evaluate and classify jobs on sixteen levels. By making comparisons with the salaries
of engineers in the external labor market, FE Company each year determines the average
salary for each Hay level (see Table IV). A range of 20% above or below the average is
fïxed for each Hay level, one being the floor and the other the ceiling for that level.
This provides scope within each level for individual salaries to evolve in accordance with
performance and the experience acquired by the engineer in a given post. This
evaluation of individual performances is carried out by means of the annual interview
between each engineer and his superior. Thus, while remaining in the same job, an
engineer starting on the minimum salary for his level could - in theory - see his salary
tise by ai least 50%. Having said that, such immobility is flot advantageous, since pay
increases can be obtarned more easily by transferring to more highly valued jobs, which
encourages engineers to inove internally between jobs.

e. The affluai assessment interview

The purpose of this management tool is to organize the formai dialogue by
means of which each engineer and his une manager take stock of die forger’s
performance.

‘Once a year there is an opportunity for both parties to express grievances and
to clarify things a littie... [the annual interview I also provides an opportunity for looking
back over the work done in the past year.. .

The fundamental purpose of this interview is to negotiate the performance
contract required as part of the system of management by target. There are two aspects
to this negotiation. Firstly, the superior appraises the engineer’ s work over the past
year. In doing this. he looks at the results achieved in relation to the jointly agreed
targets. He then lays down the targets to be achieved in the coming year, taking into
account both die views of the engineer involved and die overali objectives of the
department. Thus this negotiation involves die evaluation of individual performances.
Indeed, the supenor makes a judgment of each engineer, with which the engineer is
entitled to express his disagreement. “I do flot agree with thejudgment made of me...”,
in which case the individual in question may address himself directly to the hierarchical
level N + 1. In any case, the engineer is placed on one of five scales. Individual
salary increases vary in accordance with this classification, which ranges from “clearly
inadequate” to “excellent” via “satisfactory”, a median scale reflecting a situation in
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which “the engineer has just fulfihled his contract, neither more nor less, and thus his
annual salary increase wiIl simply make up for the loss of purchasing power and will be
equal to the rate of inflation...”

In a broader sense, this interview offers an opportunity for both parties to
broach various subjects relating to the construction of career paths.

“The interview should enable the engineer in question to participate in a real
sense in cons ideration of the direction of his career, his professional developrnent and his
training’.

In particular, they negotiate a mobility (or non-mobility) plan covenng the next
18 months. This planning tool enables the hierarchy to anticipate possible
reorganization of its service, while each engineer can prepare the development of his
professional abilities in the medium term.

The next phase of mobility should be discussed between the engineer and
his boss... Normally they say OK, we agree that on such and such a date we should go
and sec the personnel department... In this way we have lists of people who wiIl be
moving in the next 18 months. For each individual, a list of jobs he might go to is
drawn up. For each job requested. a list of candidates is drawn up and an attempt is
made to match the two. We rework everything, change it ail around. until we reach the
point where we have a plan for the next 18 months in which ail the movements that might
take place have been identified... Then there are ail the things that happen unexpectedly
in the course of the year, people who resign, or fali iii... In recent years , two-thirds
of internai mobility has taken place according w plan...”.

After this dialogue. the supervisor writes an interview report. This report,
countersigned by the engineer and checked at the hierarchical level N + 1. is filed with
the PHRS for use in the individuai management of the engineer’s career.

Taken together. these three management tools form a coherent whole which
apparently succeeds in enlisting engineers support for this system of personnel
management, stimulating their motivation and encouraging their involvement in the
company’ s activities. However, this coherence, which from one point of view is
excessively procedural, inevitably gives rise to contradictory tensions when it cornes up
against the engineers’ social logic. In particular, tensions emerge within the technical
careers that lie at the very heart of industnal creativity. The next section will examine
the types of tension running through the process by which engineers at FE Company are
socialized.

1-2-3 THE FORMATION 0F ENGINEERS’ PROFESSIONALITY

Within certain limits, the mies of management are fairly well explained at FE
Company. Within this given framework, each engineer tries to carve a niche for
himself within the company environment, to develop his professional abilities and to
build a career. This section will present an analysis of the process by which engineers’
professionality is constructed, based on four dimensions: entry into the work
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environment; the acquisition of competence; the nature of engineers knowledge and the
division of labor; mobility and career development.

a. Entry into the work environment

There are two different recruitment paths. intended for two different types of
engineer. The first is for those who already have more or less substantial careers
behind them; the second is for young engmeers aged 27 or less who have just graduated
or have very littie professional experience. The relative size of each group varies of
course. depending on the year, the area of’ activity and career path. For example, FE
Company has hired 240 engineers and managers in the past two years. 0f these, 132
engineers feil into the first category and 108 into the second. 1f the technical career path
is taken in isolation, 27 engineers fail into the first category and 35 into the second.

These two groups are recruited and placed within the company in slightLy
different ways:

Engineers who already have professional experience are considered to be
holders of a specific competence. In the light of its actual needs, the company
purchases. for an agreed price, a competence that has, in theory, already been
constructed and is thus operational. However, this recourse to the external labor market
does flot aiways go smoothly: FE Company’ s specialty. electrical eflgineenng, is specific
and the labor market for engineers in that specialty “is flot very extensive”. Thus “we
do a quick tour of {French] companies in the speciahy... and competition is very
strong.. .‘ FE Company also has difficulties in attracting electronic engineers and
computer specialists, since “FE cpmpany is flot a leader. is flot well known in these
areas’. Thus when il was diversifying into electronic products. such as inverters, FE
Company, which “has trained only 2 or 3 electronic engineers since the beginning”, was
obliged to seek outside specialists by any available means, including “the use of head
hunters. We hired them from outside and paid a high price

In contra.st to the selection process. which proves to be sophisticated
(interviews with directors, psychological testing etc...). the efltry of these engineers into
the organization is fairly abrupt.

“When I arrived, I was given an office and a sphere of activity. Nothing
else... It is only by discussing things with more senior colleagues that you start
learning...”

“I’ ve hardly ever seen my predecessor... The penod of overlap with the old
boss Iasted two days... I’ve wasted time getting information, fïnding documents”.

A magnet firm in the region, and located in a university town, FE Company
has developed special relationships with the scientific and academic communities.
These cooperative relationships affect both research and continuing training as welI as
recruitment. The company has no hesitation in exploiting this situation in order to
attract young novice engineers who, on graduating, often apply to the company on their
own initiative . The reception and integration of these young engineers seem to be
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hetter organized. or surrounded with precautions. even if there is a tendency - generally
in France. to consider them as ‘a relatively finished product delivered by the education
system to the world of industry” and thus as “being operational fairly quickly”.

After a “sytnbolic” induction course lasting two weeks, during which “you
mcci the vice-president and the general directors. who talk about the financial aspects of
the cornpany. personnel matters etc , the young engineers are welcomed socially and
initiated into the work environrnent under the general guidance of the head of service.

“A young beginner is firstly deait with socially... he’ s given a training
program. He is introduced to coileagues and gathers experience alongside them... He’ s
aiso introduced to the marketing and electronics sections of the other departments ... That
ail takes two months...”

“Young peoplejoining the company are thought to require six rnonths’ training
in order to understand pnnciples. how to draw up a schedule of conditions, getting to
know the internai ru les...”

This phase. during which young engineers are initiated into the code - formai
or unspoken - of the “community of peers” constituted by the engineers. gives way to
another in which they have to go through their professional and technical apprenticeship.
During this second phase. there is constant ernphasis on the importance of on-the-job
training. Placed in a working environment. the young engineers corne up against the
reality of the industrial world, sornetirnes under the guidance of senior engineers.

“In this first job, rny technical training was of littie help. but it was important
for the general education of a young engineer to be confronted with the concrete
approach to daiiy problems.”

Depending upon individual circumstances, which obviously differ, they carry
out a calculation or write a computer program, do a small study on behaif of another
engineer or perforrn a task as understudy to an experienced engineer. It is as if they are
supposed. through a sort of osmosis with their working environment, to absorb
unwritten or unspoken technical knowledge.

“The [young onesj are flot prepared. They learn on the job in the technical
service. We arrange things so that there are entry-level jobs in which the [young ones]
can observe what happens on the technical side. .

However, this period of professional initiation does flot seem to last very long,
especially since the notion of operationally is already inciuded in the training of graduate
engineers. Their entry into their first job is accompanied by adaptation, but flot by a
complete spiit between the classroom and the world of industry. But their very status
means that these young engineers are also encouraged at an early stage to take on
management responsibilities, to learn how to supervise technicians.

“Someone who siarts straight out of college wiIl be considered an apprentice
for a year
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“1f it is [a s mail project] we might let him loose on it ail hy himself after a few
months, or after I or 2 years. it depends on the individual involved..,”

b. The acquisition of professional competence

Engineers have two means of constructing their professionai competence in the
course of their career: off-the-ob training and on-the-joh training. As far as the content
of that competence is concerned, it varies a great deal. depending on the type of career or
on the concept of the engineer’s role in the organization of work.

Firstly, aithough FE Company allows each engineer an average of between 10
and 14 days per year without loss of pay for attending courses, off-the-job training stiil
plays only a s mail role in the acquisition of the new technical competence. Irrespective
of the wishes of each individual engineer. formai courses seem fairly difficuit to set up,
considering the enormous variety of important technical needs. Only research activities
do flot fit into this pattern. Indeed, research engineers need permanent contacts with the
world of science outside in order to keep up to date with scientific advances.

They make [general research engineersj do ail sorts of training courses. It
costs a fortune... a conference in Canada, seminars in the USA, CNRS summer school
in superconductivity...”

This knowledge. assimilated by individuals. is stored, digested or adapted for
general research purposes. However, it is also intended for diffusion - more or Iess
widely - within the technical services, either through the relational networks or as a result
of the mobility of research engineers within the operational units. Apart from this
specific case, other engineers are not very eager to take the opportunity of adding to their
knowledge, since they believe their initiai technical knowledge is adequate for the tasks
they have to perform at FE Company. “We’ re flot in aeronautics. where technologies
evolve very rapidly”. On the other hand. some engineers are fairly opportunistic in
using the training on offer to benefit their own career strategies. From this point of
view, a serious training experiment that finished in failure is revealing: in collaboration
with a school of engineering. FE Company set up a fuil-time course lasting 6 months that
was intended to train specialists in electronics who were much in demand because of the
companys plans for diversification.

“Siteen engineers from FE Company went on the course, OnIy things
didn’ t really work out very well. Only three {engineers] went to the department that
needed them. Eight [engineers} left [FE cpmpanyj for other companies, where they
cashed in their training, with interest...”

Although it is only one episode, this experience clearly reveals the tensions
running through the diversification of the company’ s activities. the endogenisation of
technologies, the investment in training and even engineers’ individual strategies.

In contrast to purely technicai courses, management courses are very much
appreciated by most engineers. Some even go so far as taking the opportunities offered
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by continuing training in order to obtain an additional management qualification; the
holding of a double qualification is considered a major asset in the race for promotion.
In general. engineers cons ider they have neyer been taught either to manage people, to
lead an operation or to understand economic problems.

What I did flot learn at college was management. It’ s perhaps what I most
needed.

“The fundamental part of an engineer’ s work, that is ail aspects of the
organization and management of time, is flot taught in college..

Secondly, since the work of an engineer in manufacturing industry cannot be
formalized or taught in college, on-the-job training constitutes an important route for the
development of professional knowledge. Theoretical knowledge provides the basis of
an approach to technical problems. but practical competence is built up on the job. This
is obvious even in the case of engineers who started off as technicians. Such
acquisition of knowledge and know-how through osmosis is, it is true, universal.
However, the scope of this type of apprenticeship and the nature of the competence that
is thus constructed depend to a large extent on organizational contexts. in this case on the
way in which engineers’ careers are organized.

Let us cons ider separately two types of careers, the generalist manager and the
technical expert. which are in reality intertwined or barely distinguis hable, particularly at
the beginning of an erigineer’ s career. Ahhough it is fairly ambiguous, this distinction
serves at the very ieast to highlight two different modes of apprenticeship.

- The objective of a manager’ s career is to acquire as wide a range of
experience as possible. It is based on frequent rotation between operational and
functional posts. This mobility, which is common to the various career paths -

technical. marketing, finance etc... - makes h possible to develop a managerial
competence in the taking of general or strategic decisions with a certain overview.
However, this type of career also runs the risk of producing flot real expertise but rather
“engineers whom we don’ t know what to do with when they reach 45” or “proletarian
engineers whose job requires only 10% oftheirskills”.

- The career of an expert is organized around a particular type of product or
technology. Engineers are supposed to master either a technology or the organization
of industnal projects. The development of such expertise is a long-term undertaking,
implying stability or even a certain imrnobility. The ideal profile for specialist
engmeers would appear to be the following: they make their debut close to the
production process, becoming involved in adapting products, or transfernng prototypes
to production etc...; after this initial penod of 4 or 5 years, they take on full
responsibility for a product development project; “When they finish their first project,
their second project should benefit from what they have IearntH. However, such a logic
of accumulation cornes into conflict with the engineers’ own individual interests.

“However, the problem is that if you do two projects in the research
department, then the game’ s up. You’ re saddled with an image that it becomes difficuit
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to get rid of. So if you make people stick to a career as an expert. you re flot ensuring
they have a good career curve”.

As far as acquiring this expertise on the job is concerned. it should be noted
that the process takes place essentially within a “community of peers” in which
experience is created, accumulated and transmitted more or less collectively.

‘FE cpmpany is a company with an oral tradition [in which] knowledge is
transmitted through interpersonal exchange. We dont write things down..

This community of peers is not fixed, but is constantly being renewed as
engineers move within the company. It represents a space in which, without exciuding
individual competition, engineers develop their relational abilities in an informai way.
And it is the bonds formed hy these abilities that really lie at the heart of industrial
creativity.

It’ s in the corridors and the canteen that you learn Inost. This informai
method works well. within ils limits - you have to ask the right person the right
q uesti on.
When problems crop up. we discuss them with colleagues..”

These two types 01’ careers give risc to two modes of apprenticeship. and thus
to two sorts of competence. The paradox at FE Company is that aH its management
practices combine, in a favorable context in which the company is growing, to create a
situation in which mobility is valued at the expense of stability. and careers in
management are more highly regarded than those on the technical side. This
phenomenon is particularly evident airiong graduate engineers, but is less prevalent
ainong other engineers. whose career paths confine them to iobs on the technical side.
This has the effect of devaluing and destabilizing the community of peers. which is the
guarantor 0f the collective technical expertise.

c. The nature of engineers’ knowledge and the division oflabor

Engineers’ professionality. and with it the modality of its construction, cannot
be properly understood unless they are considered in the context of the form of the
division of labor prevailing within FE Company. The function of engineers is clearly
distinguished from that of technicians, reflecting the wide organizational, professional
and social gap that exists between these two categories of actors.

“[In the technical services], there is a spiit between an experienced core [of
technicians, project managers and draughtsmenl who have been there a long time, and
the engineers [who move aroundj... And yet if there’ s no symbiosis between the
engineer and his team, nothing happens. The product will flot materialize...”

The engineers’ function is divided into two main components: technical
guidance and management. Rie two are very closely linked, it is truc, but the relative
weight of each one changes quite considerably as an eflgineer’s career evolves.
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The first component is located in the purely technical dimension. Here, it is
considered that the role of the engineer is to “generate an expert system” and “to provide
the impetus for the basic idea”. The technician’ s role, in contrast. is to “apply the
expert system to concrete problems’ or “to put that idea into concrete form”. This
distinction can also be expressed in the following way.

?Q the technical level, the engineer draws up models and provides the
synthesis... the technician expenments and calculates the dimensions...”
“As far as the finished product is concerned, the engineer is able to anticipate and
envisage solutions to problems that will occur during the development phase, whereas
the technician has a shorter-term view of the problems”.

As can be seen. these two categories of actors have assimilated two distinct
forms of knowledge: that of the engineer is theoretical, abstract and conceptual, while
that of the technician is concrete, practical and “real”. These two types of knowledge,
which are complementary and interactive, must mesh perfectly if real industrial creativity
is to he produced. At the individual level, few engineers manage to synthesize the two,
with the exception of those who have made the transition from technician to engineer.
In fact. engrneers’ technical apprenticeship rarely takes them mb a peripheral part of
technology . an accurnulated amalgamation of assorted practical knowledge which for
them constitutes a “black box”. In such a case, “there are conflicts of competence”
between the conceptual engineers and the technicians, who are the guardians of practical
know-how. At the collective level, synergy between the two forms may exist at FE
Company, but only randomly and fortuitously.

“[As far as symbiosis between engineers and technicians is concerned], that
depends on the personality of the engineers”.

In ail case, the marked difference in status between the two actors tends to
create a sort of non-communication, an impermeable barrier, even animosity.

“I spend a lot of time trying to pass on knowledge to my technicians, but
they re not very receptive. They don’ t hold conversations very often. They’ ve ail got
the BTS (advanced technician’ s certificate, awarded after two years post-baccalaureat
study), but after that their curiosity just disappears, they dont read enough...’

“[The engineers] have virtually nothing to do with the design of the machine.
They are involved in relational work. management... In fact, the machines could be made
without engineers. The technicians have the impression that they do ail the work, w hile
the engineers get ail the praise...”
“An engineer at FE Company doesn’ t produce any drawings. he makes a sketch, but
it’s beneath his dignity actually to work at the drawing board”.

“[The techniciansj are supervised by engineers who sometimes know less than
they do”. (Observation by the former chairman and managmg director in “U usine
nouvelle”, no, 2288, 1990)

The second component relates to management. This aspect of the engineer’ s
function varies according to the type of activity or the type of job. For example,
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research engineers provide technical guidance oniy for those technicians who “are
allocated functionally to him”, whereas a production job cari be reduced entirely to
“[hierarchicali man management”. The degree of involvement in management generally
increases as they work their way up the career ladder. For the majority of engineers,
however, including the young ones, the acceptance of responsibility - management - is
an intrinsic part of their professionality; it sets them apart from other categones of
employee and underpins the legitimacy of their function within the company.

“Engineers are polyvalent. They must be able to speak the language of
technology. commerce and management, and to manage a budget. This is not required
either of technicians or of managers who are flot engineers’.

‘Engineers have overali objectives... Technicians are flot associated with these
objectives. Theirs are more selective...”

‘h’ s flot technical competence that makes an engineer. Rather if s his overali
abilities... they re more generalists than experts... On the technical level, engineers rely
on the knowledge of others...”

d. Mohility, transfer of knowledge and career building

FE Company manages overali to stabilize its engineers despite a certain degree
of tightness in the labor market: exciuding retirements, the annual leaving rate has
hovered around 3 to 4% in recent years. Such integration may seem fairly
commendable, since in the case of engineers - particularly graduate engineers - who are
able to influence each round of bargaining. it is achieved by arguing that “their career
prospects are flot lirnited to FE Company”. It is the resuit of a compromise between the
general management logic and a sort of day-to-day “blackmail” which hangs over une
managers.

Thus in addition to the favorable circumstances, in which the number of
managers is growing - this integration is based on the effectiveness of the management
tools analyzed above, As we have already seen, these three management tools (job
evaluation. the Hay method and the annual interview) enable each engineer to use internai
mobility between jobs to construct an interesting career prospect for himself within FE
Company. It is expected that an engineer will change jobs every 3 or 4 years: the
annual rate of change is between 25 and 35%.

These changes ought. in theory. to be managed by the PHRS in the light of the
individual preferences expressed dunng the annual interviews and of the conlpany’ s
needs. These engineers recognize that a change neyer takes place against the wishes of
the individual concerned (right of refusai), and that it is initiated by the engineers
themselves rather than by management. In reality, these changes are often settled
through informai conversations between the engineer and his immediate superior, or
between two heads of service. The company itself recognizes the existence of
“unofficial job changes, arranged hastily in corridors or car parks” . Thus the informai
(social management at the decentralized level) takes precedence over the formai
(management at centrai level), particularly since FE Company is expanding in
quantitative terms.
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h is undeniable that the space for strategic maneuvering opened up by a
mobility poiicy of this kind reflects to a large extent the engineers’ aspirations and
contributes enormously to sustaining their motivation and their integration within FE
Company. However, this management practice also has disadvantages. It produces
contradictory effects, particularly as far as the development of the technological dynarnic
is concerned.

Firstly, combineci with the symbolic effect of the reserve’ engineer. the
excessive importance attached to internai mobility encourages engineers to favor careers
as generalist managers. This striving after promotion through the hierarchy has the
effect of devaluing the expert career, both at the level of social representation and of the
wages hierarchy.

I think a lot of people have shown that by changing jobs frequently they will
get better, more highly valued jobs, whereas [the expert engineer] is in a corner,
unrecognized etc... Thats what people are escaping from ultimately...”
“In order to keep people in technical jobs, we have to pay them more. Thaf s the
solution, flot equal pay, but better pay...

Secondly, if engineers are perceived in this way, staying in a job becomes
synonymous with a lack of ability. Engineers remaining for long periods in the same
job are considered to be lacking in motivation or unable to change, whereas competence
or expertise is often developed in the long term, particularly on the technical side.

‘.. nevertheless, [internai mobility] is a source of motivation... the problem is
that it bas become the sole key to career development, that is to say that those who don’ t
change jobs are considered to be somewhat lethargic and incapable of developing...”

There are people who stay 3 to 4 years [in research] and those who stay there
ail their life... Those who stay do so because they are psychologically incapable of doing
anythingelse...”.

Thirdly, job changes tend to happen most frequently within a division.
Despite their great openness to change, engineers at FE Company display a marked
reluctance to change division.

“To change division is to change culture... If you leave here as an engineer to
go to another division, you re going back to the starting Une. You have to learn your
job again from scratch ... Whereas [internai] mobility should be a step up, changing
division is nothing of the sort...”

As a resuit of this resistance to mobility between divisions, each division
functions as if it were an autonomous entity. This impermeability, which is reinforced
by the organizational compartmentalization arising out of the decentralization of profit
centers, seems to weaken the potential for synergy that might exist between the various
types of products and technologies. This is also one of the reasons why FE Company
is experiencing difficulty in diversifying its activities.

Fourthly, even if it is possible to restrict job changes on the technical side,
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excessively frequent mobility between jobs tends to disrupt the ‘community of peers” in
which the collective construction of knowledge takes place. Technical expertise or
experience of industrial projects represent fragile, perishable stocks of knowledge, to the
extent that that knowledge is personalized and difficuit to transmit in writing.

If it is to play a full part in the creation and transmission of knowledge, the
colnrnunity of peers needs a minimum level of cohesion that is likely to emerge only after
a certain period of time.

However, systematic mobility on the part of engineers disrupts the collective
memorizing of knowledge and weakens the accumulation of expenence. It is true that
the technicians and engineers trained by the cornpany are there as guarantors of lived
experience. However, as we have seen, the division between engineers and technicians
makes the convergence between the former, the holders of conceptual knowledge and the
latter, the guarantors of empincal techniques, if not impossible at least subject to the
vagaries of chance.

In concluding this second part, it should be noted that FE Company. aware of
a certain degree of perverseness in a policy that overemphasizes internai mobility, and in
particular of the loss of technical skills and knowledge that this entails, has already begun
to take some corrective measures. The status of reserve engineer has been abolished,
the salaries of those in technical jobs are being raised, the Hay method is being re
examined and a “competence straregy” is being put in place with the aim of keeping
engineers in jobs where they can use their expertise. These recent changes, initiated by
the PHRS, are ciearly an attempt to encourage the emergence of new rules and to
reorientate the behavior of engineers. It is obvious that such a strategy can succeed
only if the engineers go beyond their own strategic reactions to accept the new rules in
their entirety and. internalizing them, change their behavior. The outcome of this new
interactive dynamic that FE Company have deliberately set in motion remains uncertain,
but it wiII be interesting to observe from a longitudinal perspective.

1-3. THE ORGANIZATION 0F INDUSTRIAL CREATIVITY

Having outlined the technical organization and characterized the engineer
category, we shail now attempt to analyze the work space, and particularly the process of
product development. k goes without saying that the development of new products is a
vital activity for ail indusirial companies, since it is this process that can provide a
coherent framework for coordinating the various sections of the company, for organizing
learning and for developing new competencies, As a resuit, firms will be better able to
withstand competition and ensure their continuing existence.

The development of new products is based essentially on the use of internai
resources, and hence on internai growth; this contrasts sharply with a policy based on
extemal growth, in which companies buy market share, new activities and new
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knowledge and skilis. In both cases. of course, there is sorne financiai risk invoived.
However, the difference is that the latter type of policy. even if implernented in the name
of industrial coherence, ail too often fails realiy to endogenous a company’ s capacity for
technological creativity. whereas the former type seems capable - whatever the outcome
0f generating icarning effects that iead in turn to constant improvements in the
organization of creativity.

FE Company organizes its industnal dynarnic - the development of new
products - around the project system known more commonly as the new product
project’. or ‘industrial project’. In general. the notion of project is used to denote the
sequential process by which ideas are turned into new products. This process seems to
be subjeci to serious technological constraints. even if oniy at the level of its sequentially.
Aithough at first sight it is a mechanical or universal process, it is nevertheless embedded
in organizational and social processes, since it is impiemented by socially constructed
actors. Thus it seems to us essential, in any consideration of the project system, to go
beyond its purely technological dimensions. Rather, we defïne the project as a central
notion that regulates the interaction of the various actors. thus channeling the internai
tension of technical creation towards the market.

After a brief outiine of the project system in its general context, we shah
examine the chronology hy which projects proceed and then extract some major themes
that wiiI serve to characterize the form taken by creativity in FE Company.

1-3-1 (;ENERAL CONTEXTUALISATION 0F THE PROJECT SYSTEM

Our purpose here is to iocate the project system within the overail organization
of FE Cumpany. This contextualisation wili enable us to understand more ciearly the
internai iogics underlying projects as they pass through their various phases.

Firstly, in any given year. there are between 40 and 45 projects at FE
Cornpany. Since the average duration of a project is between 3 and 4 years, a certain
proportion (around 10) is replaced each year. The number of projects rnanaged by each
department varies. On average. however. each department is responsible for between 2
and 5 projects. Taken as a whole, these projects account for “500 million francs’ worth
of technical costs. out of a total industrial investment of 600 or 700 million francs’.

Thus at any given time, each department bas responsibility for several projects,
each of which may be in a different stage of development. One project may have
reached the preiiminary marketing stage, another may be at the prototype testing stage
and a third may be nothmg more than the germ of an idea in an engineer’ s head. Each
department, and in particular its technical service, which plays the leading role in project
management. bas to juggie its financial and human resources in order to manage this
coexistence and the sequential ordering of projects. In this case, the management of
human resources proves to be fairly complex because manpower needs fluctuate
depending on the phase of the project: in general, the number of people involved in a
project increases up to the industnalization phase and then gradually decreases as volume
production begins. Apart from this quantitative problem. consideration also has to be
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given to matching project content to the quality of individual engineers. This problem,
which arises particularly when a project manager is being chosen, seems to be diffïcult to
resolve, especially in the light of engineers propensity to strategic mobility. Thus the
scheduling of projects is heavily dependent on the availability of engineers; this
contingency cannot aiways be controlled.

The decision whether or not to involve such and such an engineer in a project
is very contingent, since it depends on each engineer’ s availability... On the day you
want to appoint a project manager, for example, you can draw up the ideal profile of the
person you want, but alongside that you have to put the list of who is available. And
that is necessarily contingent, knowing that you 11 have to put a une through the ideal
profile and take the chap who happens to be available. ..“

Second1y departments are given a great deal of autonorny in managing both
projects and engineers. As we have already seen, FE Cornpany has traditionally
emphasized decentralized dynamism, giving each department the status of profit center.
It is true that general management controls this decentralized autonorny, particularly
when h cornes to investment, through the three-year budget plan that each department has
to negotiate with h every year. However, this financial or budgetary control is not
accornpanied by control over the content of each project.

‘[Epartment heads] take their decisions [on projects] on their own, without
much consultation... little information gets as far as general management, which knows
nothing at ah about projects...t
“Projects were rnanaged in individual units m a very autonomous way. with no external
control. ..“

This absence of any centralized coordination sometimes gives tise flot to
dynamism but to a loss of control or even a certain degree of confusion.

“The stupid things they did [while involved in a project] remained within the
departments... We knew only what the departments wanted to tel! us.

FE Company has been trying for some lime to systematize the project
monitoring system, which involves central management “legitimizing decisions” on the
transition from one phase to another. The establishment of such a system is intended to
symbolize the first step towards the exertion of central management control over projects.
However, since this monitoring system is currently the responsibiity of a single
individual (a technical manager in GR) who admits that he does flot “have the time to
devote more than haif a day to each project, it does flot seem to constitute a real attack on
the departments’ autonomy in the sphere of project management.

Thirdly. projects obviously differ in their nature and origins. The nature of a
project varies according to the characteristics of the market at which it is aimed, the
nature of the technology it uses or even the intended length of the production fun,
Without listing ail the possible variants, it is possible to point to three representative
examples.
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The first is the kind of project that might emerge from a contract with an
organization such as Electncité de France. The aim of a project of this type is to meet
the specitic needs of a single client. Since the schedule of conditions and specifications
are drawn up by the customer, the project becomes a fairly passive affair, unless k
involves a prestigious technological procedure.

The second, and most common type is concerned with the renewal of products
that already exist. The scope of such projects changes quite considerably, depending
on whether the range is being renewed in whole or in part, whether the process is
staggered over a penod of time, and so on.

The third type is concerned with the creation of new products. This type of
project, prompted by speculation within the company on the emergence of new
technology, generally involves research taking precedence over production, a long
incubation penod and keen strategic awareness on the part of management.

Despite such variabiity, the vast majority of projects, whatever department is
involved, are concerned with the renewal of existing product ranges. Indeed, most
projects form part of what is known in FE Company as “commercial or marketing
innovation”. This type of innovation involves the modification of existing products in
accordance with the new competitive critena that have emerged in the market: it is aimed,
above ail, at improving the products’ price-quality ratio, and thus the competitiveness of
those products in the market. Three main methods are used: diversification, i.e.
extension of the product range, simplification, i.e. a reduction in the number of parts
(group technology or value analysis), and the replacement of strategic components,
particularly electronic ones.

at FE Company. 9 times out 10, a project, or the creation of a new product,
simply means reviving an existing product, but with a reduction in price, technological
updating, etc... [There is not] really much development of new products. There is
some, but it only accounts for 10 or 20%...”
“[In project X], I have 6 product [ranges] and I want to replace them. if possible, with a
single range. The benefit is both economic and industrial. There are a lot fewer
different parts, and so the volumes [for any given part] are higher and the costs lower...”
“The life [of a product] is currently 2 to 4 years... It used to be 5 to 8 years.
[This reduction in life cycle] is a resuit of the emergence of competition and of
technological change, and also of an economic problem, namely the reduction in the
selling price by 5 to 7% per year. Products are renewed in order to cut costs...”

Fourthly. not ail projects are equally important, either in terms of the
mobilization of financial or human resources or of the strategic issues at stake. Thus
they do flot ail carry the same weight, either in management practice or in the order of
managenal decisions, or in the way projects are perceived by engineers. 11e
importance of what they entail is more or less unofficially evaluated and hierarchised on
the basis of various factors. The first of these is undeniably the level of technical costs
incurred by a project.
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There are projects, sinail ones. that cost 1 million francs. And then there are
projects that incur 100 million francs in technical costs, like the one being fun [by a
project manager with more than 20 years experience in one department]... large pro jects
are those costing more than 10 million...”

In addition w this financial consideration, two other factors are taken into
account, namely the degree of strategic urgency in commercial terms, and the
tecimological importance of the product being developed.

“This product was absolutely essential... When it affects the company’ s
location decisions (in this case, in the USA), even if it is a small project costing 5 million
[francs], the project is a strategic one”.

“[The electronic relay] is of concern to ail departments in FE Company. This
project, which costs only 3 million, is a major project, because several people are waiting
[for its technological spin-offs]...”

These vanous factors help to hierarchise projects, even if only at the level of
the image engineers have of each project. Such hierarchisation - subjective and
objective - determines the degree to which engineers are mobilized and motivated, and in
particular the degree of cooperation between various actors, which in turn influences the
way in which the project is conducted.

[At factory xj, they recently renewed aIl their product ranges. This change
was absolutely vital for that factory. Ail those involved [in this project] played the
game... Everybody lent a hand... On the other hand, [at factory FI, they’ re currently
replacing a part of their product range. The change is being made just to increase
productivity... [This projecti doesn’t interest people... It’s just a nuisance.”

Fifthly, the project system and the organizational matrix that accompanies il.
both of which are American in origin. were introduced by FE Company in the early
1980s. This change, initiated by a constancy company. was introduced gradually,
department by department, which explains in part why the system is formalized to
diffenng degrees in each department.

Even though some engineers consider that the change simply “systematized
what [engineers] were doing previously. without being aware of it”, this grafting of
American methods on to the organizational culture of FE Company seems to have
introduced vo contradictory elements into project management. On the one hand, the
strict codification of tools and procedures gives rise w rigidity, w hile on the other there is
a certain degree of improvisation in the actual implementation of the project.

As Figure 2-4(see after) shows, the project system rigorously formalizes both
management tools and the progression of the project. The division into phases, the
sequencing of the vanous procedures, scheduling (the allocation of rime to each phase)
and the organization of the reviews that evaluate progress and sanction the move to the
next phase are ail strictly defined, as are the roles, functions and responsibilities of ail
personnel involved in the project. In this way, the system contributes to the
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codification of the innovation space. For example. the organizational matrix clearly
distinguishes between functional jobs (the skil group in which specialists are mobilized)
and management jobs (project team, particularly the project manager, who has overail
responsibility for the project) and thus helps to define skill content, the nature of
responsibility. etc....

Nevertheless, it seem obvious that the actual iinplementation of a project
cannot correspond entirely to the strict framework imposed by this normalization or to
the coordinated and cooperative relationships constructed in advance by the codification
of roles. Depending on the various constraints (time, resources, technological
content,etc), the actual organization of a project and its progression take a variety of
different forrns and routes. This organizational plasticity requires that the actors, who
“sometimes fly without instruments”, should have a certain amount of room for
manoeuvre. It is in this constant process of readjustment in relation to the initial focus
of the project that the actors’ social logics are expressed.

The project system is a methodology of Amencan origin, and the engineers
have perceived it as such. However, the system as implernented at FE Company has
been subjected to considerable “Frenchification”, the resuit of a collective effort by the
actors which has flot, however, eliminated tensions and conflicts with the existing
organizational culture.

1-3-2 INNOVATION CYCLE: the chronological progression of a project

By referring to Figure 2-4 and 2-5, which summarize the progression of a
project, we wilI attempt to reconstruct chronologically the way in which projects are
implemented at FE Company. This reconstruction is intended to be synthetic. It takes
account neither of the variety of forms that a project can take, nor of the specific
difficulties it may encounter or the degree of success it may achieve. Far from being an
accurate snapshot of a single project, il is based on fragmentary descriptions of various
projects mentioned by engineers in the course of interviews. Despite the loss of
nuances, this synthesis has the ment of revealing the salient features of the system of
project management at FE Company. As required by the methodology currently in use,
we shaH divide the progression of projects into five phases: the preparatory phase, the
orientation phase, the design phase, the industrialization phase and, finally, the
production phase.
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a. The preparatory phase

Strictly speaking, this preparatory phase is located outside the actual time
frame of the project. It takes place before the project is officially born, and is more
accurately described as its incubation period. The task of those involved in this phase is
to give thought. flot necessarily continuously, to new projects, the development of a
material. a technical function or a component before the technical service actually needs
to incorporate its technological spin-off’s into a new product. In other words, without
being directly linked to the immediate constraints of the markets, or abiding strictly by
deadlines, the purpose of this preparatory phase is to understand and anticipate the
evolution of the technological environment in which products exist, to extract technical
potential from it and if possible to translate this potential into operational applications.

This sort of technical marketing, carried out by the technical service, does flot
mean that commercial concerns are entirely absent, in contrast to the general research
activities that take place in the laboratories. The engineers involved are very much
aware of the differences between these two activities, although they are both concerned
with future prospects.

“[This preparatory functionj can be clearly distinguished from general research,
since we are no longer working in the long term. We are concerned with new projects
that will be completed in the foreseeable future” xc

The links between general research, where “applied research is carned out on a
thematic basis (materials. plasma, etc. ) and GR the preparatory function. ‘which
develops sub-groups of products or product functions’, are recognized and forrnalized -

particularly through the funding system - in such a way that the activities of the two
sections are coordinated and knowledge transferred between them. In reality, however,
these Iinks are diffuse and unstructured.

‘The links are virtually non-existent. In theory, the GR program is drawn up
in consultation with the units. To some extent, therefore, they are working on the basis
of guidance given by the departments. In fact, the departments give to GR long-term
work and reserve work with a time horizon of two to three years, which will lead quickly
to the next project. for their own preparatory groups. What is expected from GR is
ideas. prospects for products in 5, 6, 7 years.’

As a resuit of this clear distinction that tends to be established, these links -

which, though weak, actually exist - are seldom activated during the process of product
development.

k should be noted. inoreover, that this preparatory phase was flot initially
included in the project system. It has been developed gradually after a few experiments.
The establishment, at the very heart of the technical service, of “a specific place at which
product innovation takes place” is of course flot unconnected with the recent acceleration
in the pace of technological change. Such normalization is significant in three further
respects. Firstly it cannot be dissociated from the need - increasingly strongly feit - for
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better pro ject management, particularly in respect of the length of tirne required, which
has now become one of the basic elements in the companys competitiveness.

Secondly, it obviously represents an extension of the chain of innovation,
which reflects the growing need to enhance the technical content of products. Finally,
FE Company’ s organizational response to these changes has been to recreate a specific
innovation space by separating the innovation function from the general process of
project implementation. “Previously, when we were setting up a project, the innovation
required was carried out within the framework of that project. However, when a
project starts off with a lot of innovation [to be done], there is every chance things will
flot turn out as hoped and take much longer and cost more than planned. So people
gradually realized that the amount of innovation required for each project had to be
limited. and that the actual innovation had to be done somewhere else, prior to the start of
the project. This is the purpose of the preparatory group...’

“At any given moment, you have to have the courage to set up a preparatory
team. flot really to work on products but rather on subsets that might or might flot be
used subsequentiy. Ils an investment for the future. Ifs a bit risky sometimes, but
it’ s aiways an investment, because even if what they do doesn’ t lead to fa new productj,
if s worthwhile flot having any illusions about such and such a technology, and to know
theres no point using it...’

On the operationai level, this phase is the responsibility of one or two small
teams. known as ‘preparation celis”, set up in the technical service of each department.
The head of the technical service has overail responsibility for the teams. The
preparation ccli may sornetimes be just one engineer working alone in a corner, and
sometimes a reai team with an engineer and one or two technicians. Its ta.sk, the
incubation of new proects, depends largely on inteliectual deliberation. and is therefore
loosely structured. Even though the resources aliocated are modest, this preparation
function seerns to offer some engineers, often younger ones under 30, an opportunity to
develop their technical imaginations, to accept a worthwhile challenge and to undergo a
real learning process. If they have already been socialized into the “cornmunity of
peers’. this type of function helps them further to consolidate their personal networks
and to develop their relationai abilities.

“We know there are lots of ideas that can be exploited. We look elsewhere,
in order to integrate them. We pick them up here and there... You have to go where the
new ideas take you. How do we find out ... Basically through personal contacts.
You have to develop personal networks with other departments and general research...”

b. The orientation phase

The vast majonty of projects, which are concerned with the renewal of existing
products, start from this phase. The preparation phase is reserved aimost exclusively
for a hand fui of projects intended to be highly innovative.

Even if a new product neyer has ils origins “either soiely in marketing or
solely in technology’, it is the marketing service’ s responsibility at FE Company to make
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the initial proposais, by recognizing the need for new products or fbr the modification of
product unes, etc. k should be noted, in passing, that the marketing function, like the
s aies function, is full of engineers who “alone are capable of transiating the needs of the
market into technical terms” and that it is considered to have a “higher profile”, to be
“more prestigious” and to carry “more weight” than the technical function.

As soon as the new needs are defined, the product manager drafts the
preiiminary specifications. k is his task to supervise a certain product range, and he is
the person best qualifïed to provide information on the state of the competition, customer
demand, etc. On his initiative and on the basis of the initial specifications, a meeting of
the departmental management tearn is held. This team includes the director of the
department, the heads of the technical and marketing services and the head of the PMU -

the factory or manufacturing subsidiary - to whom “the project must be sold” . k is
this departmental body that will, as a last resort, decide whether or flot to launch the new
project. This decision, which is often described in FE Company as a “collegial” or
“consensual” one, seems in fact to be based on good formai or informai coordination and
the effective exchange of information between the marketing and technical services.

“There is good reciprocai knowledge: on the part of the product manager on
what the technical service can do, and on the part of technicians on what the market
demands... thus the technical service also anticipates the demands of the marketing
service...”

However, when tensions manifest themselves, the balance of power clearly
favors the marketing service.

“In generai, the product manager wields considerable power in a department.
Very often, when there is a dispute [between the technical and marketing services], the
department director will decide in favor of the product manager...”

As soon as real interest is shown in a project and agreement has been reached,
management launches the project and at the same time sets the stopwatch going (a project
shouid ideally be completed in 36 months). In this initial stage, the person appointed
project manager, in theory at least, sets up a s mail team to carry out a feasibiiity study.
In the case of major projects, this team comprises, in addition to the project manager, the
product manager and the product designer, assisted by several technicians. In the case
of small projects, the project manager often takes responsibility for the technical study.
In ail cases, the project manager is chosen, with very few exceptions, from among the
engineers in the technical service. Consequently, he continues to report not to the
department director but to the head of the technical service, contrary to the “ideal
situation” in which “each project manager is given full authority over his project by the
department director”. The resuit is a certain ambiguity between this traditional
hierarchical allegiance and his position as project manager, for which he requires “real
functional authority” over people from vanous services, such as quality control,
purchasing, industrialization, and so on.

The project manager plays a centrai role in the implementation of the project.
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It is his job “to pilot the entire operation, guiding the product from the initial specification
right through to production. “Ris responsibilities cut across” the structure of the
organizational mati-ix, “since it is his job to mobilize, at various stages, the expertise of
different services”; “the project manager oils the wheels, managing and coordinating the
input of the various services. In the light of this coordinating function, it is clear that
the project manager’ s expertise lies flot so much in his technical proticiency as in his
relational abilities, methodological rigor, knowledge of the workings of the organization
and ability 10 balance the economic and technical dimensions... in short, the ability to
manage.

“The role [of the project manager] is flot so much to find new ideas as to focus
his team’ s efforts on points that remain vague and to find the best possible compromises
[between the economic and technical dimensions]...”

Furthermore, two major objectives have to be met dunng the implementation
of a project: “set deadlines and meet them, draw up budgets and keep within them.”
Given that “in addition to the loss of profits, delays in projects cost a department one
million francs per week”, any “drift” from the initial planning targets gives rise to great
anxiety. It is obvious that project managers take personal responsibility for ensuring
that deadiine and budget targets are met.

The team remains small dunng this orientation phase, and its main task 5 to
carry out feasibility studies with a view 10 drawing up a (theoretically) final specification.
The product manager reviews his initial proposais in order further to improve the
economic data, such as market volume, price, profit margin. etc. For his part, the
product designer closely examines the technical possibilities, compares the costs of
different choices and evaluates the overali development budget. After comparing these
various data, decisions are taken on the basic technology, the provisional budget and the
marketing date.

“[In project G], we’ re currently doing a feasibility study. The solutions that
might be adopted have to be costed from the technical and economic point of view... and
from the marketing point of view, the hypotheses about market volume and the
profitability of the project have to be tested...”

These decisions serve as guidelines, even if the projections obviously do flot
eliminate ail uncertairity caused by extrapolating from past experience and die time gap of
3 to 4 years between the drawing up of the initial specifications and the marketing of the
product. It is the project manager’ s responsibility to guide the project intelligently, in
such a way as to minimize uncertainty and to adjust the projections to changing realities.

Once the specification has been drawn up, this preliminary phase leads to a
project review in which the entire department management team takes part, together with
a representative of general management. The purpose of this review iS 10 decide
whether or flot 10 validate the specification and whether or flot the project should be
continued. A project may be deferred at this stage, but is rarely canceled.
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c. The design phase

At the beginning of this phase, in which the product actually takes shape. the
project team increases in size. in two ways.

Firstly. the team develops into what is known at FE Company as an
“interdisciplinary team’ or a “projeci activation team”. In addition to its original
members - the project manager, the product manager and the produet designer - the team
now includes representatives of the various services, such as quality control.
standardization. purchasing, industrialization, etc... These representatives. whether
engmeers or technicians, are responsib1 for following the progress of the project in their
own services; they monitor the project. exchange information and put themselves at the
disposition of the study group in the technical service whose task it is, under the
leadership of the product designer, to complete the technical design of the product.
This interdisciplinary team then becomes a structure that accumulates and synthesizes
data of various kinds, with the reports being sent to the project manager.

The [interdisciplinaryj team is essential for the transfer and synthesis of
information from the various services...”

The project manager stays on the project until it is completed, because there
are decis ions and choices that have to he made in the course of a project, and the reason
for these choices are flot aiways formalized or written down...

Contrary to appearances, this interdisciplinary team remains a loosely
structured. flexible organization. The representatives of the various services, ahhough
they are associated with the project throughout its life, are brought in only to meet
specific needs. Indeed, the contribution of each service tends to be made at different
points in the progression of the project, and is spread out over a period of time. h is the
project manager who has to orchestrate these contributions into a coordinated
sequence.

Secondly, this same project team will be supplemented by technicians from the
technical service (draughtsmen, designers, model makers) who form a technical study
group around the product designer. It is this group - the size of which is proportional
to the importance of the project - that is responsible for the main activity in this phase,
namely the technical development of the model, which occupies haif to two thirds of the
total time allocated to the project. 1f he has participated in the preceding phase, the
engineer (product designer) knows the technical objectives laid down for the project.
“The essential technical functions of the device are laid down in the specification drawn
up by the marketing service... They have to be achieved at ail costs. .

. B Together with
his group oftechnicians, he will try to find the best technical solutions. Different types
of device give rise to problems that vary in kind and field (material, dielectnc,
electromagnetic, etc). Depending on the nature of the problems to be solved, he calis
on different skill groups led by experts in electronics, electromechanical devices, etc.
(see Figure 2-5). During this phase the engineer in charge of the study group often
tends to focus on purely technical questions, while the project manager has to stand back
a little in order 10 make the best possible compromises between technical performance
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and economic cost.

The first task of the technical study group is to make the prototype (test model)
in order to test in the laboratory the soundness of the chosen technical applications. At
this stage there is a great deal of shuttiing backward and forward between conceptual
thinking and experimentation.

The expert engineers and technicians play a dominant role here. They are in
the same boat, and are capable, indeed sometimes actually give the impression, of
speaking the same language. However, it is flot easy to achieve any kind of symbiosis
between these categories of actors. There is a split between the engineers, who
monopolize ail the conceptual and relational functions (modeling, calculation, test
planning, analysis of results, etc.), and the technicians, who are often restricted to
execution tasks.

This form of division of labor, with little overlap between functions, makes
dialogue within the group fairly difficuit, or even a potential source of conflict.

“Engineers don t often get their hands dirty. They stay in their offïces, while
the technicians get on with the rest of the work...

“Engineers have a global purpose... technicians are flot involved in the end
product. but in specific tasks... The difference is the personal involvement you may or
may flot have in the end product.

“[In project z] there were four engineers and around ten technicians at the
beginning. Each engineer had a specific task in the technical development of the
product. In the follow-up stage, he spiit his task into various sections and gave the
technicians one section each... the overali design had afready been drawn up by the
engineer. I was able to modify it from the technical point of view, by about 20%, in
accordance with the tests...’

After this phase of experimental trials, which ends in a review involving the
same senior management team and in a decision on whether to carry on, this study group
then tackies the task of producing the industnal prototype.

This prototype is a confirmation of the previous one, but for the first time h
takes account of the product’ s future industrialization: the model is created by highly
skilled workers who machine each part on a milling machine in the workshops of the
technical service. With this industrial prototype, the main focus of attention is on the
structure of the economic and industrial costs, rather than on the purely technical
functioning of the product. The use of methods such as value analysis and group
technology makes it possible to reduce the number of parts or replace a material with
another, more economic one, etc. At the end of this stage, the product is 60 to 70%
complete; at the same time, the development of the necessary industrial tools is planned
(manufacture of machines or moulds, automation of the assembly une, etc.) and the
search for possible suppliers is begun. The “industrialization specialist” in the
industrialization service and the “buyer” in the purchasing department begin to work
together with the product designer within the frarnework of the “interdisciplinary team”.
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And as soon as the first prototype phase is finished, a few engineers in the production
unit where the product is to be manufactured try, in theory, to make their presence feit in
the study group in order ‘to supply the designer with information on production’.

d. The industrialization phase

The industrialization phase, which is cons idered one of the most critical in the
life of a project, involves managing the transfer of the product from design to production.
In addition to the specific difficulties arising out of the transfer of the formalized technical
knowledge relating to the product, entry into this phase involves at last two significant
changes in the management of the project.

The first relates to the transfer of responsibility for the management of the
project from the departrnent to the PMU, or production management unit. The
management of the PMU takes control of the project, in both administrative and
accounting terms. The second has at least three dimensions to it, involving a change of
geographical location, form of work organization and technical culture: the project leaves
the technical service’ s design office or test laboratory and moves to an assembly une in
one of the production plants, which are sometimes quite remote geographically. In
other words, the prototype produced by craftsmen is subjected to the test of being
manufactured on an industnal scale.

This transition from the design to the industrial phase considerably increases a
wide variety of constraints on the project, ranging from marketing deadiines, through the
organizational rigidity of the factory to the “finishing touches” required for
industrialization. If it is flot thoroughly prepared, such a change may well cause
dislocation within the project team, a certain degree of confusion as to who is responsible
for the project and sometimes even a change of project manager.

In this phase. operational responsibility for the transfer - even if it is formally
supervised by the titular project manager - very often falis to the engineer responsible
for the industrialization process, who works in the technical service of the production
unit. Since it is his task “to bring the project to production in as complete a state as
possible, so that it can be processed as quickly as possible”, the engineer responsible for
industrialization, together with his team oftechnicians, has to tackie two main tasks.

The first of these is to produce limited production or pre-production batches.
As we have seen, the industrial prototype is “made from the block”, that is the parts are
specially produced for it by highly skilled workers. The engineer in charge of
industrialization has to design the tools capable of mass producing those parts and to plan
their assembly. The pre-production batches are assembled and tested on the assembly
une by production workers, “choosing a slack period in order flot to upset production
schedules too much”.

Some design errors will have to be corrected, without “necessarily having a
suitable structure for doing 50”.
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“If a part has been wrongly specified during the design phase, it wilI still be
wrongly specified at the mdustnalization phase”. Mistakes made at the design phase are
transmitted down the une and often re-emerge in an acute way at this stage. “When we
move to the indus trialization phase, the product has not been 100% checked... technical
problems cannot be solved here... we have to make do and mend. ..“ Thus it is flot
unusual for the engineer in charge of industrialization to find himself in an “inextricable”
situation, caught between the imperatives of the specifications (deadline, cost, technical
performance. etc.) and the delay - or technical errors - built up over time. “Even if ail
the services want to work weIl together. at some point the machine jams because of
unresolved technical problems...” However, the greatest constraint is that “after
industnalization, there’s the customer”.

The second task is to compile a technical file for the product.

“The engineer in charge of industrialization is responsible for doing ail the
administration and gathering together ail the paperwork. This is called the technical file,
that is, he collects together ail the parts lists and specifications and puts them on to the
computer. He also draws up ail the manuals, the manufactunng ranges, the operating
ranges and the instruction, assembly and adjustment sheets that go to the subsidiaries or
the customer...”

“They get through a tremendous amount of paper and computer work, and
they also put the last littie finishing touches to products... But it’ s stiil intellectual
details”.

The pre-production batches are then sold to customers; these pre-production
sales constitute a “life-size” test of market reactions.

‘This means that the first orders can be placed and the teething problems
ironed out; it also means that when it goes into production, the product and the process
have already been industrialized and tested”.

When the pre-production batches have been sufficiently tested, the engifleer in
charge of industrialization establishes liaison with the production service, in order to
make officiai the commercial launch of the product and to bring the product into full
production. This second transfer is perceived to be in some ways more difficuit to
manage than the first one, at least until production is stabiized. The diffïculties are of
two orders.

Firstly, the production service, preoccupied by the day-to-day management of
production and the need to meet daily output targets, is flot aiways ready to receive the
new product.

“[The production service] does nothing to take delivery of new products. 1f a
new product is to be successfully introduced into the existing product range, the task has
to be made as simple as possible for them, [because the new productj means nothing [to
the production service]”.
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Secondly,. the increase in production rate depends on various uncertain factors,
particularly the speed with which sales of the new product take off. It is very diffïcult
to synchronize the marketing launch, the increase in production capacity and the
substitution of products. In this case, any delay on the marketing side slows down the
rate at which production can be increased, which in turn delays the ernergence of defects
revealed by mass production. lndeed there are defects that are revealed only by large
scale production; these often minor problems have of course to be resolved by
“tinkering” on thejob. It seems to be mainly technicians with a background in manual
work who are called upon to solve these problems.

“The product is 98% ready for industrial production, but the remaining 2% is a
real headache.,. we try to solve these minor problems by using the resources on hand...”

More fundamentally, however, the mm at this final stage of the project is to set
in motion a virtuous circle between rapid entry into the market, improvement in
productivity and product quality.

“When you increase production capacity very rapidly, there is an enormous
flow of products... so statistically speaking, it is probable that technical problems will
appear quickly... and since the earlier phases will have taken place only a short lime
before, if s possible to find the guilty parties (the designers), if there are any slight
defects... we can aiways re-examine ail the experiments carried out dunng the project.
When production is slow to pick up, nothing will happen for a long time, and dunng that
period if s easy to lose track of the teams and the designers. So when problems do
become apparent. you can’ t fïnd the person who’ s got the records and ail the information
[on the project]...”

e. Production phase

When the product has gone into mass production and is sufficientiy stabilized,
the project and the task of the project manager are considered completed. The technical
study group (the larges t group in the team) is disbanded when the project is transferred to
the PMU, so it is mainly the project manager or the engineer in charge of industrialization
who, with the assistance of technicians in the production unit, follow the project through
to its conclusion. At this stage, general management seeks to formalize the Iast phase
with a final review. The aim of this is to assess the project’ s progression, evaluate the
overali performance, analyze the successes and failures and make sure the experience
obtained is fed back into other projects.

As for the product itself, its life cycle is normally determined by its commercial
success. However, it is flot often that a product remains in its original form. Small
changes are constantly being made in order to adapt the product to customers’ specific
requiremefits or to general market trends. These modifications are carned out by the
technical service in the production unit.

1-3-3 SOME REMARKS ON THE PROJECT SYSTEM

We shah now seek to extract from the general description of the project system
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presented above several features that best charactenze the product development process at
FE cpmpany.

1) The methodology applied to the project system is explicit. precise and
rigorous: the project management tools are highly formalized and some ofthern (division
into phases. scheduling, timing, etc.) are even regarded as non-negotiable ru les that must
he observed. The existence of these rules, which seem to be taken on hoard by the
rnajonty of engineers, means that the same methodological language can be shared hy ail
the various participants in a project. thus giving it a certain coherence as it progresses
through its various phases.

2) These methodological rules seem to attract widespread consensus,
particularly on the need to divide projects into different phases and to make a clear
distinction between one phase and the next. As we have seen, each of the fïve phases
has a specific objective, a concrete task and managerial responsibility. The chronology
of the project is organized on a sequential, linear basis. Thus the transition from one
phase to the next is accompanied by the review system. whose function is to evaluate and
verify the accuracy of the work carried out (i.e. its conformity to the original
specifîcations).

This strict sequentiality undoubtedly refiects the original desire 10 rationalize
the project management system. At FE Company, however, it seems to be championed
and even reinforced in order to prevent projects from “drifting”, which is the most feared
risk in project management.

“Telescoping between the design and industrialization phases must be avoided
at ail costs. This means that the various phases must flot overlap...

“This is the situation that is most likely to knock a project off course. Any
deviation or drift may be very expensive...

‘h is essential to pass as cleanly as possible from one phase [of product
developmentj the next. One shouldn’t have 10 go hack to a previous phase...

“Once a phase has corne to an end, the file must be coinplete and ready to pass
on to the next phase...”

In contrast to the rigorous control over project management that is achieved in
this way, this rather mechanical sequentiality tends to create two flot inconsiderable
disadvantages. It increases the compartmentalization of each phase in a project’ s
development, which gives rise to acute problems in the transfer of knowledge or
experience: each phase creates its own information. F-Iowever, such sequentiality
encourages information to flow ‘downstream”, from the start of a project to its
conclusion. Thus the difficulty of placing a retroactive loop in the chain of
communication - which in a way becomes an irreversible process - reduces the effect of
the collective learning process inherent in the project system.

3) The product development process is not only divided into phases in order to
meet the requirements of management, it also cuts across three professional spaces in
which engineers seem to behave rather differently. The simultaneous coexistence of
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these two types of division, in which each link in the chain is connected in series to the
next, makes the progression of each project very complex.

The first space is the one in which the preparatory phase takes place; it contains
the engineers working on future possibitities (general research, preparation group).
The second one corresponds to the design phase, which is the responsibility of the
technical service (designlplanning office). The third is the space closest to the shop
floor, where the product is industria[ized and goes into production. These three
professional spaces each cultivate their own specificity, even though they are linked by
engineers or technicians moving between them. This differentiation arises directly out
of the way in which two constraints inherent to product development manifest
themselves, and indirectly out of the way in which engineers relate to those constraints.

On the one hand, the technical constraint (technical choice), although it exists,
is very weak in the first space, in which engineers are expected to allow their technical
imaginations to roam freely. In the second phase, the range of technical choices is
reduced as the technical service makes progress in specifying the product. As soon as
the product’ s design is confirmed with the production of the industrial prototype, the
industrial dimension takes preœdence over the design factor, which reflects the nature of
the change in constraint. In the third space, the technical option previously decided
upon is the decisive factor, leaving littie room for manoeuvre, except for a few “do-it
yourself” adjustments. On the other hand, the tirne constraint is virtually self-managed
both in the preparation group and in general research, since the very specificity of their
work lies in the deliberate creation of a certain distance from immediate demand. In the
second space, the notion of time regains its full significance and increasingly becomes a
deadiine which has to be met and which determines the rate at which work progresses.
“In the technical service, the minimum is 50 hours. Anything less than that and they
can t manage. Those people are under pressure...”. In the third space,
industrialization proceeds under the inescapable shadow of the deadiine of the marketing
launch. “We have to go through a painful period... sometimes we find ourselves
caught between accumulated delay and the customer, a situation from which there is no
escape”.

The form in which these two constraints are manifested goes a long way
towards characterizing the professional spaces, and also towards forging the behavior of
the engineers in each space.

The first space, dominated by engineers in their most technical guise, is
characterized by an advanced technical professionality. In this space, engineers enjoy a
certain degree of professional autonomy and better relations - relatively speaking - with
competent technicians with whom one can discuss things”. The second space is

characterized by a clear distinction between engineers’ sphere of competence and that of
technicians, with the former being responsible for technical and organizational
management and the latter for technical execution. This distinction engenders conflict
within the enclosed confines of the technical service. In the third space, in which
technicians predominate to a large extent, the number of engineers is diminished. Since
their function is often reduced to that of man management, the image of the engineer as
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expert becomes considerably blurred in favor of a hierarchical. managerial image.

4) Among the many spiits that can be observed in project organization, there is
one that undeniably marks the trajectory of a project. This is the gap that separates the
design phase from the industnalization phase. The transition between the two is
generally considered to be difficuit, since it involves a considerable leap in task content,
form of work organization and approach. The difficuit nature of this transition,
described by some engineers, particularly non-graduates, as the ‘French disease”,
proves to be Iinked also to the way in which engineers are trained, define their role and
perceive the role of production.

‘Graduate engineers design a product... and since they have neyer mixed with
manual workers, they cannot imagine how the product they design is going to be
manufactured...”

“People in the technical service are so concerned with the fundamental
problems of die circuit breaker that they attach greater importance to the general design of
the circuit breaker than to subsidiary functions {which are, however, of great importance
at the level of production]... thus they seek to solve these fundamental problems without
worrying about the problems that this may pose during the industrialization process...
The engineer in charge of industrialization often has to say that the device is flot
completely finis hed, although the technical service says it is... it turns into a dialogue of
the deaf..

Most of the problems that have to be solved are human ones. There are
types of activity in which you have to mix with people in production who have much less
technical knowledge... dialogue is much more difficuit... we have to go through that in
order to get on more quickly, supposedly, if s people who’ ve worked in production who
getto the top jobs more quickly...”

Nevertheless, aware of the difficuit nature of this transition, FE Company has
for some time been trying to bndge this gap by setting up an “outpost’ of production in
the technical service, or by involving the engineer in charge of industrialization at a very
early stage of the design phase.

5) Product development requires a long time (3 years on average) and the
participation, at different stages, of the various services (marketing, purchasing,
standardization, industrialization, etc...). This discontinuous process, spread out over
time, is flot viable unless it is monitored by the interdisciplinary project team, and
particularly by the project manager leading it, who has a central function in the project
system. He has a dual role, that of “keeper of the records” in the long term and that of
“synthesizer” of the various competencies in the organizational matrix.

In the light of this strategic function, the chairrnan and managing director of FE
Company ordered the introduction of a course for project managers. The course is
considered one of the most “elitist” in the company: there are 12 places each year,
allocated after a selection process, and 25 days of seminars per year. in which a whole
range of methods required for project management is taught. The annual cost is
200,000 francs.
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However, despite this program, it has proved difficuit to stabilize the status of
project managers and to have its legitimacy recognized. Two closeiy linked reasons for
this may be advanced.

Firstly, it seems that, in French organizations, functional authority cannot be
clearly defined or easily accepted if there is a well-established hierarchical authority (the
classic une of cormnand such as head of service, head of unit, etc...). The project
manager does flot in fact have direct responsibility for the people with whom he works in
the project team. Accordmg to a young project manager “if they don’ t want to listen to
me, nobody listens... I have a vague role that is flot on the organization chart”. In
theory, he has neither the power to give orders - whether to technicians or to manual
workers - nor the right to seule disagreements between services. The reality is a little
more complex. k is above ail the “personal” authority of the project manager that may -

or may flot - legitimize decisions taken during the course of a project. In the case of a
strategic project, for example, the project manager is selected from among the most
experienced engineers who have acquired sufficient professional recognition. On the
other hand, young engineers, even if they have already been initiated into the methods of
project management, often have “difficulty in getting things moving”.

Secondly, the post of project manager is only a transitional one for most
engineers, whose aim in building their careers is to move up the hierarchy. In
consequence. there is a high turnover rate among engineers in such posts. This
mobility, which is sometimes excessive, is not only a waste of investment, since half of
the 60 engineers who have been on the project manager course are no longer exercising
that function five years later, but may also destabilize the project management system.

“[In a project that had suffered considerable “drift”l, there’s been a high
turnover of people in certain jobs ... we’ ve had two heads of department, three heads of
technical service and 7 project managers in the course of this project... despite everything,
we’ve nearly finished...”

In fact, the engineers themselves are aware of the contlict “between the
collective interest of the company”, which is “to build up a body of experienced project
managers by keeping them in that function”, and the “personal interests of individual
engineers”. From this latter point of view, “keeping engineers in the post of project
manager for two or three [successive] projects, that is 7 or 8 years, does nothing to
increase their standing..., it’ s flot a good career path”. Thus this conflict destabilizes
the status of head of service, dissipates the drive to accumulate experience and reduces
the efficiency of the leaming process in the technical service.
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2. A CASE 0F THE JAPANESE COMPANY

2-I. PRESENTATION 0F THE COMPANY

This monograph examines the R&D system of ‘JE Company”, a
consolidated manufacturer of electric machines, in order te identify methods for
organizing R&D personnel and for performing the research and development
necessary for new product development within an environrnent of increasingly rapid
technological progress and change. Organizational structures, the administration of the
work of R&D personnel and the patterns of their career formation will be examined
in order to identify the structures and practices which are essential for the effective
transfer of technologies from the Central Research Center to Development and the
Design Departments of the Operating Divisions.

2-1-l. MANAGEMENT STRATEGY AND FIELD 0F CORPORATE
ACTIVITY

JE Company was established in 1923 and is one of the leading
manufacturers of electric machines in Japan. By March 1990 JE Cornpany had capital
reserves of the value of 467,610,000,000 yen, sales of 5,919,640,000,000 yen and
13.445 employees.

JE Cornpany was originally founded as a manufacturer cf heavy electronics
and was formed as the joint venture cf a Japanese manufacturer cf power conduction
cables and a German manufacturer of heavy electrical machines. Since it’s
establishment JE Company has positively undertaken new ventures and generally
followed the path towards diversification. In the 1950’s JE Company entered the
home appliance market with the production cf electric fans, washing machines and
refrigerarors. sales composition for the 1960-62 period shows that heavy electrical
machines comprised 54 %, measuring equipment 6 %, general application electrical
machines 18 %, and electrical home appliances 22 %. In the years te follow however,
with strong competition form home appliance manufacturers, JE Company failed to
attain mass production volumes and a favourable market position and by 1976 had
withdrawn from the home appliance industry. In place cf home appliances, JE
company expanded into the new field of automatic vending machines. In the years to
corne JE Company was te become the world’s leading manufacturer cf autornatic
vending machines.

Recent management strategies are based upon the 1985-1990 long term
business strategy which was first initiated in 1985. This long term business strategy is
called the E&E (energy and electronics), and places it’s emphasis upon the
strengthening cf JE Company capacity and performance in the electronics field. In
concrete terms JE Company planned that by the year 1990 it’s gross annual sales
should reach a value cf 710,000,000,000 yen and its operating profits should reach a
minimum of 42,000,000,000 yen, within this the goal was to make the income from
products in the electronics field reach at least fifty percent of the value cf gross sales.
In 1980 electronics products represented seventeen percent cf total output (electric
devices eight percent, power electronics three percent, information, instrumentation
and control equipment six percent). By 1986 products in the electronics field had
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reached thirty five percent of the total (electric devices 13 %, power electronics 6 %,
information, instrumentation and control equipment 16 %).

Basing it’s activities in the two main fields of electronics and energy, JE
Company is positively undertaking diversification. JE Company develops and
produces semi conductors, process control systems. and industnal robots in the
electronics field, and hydraulic and combustion electricity generation equipment and
amorphous solar batteries, in the energy field. By March 1991 36 % of sales are
denved from heavy electric machinery, 12 % from measurement and information
systems. 15 % from electronic devices, 21 % from control equipment and 1 6 % from
sales of automatic vending and special order machines.

Seen over time, heavy electric equipment which had comprised fifty percent
of production in 1980 had decreased markedly in proportion to the steady growth
evident in the electronics field (see Table 2-6).

Table 2-6 Weight of Sales by Area of Production (%)

1980 1985 1991

Heavy Electrical 50 40 36

Instrumentsllnformation Systems 10 14 12

ElectronicDevices 10 13 15

ControLlReceiving Equipment 18 19 21

Automatic Vending Machines/Special Machines 12 14 16

The goal of attaining total sales to the value of 710,000,000,000 yen by
1990, as laid out in the long term plan of 1985, is yet to be attained. In the light of
this situation the following basic measures were proposed:

1/ reorganization, rationalization and relocation overseas of production
facilities for those operations made enviable by the strengthening of the yen,

2/ reorganization of domestic production facilities to avoid a “hollowing
out” effect because of the overseas relocation of production,

3/ the positive development of electronics related equipment in fields with
good prospects for future growth,
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4/ strcngthening marketing capacity.

5/ increasing speed while reducing the costs involved in product
development.

These various policies are presently being applied and the relevant issues
involved in each are being examined in most of the major operating divisions and
product groups.

2-1-2. CORPORATE ORGANIZATION

The corporation is compnsed of seven divisions, which are organized into
an electnc machine and systems group dealing with the development and production
of special orders for heavy electric machinery, and a products group which develops
and manufacturers products for general marketing. This reorganization of operations
into groups took place in a major restructuring of the overali organization which was
realized in 1987. JE Company had been pressured to make this change because of
changes in operations due to development in industries, markets and product ranges,
and had been under particular pressure to strengthen it’s system marketing capacity
because of the move from custom made machines towards an electronics orientation.
The reorganization of 1987 made it possible for each operating division to
independently initiate new products from the planning stage and carry them through
to production. Operating divisions were divided into one of two groups, the machine
and systems group responsible for customized machines or the product group
responsible for general market onented products. The Energy, Public Operations, and
Systems divisions together became the systems group, while the Electronics,
Machines and Automatic vending and special machine divisions together formed the
product group.

Below these two groups, nine domestic production sites are organized. The
Kawasaki and Chiba factories are connected to the Energy Division, the Tokyo and
Kobe factories are connected to the Public operations Division, the Tokyo and Kobe
factories are also related to the Systems Division, Matsumoto Factorv is connected to
the Electronics Division, the Fukiage, Odawara, Mie and Suzuka factories are
connected to the automatic vending and special machine division.

Apart from these divisions there are three important organizations related to
R&D; the Technology Development Promotion Center, JE General Research
Laboratory, and JE Control. The Technology Development Promotion Center is a
co-ordinating organization which administers the allocation of funds and research
themes across the whole corporation. The JE General Research Laboratory is a fully
owned subsidiary company of JE Company responsible for basic research and
product development. JE Control is a joint venture with the F Company ( one of the
leading manufacturers of computers in Japan) which concentrates on the development
of large scale software primarily for application in heavy electric machinery.

Including JE Company General Research Laboratory and JE Control, JE
Company group consists of 29 major affihiated companies. 14 of these coiripanies are
responsible for functions common to the whole group such as research and
development. training and education, sales and distribution, while five companies are
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related to systems, another four to machines. three to energy related to major
corporations including such diverse members as a manufacturer of computers, an
electric cable manufacturer and a major bank. This corporate organization is
illustrated in Figure 2-6. below.

Figure 2-6 Corporate Organization of JE Company

Common Fields (14 Companies)
JE General Researc±i Laboratorv
JE Control

2-1-3. HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

a. Workforce composition by educational qualifications

Human Resource Development at JE Company can be basically explained
as follows. In March of 1989 the total number of employees was 12,260, Including
those employed in R&D oriented subsidiary companies, the number reaches 13,884.
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0f the 12260 employees of Scientists and Engineers compnse 4,656 (38 %). However
this number also includes high school graduates. Divided upon educational
background one finds 1,950 university graduates. of which 7 are doctorates. 182 are
master holders, 1,761 hold bachelor degrees. The remainder compnse of 224
graduates from technical high schools and 2,482 high school graduates.

Including the three R&D subsidiary companies there is a total of 13,884
ernployees in the group. 0f these, 5.902 or 42.5 % of the total are research and
development personnel. Seen in terms of composition based on educational
qualifications. 23 are holders 0f doctorate degrees (0.4 % of the total number of
research and development personnel). 385 are masters (6.5 %). 2,511 are bachelors
(42.5 %), 294 are graduates from technical high school (5 %), and 2,689 are high
school graduates (45.6 %). It can be seen that the ratio of research and development
personnel (engineers) to skilled workers is high. The distribution of the 2,919 research
and development personnel with bachelor level or higher educational qualifications
(twenty one percent of the total workforce) are deployed across JE Company as
shown in Table 2-7 as follows.

Table 2-7 Educational Composition of Workforce in JE Company and
Related Corporations as to 1989

JE
JE JE General JE TotalCompany Control Research Nuclear

Laboratory Power
Total Employees 12,260 765 740 119 13,884

Average Age 38 31 34 39 37
Average Lenth of Service 17 8 11 16 16

Technical Staff 4,656 623 518 105 5,902
Average Age 37 31 35 40 36
Average Length of Service 16 8 11 16 14Final Educational Achievement

Doctorate 7 0 16 0 23
Masters 182 56 134 13 385
Bachelor’s 1,761 458 228 64 2,511
Total 1,950 514 378 77 2,919
Technical High School 224 54 9 7 294
High School 2,482 55 131 21 2,689

b. Recruitment

While JE Company annually employs new graduates on a regular basis, the
numbers employed change considerably year to year. Analysis of recruitment
statistics however reveal that within these yearly changes recruitment of blue collar
workers tends to vary widely; in 1988 five new graduates were employed. while in
1989 this was increased to 140. By contrast the recruitment of university graduates in
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technical fields and female clencal high school graduates rernains f’airly stable. Over
one hundred university graduates in technical fïelds are recruited each year, in 1989
140 were recruited. The reasons behind this are twofold, one reason is the corporate
strategy for the developing and maintaining a strong R&D capability. The other
derives from the practice of recruiting graduates upon the recommendation of certain
university professors which has resulted in the labor market wherein it is necessary to
take in a set number of new graduates each year. The practice whereby female
clencal workers retire upon marnage also makes it a necessity to employ new recruits
annually in order to make up the Ioss (see Figure 2-7).
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Figure 2-7 Recruitment Pattern
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2-1-4. PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM

Conditions such as wages and placement for general employees are
determined according to a Shikaku (see below) and a Tokyu (sec below) system,
while conditions for executive ernployees are fixed according to an executive
employee system.

a. Shikaku system

General employees fail under a Shikaku and a Tokyu classification system.
The Shikaku (grade) system ensures employees of regular promotion providing that
they meet the basic requirements of experience and seniority, is the key factor in the
calculation of the basic wage and provides the stability which supports the senionty
system and lifetime employment practices. Expenence is calculated under this system
upon the basis of the individual’s educational qualifications and total years of
employment in other companies (sec Figure 2-8).
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Figure 2-8 Shikaku System
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After assignment to a starting grade. new employees are subject to further
promotion after a set number of years of service and after attaining a certain level of
performance as determined by the evaluation reviews held annually every April. The
starting grade for those recruited upon graduation is determined on the basis of
educational qualifications, for those recruited mid-career the starting grade is
determined for each individual according to their age and evaluation of their
expenence in previous work and activities (see Tables 2-8 and 2-9).

Table 2-8 Criterion of Starting Grade

Starting Grade Educational Qualification

Employce Grade I

Employee Grade 2 Bachelor

Employee Grade 3 Technical High SchooL

Employee Grade 4 High School

Employee Grade 5 Middle School
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Table 2-9 Criterion of Promotion

Grade Required Period of Time in Upper Limited Age

Each_Grade

Shuji

Shujiho 11—14 58
Employee Grade 1 7 — 10 55
Employce Grade 2 3 — 5 45
Empioyee Grade 3 3 35
Employee Grade 4 2 25
Emplovee Grade 5 3 18

Although differences in evaluated ability give rise to different speeds in
promotion through the grades, this difference in promotion speeds between members
of the same cohort is usually kept within a range of three or four years at the most. li
follows therefore that employees are ensured of promotion providing they spend the
required period of time in each grade. and given sufficient years of service any
employee is therefore capable of reaching the trade of “Shuji”, the highest grade for
general ernployees. [t is possible that the years of service required for promotion to
the higher grades may be shortened.

b. Tokyu system

The Tokyu system (rank) is used as the basis for calculation of the work
performance wage portion of an employees salary as well as being used as a standard
for rotation, promotion and training. An individual employee’s Tokyu rank is
deterrnined upon the basis of the quality of their work and their ability to perform
rheir work. Because an individual’s seniority. age and educational qualifications are
not taken mb consideration here, actual ability and achievernent are stressed in this
process.

The Tokyu system recognizes five groups (areas) 0f work
Pianning/Professional, Clerical/Technical, Skilled, Supervisory and Special Duties.
Each of these groups are divided into an introductory, a middle and an advanced level
which are in turn divided into either two or up to four ranks (sec Figure 2-9)

The work content and abilities required to perform the work for each group.
level and rank is set according to a standard which is detailed and explained in the
company’s “manual of work standards’.

An individual’s Tokyu is determined by comparing their performance and
ability in their present work with the standards of performance as set out in the
manuai of word standards. 0f course the manuai of work standards does flot contain
ail the forms of activity which an individual in each occupation may perform. Only
the major forms of activity are covered in the manual. In order to remain up to date
with changes in work due to corresponding changes in product unes and technologies
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the manual is reviewed annually. Despite these precautions to keep the manual up to
date, in parts it differs considerably form the actual situation. The section manager
frorn the personnel department made the following comment

“Because of the speed of technological change and reorganization of
product unes the manual of work standards differs considerably from the actual
situation in a lot of places.”

Figure 2-9 Tokyo System

Planning / Professional
Grade I 4j 3j2j1

Clerical /Technical
Level Advanced Regular Clerical

IGrade 1111019 8171615 413)211

I Skilled

Level Special Advanced Middle Introductorv
Grade 1111019 81716 514 3)211

Supervisory

Level Advanced Regular
Grade 8) 71615 4)3)2)1

Special Duties

Grade 4 3 2

Beyond this approxirnately 5 % of those entering the company as high
school and rniddle graduates are promoted up form the level of skilled worker to that
of clerical/technical worker. Those promoted have displayed high levels of ability on
par with that of university graduates and have been transferred to production
management. testing, sales or system development departments. There are also some
who are promoted in this manner who go on to specialist level and a few who have
reached executive level.

c. Personnel administration for executive level employees

Executive employees, divided into the four levels of Riji, Sanji, Sanyo and
Fukusanyo, come under a different personnel administration system to regular

employees. For promotion to executive levels candidates must be of Shuji rank and
have reached the highest class in the Tokyu system. The most common promotion
course is from 8th grade clericalltechnical to lst grade planning/specialist, and then
from planning/specialist 4th grade to Fukusanyo. The position of Fukusanyo is
roughly the equivalent of section manager (see Figure 2-10).
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Although most empioyees who reach executive posts are university
graduates there are also some middle and high school graduate skilled worker class
employees in executive positions. In the manufacturing and testing divisions there are
approximately twenty employees holding Fukusanyo rank. Apart from these there are
also fïfty skilled workers who have been promoted to th rank of Fukusanyo after
receiving national “Modem Crafts Master awards.

Figure 2-10 Personnel Administration System For Executive Employees

Riji

Sanji

Sanyo

+
Fukusanyo

d. Salary

The salaries of regular employees consist of a base wage, basic allowance,
ability wage, family allowance and various other allowances. The average salary is
comprised of 44.2 % ability wage, 25.6 % basic allowance. 44.2 % abiiity wage. 5.5
% family allowance and 0.6 % various other allowance (see Table 2-10).

Table 2-10 Salaries of Regular Employees as to 1987

Average

Base Wage 52,187 Yen (24.1%)

Basic Allowance 55,567 (25.6%)

Ability Wage 95,674 (44.2%)

Familv Allowance 11,914 (5.5%)

Other Allowance 1,271 (0.6%)

Total 216,613 (100%)

The basic wage is calculated upon an individuals rank and seniority. The
basic wage of ail employees starts at the same starting wage level and increases
thereafter with annual mises. The basic allowance consists of annual mises and
adjustments made accordîng to age or year of graduation in order to give conformity
to the wage curve. Annual mises are calculated by evaluating each individual
empioyees performance and ability development over the last year against the
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standards set for their respective grade and rank. With the exclusion of exceptional
cases, however, differences between the rises received by individuals are kept within
90 % of the average. The basic allowance is used to regulate the level cf the basic
wage. Because the work ability wage is calculated according to the individuals rank
within the Tokyu system it represents a ment pnnciple in contrast to the basic wage.

Bonuses and retirement pay are also determined upon the hasis of an
individual’s rank and Tokyu grade. The bonus is comprised of a rank calculated and a
grade calculated portion. Retirement pay is calculated by multiplying basic wage by a
coefficient based upon seniority.

While the salary of regular employees comprises of a basic wage calculated
upon rank and grade, a work evaluation and other portions, the salaries cf executive
employees are cornprised of a fixed monthly sum. This monthly sum is set
according to the individuals “level”, which is reviewed in Apnl each year. Because of
this executive employees do flot receive annual salary nses as do regular employees.

2-1-5. RESTRUCTURING 0F PERSONNEL SYSTEM

The personnel management system described above, having been in effect
for fïfteen years since it was first introduced, has corne to display a nurnber of
running problems in the current situation. Because of this in 1990 the personnel
system was made the subject of a thorough reorganization. The aim cf this was
threefold, to make the system more readily understandable, to give an opportunity for
each individual to feel a challenge in their particular work, and to make it possible for
ability and achievements to be clearly and fairly reflected in personnel management
itself. The section manager from personnel explained the environmental changes in
the following manner

“After fïfteen years using the old system the Tokyu had corne to represent
seniority more than ability. The old Tokyu system based on education and occupation
was no longer able to give an adequate sense of challenge for new jobs and this was
compounded by the increase in the numbers of mid-career recruits.

After the restructuring the personnel management system came to take on
the following form

a. Personnel management system

The new personnel management system is based on the three factors,
Shoku, Tokyu and Go. Shoku refers to work content, Tokyu to the level of difficulty
of a particular job, and Go to the accumulated level of ability. Shoku can be roughly
divided into Tokatsu and Shukan level employees, Tokatsu include ail responsible for
a une organization over the size of a section (or Ka) whereas Shukan staff refer to
advanced specialists. Compared with the past the number of une managenal posts are
decreasing and there are developing frequent cases whereby employees are appointed
to Shukan status while they await a post to open which will permit them to be
changed over to Tokatsu. Regular employees are divided into regular employees who
perform standard and typical tasks, Sennin who perform tasks requiring particular
knowledge, technologies and skills, Kantoku who are responsible for workplace
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management.
ernployees in
Figure 2-1 1).

Shumu v’ho perform tasks of an irregular or extraordinary nature and
the special duties category who work as drivers and security guards (sec

Figure 2-11 New Personnel Management System

(Evaluation/Progression

The biggest change to corne from this restructuring is the fact that in place
of the old Tokyu system which divided employees up on the basis of educationai
qualifications, it is possible for ail employces (with the exclusion of those in the
special duties category) under the present system to advance up to the highest levels
of the system. Under the new system ail newly recruited graduates are given the
status of regular employees. Under the new system an individuals Go level is
determined on the basis of years of schooling -high school graduates are allocated to
Go level 4, technical high school graduates to ievei 6, university graduates to ievel 8,
and master graduates to level 10.

Promotion for those on the level of regular employee is based on seniority,
with the Go level advancing one level with each year of service. Under this system
those recruited as university graduates are eligibie to become candidates for

Executive Ernpioyees
[Tokatsu-Shokul [Shukan - Shokul
Management-Shoku Tokyu I Shukan/Gishicho

Bucho-Shoku ShusekiTokyu 2

Kacho-Shoku 4 Shusa
Tokyu 3
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promotion to Shumu grade after three years of service. Employees are eligible ascandidates if they have received above average ratings on their personnel evaluationsfor the previous three years. and if they receive the recommendation of their divisionmanager. On top of this a two stage selection process takes place on the level of thedivision and then on a company wide level. In the first level of selection held on thedivisional level candidates are required to have achieved a level or perft)rmance onthe management by objectives system and to pass an examination coveing generalknowledge language and specialist knowledge on their own particular area of work.On the second level of selection a committee judges candidate’s performance from agroup discussion and an essay on a set topic. Those who fail the selection process areprornoted to the Sennin grade and permitted to apply for promotion again. The sectionmanager from personnel had the following 10 say about the state of the administrationof selection exarninations

At present the success rate for university graduates is running sornewherebetween 70 to 80 percent. Because of the recent labor shortages we have been hiringmore widely than we usually would and this test is proving to be a very effectivesecond entrance exarnination’

There are three conditions necessary for further promotion from Shumu toexecutive level. Candidates must be of the first level in the Shumu grade. they musthave accumulated al least 1 2 points on their personnel evaluation on the year of theirapplication. and they are required to have the recommendation of their divisionmanager. The selection process is structured around an examination of managerialknowledge. an essay on a fixed topic and performance in the management byobjectives system.

The personnel evaluation system which lies al the heart of this process takesthe following form. Ail empioyees are evaluated annually and awarded a grade fromA to D (C is graded as a satisfactory performance). The evaluation points generatedforrn that evaluation are then added on 10 those of previous years thus becoming the
accumulated evaluation score. For employees on the Shumu grade an A is scored at 5points. a B at 3, C at 2 and a D at nothing. Before the restructuring of the personnelsystem seven grades were used in the evaluation process.

The management by objectives system operates on the foliowing unes. Ailernployees on the Shumu level, and ail those applying for promotion to this level aresubject to the system and are evaluated twice a year at six rnonthiy intervals. Theobjectives are set through the interaction of ail relevant ernployees with theirimmediate superior (on the managenal hierarchy these supenors must be of Kachorank). Objective are set in a meeting between the employee and their superior andprogress is then assessed after six months in another meeting between the two wherethe final evaluation resuit is determined.

b. Salary system

Under the new system the weight of seniority has been reduced and in ilsplace achievements and ability have been emphasized. The standard wage consists ofthe basic wage, ability wage. special work allowance and living aliowances. The basic
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wag e is based on seniority, the ability wage is based on evaluation of performance.
The basic wage is the foundation for calculating retirement payments and pensions.

The amount of the ability wage is calculated according to the Shoku. Tokyu
and Go, and it becomes the basis for calculating the bonus. It follows therefore that
differences in the value of salary arise form differences in individual employees Go
level - as it reflects an individual ernployees accumulated level of achievement. As a
resuit of this restructuring of the wage system the basic wage has corne to contribute
tït’teen percent of the total wage, ability wage has becorne seventy five percent and
the various allowances add up to about ten percent of the total. As a result of
increasing the weight of the ability wage, differences in bonuses have risen from the
old ten percent to about twenty percent between higher and lower achievers (see
Table 2-1 1).

Shucnu-Shoku

Regular-Shoku

Table 2-11 Ability Wage (Yen)

o1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
111,500 118.500 126.400 129,400 134.700

90. 800 98. 100 99. 900 102. 400 105. 500 109. 500 115, 500 123. 400 126, 400 131, 700
107.500 112.500 120.400 123,400 128.700

2-2. R&D SYSTEM AND THE MANAGEMENT 0F R&D
PERSONNEL

The R&D system of JE Company is supported by the technology
development promotion center, JE General Resea.rch Laboratory, the Main
Development division and JE Control.

Gol 2 3 4 5
Tokyu 1 232.000 244.000 255.500 266.500 277.000
Tokyu 2 182.000 192.000 202.000 212.000 222,000

Kantoku-Shoku

Gol 2 3 4 5
Tokyu 1 221,400 228.900 236,400 243,900 251,400
Tokyu 2 187.400 194.900 202.400 209,900 217.400

Sennin-Shoku

Gol 2 3 4 5
Tokyu 1 200. 400 207. 400 214. 400 220. 900 226. 900
Tokyu 2 170.400 177,400 183.900 189.900 195.400
Tokyu 3—1 152.900 157.100 161,500 165,600 169.400
Tokyu 3—2 142. 400
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2-2-1. TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PROMOTION CENTER

The Technology Development Promotion Center is located within Cornpany
Head Quarters as a separate division responsible for R&D for the entire company.
The Technology development Promotion Center responsibility is for setting R&D
themes, allocating funds and human resources to R&D related sections such as the
production divisions, JE General Research Laboratory and JE Control. The JE
General Research Laboratory and the combined development departments of the
operating divisions each receive a haif of the group’s total R&D budget.

2-2-2. JE GENERAL RESEARCH LABORATORY AND THE
MANAGEMENT 0F R&D PERSONNEL

a. Organization

The JE General Research Laboratory was established in 1980 after the
Central Research Center was upgraded from an R&D division and established
independently. The reason for establishing JE Central Laboratory as a separate
Company lay in the need to stabilize R&D funds, establish a special personnel system
for the R&D personnel. and provide a new level of organization fluidity and energy
to the R&D organization.

The R&D organization consists of fîve Laboratories concemed with basic
research and three development divisions responsible for development research. The
five laboratories are the Basic Research Laboratory, Electronic Device Research
Laboratory. IC Laboratory, Applied Equipment Laboratory and Production
Technology Laboratory. The three development organizations are the Electnc Power
Development Division, Electronic Equipment Development Division and the
Combustion Battery Development Division.

Apart from these laboratories and development divisions there are also four
departments located near the developrnent departments of the production divisions.
These departments act as outiets of the JE Central Laboratory by promoting
technology transfer form the JE Central Laboratory to the division’s development
departments. These departments are used to move technical staff from the laboratory
to the divisions in order to afford the smooth transfer of new technology for product
development in those cases where the technical staff in the divisions have no
experience with the new technologies involved. In this way these departments act as a
midway point connecting basic and applied technology with production development.

b. Reorganization

In the electronics industry, where the speed of technological development is
particularly rapid, it is frequently necessary to reform organizations in order to adapt
to technological progress and change. In 1991 the JE Central Research Center
underwent just such a major reorganization. A comparison of the organization before
the change, as has been discussed in the above is compared to the post reform
organization in the following Figure 2-12.
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Figure 2-12 Reorganization of the General Research Laboratory

Pre - Reform Post - Reform

—Administration Department —Research Survey Office

—Survey Office —Research Administration

—Basic Research Laboratory Department

—Electronic Device Research —Advanced Materials Research

Laboratory Laboratory

—lntegrated Circuit Research —Ceramic Technology Research

Laboratory Laboratory

—Applied Equipment Research --Basic Materials and Analysis

Laboratory Research Laboratory

—Production Technoogy Research --Advanced Device Research

Laboratory Laboratory

—Power Engineering --Applied Equipment Research

Developmcnt Division Laboratory

—Electronic Equipment —Water Treatment and Biological

Developmcnt Division Research Laboratory

-Combustion Batterv —Environmental Technology

Development Division Office

Tokyo Works --ADM Project Office

Kawasaki Works —Information Systems Research

Chiba Works Laboratory

—--—-------Matsu moto Works —Power Engineering

Developrnent Division

—Electronic Equipment

Development Division

Tokyo Works

Kawasaki Works

Chiba Works

---—--——--Matsumoto Works

This reorganization was made as a part of the new long term vision of JE
Company in an attempt of facilitate the new policy of promoting electronics
technologies and products. The aim is to concentrate and strengthen the activities of
the central research laboratory around basic research and facilitate the movernent out
to the operating divisions and factories of new technologies which display a potential
for commercialization as a product. In concrete terms the reorganization represents
the expansion of the old central research laboratory by the addition of the advanced
matenals research center, basic materials analysis research center and the ceramic
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technology research center. Because the most advanced technologies within the
electronics industry are within the materials field, three research centers devoted to
materials research have been added to the old central research laboratories
organization in an effort to further promote materials research.

The old Electronic Device Research Center and IC Research Center have
been reorganized to form the Advanced Device Research Center. The Advanced
Device Research Center is located in two cites - on in Yokosuka near the Central
Research Center, and the other within the factory at Matsumoto. The site at Yokosuka
is continuing the work of the Electronic Device Research Center, performing next
generation technology development into solar batteries, Iiquid crystal displays and
semiconductor production equipment. The cite at Matsumoto has taken over the work
of the IC Research Center and specializes in the development of technologies such as
silicon semiconductors and thyristor and MOS gate bipolar transistors which are
already commercialized. Most of the work that the old lC Research Center had
performed before the reorganization has been transferred over to the factory.

As a further resuit of the pressures of changing technology ihe applied
equipment research center has been divided up into the applied device research center
and the water treatment and biological research center, the combustion battery
development department has been transferred to the Chiba factory and the Information
Systems Research Center has been established to develop software for application
throughout the company.

c. R&D budget

The present R&D budget consists of independent research funds (25 %)
derived from selling the R&D resuits of JE General Research Laboratory to JE
Company. funds from research commissioned by Head Quarters (50 %) collected
from each division by the R&D promotion center, and production division
commissioned research funds (25 %) derived from funds given directly to the R&D
Laboratory by the production divisions. Most of the independent research funds are
used in the Laboratory’s basic research projects, while funds derived through research
commissions are used in development. A review of R&D activity reveals that
although the relative weight of basic research was high in the past recent years have
seen increasing weigh being placed upon applied technology and developrnent.

d Human resources and personnel management

Including the members of the clerical administrative department the JE
General Research Laboratory’s workforce comprises 740 persons, of which 518 are
scientists and engineers directly concerned with R&D. The average age of the R&D
personnel is 35 years of age and is kept as this relatively young age in order to avoid
the problems related with ageing.

In terms of educational qualifications there are 16 doctorate holders, 134
master holders, 228 bachelors and 140 graduates from technical and high schools. The
high school graduates are responsible for making test models, general testing and
research assistant work. The major fields of university graduates are electronic 47 %,
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nuclear energy and mechanics 20 %, chemistry 15 % and physics 7 %.

Examination of the workforce composition by department shows that after
the reorganization the Advanced Device Research Center and the Electronic
Equiprnent Development Division have corne to take on a large number of research
and development personnel. Because both departments are charged with carrying out
the move to electronics as laid out in the new long term business strategy, and both
departments are directly connected with product development there are a large number
of research and development personnel holding either rnaster degrees, bachelor or
high school certificate level qualifications (see Table 2-12).

Table 2-12 Educational Qualification of Technical Personnel by Department
as of 1991

Doctorate Masters Bachelors

Technica
I High
School/
2 Year

College

High
School/
Middle
School

Total

Administration Dept 2 9 2 36 49

Equipment
Development Dept 2 2 36 40
Advanced Materials

Lab 1 12 15 14 42
Ceramic Technology
Lab 12 9 1 18 40

Basic Materials Lab 5 8 25 38

Advanced Device Lab lI 35 37 1 43 127

Applied Equipment
Lab 2 9 9 12 32
Water Treatment and
Biological Lab 7 6 2 4 19
Environmental
Technology Office 1 1 2

ADM Project Office 2 4 2 8

Information Systems
Lab 13 31 1 1 46
Power Engineering
Development Div 17 39 2 23 81
Electronic Equipment
Development Div 1 37 87 6 35 166

Total 15 152 257 17 249 690
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The personnel system of the General Research Laboratory is different from
both that of the Central Research Laboratory and the Development Divisions. In the
Central Research Laboratory in order to secure the greatest possible degree of
freedom for research a flat organization has been emphasized in which the number of
une managerial posts has been reduced to the minimum number, and at the same time
a career ladder for specialists -outside that for managerial post - has been established
in order to offer a multi-career course personnel system. In contrast to this, the
development center which is directly concemed with the development of products has
adopted the same system of posts and positions as has JE Company. The wage
system for the general research Iaboratory and the development division are
practically the same as that of JE Company (see Figure 2-13).

Figure 2-13 Post Structure of the General Research Center

Research Laboratorv Development Division

Supervisory Specialist Supervisory Specialist

Director Research Division Chief
L

______

Shukan Director Engineer

Principle Department Shuseki
Researcher Manager

_____________

I Research Senior Section
r

Shusa
L Manager Researcher Manager

_____________

Associate Assistant
Senior Section Shunin

Researcher Manager

______________

Regular Regular Regular
Employee Employee Employec

Basically this system is intended to operate not on the basis of final levels
of educational qualifications but upon a ment onented system based upon
achievement since entering the company. Analyzed in terms of actual educational
qualifications there are cases where high school graduates have achieved the rank of
divisional manager or the equivalent which suggests that opportunities for promotion
are fairly available. A system has been introduced whereby excellent personnel among
those recruited as high school graduates may be developed as engineers instead of as
skilled workers. This system is showing considerable resuits as shown in Table 2-13.
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Table 2-13 Educational Composition of Workforce by Position as of September
1991

Doctorate Masters Bachelor I Technical Junior High Middle l Total 1s High Coflege School School

__________

School

Directors 1 9 10

Operation
Manager
Laboratory 1 6 1 8
Director
Research
Shukan
Department
Manager
Shuseki 5 17 4 26
Shuseki
Researcher
Section
Manager
Shusa 10 26 38 2 19 95
Research
Manager

Shunin
Researcher

Deputy
Section
Manager 2 28 32 2 25 (, 95
Assistant
Shunin
Researcher
Shunin

Regular 3 91 155 4 9 156 38 456
Employee

Total 15 152 257 8 9 205 44 690

e. Recruitment

The recruitment of university graduates is managed by JE Company.
However, directors from the general Research Laboratones attend interviews of
candidates. In the past new recruits were seiected from only a few universities, but
recently a senous undersupply of technical graduates has led to recruilment from
many universities. Furthermore, while recruits previously came mostly from schools
of physics and chemistry, the emphasis has switched recently to hiring electronics
related personnel.

in JE Company as well as in most other major Japanese corporations there
are certain specific practices involved in the recruitment of university graduates.
Rather than a formai and open process of advertisement and application. this process
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inclddes informai routes by which recruits are obtained from several professors in a
number of famous universities. Cornpany recruiters visit the professors each year and
request introductions to the more promising graduates. in some cases professors in
turn request research funding. As a resuit professors of the major universilies usualiy
introduce the graduating students of their classes to a number of companies each year.
The section manager of the general affairs section of General Research Laboratory
expiained this practice in the following manner

IWe hire several graduates from the classes of certain professors in major
universities annuaiiy. As a result of good relationship with these professors is
essentiai in order to recruit the best personnel. Because of this it is not possible to
tum around one year and say that because the economy is not ail that good we won’t
hire anybody - that’s just not possible. Because of this relationship we are able to
secure a steady supply of good university graduate engineers each year.”

It can be said that these recruitment practices whereby companies regularly
recruit graduates from a number of universities each year has an equalizing effect of
the ability pools of corporations and may explain why often several Japanese
companies embark on a new for of technological innovation at almost the saine time.
These informai connections remain after recruitment and give the personnel employed
themselves a network of contacts in a variety of corporations which heips in
promoting communication and in gathering technical information.

These practices are, however. changing with the introduction of the mass
recruitment of graduates needed graduates needed to rneet growing personnel needs
created by the recent corporate emphasis on research and development. Mass
recruitment of graduates of course aggravates the shortage of technicai personnel and
subsequent increases in the numbers of students entenng companies without their
supervising professors introduction erode these practices. A typical example of this is
the increasing number of technical graduates finding employment in highly paid jobs
in the financial sector. The movement away from the manufacturing sector of course
adds 10 the shortages of technical personnel. It makes impossible to secure an
adequate suppiy of new recruits relying only on the informai channeis represented by
the introductions and recommendations of university professors and thereby further
altering existing recruitment practices. The numbers of corporations widening the
range of universities from which they recruit are presently increasing. 0f late JE
Company has also increased the number of universities from which it recruits. In
April of 1991 the General research Laboratory had hired thirty eight new graduates,
one fourth of which were masters graduates.

2-2-3. MANAGEMENT AND EDUCATION 0F RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT PERSONNEL

a. Rotation for technology transfer

After recruitment by I-Iead Quarters and consideration of individual
preferences a certain number of new engineers are allocated to the General Research
Laboratory. Newly allocated recruits undergo a two year introductory training penod.
The content of this introductory training is the same for ail university graduates
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(including doctorates) and involves an initial period of practical factory experience
and two weeks of computer training. After this follows a period of On the Job
Training under the direction of deputy chief research level personnel. Because work
content is often different from professional education at university, new engineers are
frequently sent out to training sessions and conferences.

The reason why an individual’s research theme within the coinpany can
differ from the theme of university is because there is often a gap between the level
of technology and research within the company compared with the educational
content and themes of research within universities. The director of the Advanced
Device Research Laboratory explained this trend in the following manner:

“Lately at lot of the people newly recruited are quite happy to leave the
themes they worked on in university and change to newer themes in recently
developed areas such as combustion batteries and amorphous materials. It really looks
like a lot of students get their research themes decided for them unilaterally by their
professors.

After about six months to one year of placement new recruits are given a
further months practical work at related factories, sales offices etc... . At the end of
this two year period participants are required to prepare a report on their work and
present it at the Laboratory in the presence of their peers and supenors. The content
of the report is then reviewed by a review board whose members are of section
manager rank. Their reports are then evaluated and after interviews, final placements
are decided. Those who are judged flot suitables for research work are then
transferred to the development divisions. JE Company’s personnel department
performs the evaluation and interviews through which final deployment is determined.

The training and development of new recruits is supported by ail members
of the workplace and co-ordinated by the researcher designated as responsible for on
the job training. The extent of this support can be seen in the factor that most
workplaces hold rehearsals where new recruits can practice before having to give their
presentations. Poor performance on the part of a new recruit is taken flot only as a
sign of possible ability problems but also of a sign of problems in the supervision and
education process in the workplace to which they were assigned.

At the conclusion of training new personnel commence full scale research
activity, but they are not necessarily located in the General Research Laboratory for
the rest of their careers. In order to keep up with technological change it is imperative
that the laboratory be staffed with young personnel. On the other hand moving
experienced research personnel along with newly developed technologies through the
development stage and on to production is an effective rnethod for efficient
technology transfer. For these reasons it is common for researchers over forty years of
age to be moved out to development departments within the operating divisions or
affihiated companies.

These rotations are flot however performed on a regular basis, but they
occur when there is a need to transfer a newly developed product or technology down
stream. As such these moves do not mean a transfer to a totally new area, most of
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those moved go instead to departments working in fields where their experiences are
relevant. Since rnost of the researchers are transferred to the developrnenr departments
of the operating divisions, organizations with which they have frequent contact with
in the course of their normal activity. these transfers are relatively smoothly achieved.

These forms of transfer are common in developrnent divisions which deal
directly with themes related to product development. After about ten years of serviced
in the General Research Laboratory almost haif of the researchers experience such
transfers. This is because as large projects are completed and transferred out to the
relevant division, the personnel who worked on the project are moved out along with
the projeci. As a part of the reorganization, the combustion battery development
department was transferred out to the operating division and this involved the transfer
of most of the personnel.

In the laboratones where more long term projects are undertaken there is
less movement of personnel than in the development departments and a considerable
number of people over the age of forty are present. There is also less movement
between research laboratories and between laboratories and development departments.
Movement of personnel between research groups within the laboratory is, however,
frequent. Movement of personnel between groups is determined by the laboratory
director and the research managers. The personnel department plays a rote only in the
case of transfers outside laboratones. Looking at the level of transfer’s of university
graduate research personnel in and out of the General Research Laboratory for 1988
shows four people entering from outside and eleven people being transferred from the
laboratory to positions outside.

b. Human resource development

The human resource development of researchers and engineers is achieved
by a vanety of education and training methods. 0f these the principal rnethods are
individual development planning (composition of a three year job plan and follow up
schedule), work goal system (setting work goals every six months and working
toward them through On the Job Training), Self Development Goal Systems
(development of a two year self development plan), holding lectures and courses
about special technologies within the laboratory, domestic and overseas study and
rotation systems based on individual consultation.

Individual ability development is based upon the construction of a three
year work and education plan for each individual. This takes the form of a number of
short term work objectives and a system of long term goals for self development.
Engineers meet every six months with their group manager under the work objectives
system in order to set competitive objectives, the stages, methods and schedule by
which they may be achieved. These discussions are followed up after the six month
period expires, the group manager and individual meet again and discuss a degree of
achievements. A work objectives form is completed covering the objectives, stages,
methods and schedule, and the group manager adds to this their evaluation, opinion
and the individual researcher adds their self evaluation. The self development system
involves the setting of objectives for self development (including plans for off the job
training) in a meeting with the group manager every two years.
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Special courses are conducted within the research laboratories and at JE
Company’s Training Center. The courses held within the laboratories center upon
advanced technologicai topics and involved inviting lecturers from outside the
company. There were twelve such courses heid in 1988 covering such topics as new
materials, artificial intelligence, serniconductors and advanced fabrication techniques.
Serving ail the needs of JE Company the courses held at the Training Center also
concentrated upon specialist technologicai topics. These courses rnainly concerned
electronics and while some lecturers were invited from outside the company, rnost of
the lecturers were research and development personnel from JE Company. Many
Japanese corporations use their own personnel as lecturers in such courses - this has
the ment of enabling courses to concentrate upon technological issues panticular to the
specific situation of the company. Rather than reiying on lecturers from outside the
company, this permits the relatively srnooth adaptation of new technologies to the
whole company.

Study programs whereby personnel may study at both dornestic and
overseas universities and institutions are also maintained. For doinestic universities
these study penods usually iast from one to two years. in 1988 eleven peopie
undertook such study programs. Overseas study usually lasts two years and in 1989
there were two participants, one in the United States and another in West Germany.
Candidates for these programs must be around thirty years of age and have
recoinmendations on their section manager. Apart from this researchers are also
encouraged to participate in conferences and to use them as opportunities for
obtaining new information.

Apart from the mechanisins rnentioned above there is also a system of job
rotation by consultation whereby researchers rneet with their manager every six
months and discuss their ability development and any wishes they may have for
movement to another department. This is considered to be a very effective rnethod for
widening and enriching an individual’s technological scope.

c. Actualisation of R&D

In order to facilitate efficient R&D and in order to motivate the R&D
personnel the Group System and the Research Proposai System are used. The Group
System involves rearchers being organized into flexible groups instead of fixed
sections and departments. With the current trends in technological change which go
towards the integration of technologies it is diffïcult to organise the R&D personnel
according to different technological fields. In order to avoid these management
problems, researchers are organized into flexible teams.

The Research Proposal System is a system wherein researchers themselves
can suggest themes for research other than those decided by management. This
system was initiated in 1983. The possible scope of suggestions are
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1. Technologies needed for the future,

2. New technologies which differ from those already within the cornpany.

3. Combinations of existing technologies which resuit in new applications.

Suggestions usually corne from specialist graduated from university with
about three years of experience. Suggestions may corne from either individuals or
groups and must pass a review at the survey office followed by another check hy the
director and related specialists. In 1988. 135 suggestions were received in this
system and of these 3 were investigated as possibilities for innovation with only one
being finally taken up as an R&D theme. In 1989, eight such suggestions were
chosen.

d. R&D management system

As an example of the actual operation of R&D let us take the example of
the Advanced Device Research Center. The Advanced Device Research Center is
composed of twelve groups. Each group is rnanned by frorn ten to twenty personnel
and is adrninistered by a research manager.

Exciuding a few rare exceptions mosi of the actual R&D work takes the
form of project teams. Projects can be divided into those in which personnel form
other research centers are involved and those which are composed of personnel from
several group within the research center. Typical of the former type of project are
national projects which are managed by the national governrnent and participated in
by private corporations, along with this are speciai projects which are aimed at sorne
strategic research and development project effecting the whole company. Past national
projects of note include the solar battery project and the micro-machine projects, these
projects have been of considerable benefit in promoting the ability development of the
researcher who participated in them. The deputy director of the center had the
following to say about say his experience in participating in a national project

‘1 participated in the Sunshine Plan for the development of the solar battery.
The stimulation gained from contact with researchers from other companies,
universities and research institutes was enormous. My ability form theoretical
questions which would normally flot arise in the course of other work. Along with
this my presentation and information gathenng ability also were developed with the
need to present my research findings and I think that on the whole my grasp of
research irseif advanced. Participation in the national project was the greatest chance I
ever had for ability development.’

Groups from a number of other research centers participate in special
projects. The function of project leader is filled by either the director or deputy
director, beneath which several groups participate. Projects are structured upon three
layers that of pro ject leader, research manager and group researcher. Group
researchers are taken from those researchers who have the strongest connection with
the technologies involved in the project, but flot ail of the researchers become
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specially assigned group researchers. Rather than participate fully in the actual reseach
itself the research managers participate in overali project planning and watch over the
progerss of the researchers involved. In other words the research managers is
responsible for the personnel evaluation of the participating researchers, Upon
attainrnent of it’s goals the projects are disbanded and the researchers return to their
previously assigned research groups. Technorogies in such special projects transfer
many related research groups.

Although the personnel department is involved in selecting researchers for
inclusion in inter-center research projects, the selection of personnel for projects
within the center is the prerogative of the research director and the respective research
managers involved. Most of the project themes which research group researchers are
involved in are of a co-operative nature and take place in the form of research
projects. Although there are some cases whereby a theme may be subdivided and
deait with by a single researcher there are virtually no cases of a single researcher
taking charge of an entire theme alone. A core researcher in his early thirties
cornmented that ‘the project themes at the present are proposed as group research
topics and manned by two researchers.

In the course of a project there frequently arises the need of assistance from
other groups in order to meet deadlines. Because most of the research themes at the
JE General Research Center are cornmissioned by the operating divisions deadiines
become a important factor. Apart from this comrnissioned research seeds research is
also conducted on themes of potential future growth suggested by research managers
and senior researchers or upon the suggestions of younger researchers.

It can be seen from this that the JE General Research Center is managed in
an extremely flexible manner, but how are the actual researchers involved in the
management of the center? A thirty one year old researcher in the Advanced Device
Research Center responsible for the research and development of semi-conductor
production equipment had the following to say about the management of the General
Research Center.

“I graduated from a national university with a masters degree but the
research theme which I was given in the JE General Research Center was completely
different to what I had studied. At university I studied the memory mechanism of
neural networks but upon entenng the company I was put to work on R&D for
plasma semiconductor production equipment - a field which the company saw as one
of strategic future growth.”

There are numerous cases such as this in which there is no relation between
the matenal studied in university and the research themes allotted after entering the
company.

“The semiconductor production equipment field was at tïrst an entirely new
field in the company. A researcher one each in their forties, thirties and twenties
formed a three man team and began research which was at first almost just feeling
our way around. At that time theoretical research was wide spread and we were able
to study this new field through conference presentations and papers. We found a
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manufacturer of semiconductor production equipment at an exhibition and obtained
information and parts in order to build a test model. The test model was cornpleted
but failed to meet the customers requirements. Four years after that, following a long
period of information exchange with the customer we were finally able to set up for
mass production. Mass production was moved out to the Kawasaki Operating
Division and control related activities were moved to the Tokyo Operating Division
and preparations began for the full scale production of semiconductor equiprnent. The
proect which had started with three people increased to twenty members at it’s
height. Moreover the project, members and ail, were transferred from the Applied
Device Research Center to the Advanced Device Research Center with the nearing of
corninercialization.

In this project a young researcher was made to work on a field which he
had flot experienced at university. His ability development in this new area was
promoted by close contact with the client during a series of deadlines and follow up
improvement cycles and finally by the attachinent with the theme which developed
over the course of the project. The young researcher had the following to say about
this period

At fïrst we began by just groping around in the dark but we were able to
achieve the technological levels needed by obtaining information from the semi
conductor equipment parts makers. Furthermore we had great trouble for clearing the
demands of the customers. In the meautime we were flot able to perform the research
systematicaliy but after transfer of the project and assignment to advancement of the
equipment I gained confidence. I was very concerned that the project should succeed
and even now when problems arise in the factory or anywhere in the operating
division I make a point of going down there and looking things over. I would even be
willing to move out to the sales division in order to promote the sales of my
product.’

As explained above, the R&D system of the JE General Research Center is
based on a flexible project system wherein researchers are in charge of themes from
basic research through to development, have close contact with clients throughout the
process which results in the ability development and a high level of morale of the
researchers invoived. This mechanism is accredited with permitting the smooth
transfer of technology. Most of the researchers express a strong preference for
specialist posts over manegerial functions-even the deputy director of the Advanced
Device Research Center mentioned that “1 wanted to be a specialist when I was in my
thirties. I did not choose w become a manager and was very upset at having to leave
my work in materials research’. The young researcher who developed the
semiconductor equipment also expressed the wish to become a “wide ranging
specialist in the research field”.

2-2-4. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER SYSTEM

a. The nature of the technology transfer system

Belonging to the Advanced Device Research Center and located within the
grounds of the Matsumoto Factory, the Matsumoto Operating Division is responsible
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[or the development of custom IC’s and power devices including thyristors. The staff
numbers 80 engineers - of which 10 are assistants. 3 of the engineers are in their
50’s, 10 in their 40’s, 30 in their 30’s and the reinaining 37 are aged in their 20’s.

Most of those aged 30 or more years of age hold a bachelor degree, while
the younger engineers are a mixture of master degree hoiders and technical high
school graduates. There has been increasing deployrnent of master degree holders in
recent years. 0f the eight engineers newly deployed this year only one is flot a
masters degree holder. There are approximately 20 high school graduates presently
deployed and engaged in such activities as circuit design.

The Matsumoto Operating Division is responsible for the development of
custom IC’s and power devices such as the thyristor, MBT technologies which have
already been commercialized. In such fïercely competitive technological areas the
need for rapid technology transfer from R&D to production has lcd to the
establishment of the research center within the factory cite. Because JE Company’s IC
production facilities are concentrated within the Matsumoto Plant, the IC Research
Center was moved there in 1985 and in the iatest reorganization a test production une
and it’s staff have been relocated into the Matsumoto Factory.

Because of it’s close connections with the Matsumoto Operating Division,
approximately 6() % of the research centers activity is concerned with projects which
have been commissioned by the Operating Division. The remaining 40 % centers
around projects for the development of new technologies for the future. There is,
however, no rigid distinction between commissioned research and research aimed at
the development of new technologies for the future as ultimate the aim of ail projects
is commercialization and therefore involves it’s eventual transfer to the factorv. The
roles of the engineering personnel is also therefore flot rigidly defined between the
two forms of research but is aLso flexible, with rnost engineers finding their centers of
activity shift from the development of technologies to product deveiopment.

In order to further expedite commercialization, laterai communication with
other departments is encouraged. In the case of integrated circuit production a regular
monthly meeting is held which brings together staff from the research center,
operating division, marketing and production. The airn of this meeting is to promote
swift commercialization of technologies and encourage research into developing fields
through information exchange across departments. While there are rarely any
problems between research and marketing, differences of opinion are flot unknown
between research and production about the viability and production cost of new
technologies.

Technology transfer to the factory takes place after the research center has
produced a test model of potential new products (at it’s own expense) and the factory
has assessed the product’s viability. In cases of complex technologies, such as the
GTO Thyristor, where many problems are associated with mass production repeated
consultations are held between the center and the factory. In the case of
semi-conductor production, because the same production equipment differs between
manufacturers, the equipment in the center and factory often require different
adjustment. Because of this, close co-operation between center and factory personnel
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is needed in the early stages of the mass production of difficuit. new products where
il is necessary’ to fine rune parts and at limes ail of the processes involved.

b. Work distribution

At the Advanced 1)evice Research center Iocated al Matsumoto there are
two forms 0f research - research organized mb projects and rcsearch performed by
individuals. A typical example of projeci research is the development of new
technologies for serni-conductors. Although there are differences depending upon the
nature of the project. project leaders are chosen from the ranks of either research
managers (line managers of “Kacho” rank usually aged between the late 30’s to early
40’s) or senior researchers (technical specialists). Research managers are usually made
leaders in the case of projects close to commercialization where co-ordinated activity
in concert with the factory is essential. Senior researchers are usually made leaders of
projecrs stili distanced from commercialization.

Research performed hy an individual usually takes the form of circuit
design. Several engineers are usually involved in the initial overali planning stages of
circuit design, but once planning is compieted the separate parts are performed
individually. Circuit design is usually performed hy highs school graduate level
personnel. At the moment a major project occupying high school graduate engineers
is the design of IC’s for the control of automatic focuses for cameras.

c. Personnel development and rotation

Personnel development procedures are the sarne for hoth master and
bachelor degree holders. After placement OJT. course work, language training and
work targets are used as the main forms of personnel developrnent. Course work
involved basic education in technical fields. Work targets are set in discussions with
research leaders. Progress and achievernent are assessed at the end of every six month
period in further “man to man” discussions.

After three years of service and training, individual aptitude is assessed
upon the basic of submissions. Those deemed suited to work in the research center
remain. while those deemed unsuited are rotated out 10 other centers. operating
divisions or factories. Those remaining either attain une manager rank as research
managers by their early 30’s or go on instead to become senior researchers - in any
case this choice is usually finalized by one’s laie 30’s. Upon reaching their late 40’s
research personnel are submitted to a strict evaluation, the resuit of which many are
transferred to survey or planning departments of to the factory.

The best of the high school graduates recruited at the factory are trained as
development engineers. But. because of the number of cases of individuals showing
limits in their technical ability by their early 30’s, most of them are transferred over
10 the factory. Although, given the necessary experience. these engineers are capable
of circuit design they do flot seem 10 be suited to more advanced R&D work. Before
being relocated to the Matsumoto Operating Division there were several high school
graduates aged in their late 30’s working as engineers and even a high school
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graduate Kacho, but with the reorganization these personnel were transferred to the
Factory.

2-3. PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT IN THE PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT DIVISIONS

JE Company’s product development is carried out by the design
departments located within the factories within the operating divisions. This survey
looks at two such factories. One is the design decision of the Fukiage Factory which
is responsible for the development of mass produced products. and the other is
design department within the Kobe factory primarily responsible for the development
of customized products.

2-3-1. I{UMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT WITHIN THE MASS
PRODUCTION DEVELOPMENT DIVISION

a. The characteristics of the products

Although Fukiage Factory is an older factory established in 1943 its product
range has undergone rapid change. The current production composition is 55 %
starters. switches and brakes. electronic equipment such as programmable controllers
and mechatronic devices such as factory automation systems comprise 45 %. Recently
the ratio of new products has been increasing. While there a few customized products
the majonty of equipment produced is mass produced and standardized equiprnent. A
characteristic of Fukiage Factory is its wide product range. Newly introduced products
tend. however, flot to be entirely new but rather based upon innovations of earlier
models.

The subject of this survey is the Fifth Design Section which is responsible
for design for mass production products within the existing product fïeld. Because
profits have failed to rise in the mass produced products department it is presently
experiencing efforts to increase efficiency while reducing it’s workforce. The monthly
production volume of heavy electrical devices differs. Within this the monthly
production volume of Iow voltage products is around several tens of thousands of
units, this vastly exceeds that of high and medium voltage products which are
produced at a rate of several hundred to several thousand per month. The fifth design
section mainly handies high voltage breakers. Low voltage breakers are the
responsibility of another smaller factory located nearby.

Because the heavy electrical equipment treated here is essentially of a
mature technological nature there is no real change in it’s basic capability despite it’s
being the subject of technological innovation. Although there is littie expectation of
increasing market share, reductions in cost, miniaturization and employment of
electronic technology are important factors in market competition. Leaving aside basic
technological specifications, electronification and miniaturization become important
technical issues in realizing a distinction between one’s own and other companies
products. Moreover, because of the profusion of electronics equipment the market
share of small and medium sized manufacturers is increasing along with the demand
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ftr low voltage products making diversification into the field of Iow voltage
equipment an important issue for the future.

b. Workforce composition

The number of employees in Fukiage Factory reached 1,548 as of may of
1989 and is expected to stay at that level for the near future. While overail numbers
are stable, the composition of the workforce is Inoving away from a majority of
skilled workers to a majoriry of design workers. The reasons for this lay on the one
hand in the ongoing automation of production equipment and on the other hand in the
need to develop numerous new products in ever shortening periods of time due to the
shortening of product life cycles.

Educational composition of the workforce reveals that only 13 % are
university graduates. 57 % junior college and high school graduates. and 30 % middle
school graduates. The average age of employees is 37 years of age and women
workers comprises 13 % of the total workforce.

Placement in April of 1989 shows fifty people allocated to clerical/technical
and only ten to skilled worker positions. 0f the clerical/technical ten are university
graduates and twenty one are male graduates of high schools. High school graduates
are at the center of new recruitment and allocations and rnost of then are assigned
along with university graduates to the design departrnents.

Overail the factory is organized into seven departrnents. The Fifth Design
Section. the subject of this survey, is located in equipment design department (see
Figure 2-14).

Figure 2-14 The Organization of Fukiage Factory

Factory Manager • . Administration Department

Production Department

Equipment Design Departrnent

Electronic Control Design Department

Factory Automation Departnient

Production Department

Quality Control Department

The workforce distribution among departments is : Manufacturing 56 %,
Design 18 %. Administration 18 %, and Testing 8 %. There are a total of 150
management staff who constitute 15 % of the total workforce.

The composition of the engineering workforce shows no development
engineers, 170 design engineers. 120 production engineers, 90 testing engineers and
30 others in various roles.
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c. Worforce composition of design department

The design department is divided according to product unes into three
groups. Along with these three groups is the Design Administration Section which
manages the overail budget. information management. rationalization of design work
and promotion of CAD.

There are a total of 276 people allocated to these four departmenls. 15 in
the Design Administration Section, 116 in the Equipment Design Dapartment 77 in
the Electronic Control Design Departrnent, 68 in the Factory Automation Department.
40 % of the personnel in the Equipment Design Department are design engineers
indicating that Fukiage factory remains rnainly concerned with the mass production of
mature technology products (see Table 2-14).

Table 2-14 The Distribution of Design Engineers between Department

Design Administartion Section 1 5 ( 5 %)
Equipment Design Department 1 16 ( 42 %)
Electronic Control Design Departrnent 77 ( 28 %)
Factory Automation Dapartment J 68 ( 68 %)
TOTAL J 276 (100 %)

Review of educational qualifications shows that haif the workforce are higt
school graduates. This is a resuit of the difficulty in employing university graduates at
present. Efforts are being made, however, to assign as many university graduates to
such higt growth departments such as the Applied Electronics Device Design
Department. As a resuit of this the trend is to increase the number of graduates with
majors in electronics rather than those specializing in mechanics.

The departments within the design division are composed in turn of
between two to five sections. Routine design work is handled on the section level,
each section comprises of a co-ordinator (the equivalent of a section manager), a
leader (equivalent to a section chief assistant), three designers and seven female
design assistants.

Actual product design is divided by work content into either development or
production design. Development Design, divided into basic and detailed design
phases, is performed by the new product design group. Production Design, by
contrast, deals with the design of innovations on existing products. Because of
emphasis placed upon cost efficiency an increasingly widespread recent trend is for
the re-designing of products already under manufacture in order to utilize new
materials and technology. This is leading to an increasing emphasis on design to the
extent that there are currently two production designers for every one development
designer. The development design of production equipment and machines, however, is
performed by the production and flot the design department.
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d. Product development system

Product design performed at Fukiage Factory is pnmarily concerned with
the innovation of existing products and is essentially the responsibility of the design
division. Although Fukiage Factory also independently develop its own new products,
the usual pattern is for new products to be developed jointly with the General
Research Laboratory’s Technology Transfer Organization and then mass produced. A
technical information exchange meeting is held twice yearly between the Iaboratory
and the divisions in order to promote the search for ideas of new products. Because
of this chance for information exchange, there are more cases of new products arising
from commissions from the production divisions than from technologies developed in
and transferred form the General Research Laboratory.

The development of new products in the area of programmable controllers,
especiaiiy the development of computer software, is performed in co-operation with
JE Control. JE Control essentially takes responsibility for developing software for
higher level equipment while Fukiage Factory performs software development for
lower level equiprnent. The section manager responsible for software development in
Fukiage Factory has work experience in JE Control and is therefore farniliar with both
organizations and has access to human networks in both.

Beyond these close co-operative relationships between the Fukiage Factory
and JE Control a further close relationship is rnaintained between the factories design
and manufacturing departments. Even though designs compieted by the design
departrnent are handed over to manufacturing after having passed the final testing
stages. there are frequent design modifications made on the basis of feedback from
the manufacturing shop floor. This feedback, or information exchange. is made
possible by the innovation suggestion system”. This system makes it possible for the
manufacturing department to inform design of any difficulties which arise in relation
to the designs for new products. As a result of this system there are frequent design
changes based upon the advise of the manufactunng shop floor. Closer examination
of the reiationship with the JE General Research Laboratory shows that the test
models which it develops are frequently budgeted for and mass produced at the
Fukiage Factory. There are also, however, cases whereby the Fukiage Factory
receives the basic technologies from the JE General Research Laboratry and develops
it’s own test models.

In this manner it can be seen therefore that development on the factory
level represents a process of integrating new technologies and test modeis from the
operating divisions and the JE General Research Laboratory with existing
technologies in order to produce model changes rather than developing entirely new
products based on new technologies. The Fifth Design Section, however, bas
virtually no reiationship with the JE General Research Laboratory. Because the
products which the Fifth Design Section are responsible for, breakers, switches and
fuses, are ail mature technologies, sufficient know-how for modifications and
improvements are available and the engineers are responsibie for the whoie process
form deveiopment through to production.

Fukiage Factory’s design departrnent is connect with the JE General
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Research Laboratory for JE Control in the manner described above, but the
connections within the factory between the design and production departrnents are
very close. Upon transfer designs produced by the design department sent off to mass
production after being subjected to performance evaluation by a tester in the
production department but there are frequent cases of design changes being made
because of the suggestions of the production departmenr. Such information exchange
is supported by the “improvement suggestion system”. This system promotes the
exchange of information from production to design in cases where design are seen to
be difficuit to make by the actual production personnel. This resuits in the frequent
exchange of information between the two departments and nurnerous cases of design
changes.

Sggestions for design modifications continue even after products enter
manufactunng. This closes relationship between design and manufactunng was
formed after 1965. The reason for this lies in the moves starting in 1965 to allocate
high school graduates to manufacturing, and because of efforts to improve quality by
the introduction of QC circle programs at the same time. Before that period the
design and manufacturing functions were totally isolated form each other and
suggestions for modifications originating from the manufacturing shop floor level
were rarely ever heeded.

e. Work system and workforce composition of the Fifth Design Section

The Fifth Design Section is part of the equipment design department. The
equipment design department is comprised of five design sections, a development and
testing section in charge of making test models prior to mass production. and a
matenals research section in charge of metallic and materials research.

The Fifth Design Section is manned by eleven male engineers. Personnel
within the section are divided into a breaker. a switch and a fuse group. The former
has seven members and the latter four. The section manager in charge of the breaker
group is also the une administrator in charge of the whole section. The managers in
charge of the switch and fuse groups are technical professionals of senmonshoku and
are thus staff kacho. The assistant section managers are responsible for a leadership
role as well as a performing operations within the section. In the switch and fuse
groups, which are in charge of peripheral parts for the breaker group, can be found
high school graduates who have reached the equivalent of administrative posts. Apart
from the engineers there are also two female part time workers performing routinized
peripheral work and CAD operation (see figure2-15).

Figure 2-15 Workforce Composition of the Fifth Design Section

Breaker Group (7 peoples) Fuse Group (4 peoples)
--Kacho -Staff Kacho

--Assistant Section Manager Assistant Section Manager

--Engineer Engineer
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The main functions of the Fifth Design Section are

1. Developrnent work including the review of previous technical references, and
drawing and checking designs.

2. Consultant work including the performance of surveys and reference checks and
the writing of reports at the request of marketing and of clients.

3. Discussions and meetings with other departments and organizations.

Design work is comprised of the steps of conception. basic design, fine
design, test modelling and design for mass production. Based on the differences in
products design can be divided into development and modification design.
Development design is the design of a product for a full model change -it is flot made
in order to accommodate a clients request but in order to develop a standard
component which will become a standard product. Development design take place in
three to five year cycle in the saine product range and the product teams working on
them usually follow the cycles from conception w mass production design as a part
of their work.

In contrast modification design is a design made in order to effect a minor
or partial change in a design. After a product has entered the mass production stage
changes are made in order to introduce new technologies or materials in order to
effect cost reductions - partial design changes are usually made for these reasons.
modifications are also necessary to include the option dernands of clients into
products as standard products. In the past, in a time when the volume of work was
relatively small, work was performed individually, but with the increase in the volume
of design work project teams became the norm.

At Fkiage Factory neither development or modification design work is
cominissioned outside. This is because there is relatively Iittle volume of design work.
In concrete terms design work actually involves drawing a concept and parts designs -

the concept design is drawn by the assistant section manager and core engineers while
the designs for the parts are drawn by the younger engineers. In the event that the
needed design is relatively straight forward, younger engineers wiIl often take the lead
in designing with the assistant manager and core engineers checking and correcting
their work afterwards.

The distribution of work and performance of new product development in
the Fifth Design Section takes the following form. In terms of development and
modification designing, the assistant section manager and core engineers usually take
responsibility for development designs leaving the younger engineers with the
responsibility for development designs. This is not, however, a rigid division, and in
fact there are cases of personnel who perform both types of design in parallel. Rigid
divisions between the two types of design Iead to shortcomings in the ability
formation of the modification designers and gives rise to development designers who
are not competent in modification design. Because of this the core engineers in charge
of the breaker group and the assistant section manager in charge of the switch and
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fuse groups perforni both types of design. Furthennore, in ail groups some aspect of
development design is made the responsibility of younger personnel.

In the case of developrnent design for a new product project teams are
formed inciuding personnel from sections other than the normally related departments.
Because products run at a cycle of between three to five years, and because a number
of teams are in formation ai any single time on some product une, development
designers are continuously involved in some project. Leadership of project meeting is
in the hands of the design section and meeting are called at each step of the
development design enabling a design check to be performed at each stage via the
“design evaluation system”. The four stapes in development design are as follows.

1. S ales form head office, factory production department, manufacturing department
and the quality control department participate in producing the conception design.
Representatives from head office sales and the operating division participate in order
10 determine costs based on predictions of customer needs. The costs decided here are
used to control the development process to follow.

2. The basic design is drawn up and after being assessed il is used to drawn the
detailed designs. Although this is mostly the work of the design section, other related
departments are also involved in order to check the drawings.

3. A test mode! is built in order to determine whether or not the functions written into
the design can actually be attained. The design section is also involved in this process
but the work itseif is performed by the development and testing section.

4. Mass production test. In this stage the manufacturing department also participates
and the design is tested to determine whether or not it iends itself to easy
manufacturing. Alterations to the design are sometimes made at this point. With the
completion of the final mass production design the test model stage is completed.

The above is the outiine of the development design project - these projeci
usually Iast from between one to two years in duration. During this time the projects
is the responsibility of the development and testing section which takes charges of
meeting and administrative tasks. 0f course actual leadership rests with the design
section. The members who participate in these projects are comprised of one person
form each section - it is common for section managers or assistant section managers
10 participate. 1-Iowever, depending upon the level of the new product under
development core engineers and at times younger personnel may also participate.
Project teams are also sometimes formed in VA meetings flot concerning new product
development. Apart from the design section, production, testing and production
technology also participate in VA meetings. The members are flot selected from any
particular them. These projects frequently last for a year.

The problem that arises in such a project system for the development
designs is that of selecting the members. Should and engineer be chosen for a project
in which they have littie interest. then they cannot be expected to participate
enthusiastically and it is highly likely that the project wiIl flot progress efficiently.
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Because of this the section managers who are responsible for selecting team members
are expected to be aware of the interests of each of their subordinates. Recently,
however, growing labor shortages. reductions in developrnent times. increases in the
development loads of core and administrative engineers has Iead 10 the einergence of
workplace environinents in which such careful management and adequate education
and training is hecoming difficult 10 accomplish. This is a problem which could very
well undermine the project system of new product development.

f. Networks with other departments

The Fifth Design Section and the sales department are related in the
following manner. Although the sales representative responsible for the respective
product being developed by the design section is in daily touch with the Fifth Design
Section once every three rnonths a regular meeting is held. At this meeting
information is exchanged about customer needs. about whether or flot the product as
envisaged by the Fifth Design Section will seil or not. and about technical
information flot included in the catalogues and product manuals. The Fifth Design
Section is in charge of preparing literature in response to customer enquiries which
come 10 them via the sales department - this is a lime consuming process. 0f late an
increasing number of inquiries are arriving from clients directly hy fax thus increasing
the volume of work for the Fifth Design Section. These enquiries are initially handied
by the assistant section manager or core englneers and, depending on the content of
the enquiry. can be delegated to the younger engineers.

The relation between the Fifth Design section and the manufacturing
department is flot sirnply one of the former being of higher status and the latter
following it’s orders. Suggestions for product and design improvement frequently
arise from the manufacturing department even after new products have entered the
mass production stage and have attained some stability. Mass production is often meet
with a host of problemns which were flot foreseen in the test model stage and which
cannot be resolved without the input of the manufacturing department. At the Fukiage
Factory a ‘modifications system” is used whereby the quality control department
collects these suggestions from the manufacturing department. These suggestions are
discussed and evaluated at a regular monthly meeting attended by ail related
departments. This is flot something particular to the Fukiage Factory - rnost Japanese
workplace have long established QC circle activities which permit engineering
personnel to obtain feedback from the shop floor.

Among the products handled by the Fifth Design Section are included sôme
which do flot include standardized parts. These products are frequentiy modified upon
the basis of suggestions from the manufacturing department. Suggestions for product
modification are even exchanged with parts suppliers outside JE Company and design
modifications are made through the VA meeting.

g. Rotation and human resource development of design engineers

Exciuding those rotated 10 factories in the immediate vicinity of Fukiage
Factory. the fact that only twenty percent of ail factory workers have experience of
rotation attests to the low level of personnel movement. The reasons behind this are
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1. high school graduates are recruited directly by the divisions themselves and
therefore rarely ever move to different divisions,

2. university graduates hired by Head Quarters and assigned to divisions usually work
as specialists in customized orders and tend therefore flot to inove. Moveinent within
the design departrnent and between other departrnents is however, frequent.

Although the movernent of engineers between the three design departments
is scarce. there ai-e many cases of engineers changing themes and design areas within
their departrnent and going on to forming their careers in this manner. This forrn of
career course is in fact quite frequent. There are also cases of engineers moving out
of design to other departments, one finds frequent movement to Testing, Sales
Technology and Quality Control departments. Sales Technology is a section
responsible for technical backup of the sales force, customer education and surveying
custorner needs.

There are two main methods for the huinan resource development of design
engineers.

I. Reading the work inanual under the supervision of an experienced designer.

2. On the Job Training.

The work manual outiines the required performance and functions of
products and components and is studied under the guidance of an experienced
superior or senior engineer. On the Job Training is a highly important forrn of hurnan
resource developrnent because of the need to grasp the use of interfaces which, unlike
mass marketed standardized component circuits, have to be mastered by experience.

Close examination of the OiT system shows that new personnel are
assigned to modification design for two to three years after which they are assigned to
developmeni design. Because modification design is performed as a set of smaller
tasks as broken down by experienced personnel it offers great scope for applying new
engineers. Young personnel are usually given relatively easy tasks to commence with,
and are given more advanced tasks to perform as their abilities develop.

Training in design technology begins with studying references and
documents related to one’s current task. Veterans teach the new recruits the methods
for locating references and reading drawings. When actual design work commences,
new people are paired of with experienced workers and work in teams. Experienced
workers show considerable interest in the training of young recruits because part of
their evaluation is based upon their ability to develop their subordinates and because
of their awareness that incompetent subordinates inean an increase in their own
workloads in the future.

Apart from this there are also, technical presentations. exchanges of ideas
with engineers from other departments, and attendance at conferences at the research
center or outside the company. With the growing importance of incorporating
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electronic technology into products a need bas arisen for training engineers with a
grasp of electronic technology as welI as mechanical. At present there are very few
engineers with a grasp of both fields.

2-3-2. PERSONNEL MANATSGEMENT 0F MATURE PRODUCT
“IMPROVEMENT INNOVATION”DEPARTMENT

a. Product composition
Kobe Factory began operation in 1968 as a factory of the K Denki Seizo

Co, currently knows as the K Jukogyo Co. At that time the factory produced electric
generators and motors for trains and ships. Since then the product range has changed
with the discontinuation of motor production and introduction of products such as
electricity distribution boards and CAD/CAM systems. In 19083, a new factory was
completed.

The present composition of sales by product areas is : 43 % electric
distributors, 17 % rail carnages, 24 % inverters, 20 % electricity supply equipment.
0f these electricity supply equipment and inverters are showing the greatest levels of
growth, while previously main products of which in the past comprised 55 % of sales
have fallen off dramatically. Weakening international competitiveness due to the
appreciation of the yen bas led to reduction in production in sorne areas. Ail of these
products are innovation products. While products consist of both rnass-produced and
customized, customized comprise the greater share.

On the one hand the Kobe Factory is faced with maintaining a range of
products in matured areas such as electrical distributors while trying to maintain it’s
growth by means of developing new products such as the inverter and anti-failure
power sourcing systems using new technologies with potential for growth.

b. Organization

Kobe Factory is organized into the five departrnents of Administration,
Sales Technology, Design, Production and Quality Assurance (sec figure 2-14). The
roies of these respective departments are as follows. Sales Technology Department, is
responsible for taking the technology orders of Head Quarters and the divisions and
acting as an intermediary between customer and factory. This department takes
responsibility for taking orders, scheduling, and costing and is therefore in a position
to control production schedules of both the design and production departments. It
follows therefore that Sales Technology Department is staffed with veteran employees
with a firm grasp of the workings of the whole factory. Moreover, reflecting this
operational content there are a considerable number of technological people deployed
in the marketing and technical service department.

The Design Department is responsible for the development and design of
products. Because the main product, the electncal distributor, is a customized product
and specifications vary by customer, the design department divided into groups for
specific customers. Because of this structure the design department is manned by
more personnel than the other departments.
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The Production Department previously had an organization based vertically
upon products but is now organized horizontaliy by section in order to give the
needed flexibility for production and technological change. The subsections within the
sections are verticaiiy organized upon products giving a combination of vertical and
horizontal organizations.

Quality Assurance Department works to test and maintain product quality.
As a custom device the electrical distributor requires high levels of reliability. and
quality checks are therefore carried out on ail the individuai products. For this reason
there is aiso a large number of personnel deployed in the testing department - ail of
whom are engineers.

The Administration Department deals with product budget costing,
management of matenals and parts and personnel management

Figure 2-16 Organization of Kobe Factory

Factory Manager -
- Administration Department General Affairs Section

Accounting Section

Materjals Section

Sales Technology Departrnent - - Control Equiprnent ction

Electrical Distributor Section

Design Departrnent First Design Office

Second Design Office

Third Design Office

Technology Administration

Section

Production Departrnent Production Control Section

Industrial Engineering Section

Manufacturing Section

Purchase Control Section
Quality Assurance Department Quality ControL Section

First Inspection Section

Second Inspection Section

c. Workforce deployment

0f the total 401 empioyees of Kobe Factory, 59 are located in
Administration (14.7 %), 33 in Sales Technology (8.2 %). 95 in Design (23.7 ), 130
in Production (32.4 %) and 84 in Quality Assurance (20.9 %). The average age of
workers is 37 and there are 42 female employees, most of whom are clerical workers.
The recent trend has been a decrease in numbers, particularly in the production
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department. As is indicated hy the fact that manufacturing employs no more than 30
% of the total workforce, Kobe Factory has a stronger character as a technical center
than as sirnpiy a manufactory.

The reduction in the number of workers was due to discontinuing the
production of motors and the increase in order made products. The manufacturing
department used to employ 500 people when it produced motors. Apart from this
there has also been a decrease in the numbers of skiiied workers as a resuit of
ongoing automation.

it follows, therefore, that of the 200 employees presentiy classified as
engineers, ail members of the Design and Testing Departments along with a portion
of those persons employed in sales Technology and engineers. Most of these 200
engineers are high school graduates, only a few being university graduates. Up until
1972 ail high schooi graduates were employed as engineers. but after 1973 high
school graduates aiso came to be employed as skilled workers. At present new
recruits are evaluated upon the basis of academic accordingiy. At present aimost ail
managenal posts are held b y high school graduates, and ail section leaders at present
are high school graduates.

in this manner high school graduates are promoted in the Kobe Factory to
managenal posts such as factory manager and department manager. There are two
reasons as to why such personnel management is possible. One is that the Kobe
Factory does flot deal with advanced technology product development but with the
modification and improvement of mature technologies. The other is that the time
when most of the people that are now advancing to higher managerial posts within
the factory joined the company levels of affluence and the number of people who
advanced to higher education were flot comparable with the present with the effect
that many good personnel hold only high school qualifications. At present bachelor
level university graduates are the main source of engineering recruits at present.

d. Organization of the design department

The design department consists of three design sections divided according
to products. each conraining two design groups. In cases of Large scale orders,
however, the organization of design is sometimes adapted to better suit the scale of
the work. The hierarchy of each section is Section Manager - Assistant to Section
Manager - Group Leader - Engineer. According to the scale and importance of the
work a group leader can also discharge the role of section manager or assistant
section manager, or in some cases be established independently. Aithough the
members of sections and groups are frequently changed, no engineers are ever
allocated to two groups at the same time.

The work of engineers in design is divided into product development and
system integration. The division of functions between Kobe Factory and the General
Research Laboratory is as follows; While the research laboratory is responsible for the
development of single function equipment, the factory performs innovative type
modifications to products in terms of costing, schedules, and market functions. It
foilows therefore that there are relatively no close connections with the research
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laboratory.

As discussed above. aithough the Kobe Factory does flot undertake the
development of new products based on new technologies ii does perform
improvements on existing products by the development and use of peripheral
technologies. For example in order improve the performance of electrical
distributors oil was replaced by vacuum and inert gas as a ineans of insulation. This
technological innovation was undertaken as a joint project with a manufacturer of
electrical equipment from outside the corporation. Other important parts used in
insulation are purchased forrn external manufacturers. The tendency for Japan’s
inanufacturers of fïnished goods to produce ail required parts within house is rather
weak, instead they use externai suppliers and concentrate their own efforts on
improving development and production.

The work of the design department inciudes administration, alteration,
instruction, rough design, detailed design, data production, information gathering,
blueprint production, estimate production and customer service. These operation are
performed by the section manager, deputy section manager, planning specialist and
regular ernployees (young and newly recruited personnel). Apart from these personnel
designers from related and other companies as weil as part time staff are also present.
The reason for using designers from outside stems from the fact that although the
volume of design work is increasing from custom orders, poor econornic performance
in the early 1980’s has restncted recruitment and left the department with very few
personnel around the twenty year age bracket. In short, in order to perform the
detailed design which requires considerable manpower while avoiding large payroli
overheads people from outside are being deployed in the process. The deployment of
personnel in the design department take the following form

Table 2-15 Workforce composition of the Design Department

Regular employee
Fifties 1
Forties 2
Thirties 13

Twenties 2
Teens I
Related/other company engineer
Part time staff

The respective ranks of personnel are responsible for the following duties.
The section manager is responsible for administration, co-ordination and instruction,
and although he is flot directly involved in the actual design process he is responsible
for producing the overali policy behind the process. With regular meetings concerning
development, combined with frequent consultations with other departments, the
section manager’s time is mostly consumed in meetings and the preparations for
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them. Apart from this every day management another important part of the section
managers function is the preparation of short and long term business plans.

The deputy section manager is largely responsible for shop floor operations
such as design specifications. instruction, preparing estimates and interacting with
custorners. rarely does he ever perform actual design work. The deputy section
manager also takes responsibility for some of the section managers functions such as
personnel management. Profit and loss management, new technology introduction,
progress management. and developing new clients.

Core engineers are mainly responsible for basic design. The basic design is
a rough sketch based upon the specifications which is used to draw the detailed
designs - these detailed designs are drawn by younger designers with about fïve years
of expenence or by the extemal personnel. Design takes up about half the time of
these core engineers with the remainder being spent on scheduling within the section,
instruction for out ordering and trouble shooting.

Young engineers perform detailed design land support work under the
supervision and instruction of the core engineers. After about three years of
experience their duties are expanded and they come to take on external roles such as
sales. The personnel form other companies also perform detailed design, and the part
time workers perform support tasks such as taking copies.

An important aspect of the design of electrical distributors is to effectively
combine the existing parts. Wide knowledge of the structure and components of an
electrical distributor technology is necessary in order to be able to draw a sequence
diagram. One core engineer had the following to say about the design of electrical
distributors.

An electrical distributor is made up of relays and the circuits which operate
them. At this factory we just make the basic framed, most of the circuits and
components are purchased from outside. We make a part of the high voltage
component but we purchase the majority from the Fukiage factory. Because we don’t
have an electronics division we are unable to design and order our own components
so we buy them from other companies. In this situation our work consists of putting
together the components. the better we design the components together the hetter the
product.

Because the design department is related to all the other departments within
the factory, performing design gives a good grasp of the whole company. In the first
place production departments must be consulted in order to determine whether or flot
the designs produced are actually manufacturable. Discussion between the work
research section and the external orders administration section within the production
department are held in order to determine whether or flot the product can be
manufactured in order to meet the delivery date, and in some cases the production
engineers or workers may request some modifications to the designs.

With regards to the marketing and technical service department it must be
determined whether or flot it is possible to design a product that meets both the
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customer’s specifications and the marketing section’s estimates, At tirnes personnel
from the design department accompany the staff from marketing 10 meetings with
custorners. The design department also works with the quality control section in order
to test quality. In the event of faults personnel forin the quaiity control section consult
with personnel from design

The design department participates along with other departrnents at head
oftïce meetings regarding such topics as business and sales plans and product
advertisement. Where components are purchased from other factories the trading takes
place at cost. Because flot ail four of the factories are producing electricai distrihutors,
the head office co-ordinates activity between them.

There is reiatively littie contact with the General Research Laboratory
because of the mature nature of the technology being used at the Kobe Factory. The
development department of the Tokyo Factory is in charge of making innovations to
these products. It then distnbutes the resuits of it’s development work and technicai
information to the relevant factories from there.

e. Organization of the Sales Technology Department

Working in play with the technology departrnent of the head office and the
sales outiets, the sales technology departmenr is responsible for taking orders for the
factory, and managing delivery schedules and costs. Cost management had previously
been performed by the design and production departments but the function was
transferred two years previously to the marketing department, thus giving risc to the
sales technoiogy department. The reason for giving the saies technoiogy department,
instead of the design or production departments, responsibiiity for cost management
was 10 make cross the board cost management possible.

The technical department of the head office is consuited when it is difficult
to estabiish the costs of ordering a component from outside the factory. The sales
technoiogy department supports the retail outiets which are manned by sales and
repair personnel in matters concerning pricing and delivery by supplying information
or sitting in on meetings with customers. The sales technology department is also
responsible for drawing up schedules and estimating costs upon the basis of the
design department’s basic designs. Following that the sales technology department
co-ordinates with the production, materials, external orders, and testing departments in
order to produce a viable estimate. The saies technology department the departrnent
which schedules the work of the other departments so that their combined activity
meets with the customer’s needs. This co-ordination takes place in the weekly
production meeting. At the present average delivery time is from two to five months,
this represents a reduction of fifty percent of the times ten years ago, and demands
for further reductions are strong. After production is complete the sales technology
department calculates profits and tosses and verities the validity of the original
estimate.

The above is an outiine of the overail work content, but in actual practice
the work is performed by two different groups, one for cost accounting and another
for schedule management which is also responsible for dealing with complaints from
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customers and services. Because cost accounting requires considerable technical
knowledge over haif of the group’s personnel are engineers and some are designers.
Despite this. within the factory the status of the design departrnent appears 10 be
higher. The present manager is an white collar ernployee with experience of
production. The scheduling group is mainly concerned with production management
and therefore contains many white collar ernployees. The workforce composition of
the section is as follows

Figure 2-17 Workforce Composition of Electrical Distributor Section

Kacho (1)

I I
[Cost Accounting] [Schedule Management Group]

Assistant Section Manager (1) Assistant Section Manager (2)

Engineer (4) Engineer (6)

Examination of the actual work content reveals that there are cases of
estimation work both with and without designs. Estirnates for work with designs are
relatively easy because the necessary components and parts are already indicated. Jobs
without designs are difficuit unless one has technical knowledge of planning and the
technologies involved. Because of this, this work is usually performed by staff with
technical experience. The following is a comment from an engineer responsible for
cost accounting

The first stage is 10 look at the customer’s specifications and determine the
product layout and extemal dimensions, from then on you think of how the product
would be best built and from there you estimate the costs. When the job is flot certain
and actually drawing a design costs money that may flot eventuate you just have to
circumvent that stage and make the estimation without it. In these cases it really helps
to have technical and design knowledge - it makes the work a lot casier. This is the
reason why technical people are allocated to perform cost accounting.

The functions of the different positions are as follows. The section manager
is responsible for managing orders, trouble shooting, and instruction. 0f this the most
important function is managing sales objectives against orders. Managers also check
the estimates of their workers and instruct them in their work, a large proportion of
their work is taken up in co-ordination between departments upon the basis of the
schedules drawn up by the marketing and technical service department.

Although on occasion the deputy section manager also participates in
estimate work, the major part of their function is the supervision of subordinate’s
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work and checking the estimates against costs. En terms of marketing the deputy visits
the technical department of the head office and the larger sales outiets along with the
section manager where they provide information of the factory’s performance and
income - by this they perform a qualitative as well as a quantitative role in promoting
orders for the factory.

The core members of staff write estimate for jobs without designs, leaving
the jobs with designs for the younger staff members. Where there are no designs the
staff makes rough sketches for which experience is necessary. These core members of
staff are also responsible for the instruction of the younger staff. Work is divided
according to customers, some work is performed by groups while others can be
handled by individuals.

Apart from these members of staff there are some retired veteran employees
and women who work as part time workers - the women perform support work such
as word processing, drawing graphs and organizing documents while the veteran
workers assist on the estimates.

f. Education and training of engineers

Education and training of engineers at the kobe Factory takes the following
form. Firstly in the case of electrical distributor design, the whole process of design is
one large applied learning experience where by engineers gain a wide if sornewhat
shallow grasp of the technologies involved. As well as learning from experienced
designers by OJT, the designs and applications of existing distributors are studied and
related data is analyzed in order to promote ability development.

Training as an engineer takes the form of new recruits working along with
experienced engineers and being taught about aspects of design and finally total
design. Such one on one forms of training are centred around OiT and in the first
year usually involve learning the basics of design and the technologies involved, in
the second year taking responsibility for parts of design work and in the third year
working with experienced workers in adapting the demands of customers into designs
and doing advanced work.

After this basic education full scale ability development commences and
involves the absorption analysis and accumulation of a wide range of information
from both within the various departments within the factory and from outside the
factory in such places as the JE General Research Laboratory. head office and even
from the customers. Experienced engineers in such positions as section manager and
assistant manager are responsible for training new recruits. In order to train engineers
along with OJT and self development it is also important to promote information
exchange and the development of human information networks between organizations.
The co-operation between departments within JE Company makes this
inter-departmental networking possible.

Because there is a lot of operating and clerical work in the sales technology
department, ability development there differs somewhat from that as seen in the
design department. In this department work is divided up upon the basis of clients
and personnel are trained to perform their own work as weIl as to perform as
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members of a group responsible for a certain job. Because experienced personnel
have w cover for younger engineers when they are unable to perform their own duties
a pair system is used whereby the senior personnel direct the junior.

In the case of estimating work the pattem of educating new recruits is to
have them work one on one with experienced personnel for a year in order w learn
the basics. In the second year young personnel are expected to use this first year’s
experience and widen the scope of their activity, until in the third year of service they
are made responsible for drawing up estimates on their own and for maintaining the
prices stated in them. Beyond this the level of their work increases as they are put in
charge of higher voltage equipment of a more advanced nature. The above is the
pattem of education for new personnel.

Within Sales and Technical work cost calculation work is particularly close
to design work. The section manager responsibie for that function made the following
remark about the need for human resource developrnent.

One needs a wide ranging and shallow knowiedge of orders. design and
production. Even though you can’t draw a design yourself. one has to be able to
calculate costs. scheduling and personnel deployment.’

Because of the nature of this work the cost caiculation group contains a
large number of engineering staff. As weli as numerous technical personnel from
production and clerical personnel form administration. Although these personnel
receive the training as described above they are also expected to visit other
departments on their own initiative and make efforts to develop the knowledge
necessary for their duties. In both the design and the sales and technical department
personnel the internai formation of technical personnel is accomplished hy OJT and
i nterdepartmental information exchange.

In the Kobe Factory there is littie personnel rotation. There is virtually no
rotation in the design department. Although a minonty there are cases of people
working in design in their early years and moving to the sales and technical
departrnent in their mid career. These cases are the resuit of personnel administration
policies rather than an outcome of human resource development policies.

CONCLUSION

The characteristics of R&D personnel and R&D management in JE Company

JE Company performs R&D across a wide range of fields ranging from
heavy electrical equipment to semi-conductors, information and instrumentation,
considerable differences can be seen between the administration of R&D and R&D
personnel between the existing mature technology fïelds of heavy electric and the
newer technical areas of strategic high growth.

In the first place because of the absence of rapid technological change in
the mature technology fields the development of R&D personnel takes place within
relatively stable organizations in these departments. In these departments where
personnel rotation between organizations is uncommon the education of R&D
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personnel takes the form of OJT as the central rnechanisrn of education the borders
between engineers and between engineers and skilled workers are flexible and not
rigidiy defined. In other words there is an overlap between the functions and abilities
of the personnel in the workplace. Beyond this the emphasis piaced on evaluating
experienced personnel by their contribution the deveiopment of their juniors,
combined with the fact that expenenced personnel realize that if their subordinates are
not capable of full scale work that his only adds to their own responsibilities and
work Ioads, OiT oriented ability development is readily promoted.

Over time the personnel within these stable work organisations achieve
wide reaching communication networks, both informai and formai, which enabie them
to exchange information in order to promote effective improvements in existing
products and the development of new ones. Flexible work design structures and stable
educational systems without rotation promote the accumulation of know-how
regarding design and development. In this environment accumulation of know-how
and ability development is readily promoted and even high school graduates are
capable of achieving promotion relatively high positions.

In contrast to this, in the areas of strategic growth where technological
deveiopment leads to rapid technological changes the R&D organization is
correspondingly dynamic. In order to develop new technologies and products within
this environment of rapid technological change it is essential that technological
transfer form basic research 10 production is conducted efficiently. To this purpose
organizations are relocated from research centers to the operating divisions and
engineers are rotated along with new technologies in order to promote smooth and
rapid transfers.

Here too technologicai boundaries are flot rigidly defined but are loosely
defined in order to provide an overlap. The flexible organizations resulting from these
overlapping structures facilitate the smooth transfer of new technologies and products
by creating common functional areas between researchers, engineers and skiiled
workers. In contrast to areas of mature technology, it is difficuit to provide sufficient
ability development using only long term and stable OJT inechanisms in an
environrnent of such technoiogicai change and advancement. Because of this a variety
of techniques including recruiting from post graduate schools and initiating
programmes of off-JT have been initiated. Compared with organizations dealing
primarily with matured technologies these organizations tend to display considerable
differences in the educational qualifications and education and training experiences of
their workforces.
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GENERAL CONCLUSION

This concluding section will he divided into three parts.
- an introductory section given over to short assessments of the comparisons

of pairs of firms, firstly the electromechanical e9gineering companies and then the
chemical firms:

- a more general summary highlighting the broad outlines of national trends
in each country;

- a bnef look back at the opportunities opened up by an international
comparison carried out in accordance with the societal approach, high lighting its
heuristic potential and the questions it raises as much as the answers it provides.

1. SOME LESSONS TO BE DRAWN FROM THE
COMPARISONSOF PAIRS 0F FIRMS

We will examine the electromechanical engineering companies and then the
chernical firms. The points to he made are not necessarily the saine in both cases: the
information collected was not identical and the basic questions raised by the
comparisons may vary, depending on the econornic, technological and social context.

1-1. THE TWO ELECTROMECHANICAL ENGINEERING
COMPANIES

There are five points to be tackled in succession.

1-l-1. COMPARISON 0F THE TWO COMPANIES’ FINANCIAL
ACCOUNTS REVEALS TWO BASIC TRENDS

Firstly, the accounting “performance” of the FE coin pany measured here by
the share of net profits relative to turnover is clearly superior to that of its Japanese
counterpart. For the past 5 years, the former ha.s constantly achieved a net profit rate
in excess of 3% of turnover. In contrast, the equivalent figure for the Japanese JE
company has fluctuated between the rather low figures of I and 1.5%, although its
turnover is almost three limes greater than that of FE company. This difference in
results seems to arise from several factors. FE company is very rnuch more open to
international trade (50% of turnover) than JE company, where foreign earnings account
for only 15% of turnover; in other words, FE company enjoys hetter international
comnpetitiveness. Furthermore, the market for electromechanical products is
oligopolistic in France and highly competitive in Japan. FE company, with its
specialization in circuit breakers, operates in a relativ ly stabilized market, but one
which ensures a certain level of profits, while the Japanese company. whose strategy is
oriented towards product diversification, is involved in a number of technologically
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promising activities offering little immediate prospect of profits.

Secondly, it is interesting to note that, despite such a disparity in profltability,
the Japanese JE company devotes the same level of financial resources (5 to 6% of
turnover) to technical costs (R & D, pilot studies) as its French counterpart. As for
industrial investment, the Japanese company devotes 4 to 6% of annual turnover to the
formation of fixed capital. In this respect, FE company is rather cautious, devoting 2
to 3% of turnover to the same end, whereas it has no hesitation in embarking from time
to time upon largescale financial operations, such as takeovers. These two different
patterns of behavior are of course part of an already farniliar distinction between’a
policy based on internai growth and one based on external growth. More fundamentally,
however, they refiect the difference in the strategic time scales adopted by these two
companies.

1-1-2. THE CONTRASTING TECHNOLOGICAL TRAJECTORIES 0F TWO
COMPANIES DURING THE 1980’s

Circuit breakers, FE companys original specialty, stiil form the core of the
companys business, accounting for more than 80% of turnover. This specialization is
flot changing, even though the flagship products are increasingly low voltage devices
for use in final distribution. Taking into account its strong association with this
specialty, which has a decisive influence on its management strategy, technical
learning processes and human resources, and despite a certain strategic inclination, the
company seems to have experienced some diffïculty in diversifying its product range
and appropriating new technologies, particularly in the fïeld of electronics. 1-Iowever,
from the point of view of the FE group, the company has undoubtedly succeeded,
through purchasing companies, in establishing another hub of activity in the field of
industrial automation.

Like FE company, the Japanese JE company was founded in the l920s,
starting out as an importer of Siemens products. With its histoncal links with
Siemens, it is an archetypal electromechanical engineering company. lndeed it is one
ofthe Japanese companies most strongly committed to the sector. Nevertheless, it has
for the past 15 years been constantly reducing the share of electromechanical activities
(turbines, motors, circuit breakers, transformers, etc...), which accounted for 50% of
turnover in 1980 but for only 36% in 1989. At the same time, it has been building up
two new activities, one based on electronics (computer control systems, components,
automatic control systems etc...) and the other on new energy technologies (new means
of generating energy, solar powered batteries, new materi ais etc...). The
competencies required for the development of these new activities have been acquired
rnainly at the centrai laboratory level, as weIl as through a variety of technical
associations, even joint ventures with other Japanese or foreign companies.

1-l-3. It is possible to make a rough estimate of the proportion of technical
management staff in each company. FE company has 1,300 engineers 900 graduate
engineers and 400 promoted within the company and 2,600 technicians out of a total
work force of 8,000 (1987 figures). The Japanese company classifies 5,900 of its
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13,900 employees as “guijutsusha”, or engineers. This categorization for internai use
only is used to define. particularly in relation to the manuai worker category, ‘a body
of technical empioyees” with the same status and pay. 0f these 5,900 engineers,
2.900 have 4 or more years of further or higher education, 300 have two years of
further or higher education and 2,700 are high school graduates in technicai subjects
(198 figures). In comparative terms, there are three points to be made.

The proportion of technical management staff (engineers and technicians) is
higher at FE company (49%) than in the Japanese company (42%).

The proportion of engineers to technic ians is 1 to 2 at FE company, whereas if
this French distinction is applied to the Japanese company, there are just as many
“engineers” (four or more years of further or higher education) as ‘technicians” (high
school graduation certificate or two years of further or higher education).

The proportion of “engineers” with four or more years of higher education is
twice as high in the Japanese company (21 %) as at FE company (11 %).

1-1-4. In addition to this quantitative comparison, the way in which technical
personnel (engineers and technicians) are distributed seems to illustrate the
organization of technical creativity.

In general, FE company distributes its engineers and technicians fairly
equitabiy among the vanous departments, unlike the Japanese JE company, which
clearly reveals its pnonties by concentrating its technical staff in new activities. This
contrast is particularly striking in the case of general research. The Japanese
company allocates 9% of its technical staff (13% of those with four or more years’
higher education) to general research (central laboratories), while the corresponding
figure for FE company is less than 1 .5%. This difference, which cannot be dissociated
from the strategic orientation of each firm, reveals two methods of organizing
technological innovation. In the Japanese company, the general research department
has the clearly defined functions endogenising technical potential, of conducting
research into applications and serving as a “nursery” for new activities. Thus the
organization of general research plays a vital role in product diversification. In
contrast, the status of generai research at FE company is ambiguous. Trapped
between a very favorable external environment (with public institutions playing a
considerable role in basic research) and the autonomy of individual departments, each
seeking to innovate as part of its strategy of specialization, the general research
department has difficulty in defining its objectives. As a result, and with die
exception of a few very specific areas of study, it is often confined to die role of
“technological lookout”. It plays an essentially passive role in the development of
new technologies.

1-1-5. THIS LEADS US DIRECTLY TO CONSIDER TWO UNDERLYING
PHENOMENA

Firstly, die style of technological management, despite some aspects that are
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formally very sirnilar (budgeting of technical costs, contract between general research
and departments etc.), seems different. FE cornpany basicaily devolves responsibiiity
for technical innovation technological choices. proect management etc to a
decentralized level.. Central management does flot supervise research programs, nor
dues n intervene directiy in pro ject management. On the other hand. it does check the
resuits Li posterior. hy examining the overail profitability of each depariment. li is as
if a decentraiized system cf technological management can be given overali coherence
only through centralized budgetary control. There is little evidence ofstrictly
technological dialogue between the central and decentralized levels. In the Japanese
company. which has tu manage the technologi cal complexity arising eut of its range of
activities and, ahove ail, the diversification of its technological potential, technological
management turned out to be orgamzed at a high level. Indeed central management
seems directly tu monitor, evaluate and coordinate innovation programs. In particular.
it intervenes in the management of general research. Such control at central level
certainly does net exciude hierarchicai’ aspects or a sort of “djrjgjsme” in the
management of the companys technical dynamic. At the same time, however, it
hrings into play a mechanism for negotiation between central management, middie
management and engineers, and a mechanism for continuous review ofthe company’s
technological and strategic orientation.

Secondly, it goes without saying that these twu types of technological
management cannot he independent of the method of managing technicai staff and.
finally. the form taken by their professionality.

In the case of French cumpany. the management cf engineers particularly of
graduate engineers sus uneasiiy with the technological dynamic. Social
management is somewhat at odds with technical management. A decentralized
system cf technological management must constantly deal with the manifestations cf
the engineers’ protessional strategy that focuses principally on their own career strategy.
In other words. the engineers have the autonomy tu implement heir strategy both in the
technical sphere performing technical feats and in the hierarchical or managerial
sphere. In this cuntext. mobility is often the principal. Irnmobility, in contrast, is
interpreted as a sign of inability tu develop professionality, means for engineers tu
prove their ability tu adapt tua succession ofdifferentjobs. k dues flot necessarily lead
tu an accumulation of technical knowledge, either on the individual or collective level.
The fact that the essence of their professionality is constructed outside the firrn before
they juin it provides littie incentive tu strengthen the mechanisms through which
learning takes place or technical knowiedge is accumulated within the industrial
envirunment.

In the Japanese cumpany. the “centralized” coordination cf technological
management gues hand in hand with the form taken by the management cf technical
staff. Persunnel policy including the management cf “engineers’ plays an important
role in articulating technological management with the professional development cf
employees. This attempt tu link the companys technical dynamic and the acquisition
ut competencies is made necessary, or at Ieast encouraged by the tact that the education
system produces only peuple with potential that needs tu be shaped, even though
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standards of general education are improving ail the time. Engineers’ professionality
has 10 be constructed gradually within the cornpany, in accordance with both theaccumulation of industriai knowhow and the slow and controlled process of promotion
through the hierarchical structures by which work is organized. This rnethod of
constructing skills, together with the reiatively centraiized poiicy 0f aliocating
‘engineers” 10 the various departments, minimizes but does flot totally eliminate their
room for strategic maneuvering in developing their own careers. in this case, the
rnobihiy ofengineers tends lobe closely regulated by the nature ofthe technology with
which they are involved and its rate of deveLopment.

For example. there seems to be a great deal of mobility between research,
development and production in a new activity SUCh as electronics. while there is a high
level of stability among ‘engineers’ in technologies that have already reached maturity.
such as electromechanical engineering, or in specific research projects in which the
process of technological maturation is of necessity slow. In this Iast case, stability (or
Iack of rnobility) is by no means considered as an indication of a lack of ability.

in other words, their rnobility or lack of it is determined by the
trajectory of the technology or the product they are dealing with. It is without doubt
this dcl iberate synchronization oftechnical and professional trajectories that constitutes
the driving force behind the endogenisation of new activities within the organization.

1-2. THE CHEMICAL COMPANIES

The points to be stressed here are either those specific to the sector, or those
that are more part icularly evident in the chemical industry and the chemical companies
than in the general differences observed between France and Japan.

1-2-1. The two companies JC company and FC company have different positions
relative 10 their markets. Although both companies face a particularly difficuit
rnarket. considerabie competition and problems arising out by the fiuctuating prices of
raw materials, leading to instability in the production of basic chemicals and
specialities alike, the structures they have adopted in responding to the same difficuit
conditions are very different.

FC company is a nationalized company, the product of a whole series of
restructuring exercises; it includes production units with very different histories and
was set up in order to complement other national ized companies in the products market,
in accordance with a national poiicy of specializing in those same products. The
chemical sector as a whole is more significant than the company: it is the sector as a
whole that competes with other chemical companies on the Europe an or world markets.
The opening up of FC company to the world market is one element in this sectional
policy. In order that FC compny may compete effectiveiy, it forms part of a large
ou group E, a iink that is intended to soften the effects of fluctuations in the chemical
products market. In return, the activities of FC company are to be subjected to a
policy of strictly economic rationalization. Each product une will have to be
profitable, noncompetitive production plants wiil be rapidly closed down and jobs will
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be lost. 1-Iowever, the rigors of this rationalization will be softened to some extent by
the companys presence in the nationalized sector.

JC company is an older company, built up in the face of competition from
other companies in the Japanese market for chemical products. Subject to the same
fluctuations as French company. its product diversification policy is more considered
and iess hurried than that of the French company; it develops this policy under the
impetus of competition, whereas FC company is directed by the state towards certain
technical paths. This policy seems to give rise to greater short-term financiai
difficulties than those experienced by FC company and to exciude any opening up to
markets other than the Japanese one.

In terms of short terrn performance, the French company seems to produce the
more satisfactory resuits, due in part to its position within group E. And yet the
Japanese company probably has greater dominance over its own market, and maintains
a high level of investment.

1-2-2. The two firrns have different reiationships to their “environment’. One
of the charactenstics of the chemical industry is the particular link between research,
deveiopment and production and the construction of the skilis of the actors invoived in
this process.

The innovation space. as thus defined, is flot identical in the two countries.

JC cornpany constructs its own research space, although of course it uses the
fruits of national and international research. It utilizes the competencies of graduates
of the Japanese education system but trains them itself. lis innovation space is self
contained, and it organizes the confronting of ideas and knowiedge, mobility and
information flows internaiiy, in such a way as to produce innovation from the actors in
the process. Although it does offer sorne encouragement, it seems to leave relations
with the outside world (conferences, trips abroad) up to individuals, whiie managing
with great care the internal skilis market . French cornpany is engaged with other
bodies (public research institutions, colleges, etc.) in an innovation space , in which ail
the parties bene fit from the contributions made by the others. Thus the engineers are
trained and assessed in the external market, innovations are realized in collaboration
with partners in the public sector and information flows crisscross the innovation space,
with each participant being a part of the same dynamic and taking what he needs from
the information available. FC company carefully manages ils participation in this space,
but allows the individual engineer the latitude he needs to build a successful career for
himself within it,

1-2-3. The process of innovation forces itself upon the two chernicai
companies, despite the different paths they follow. Similarly, JC company andFC
cornpany find thernselves facing the same constraints when it cornes to man
rnanagernent. Nevertheless, faced with these determining factors, they do flot
organize their various units or the phases of the innovation process in the sarne way.
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Thus for JC company the various phases of the innovation process and the
organization of units are interdependent and interlocking. This framework is
supported and dynamited by cooperation between the various hierarchies, i.e. the
various units, the various elements in the whole, and by the fact that the actors’ skills
are constructed as they make short moves hetween closely related parts of the process.

For FC company, the innovation process is segmented between the various
phases, and the different units (pilot laboratory, production plant, etc.) are organized so
that they function well in isolation, each with their own territory, rather than
maxirnizing their relationships with each other. Thus each centres traditional
hierarchy has to be supplemented by a project type organization that provides a means
of coordinati ng ail the actors in the process and the impetus for the central strategic
purpose, namely cooperation between the actors involved. This management strategy
cornes up against the various territories or “empires within the company, individuals’
career strategies and weak human resource management.

Other actors make appearances m the course ofthe process: some, like process
or development engineers, mediate between the various “empires”, while others,
notably project managers, are the dnving force behind cooperation. The organization
supports or creates actors whose task it is to combat its own misdeeds. This in turn
creates duplication within the organization, leading probably to a certain degree of
confusion bordering on disorder

1-2-4. Taking as a starting point the initial training received in the same
specialisms, an engineer’s competence and career will be constructed differently in the
two firms.

In FC company, a separate profession is ernployed in each “empire”:
researchers work in the laboratories, production engineers in the manufacturing plants,
and so on. Only process engineers, by virtue of the technical nature of their
profession. have access to more than one “empire”, including the pilot service and the
process services in the technical center and the production plants. Engineers in
managerial positions, who often have a production background, achieve recognition
through their ability to change rapidly from one territory to another along routes that
mobilize their managerial and relational abilities rather than their technical skills, with
the result that their technical specialism is left behind or forgotten. They entered the
company as “finished products” from the technical point of vie w, and are recognized as
such by the innovative space; as future managers, they construct their careers and
competencies in an individual and voluntarist way within a system of interrelationships
between individuals in the company. Human resource management in FC company
consists of encouraging and channelling these individual ambitions and increasing
interrelationships between individuals.

In the Japanese JC company, the early, voluntary, phases of the construction
of the careers of engineers with specialized competencies take place in a specific unit
within the company. Then, taking these same specialisms as a starting point, their
competencies are gradually extended along routes that take them into a series of closely
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connected technical areas, The training of “generalist’ engineers, who may go into
managerial positions, is a slow process that takes as its starting point technical and
specialized knowledge that is gradually extended to other specialisrns and to the
management of men and technologies. Japanese engineers in managerial posts
remain doser than their French counterparts to their original technical competencies,

2. THE HIGHLIGHTING 0F SOME NATIONAL DIFFERENCES

The cornpany monographs and statistical analyses forrn the basis of this
comparison. In this second part of our conclusion, we will draw some very general
resuits based on these documents and on the deliberations that have taken place both
within the French and Japanese teams as well between those teams. These results are
provisional and will be the subject of further debate and refineinent.

The first result relates to the satus of engineers in the two societies. In
France, this professional and social status is clearly identified. The education system
creates the rank of engineer, recognition of which precedes the entry of engineers into
companies. This rank or title is a guarantee of both general knowledge and technical
competence. In that respect, it culs across ail productive activities and is flot directly
and exclusively linked to manufacturing industry in the strict sense of the term.
Indeed, within the state functions that it has had since it was first introduced, this is its
greatest strength. This strength goes hand in hand with its scarcity value and its close
association with the category of advanced technician, which is numerically larger and
classified differently within the social and professional hierarchy. This is the origin
of the heterogeneity of advanced technical staff that is a basic notion for firms. To
which must be added the fact that the engineering schools are themselves socially and
professionality hie rarchised.,. In Japan. the rank of engineer does flot exist as a basic
notion irnposed upon fïrms.

The identification between university science graduates and manufacturing
companies particularly the larger ones is constructed over lime on the basis ofthese
companies’ power of attraction and their ability to integrate these graduates into a
specific management structure. Advanced technical staff constitute a population that
is, a priori, undifferentiated and the “loose” management structure into which they are
integrated stands in contrast 10 the Fcench style of stratified management. It is true
that hierarchies are eventually constructed in Japanese firms, but the rnethods of
differentiation are developed over a long penod of rime.

As soon as they acquire recognition through their formai qualifications,
highlevel technical staff in France, particularly engineers, are allocated tasks around
which they construct a territory that concretizes their professional status. The a priori
stratification between engineers (who are “managers”) and technicians (who are flot)
me ans that engineers’ jobs have an element of command and responsibility right from
the outset. The occupation of their terntory has a managerial dimension to it that
conflicts with the technical dimension. The need for cooperation in technical spheres
is flot well served to say the least by two forms of compartmentalization, that
arising out ofthe difference in status between engineers and technicians and that linked
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to the exercise of specific responsibilities (project leadership from the beginning of
engineers careers). In the case of Japan, a science graduate is flot, as in France, a
finished product” which is realized immediately, within limitations but in its entirety.

On the contrary, engineers are formed through a slow process of professional
socialization characterized by the exploration, through continuous moves, of a zone of
competencies. This process of exploration begins with a number of limited tasks that
are effective in developing cooperation between the various actors in the technical
function.

The way in which they are conceived means that these zones of competence
overlap. Young, highievel graduates in the early stages oftheir careers perform tasks
that are the sole province of technicians in France and that neyer form part of the
expenence of engineers in French companies. Unlike the French case, Japanese
management is characterized by the Iooseness and imprecision of organizational forms.
Personal status is certainly less clearly defïned and less certain, but work groups
establish themseives on the basis of the cohesion and cooperation that are “natural” to
them.

Thus mobiiity has a different significance in the two countries. In Japan,
mobility is based on a succession of short moves which constitute a graduai, controiled
extension of what we have termed the zone of competencies. This type of rnobiiity
sustains the capacity for cooperation and a high level of collectivization of productive
activi tics. This mobility, which extends the zone of competence of each individual,
may also be considered highiy organized and managed. h is not soiely the resuit of
individuai career strategies, even if it does go hand in hand with the increases in salary
with seniority that are traditional in Japanese companies. In France, individuals move
between functions that are organized as we have already said as territories or
“empires”. h is in each individual’s interest to be mobile, in order to show that he is
capable of understanding and mastering a variety oftasks, thus proving his adaptabiiity.
As a resait, the career paths of engineers in particular constitute a series of breaks
between areas ofresponsibility. Instead of leading to the accumulation of individuai
knowledge in symbiosis with a collective competence, they in fact constitute a series of
experiences that make it diffi cuit to determine the extent to which the demands of the
most recent cancel out the benefits of those that went before. ln contrast to the
situation in Japan, the high status of engineers in France means they can adopt career
paths driven for the most part by the opportunities they create for themselves,

Moreover, this state of affairs reinforces the distinction between engineers,
who manage their own mobility and are encouraged to do so, and technicians, who are
much more stable team members.,. Senior management plays littie part in the
management of mobility, except in superficial matters such as laying down the
maximum number of years an individual may spend in the same job. Here as
eisewhere, the high status of engineers is an obstacle 10 the collectivization of
accumulated expenence, particularly in the technical sphere. This then raises the
question, part icularly in the case of France, of the structures through which the various
territories, functions and statuses are linked and enter into synergy. These structures
are ad hoc fabrications whose role is to forge links between the different professional
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constructions that define the actors territories. Thus the anticipation of future trends
is the province of highlevel engineers, design that of engineers and technicians
organized into teams and industrialization that oftechnicians and highly skilled manual
workers. In Japan, these three types of technical professionalities are organized
around the knowledge each one from engineers to manual workers has acquired of
a science of production. One characteristic of this science is that the professionality
of the production plant rises upwards to permeate those of research and design. or more
accurately, to create a permanent link between these different types of technical
professionality. This has disadvantages as well as advantages. and may make
research less flexible and creative. In the case of France, the various actors identify
with a sphere of competence and the relative power of their statuses from engineers
at the top via technicians in the middle to manual workers at the bottom most
definitely encourages communication from the top down.

In France, the way of thwarting the sequential nature of the design and
industrialization process is to systematize and formalize the work by means of the
project system. The existence of project groups blurs territorial boundaries and
establishes the principle of cooperative synergy. The challenge then becomes one of
building a continuous, consolidated process on ephemeral structures whose success
depends on the strength of personality of those managing it. In Japan. it is the work
group constructed as we have already stressed around the realities of the production
process and of the actors involved in it that ensures that innovation processes proceed
effectively. The social construction of engineers’ status and the organizational
functioning of firms serve to reveal provisionally some differences in the operation
of the technical function and of the innovation space in the two countries.
Technological trajectories are managed differently in the two countries. In France,
they rely simultaneously on external growth (takeovers: use of the fruits of publicsector
and university research) and a tendency to maintain profitable specialization’s. This
type of dynamic coincides with a concept of central management that is more business
than technology oriented and gives a great deal of autonomy to the exercise of those
occupations associated with the powerful status of engineers.

In Japan, the centralized management of technology and the decentralized
mobilization of human resources are more closely integrated. The central laboratories
are powerful. They provide the impetus for diversification strategies, and human
resources are committed unevenly in accordance with the priorities of the innovation
process. This is made possible by the breadth and continuous extension of each
individuals zones of competence. The capacity for flexibility that charactenzes the
innovation space in Japan is in symbiosis with the homogeneity of the technical
function, where the resources for innovation are more widely distributed, whereas in
France they are concentrated on engineers. who are very much a minonty relative to
technicians.

This difference reflects the different ways in which the professionalities of
technicians who lie midway between design and industrialization are constructed in
the two countries. The greater stratification of the technical function in France leads
firms in that country to produce intermediate actors and to a tendency for the
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organization to duplicate itself This state ofaffairs may give rise to unnecessary costs,
iosses of information and the wasting of time.

Finally, these two forms of technical professionality go hand in hand with
differences in the processes by which knowledge is accumuiated and elites are selected.
In the case of Japan. he accumulation of knowledge is based on close coope ration and a
system of mobiiity that guarantee the continuity and compactness of the innovation
space. The selection ofelites is based on recognition of effective participation in this
process of coilectivization. This may well lead to a certain degree of diffïcuity in
giving birth to innovations characterized by discontinuity and favor the graduai shifts
that characterize the true nature of the production of innovation in that country. In the
case of France, competencies are accumulated through individual adaptation within a
strategic mobility space. The selection of elites concretizes this process, which is
characterized by discontmuity and the polyvalence embodied in each individual. The
dangers of a loss of competence, knowledge and recail are obvious, even if in certain
cases localized successes may be highly profitable. k would be inaccurate to give the
impression that a ciear distinction can be made between the strongly technical
orientation of Japanese engineers and the more managerial. even administrative
strategy adopted by engineers in France. In both countnes, in fact, and particularly in
hightechnology companies. engineers place great value on what inight be called a
successful technical venture. It is just that, in the case of Japan, technical creativity
and the cornmitment of actors arise out of the need that each has of the other, of his
specialization and competencies which, though only partly formed, foster the
development of effective forms of hybndization. In the case of France, technical
creativity lies in the modification of the trajectories adopted by occupations or
specialties. These occupations or specialties are conceived as so many areas of
excellence that constitute what we have called the innovation space.

3. INNOVATION, ACTORS AND ORGANIZATION: THE
HEURISTIC VALUE 0F THE SOCIETAL APPROACH

The preceding analyses have highlighted the most significant resuits of the
case studies carned out in France and Japan, together with the national trends that
emerge from them. Returning here to the societal approach outlined in the
introduction, we shail discuss the contribution it may make to better understanding of
the phenomenon of innovation. We shah make a distinction between methodological
contributions and those involving the social actors, notably decisionmakers and
managers working in R & D in public institutions and firms. In other words, in so
far as the societal approach offers a new way of looking at the processes of innovation,
it may also be of value for those who, on various accounts, are responsible for the
organization and management of innovation.

3-1. THE SOCIETAL APPROACH TO INNOVATION: THE
METHODOLOGICAL BENEFITS

Economists and sociologists have long been interested in analysis of this
phenomenon, which is now considered one of the major issues of the next decade.
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Economists have attempted to measure various parameters of innovation by
using econometric approaches. They have been able in this way to compare different
countries capacity for innovation. In this case, innovation is considered essentially
from the point of view of its scientific and technical content. in terms of inputoutput,
and human resources are evaluated as so many units that can be posted in terms of
stocks and flows. Similarly. each countrys invest ment in R & D is me asured in terms
of expenditure and resuits. This is a quantitative approach. in which innovation is a
static concept and the actors are reduced to units that are equivalent across countries.

For their part. sociologists have usually regarded innovation as a particular
case of technical “change”, and have attempted to measure the effects of il on work and
workers (“before” and “after”). They have also analyzed the intensity and speed at
which innovation is diffused, in the manner of epidemiologists. More recently, in the
tield of the sociology of science, innovation has been analyzed through the networks of
actors who produce it and their strategies and interactions, or their competitive or
cooperative relationships.

These last approaches, which are more qualitative than the preceding ones. do
not, however, deal with the interdependencies that exist between firms, as innovation
spaces, and society, or with the endogenisation of innovation in spaces socialized by
the relationships between actors.

The societal approach to innovation attempts to fui the gaps in the approaches
outlined above, both economic and sociological, but from a completely different point
of view: it is more qualitative, more comprehensive and more dynamic.

It is qualitative in that it is flot restricted to quantifiable phenomeria. k seeks
rat her to go beyond quantitative data in order to reveal the social forces at work and the
logics that guide them.

It is comprehensive, because it analyses the interdependencies between micro
and macro phenomena and the effects of these interdependencies on the quality of the
innovation space and the professionality of actors.

Finally, it is dynamic because it examines closely the various processes that
help to produce innovation, as welI as the learning and socialization processes through
which the actors’ creative capacities are developed and organized.

Thus innovation emerges as a compiex social phenomenon. the various
components of which are arranged by each society in its own way (although within the
limits of its own resources and capacities).

Companson of the processes of innovation in French and Japanese companies
consists, in this approach, of identifying similar elements in a basic structure which,
nevertheless. has its own logic in each society. The heuristic effect of the societai
approach is to highlight both the relevant elements in this basic structure and the social
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logic’s at work in each country. This in turn reveais the forins ot’ innovation specific
to each country. together with their capacity for innovation.

3-2. THE CONTRIBUTION 0F THE SOCIETAL APPROACH
TO THE MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION 0F
INNOVATION

The capacity of a country (or of its firms) to innovate is constructed and
developed over time. and we are now witnessing an acceleration in the pace of
innovation. and in particular a shortening of the time that clapses between the
development and production of a new product and its market iaunch.

Each of the elements that help to produce the innovation space (higher
education. investment in R & D, the social links between actors in firms and between
firms. the construction of a market, etc.) has its own time scale. and in each country
these various time scales are flot necessariiy the same. This may give rise in each
case to competitive advantages or disadvantages.

As we have seen, the transition from R & D to production, and the various
processes of “feedback” involved in the internai transfer of technology, proceed more
or less rapidly and more or less efficiently. depending in particular on the “social
construction” ofthe actors (engineers. researchers and technicians). The issues in this
sphere can flot be analyzed soiely in quantitative terms.

There is no doubt. for example, that the shortage of engineers is similar in
France and Japan. And it may be (aithough this stili needs to be verified) that the
training provided by the universities for physicists and chemists is similar in both cases.

Howe ver, the forms of socialization, both professional and social, are different,
and this will undoubtedly have effects on the competitive advantages of the same
sector of activity in the two countries. Many more examples taken from our case
studies could be provided.

However, it is flot our purpose directly to assess such advantages. Rather,
the societal approach makes il possible to identify the elernents in the basic structure
mentioned above, and to assess their contribution to the collective process of
innovation or creativity when they enter into relationships of interdependence with
other elements in the same basic structure.

Thus in France, for example, the stratification of technical jobs (between
engineers and technicians, which is reinforced by the new engineers. the socalled
“technologues”). is such that it might give rise to rigidities in their relationships and
communications. In order to counter these “risks”, fïrms have to make certain
nontangible investments in order to improve the circulation and accumulation of
knowledge and knowhow.

Such investments seem less necessary in Japanese companies. which
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undoubtedly make different choices by devoting greater resources to the internai
socialization and training of their university graduates, notably through the
management of their career mobility. The resultant endogenisation of professional
competencies probably more than compensates for the effects that can bc expected
from the intangible investments made by French firms.

On the other hand, at a time when Japanese companies are concerned more
than ever before with the development of their basic research capacity and with
fostering the creativity of their engineers and researchers (in collaboration with other
employees), it might be wondered whether French companies do flot in fact enjoy
certain comparative advantages. Making use of a relatively more extensive system of
publicly funded research (universities, CNRS), they have also been able recently to
improve their cooperation with organizations and institutions in that system, and have
undoubtedly made more effective use of such cooperation than their Japanese
counterparts. However, this has flot necessarily improved one of their weaknesses,
namely the industrial development and marketing of new products.

Similarly, it might be that the more autonomous career strategies of French
engineers or researchers strengthen their individual creative abilities, although in some
cases this may be to the detriment of the collective accumulation of competencies.

However, could it be the case that what has hitherto been the strength of
Japanese companies, namely the science of production and development, is the
weakness of French companies, and vice versa? We do flot think this is necessarily so,

since changes are taking place in both countnes. And the debate on the ments (or
demerits) of individual or collective creativity is stili going on. In the societal
approach, the form taken by creativity cannot be considered as an independent reality.
Rather, it is the resuit of a set of relationships between the professionality of actors and
the quality of the innovation space. It is in this sense that we speak of “organized
creativity” (a term inspired by our observations in Japan).

Thus the societal approach is flot necessarily being used here to assess the
merits or dements of the French or Japanese “model” of innovation. The value of this
type of approach seems to us to lie rather in the way in which we formulate the
questions specific to our research (in this case, how the professionality of engineers
and researchers and the innovation space are constructed). However, to pose these
questions in new terms is also to give new answers.
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